
APPENDIX III 

Clan and Lineage Distribution by Barrios» 

Clan Name 

GOMEZ 

LÓPEZ 

SANTIS 

Alantic only   Alantic-Jamaltic   Jamaltic only 

Mulex 
Huacax 
Le'ax 
Chlchlat 

Xambil 
Puyte 

Calbal 
Contzal 
Tssima 
Chavín 

Chicó 
fio 
Munux 

Boc Yemuc 
Soten (Hernandez) Te'es 

Tjsitam 
Aquino 

Hua'ch 
Coritfs 

Morino 
Muxan 

All Méndez, Entzin, Rodríguez, and Niiñez live in Alantic onlyo 

«This list appears on page 47 of Gumbiner'a field notes0 



APPENDIX IV 

CHARTS OF THE CHAIIAL CENSUS 

The information presented in tho following series of charts is derived 

from forty census questionnaires, which were obtained from linguistic informants 

by Andres Medina, Muriel E» Vorbitsky analysed these materials and prepared 

this appendix» Sample siaes of the materials vary accord i 14-. 1» their relevance under 

each category, and are stated for each diagram or heading, 
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1. Buildings per sitio (U3 houaehold sitios) 

Number of sitios with: 

1 building 

Cases Percentage 

7 lfi* 

2 buildings 20 U7* 

3 or more buildings 16 37* 

Average nuaber of buildings per sitio 

Mode of buildings per sitio  

3.3 

2 

2. Building Construction Materials 

Walls (92 buildings) 

Planks or rough boards (tablas) 8U 91.3* 

Wattle-daub (barraque) 8 8* 

Boofa (96 buildings) 

Shingles (tejamanil) 57 5956 

Bark 18 19* 

Thateh (straw, grass or palm) 16 17* 

Planks (tablas) 5 5* 

3. Specialised Buildings 

Porches (corredores) (81 buildings) 5 6.2? 

Sitios with: (UO sitios) 

Kitchen separate 21 52* 
Temascal (sweat bath) 31 75* 
Oranary (troje) 16 UO* 
Pig pen 31 75* 
Chicken coop 38 95* 
Store-house (bodega) 2 5* 
Trago distillery (alambique) 1 2.5* 
Store-houBe for pottery 1 2.5* 
Sheep corral (corral de chivos) 1 2.5* 
Wood shed (techo da lana) 1 2.5*    1 

Main buildings, includes atoras (tiendas), 
work rooms (talleres), kitchens and 
sleeping houses 81 



4.     Household Sitio  Crops 

Number of  sitios with:   (40 sitios) 

Fruit trees 

Cases Peroentage 

37 92.5# 

Flower gardens 4 10 % 

Vegetable gardens 10 25 JS 

5.    Population 

Total number of persons of 40 households:  249,  123 males 
and 116 females* (10 persons not Identified by  age or sex). 

Distribution by Me and Sex 

¿ge Male Female 

0-5 25 31 

6-10 24 12 

11-20 24 31 

21 - 30 29 21 

31-40 10 10 

41-50 7 8 

51 and older 4 3 

¿lumber of persons per household:    Range - 2 to 12 

Mode    - 6 

Average    -  6 

Barrio Endogamy    (39 marriages) Cases % 

Wife from the same barrio 

Wife from other barrio or other town 

35 

4 

90JÉ 

10£ 
_ 



7»     Composition of Households      (40) 

Nuclear households (17) with: 

Married couple and one child 6 

Married couple and two or more 
children 11 

Compound households (23) with: 

Two or more couples 15 

One couple plus remnants of other 
nuclear families 6 

Male with two spouses 2 

Further breakdown of the compound aggregates  (23) 

Parents with 3 married sons and their spouses 

Parents with 2 married  sons and their spouses 

Two married brothers»  their spouses and children 

Parents with 1 married son and his spouse 

Mother with 2 married sona and their spouses 

Mother with 1 married son and his  spouse 

Mother with 1 married son and his 2 spouses 

Father with 1 married son and  his spouse 

Married couple and the husband's sister (widow) 

Married couple and their own children,  plus a 
"cousin" of  the husband's 

Man with two spouses 

Note:     In all cases of this  sample,  resldenae of the wife 
Is  In the husband's compound (vlrilocality). 



8.  Classification of Residence1 

Married Individuals    (60 couples) 

Vlrllocal 

Males Females 

- 56 

Uxorllocal 2 - 

Fratrllocal 7 1 

Patrllocal 11 1 

Filiólooal 1 1 

Other (undetermined cousin) - 1 

Apparently neolocal 39 - 

ax-married individuals  (widows,  widowers,  divorcees) 
(3 malea,   11 females) 

Flllolooal                                                      3                     10 

heterolocal  (sister's son) - 1 

Unmarried individuals (113 individuals) 

Patri-parentilo cal 

Fratrllocal 

Other (undetermined uncle) 

See  3ec«  27,  P»  8 
for the definitions of the forms of residence used- 



9*  Household .Land-holding Practice (36 households) 

67J& 

22# 

11# 

Households that norte one plot 

Households  that work two plots 

Households  that work threu plots 

cases 
"" '24 ~ 

8 

4 

Land-tenure,   and length of time of  tenure (37  households) 

Households which have held  the communal 
lands ltB membera now work for only 
one generation 

Households wi.lch have held the communal 
lands  Its members now work, for two 
generations or longer 

Households which own private lands 

20 

12 

32 86£ 

14J6 

1The significance here of  the number of plots is not a 
measure of relative sizes or yields  (information which we 
do not have),  but  to point out the relative frequency of 
individual household diversity of  holdings»     While the 
different plots are all teugoral lands,   their different 
ecological locations  and soil qualities will mean that if 
a household has diversified holdings,  greater insurance 
against total crop loss (due to   a variety of natural 
causes)   is  attained» 

10»     Approximate orop_ size,   a a  reflected by_ plantings 

The most common amount Boed planted (siembra)     3 liters 

The smallest amount of  seed planted  .   .   .   .   .     1 liter 

The largest amount of  seed planted    •   •   •     2 cuartillas 

11*     Composition of work groups    (28 groups) cases 

jáan works milpa alone 
Two or more brothers 
Father and son 
Father and more than one son 
Two fathers,   their sons,   and other 

patrllineally related men 

5 
5 

10 

This chart Illustrates  the overwhelming  Incidence of the 
patrillneal composition of work groups» 



12°    Foaada-granting Practice'     Among the sample of forty 

households,   the Incidence of granting fiosada to 

travellers la low when compared to other transect 

communities»     Fourteen of the forty households granted 

posada (we do not ¿now how often)   to  travellers from 

the following communities: 

San Cristobal 9 cases 

San Pedro  del Rouarlo 1 

Tenejapa 2 

Other (not identified)      2 

Informants from  twenty-six households said that they 

do not give posada. 

13»     Compadrazgo Relations Outside of Cjhanal.     Among  the 

sample of forty  households»   ten have established 

compadrazgo relationships with persons outside of 

Chanal  in the following communities  (each representing 

a single case): 

Colonia Vergel 

Los Llanos  (near Chilli) 

Villa las Rosas 

Dos Lagunas 

14 c 

San Cristobal 

Oxchuo 

Hacienda el Chavln 

Finca Fortuna 

Chivera (a colonia west 
and below Teoplaca) 

La Siberia (colonia of 
Chanal) 

Kinship Relations Outside Chanal»  iunong the forty 

households, five have kinsmen living elsewhere In the 

following communities: 

San Cristobal BOB ¿-agunas 

Santa Rosalia j^ palizada 

Oxchuc 



^'    garrió Affiliation of the Named Paraje Settlements1 
Mentioned In the Census materials• 

16. 

Barrio  Alantlo 

Saooheilbante 
Chacuston 
Carrizales 
Tzacultlo 
San Antonio de  los iáoutes 
aatllon 
loxaxlp 
Tzimall 

Barrio Ja?maltlc 

Tzajanlch 
Eaultlc 
Laultlc 
Nab 11 
Aauljá 
Boyhoychen 
San Vicente 
Betul 

The relative sizes of thoae parajes are unknown.    Compare 
tbla Hat with that in üec   *5,  P»   1»  *»ote 3- 

Marriage Cuaton of Groom Service.     After marriage»  a 

young oouple lives with the wife's parents normally for 

one year»  during which  time the young husband works 

for hla ln-laws (Gulteras,  1959:33)*    Of thirty-seven 

oo up lea In the sample»   thirty-one men performed groom 

service (desquitar la novia).    one man made a thirty 

peso payment In lieu of groom service»    Five men did 

no  service nor made any payment- 

17o     Labor Export.     Among the forty  households,  fifty-one 

adult men have worked for wages outside Chanal: 

On flnoas 
(those named were La Esperanza 

Justlpec 
Tapaohula 
I'rus la 
¿>an Crlstoballto) 

On highway  construction crews 

In san Cristóbal 
in Pujultie 
In Cruz Quemada 

27 

11 

The time a man may  ue away from Chanal ranges from 

six weeks  to two months.     This is a longer period 

than men of Aguacatenango,  for example,   Bpend away 

from their community.    Perhaps the greater distance 



17 •     Labor Export (contd) 

of labor recrultiaent centers  from  Chaiial la  a factor 

accounting for  the longer working periods. 

Among  the forty households,  only   two women are 

reported as having worked outside Chanal—one aa a 

servant In San Cristobal,   the other a servant in 

Com 1 tan. 

18»    ülllnguallsm.     /«aong the forty households,   thirty-five 

adult men are reported  to be bilingual: caaes 

Spanish and one dialect of Tzeltal-Tzotzll . . 33 

One dialect of  Tzeltal-Tzotzll and Tojolaoal °   2 

Wine men are reported  to be monolingual In a dialect 

of Tzeltal-Tzotzll- 

Sources where Spanish waa learned (33 cases) 

Boarding schools  for Indians 
(Internados)   (Length of training 
ranges from six months to  six years) 

San Cristóbal 

Comítan 

Local grammar school 

IUI training school In san Cristóbal 

Self-taught 

On fincas,  wnlle doing wage-work 

cases 

12 

3 

1 

8 

1 

2 

6 



10 

19-  Civ 11-Religious Hierarchy•  Number of cargoa held or 

passed by men of the sample of forty households 

according to age group: 

Age group 

20-30 31-40 41-50 51 and older 

Wo  cargo 8 1 - - 

1 cargo 13 - 1 1 

2 cargos 6 5 2 - 

3  cargos - - - - 

4 cargos - 2 - - 

5 cargos - - - - 

6 cargos - - 1 - 

20» Spanish Surname Combinations,, According to the Mexican surname usage 

an individual has two surnames. His first surname is inherited from 

his father (the father»» patrilineal surname) and his second is inherited 

from his mother (the mother'» patrilineal surname). For example, a 

person whose name is Juan Lopes Gomez is a man nauied Juan who 

has a father whose first (patrilineal) surname is Lopez, and a 

mother whose first (patrilineal) surname is Gomez, If Juan Lopez Gomez 

marries a woman named Maria Rodriguez Alcalá and they have a son whom 

they have named Pedro, the child's complete name would be Pedro Lopez 

Rodrigueze 



11 

20. Spanish Surname Combinations,,(continued) 

A = 9 
Lopez    Gomez 

A 

A =0 , 
Rodrigues Alcalá 

=     O 
Juan Lopez Gomez Maria Rodrigues Alcalá 

Pedro Lopez Rodriguez 

In a society which follows this surname usage, there will be, logically, 

as many combinations of two surnames as is statistically possible, given 

the society's inventory of surnames. 

In Chanal a modification of this system of surnames is presenta    In 

addition to a certain number of Spanish surnames, Indian surnames are also 

usedo One, or several of these Indian surnames may be linked with a certain 

Spanish surname (See Appendices II and III, above). Thus, an individual 

normally uses the doble appellldo of father's patrilineal Spanish and Indian 

surnames, for example: 
Juan Lopez Shunton.-1- 

Chanaleños, however, are conversant with the Mexican surname system, and will 

give their "complete" name when pressed, for example: 

Juan Lopes Shunton Gomes Charinf 

1. Lopez Father's patrilineal Spanish surname; Shunton Father's patrilineal 
Indian surname« 

2» Lopez ¿father's patrilineal Spanish surname 
Shunton Father's   n      Indian  " 
Gomez   Mother's   n Spanish " 
Chavin  Mothdr's   "      Indian  " 

1 
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20»  Spanish Surname Combinations» (cont») 

Individuals with the same Indian surname ("lineage") form an exogamous 

group. Exogamous rules extend further, however than the Indian lineage; the 

Spanish surname group, which may contain several Indian lineages is also 

exogamous. And, further, Guiteras (1959:13-15) has learned of two larger 

Spanish surname groupings which are exogamous ("Santis" which includes all 

those whose Spanish surnames are: Santis, Hernández,Diaz, Moreno, and Velasco; 

"Gomez", which includes all those whose Spanish surnames are: Gomez, Perez 

and Jiménez), Given this additional exogamous restriction to unqualified 

intermarriage of persons with different Spanish surnames, we may then expect 

to find Spanish surname combinations occurring somewhat less frequently than 

is statistically possible» 

From the census materials among twenty genealogies (none of them 

complete, but all covering three generations) we find that the exogamous 

rule mentioned by Guiteras is borne out; there are no cases of intermarriage 

within either the "Klomez" or the "Santis" groups (for example, no cases 

occur of persons named: Santis Hernandez, Santis Velasco, DÍaz Moreno; or 

Perez Gomes, Gómez Jimenez). 

But in addition to the expectations that certain Spanish surname combina- 

tions are precluded, there emerges a possible pattern of preferential 

marriage between certain Spanish surname groups. Of 151 marriages recorded 

in the twenty genealogies, fourteen Spanish names occur in forty-three 

combinations. Ninety-seven marriages are found in thirteen combinations, 

and three of these thirteen combinations include sixty-five of the total 

number of marriages, according to the following table: 
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20* Spanish Surname Combinations, (cont,) 

Marriages between: Men named: 

Í Lopez 
pomes 
lGomez 
(Hernandez 
(Gomez 
jSantis 

Women named: Cases 

Gomez 18 
Lopez 14 
Hernández 5 
Gomes 6 
Santis 8 
Gomez 9 sr 

The limitations of the sample permit us only on the basis of this 

evidence to suggest the possibility of a form of preferential Spanish name 

group marriage, conditioned by exogasoic rules already mentioned. We have 

no further information on the nature and social functions, if any, of the 

Spanish name group other than the exogamic one. 

Further research is necessary before proof of this form of preferential 

marriage, with possible correlated aspects of Chanal social organization, 

can be made. Eggax? has suggested the possibility of preferential cross- 

cousin marriage for Mayan groups from an analysis of Mayan kinship terminologies. 

It may be that the suggested Spanish name group preferential marriage bears 

some relationship to (i.e. is a historical development of) cross-cousin 

preferential marriage, but again, further research is required. 

3« Efegan, Fred. 1934. The Maya Kinship System and Cross-Cousin Marriage. 

14 36:188-202. 
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TEOPISCA 



'imp isc A 

A Preliminary Working Paper 

John HotchkisB 

April, 1959 
(revised, June, 
1959) 

Preface 

This report la a "working paper"—a preliminary 
ordering and summary, where summarizing is possible, 
prepared for the Highland Mayan Seminar* It is a 
working paper to be Viewed as a task in pointing out, at 
this early stage of research In Teoplaca, where the 
obvious laounae lie in the work done so far, and in 
the focussing upon problems for my own future field 
work interests- 

While some of the materials in this report touoh 
upon subjects covered in my "Cheok List Report"*(March, 
1959)» subjects not duplicated here which are found 
in this earlier report are the discussions of trade 
and market, and dietary and consumption information. 

Teopisoa is the name of a village which la the 
governmental seat of a municipio which bears the same 
name*  In this report, information pertaining to areas 
of the whole municipio are, found under some headings and 
so specified* Most of the report, however, deals with 
the village and its barrios—referred to variously as 
"the town11, "the village", "settlement (of the valley 
of Teopisoa)", "Centro", or "Centro-barrio area", in 
contexts whloh should be clear* 

Superscript numbers in text refer to Wotea, found 
on page 49- 

In the files of the University of Chicago "Man-in-Nature" 
Project. 
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1.1.  Valley of Teopisca,   Centro 

1.1.1.     The village of Teopisca  la located 25 kilometers south of 

Sun Cristobal on the Pan-/»merloan highway,   In the Chiapas highlands* 

The elevation of the valley  is Just under 6,000'   above sea level. 

The valley  is a shelf,   forming a  step between a  sharp rise on the 

northeast which eventually reaches  the highest elevations found  in 

this region, 7(500'- 8,000',  and a sharp drop on the west into 

tierra callente to elevations of 3,000'.     There are low lying hills 

on the western edge of  the valley, and there are several places 

where low hills  intrude  into  the valley. 

The town center is laid out  in a grid-block arrangement,  but 

a distinctive feature  is  its elongation Into a  "string town" pattern. 

The town is even narrower than the block plan indicates, because the 

outer nortli-south streets that parallel the two  Inner main streets 

are foot paths»  and for many blocks,  form  the boundaries to the 

fields,  and hence are not fully populated streets» 

The two main streets,  running north-south,  form the back bone 

of Teopisca,   and run along the top of a alight hog-baok which  intrudes 

into  the valley,  dividing the valley Into two wings of low,  flat 

and  irrigable land on each side of  the town.    There are outcropplngs 

of bedrock at the southern end of  tula hog back,  which may  have 

made the area unsuitable for agriculture, hence its utilization for 

settlement*    However»  these outcrops may be due to recent erosion. 

The early history of  the settlement of Teopisca  is not known by  the 

writer, but there  is a large ruined church and an open plaza at the 

north end of town,   and tills part of town is often called  "pueblo 

viejo".     This northern "center" could have been a center for a more 

populous barrio,   if at one time Teopisca had a greater population 



than it does now.    One might suggest that the string town pattern 

is a response to  the highway,  comparing  it with the  "raain drag" 

settlement of many U.   s«  highway towns,    however this would be 

drawing a false analogy, because the highway   is a recent development 

and there are still very little of the accompanying aspects of 

"highway culture"  (Roberts and others,   1957)  found  in tnis region 

of Mexico today.     The present Centro settlement pattern  is probably 

at least 200 years old- 

1.1.2.     The Centro area  is populated by about 4,000 persons,^who are 

predominantly Ladinos*    Of this number,  at least 200 are Indians 
ft 

who also live  in Centro. It is  Important to stress that Teopisoa 

is a  'Wxlcan rural village",   to point out that  it  is an open 

community  in contrast to toe "olosed corporate" Indian communities 

of the area.    While there  is a core of long-standing families in 

the town,   there  is a considerable amount of movement  in and out of 

tue community,    anyone can come and live in Teopiscu,  but there are 

Indeed variant attitudes  influencing the behavior in respect to 

newoomers by the "natives",  but these are apparently dictated 

by the established framework of the class structure,  and the situation 

la one where any one can become a Teopisqueño    und is fitted into the 

community by  his class  identification. 

l.lO.    "long the main streets»   the houses are generally built right 

on the street, with adobe brick walls bounding the town lot.    »n 

inner patio  is  inclosed by the house end kitchen or utility buildings, 

In this report,   I use a working definition of  "Indian",  which 
refers to persons who hove tuemselves migrated to Teopisoa, or those 
«ho are descendants of migrants,  from Indian communities*    The bulk 
of the Indiana  in Teopisoa are the 2nd and 3rd generation of the ori- 
ginal migrants*    *ny hard and fast criteria for distinguishing Indian 
from Ladino has yet to be devised; however a distinction is made by 
People themselves*     The ladinos refer to  Indians as  "Indltoa" or 
address them as  "muchacho",  whlife the Indians call themselves  "naturales" 
to distinguish  themselves from £ ho a9 that they refer to as   -Ladinos"* 
The usual cultural indices,  dress and language,  found in most 
anthropological writings,  are only partially applicable to Teopisoa. 



and the aide walla. « baok utility yard is behind the cocina {kitchen) 

it 
The "atreet 
Bltlo" of Centro 

G 

0 

«.ViliVy yi»J. 

1.1.4.     Richer indinos have houses 

made of adobe brick nails,   tile 

roofs»  and board or brick floors* 

i>s one goes down the wealth scale, 

walls become wattle-daub and roofs 

of at.ingle*    Porch supports,  rafter 

timbers,  are hewed loga and poles, 

tiie only  extensive use of cut-lumber 
p 

1B for flooring and  fencing. 

1.2.    The barrioB of Teopisca 

1.2.1.     The eight barrios are located  in the valley,   encircling 

Centro.    Only two barrios,   121 Hamaj al and san Sebastian,  actually 

border directly on Centro,  and are part of the grid plan at each 

end of town.     These two  burr los extend out  into  the marginal (to 

the town)  agricultural lands*     The other barrios ore  separated from 

Centro by the valley  lands and are built up along roadB and foot 

paths,  which lie between the flat and  irrigable l&nds and hills. 

1.2*2.     The eight barrios contain a population of between 1,000 and 

1,200 Indians.    Most of them are descendants of Tzotzll-speaking 

peoples originally from Hulatan and Chauula areas*     This permanently 

Battled barrio population forms an established population wuioh draws 

a slow trickle of Indians from other places—such as the lowland 

fincas and Indian communities where persons are refugees of witchcraft 

1*2.3*     The  "house-mllpa" and  "open sitio" types of house settlement 

are found  in the barrios*     In the barrioB which are squeezed onto 

the hillsides»   tuere  is Just room for a  house and yard*     While  in 

parts of El RamaJal and San Sebastian which are in the Centro grid 



plan,   they do  not. usually have the ¿entro  atreet-sltlo,  but ratuer 

trie  "open Bitlo"  type,   with  the houses located back off  the Btreet. 

The  "open sitio"  type The "houae-mllpa" type 

J>-»4k  of   «tact 

1.2.4.    iuost barrio houses are of wattle-daub wall construction and 

have shingle roofs.     There are a few thatch roofs-    Walls are made of 

boards»   slats,   stones-in-pole webbing also.    Fences are made of 

sticks,   rails, boards,  espina or left to the natural shrub cover- 

Floors are of hardened dirt-    Houses and cocinas are generally  two 

separate structures,  but occasionally  the cocina  is  in the main 

house-     i¿ee P» 48,  below,  for Tablea of nouseliold sitio Character 
latios among Indians») 

1°3»     The Upland Colonias 

1.3.1.     In the municipio  there are four colonias which are each 

located  in small valleys of the mountains north and east of Teoplsca 

at elevations of 7,500 - 8,000'.     The bottoms of the small valleys 

are devoted  to pasture lands,  and water holes are found there-    Out 

away  from the center are located the uiilpaa,  and these are bounded by 

pathways,  to give a modified grid plan.    Houses are located in the 

milpa,   in the "house-mllpa" settlement type,   so  that there is no 

close concentration of houses-    "t the extreme peripheries of the 

valleys,  pasture lands are found and these extend  Into the heavily 

forested areas and mountains around tue vulley  settlements-     The 



climate  is considerably  colder and damper in these locations,  and 

the growing  season is thus longer than  in the Teopisca valley* 

1.3.2. Three of  the colonias,  Flores Magon,  Balhuitz,  and Tzajala, 

are inhabited by  Indians who are descendants of  Chauula colonists» 

They no  longer are a part of Chamula and apparently have only minimal 

connections with Chuuiula today,     estimated sizes are:    Flores «agon, 

70-75 families; Balhuitz,  25-30 families;   Tzajala,  25-30 families. 

Dos Lagunas  (San  Isidro   is  the pre-revolutlonary name)   is a  colonia 

of 40-45  families who are  descendants of Huistan colonists.     The women 

of all four colonias wear Indian costume;  and the men of the three 

Chamula colonias wear the Chamula blanket with trousers  and  suirts 

dy.ed a light blue color.     The men of Dos Lagunas wear Ladino trousers 

and suirts»  but  sometimes a Chamula blanket* 

1.3.3. The  settlement pattern of these colonias   is that of the 

"open house-milpa" plan,  with each house located on the corner of 

a milpa plot,   thus scattering them out so that  they are some distance 

from each other*     The milpas range  in size from ¿» -  2 hectares. 

1-3*4*    houses are made of board walls,   and shingle roofs*     Thatch 

roofs and wattle-daub walls are  extremely rare  in this lumber area. 

The houses are placed  in a  fenced-off corner of the milpa with  separate 

structures for the house and cocina.     Floors are of dirt,  and fences 

are of boards,   slats,   sticks, rails and espina.   (See diagram above 

for "house-milpa"  sitio). 

1*4*    Tierra caliente 

WeBt of the village of Teopisca  in the series of descending 

broken valleys and  steps are located  some small colonias and some 

ranchos and fincas,  and two  small pueblos*     The colonias are of 

mixed Ladino-Indian populations*    on the fincas usually  live juadino 

owners and/or administradores and a few Indian wage-workers and their 

families-     The pueblos of Wuevo x^eon and Los Llanitos are probably 

of mixed  Ind ian-Ladino  composition.     The populfc- 



elevations of 3i000 - 5,000':   and the  climate  is considerably warmer 

than it  is  in Teopisca proper*    liost of the area west of Teopisoa  Is 

broken,   steeply descending country,   and not until one travels about 

20 kilometers does he find  the broad valleys and lowlands of tierra 

caliente proper,   and very  little of tais richer  agricultural area  Is 

within the Municipio of TeopiBoa.   (The boundary between the municipios 
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of Teopisca and Carranza runs between the pueblos of Matamoros and 

Muevo Leon,  which are only  1-2 kilometers apart,   and both are 

located on hills  surrounded by  somewhat broken-up valley  lands*) 

numerous  trails criss-cross tue area and are the only avenues of 

commerce,  roads being absent.   (See my  "Check-list Report" for further 

information on this region.) 

2*0.     HISTOUIC..L JNOTfi 

2.1*     The following section should be considered a  supplement or an 

extended footnote, because  it  is an attempt to put together scattered 

information gained by hearsay  for the purpose of having an organized 

statement on record to form the basis for historical work* 

2*2.     Sometime not long after the conquest,  during the times of 

repartimiento the Indians who had once lived  in the valley of Teopisca 

were reputedly removed to  the present lowland pueblo of uloolSs Ruiz 

(located at the base of the mountain,  La Lanza,   in the municipio of 

Carranza),     subsequently,   during  the colonial and  independence periods, 

Teopisca was populated only by Ladinos*    During these times,  there was 

a textile weaving  industry  in Teopisca which had regional significance, 

and Teopisoa may have been larger than it  is now. 

There were  in the colonial and   independence periods undoubtedly 

a few  indi^ns living  in the valley,  as well as  in both the upland 

and lowland areas as laborers on ranchos and fincas*     This population 

was probably of a fluid kind,  wnich kept close ties to homeland; 

Indian communities,  or those who had broken ttieir ties and  formed a 

email  rural  urn!«tai 



During  the revolution and post-revolutionary times,   lyiO  and 

after,   the municipio was opened up to   Indiana by means of  the land 

reforms and ejido programs,   which mude possible a larger,   stable 

and permanent Indian population.     In   the valley of Teoplsca,   Indians 

were given house   sites 4n the barrios and ejido uilpa  lands nearby, 

uut outside the vaxley-     Communal lands and confiscated private 

lands provided tula home ¿-nd land base for the  immigrant  Indians• 

The upland colonias  (Flores wagon,  üaluultz,   TzajalS" and Dos 
3 

juagunas)  were probably  settled before the revolution by colonists 

of Chamula and Hula tan,  and then,   It. ter given their present status 

as ejido communities  "after the  fact"*     The Indian agricultural 

laborers found  today   in the  lowlands who  work on fincas  part of 

tue year,  and  return to their homes   in zlnacantan or Ohaiaula,  are 

probably conforming to a  pattern which was present before the 

revolution.     The more permanently  settled lowland communities 

of the present day probably were formed at the time of the 

revolution and now provide an ejido base for a steady,  but small, 

trickle of Indians who cut their ties with homeland communities. 

2.3.    From the above,   the following reconstruction is offered for 

the pattern of   immigration and establishment of  Teoplsca' a Indian 

barrio population. 

The peoples of the highland areas of  Chaa.ula and hulstán,  have 

been faced with population pressures on dimin 1 shingly productive 

lands,   throughout the colonial,   independence times,   and  taese 

problems  still  exist today.     They have reached out and   settled  in 

parajes and  colonias farther and farther away from their centers- 

Colonists probably  entered the uplands of Teopisca before the revol- 

ution,  and extended  even farther south  in the uplands behind «maten^ngo 
4 

and along  toe highway  towards Com i tan (e.g.,   Cruz quemada;,    «.t the 

time of the revolution and after,   these settlements were given the 
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unñfív  tho  olido  gr;¡nt  program. 

Before the revolution there were probably a number of Indians 

wrio had given up the colonia areas and had taken Jobs as wage-laUsrera 

in and around Teopisca.    »t the time of the revolution,   these and 

additional peoples overflowing tro\a  the upland areas» formed the 

uulk of the immigration into  vie Teopisca barrios wtiere tuey were 

given house sitios and milpa  lands,  and formed the permanent Indian 

population whioh continues to this day.    There  is a continuing process 

of peoples filtering  into  tiiis well-established barrio population,   so 

that today,  variation  is  present  In respect to  the connections  and 

ties with the communities of origin for these peoples» 

3.0. 10i.rriC.n- ül«*i»*«L¿i»TAOtt 

3.1. Introduction-  The formal governmental apparatus of Teopisca 

is a very simple one, and is described In 3.2. below.  The upland 

colonias and the pueblo of Muevo .ueo*n have local government organi- 

zations» with "Presidentes" and ejido committees» but the nature 

of these and their relationships with the munclplo organizations are 

not known by me. 

The barrios of Teopisca have no formal governmental organization. 

.» few barrios with schools have education committees, which handle 

school problems» and through these organizations, political action 

can be effected» 

While the formal governmental structure is thus relatively 

8imple, the processes of political life whioh are effected in 

government, or policy, are not.  In this summary, I can only give 

hints at some of the proulems posed for an adequate description of 

the multifunctional municipio government organization and the complex 

processes of political action through the informally organized Interest 

groups» 



1.2-    municipio government.     The  cabecera of the municipio   is  housed 

in a  large,   colonnaded building on the central plaza of Teopiaca. 

This government establishment has only toree full time personnel-the 

i-residente,   the Secretario,  and the Comandante   (<julef-o*-*polioe).    The 

secretary keeps records,   files and does the paper work—correspondence, 

petitions,  records»    '.'mile  the office uf tut» Secretario  is one which 

contains the possibility for considerable exercise of  initiative and 

authority by virtue of the role of  "receptionist",   the present 

incumbent Is a young and  ineffectual man who only takes on minor 

administrative matters,  and will reserve important matters for the 

Presidente to handle»     The Comandante Is always on hand, and does 

a variety of jobs—collects the small  tax from puestos  in the regular 

Sunday market,   runs errands and messages,   and occasionally has the 

position of  authority when on a mission to apprehend real or sus- 

pected offenders of the law.     The incumbent Presidente appoints the 

men for these  two Jobs- 

The real business of government falls on one man,  the Presidente, 

WHO  is elected, and he oarries out a wide variety of tasks  in contexts 

where legislative,  Judicial and administrative functions are effected» 

The Presidente works within a legal framework established by state 

and national laws,  which has a great degree of built-in flexibility 

which is reinforced by the  community's conception of government» 

While nearly everyone in the community   is aware of higher group 

ordered governmental structures*  which  influence the operations 

at the municipio  level,  the bulk of the people do not have precise 

knowledge of them,  nor do they have financial resources to utilize 

them • 

The municipio government  is financed largely by funds granted 

by the State»    however, the municipio  levies directly:  a small tax 

from traveling merchants for puesto space at the weekly m&rket; 

taxes from the proprietors of tne  temporary cantinas,  amusements and 
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stalls during the commercial fair for San Agustín, the patron saint; 

and a ^10 tax, annually, from the larger permanent stores-  These 

Btores pay a permit tax also to the State-  There are no property 

or income taxes (pernaps the richer persons pay an income tax) for 

the uulk of the population, slaughtering taxes go to the State- 

Tho Presidente, thon, administers funds, plans civic events (the 

secular aspects of fiestas), executes civil marriages, maintains 

the civil register, adjudicates in minor disputes, and acts as 

agent and executor for directives which come from higher group 
ft 

ordered organizations both within and outside the municipio- 

3-3-    Other administrative offices-     Two State of Chiapas offices, 

Goulseriado de Hacienda and  the tax collector,  and the Federal Jt-oat 

Office and telegraph office are other administrative posts found  In 

Teopisoa-     The mail and  telegraph offices have strictly  service 

functions-     The tax and hacienda offices are maintained  to handle 

and administer laws and directives from the state government-    Little 

is known about the functions of hacienda  (like our Department of 

the Treasury-),  but the tax collectors are Involved only Tilth 

collecting taxes on slaughtered livestock,  primarily  cattle,  and 

their Jurisdiction goes far beyond  the municipio boundaries—south 

towards Co ía i tin and west  into tierra  caliente-     Retail permits, 

a form of tax on storeB and  cantinas of a certain size,   are obtained 

by Teopisquenoa   from State government offices   in san Cristobal or 

Tuxtla. 

In Teopisoa  there is an office of a Federal  scuool  inspeotor 

who administers a district wulch  Includes about 30 schools, both 

He will sometimes adjudicate cases of contraband liquor-makers 
caught  in ijaatenango,  upon the  initiative of the  "revenuers" from 
San Cristobal  (June Wash,   Field ¡totes,   1958,  p-  62) 

S 
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<»c)atenL>n¿o-     There are  state  schools  in the area also,   and  the 

Jurisdiction of state and federal governments  In educational 

matters  remain unclear to me.     The state  schools are administered 

from San Cristóbal. 

3.4.     The Ejido Committee»     «n Important organization of federal 

origin  is  tae local committee of eJidatarlOB-     This  committee   le 

composed of of floors who arc Indlens,  eleotod by    holdora of 

ejido grants, all of whom are Indian.     This committee works 

within the framework of the federal ejido program In the administra- 

tion,  distribution and use of ejido  lands-    However,   tula group 

is by no means autonomous,  and has what  is  in effect a subordinate 

relationsuip with the municipio government.     The general x^dino- 

Indian relationship,   where the  Indian is  subordinate,   Is manifested 

even at the apex of local political organization.   (The origins of 

this situation may  lie partly  in the fact that much of the ejido 

lands were made available to  the  imia Igra ting  Indiana through 

confiscation of Ladino land holdings,   and  today,   the Ladinos are 

not letting tue Indians forget  it!)    The municipio i-residente  is 

often present at the weekly ejidatarlo meetings to present requests 

of  "communal" labor (to clear trails i and contributions of cash to 

help defray municipio  expenses  (e.g.,  a  "tax" was levied of ¿5 per 

ejidatarlo to pay for the new floor of the cabildo poroh.)    While 

these requests are aired at the meetings»  often with heated discus- 

sion,   ttiey are most often accepted by the ej Ida tar ios and then 

become enforceable by sanctions of fines or loss of ejido lands- 

There was no  similar levy made upon Ladinos to help defray  the 

cost of the new cabildo porch floor,   so we see that the function 

of the organization of ej Ida tar ios  is not limited solely  to ejido 

land problems;   it can also be viewed as an efficient way to have 

the  Indian population organized and accessible for serving Ladino  ends. 
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^.R.       Infnrrnnl    t/nvammorit.fl 1   nrffsnW.it. Inna--l_'.l nh   río   lanno;   «"<?.   VHI • 

" description of the political organization of  Teopisca would 

be  incomplete  If only  the formally   constituted authorities were 

taken into account.     The arena for Ladino participation In signi- 

ficant community politics  is tiie Club de leones.     This club has 

about 20 members,  who are  the wealthiest anadinos of town. 

Principally  through the efforts of one man, 

the club was organized several years ago-     In its early years, 

the service functionsfor which the Lions International is well- 

known,  were apparent--the construction of a new federal  school 

and the church edifice Improvements were aided by  this club. 

However»  at present    it appears that the service function is 

less important than the arena  it provides for indino  community 

politics*     It is probably no  coincidence that  the head men of 

the local Pal organization are all .uions Club members*    " building 

on the plaza,  owned and donated by the founder»     provides a meeting 

hall for the club.     This building served as PK1 campaign headquarters 

for last year's national presidential elections,   and more recently, 

as  the campaign headquarters for the municipio presidential elections» 

It  is this 1 Hi-Lions Club group that determines much of muni- 

cipio government policy.     It nominates the 1RI candidate for 

municipio president,  who  is assured of election in the single party 

system.   (See my field notes.   PP-  296-7; 476-9»  for the events of 

nomination and election of the new Presidente).     I am not 

aware of any municipio council or an enlarged ayuntamiento  (which 

includes  tue Presidente»  council and Judges; which is common for 

the Mexican municipio  (Whetton,  1948:530-335)*    Only a municipio 

president was on the ballot  in the x.ovember municipio elections,  but 
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If such councils exist,   even as Presidential appointees»   it  is 

certain tiiat tliey,  or a majority of their members,  would come from 

the ¿¿ions Club-PKI group. 

While the Lions-PRI group can be considered the primary locus 

of community indino politics»   tuere  is not necessarily «  singleness 

of aim or point of view represented by this  group.     on trie contrary, 

Internal factions and disagreeuents £ re present,  based upon 

personal rivalries and   interests.  H'hile    the membership of this 

group represents      what we might call the  "propertied and 

landed .uadino   interests", it is not necessarily politically 

irresponsible and concerned only  with policy dictated by   its own 

ends»    Others may  initiate political action,  but they  realize the 

group's power position and  important role in community affairs, 

and bring their problems to  it  for discussion and action.     Interests 

of Indians and poor ladinos may be translated  into political action 

and presented to the LionB-PRl group with considerable force 

tnrough the barrio   (scaool district;  education committees  combined 

with  the JSjido  Committee  so  that these other local  interests backed 

with power from higher ordered governmental structures  (State and 

nation;  oan be  Indeed vocal and effective  in obtaining favorable 

municipio action-^ 

The varied  interests found In TeopiBca  (it  is a   "plural" 

society) are able to achieve results through the complex  inter- 

action and alignments of various  informal groupings. 

In tuts brief treatment of political organization,   the formal 
were 

structures and some Informal organizations/described 

to give hints of  how political life and governmental process  is 

carried on in the context of the actual  interplay of  these  insti- 

tutions. 
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4.0.      RJÜ.L.IGÍUUS 0KGi*wI¿..TIüN 

4' 1»     Introduction»     The entire municipio  is catholic,  or nominally 

so*     Some of the more  "Indian" areas—the upland colonias—probably 

have      inore pronounced features of  "folk-catholic ism"  (as middle- 

¿.uierican students have applied  this term to  the syncretism of Indian 

religion and Catholicism  in Indian towns and rural communities*)• 

There are hints of an existence of a religious hierarchy   in the 

upland colonias—chapels exist there*   and an informant at Dos 

Lagunas mentioned the offices of  "alfeVez" and  "mayordomo",  but the 

details of  such organization «ere not obtained*     There  1B a small 

church at Muevo us6n- 

because of the relative  inaccessibility of  these upland and 

lowland areas»  and because the people of these places make trips 

to Teopisoa or to other religious centers quite often,   I doubt if 

a priest ever visits them.     Therefore*  these communities must have 

religious organizations which maintain thalr chapels and plan and 

organize local fiestas*  and there are undoubtedly religious person- 

ages «ho lead prayer services of some kind* 

For the village of Teopisoa,  the functions of the regularly 

visiting religious professionals,  the Ladino religious organization, 

the barrio religious organization,  a note on Ladino-Indian differences 

in religious participation,  and a ceremonial calendar are described 

in the following sections. 

4.2.    The religious professionals--Priest and nuns»    There are no 

resident professionals  in Teopisoa, end  the recruitment of local 

TeopisquenoB    into religious professionalism is probably rare-- 

these come from outside* 

Teopisoa is part of a priest's regular weekly southern 

circuit from san Cristóbal which  includes ••matenango and  less often, 

«•guacatenango.    Fiesta demands  in these communities,  and   In Chamula 
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where  the same priest  serves»   sometimes causes his absence from 

tiie Sunday masB  in Toopisoa-     ,. substitute priest sometimes fills 

in for him, or a pair of nuns occas  lonally  lead a prayer service 

in his absence*     Teopisca's  cuurch  is  this particular 

priest's  uhuroh,   uxid he   is  tiie highest  local religious  (huuiua/ 

authority*     He gives masses  (sometimes  2 on a  single Sunday;, 

officiates at Ladino marriageB,   and sometimes  1B present for a 

indino funeral,     he   is  always  accompanied by one or two nuns and 

when in Teopisca he,  or his nuns,  make household visits to families 

where there is  sickness*     The nuns occasionally visit the barrios 

where they engage  in proayletizing,  trying to  encourage more 

regular church attendance and make attempts  to get  couples living 

"Juntados" or with only civil marriages to be also  married by  the 

priest*     The priest holds audiences  in the     parish house next to 

the church with laymen who represent the Parochial Committee and 

discuss administrative matters and fiesta plans*    Individuals 

visit him to arrange weddings and baptisms* 

The priest enjoys near autonomy  in religious matters and 

"runs his own mass and says whet he wants  to   in sermons",  altho 

he  is  "above politics and does not get  involved  in political 

controversy "•* 

During fiestas,  the priest holds masses,  but does not 

participate  in the more secular activity of the processions, 

dances,  and f lreworké displays*     In only  the main procession 

Prior to the high mass on the duy of san .ogustín,  the patron 

aaint of Teopisca,  did I see him participate* 

Duane wetzger,  personal communication,    he elicited these comments 
from the priest*  v 
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4*3*     ladino  religious organization-     The  Influence of community 

leadership of  the Club de Leones   is  not limited  to political or 

governmental affairs»   (3-5-J  but extends  into  the religious life 

of Teoplsca as well-     The officers of a central Parochial committee 

are appointed by   the i-lons Club.     The Presidente of  this  committee 

is a member of the club,   but tue other officers may  not be-       This 

committee runs  the secular aru of  the church on the local scene» 

working with the priest  in matterB of maintenance of the church 

plant,   administering funds from regular churoh collections as well 

as  special fiesta collections,   and planning fiestas*     The most 

active time of tuis committee  is during the planning of the fiesta 

for san «guatin.     The many varied  tasks required are delegated out 

by  the central committee to  sub-committees•    For smaller  fiestas, 

the central committee appoints an encargado who  tak.es the respon- 

sibility   in getting personnel for processions,  musicians,   rocketeers, 

and raising or contributing the moneys to cover the expenses- 

Sometimes an  individual «ill volunteer for tae post of encargado 

for a saint's  fiesta to  "serve his saint".     The encargado for the 

"announcement day",  held on august 15th,   for San i^gustin,   is usually 

a volunteer»   and tills act has obviously a prestige-building function. 

Teoplsca has a  chapter of the women's group,  recién Católica, 

which  is composed mostly of young girls of 15-20 from the wealthier 

families*     This group  is led and advised by older women-     These 

older women serve as prayer-makers and leaders of afternoon rosarlas 

and evening novena services when the priest or nuns are not present. 

The girls are active in some fiestas,  and some do not require their 

organized participation.     This group also obviously fulfills the 

social function of providing a prestigeful adolescent "social set" 

for these indino girls- 
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The church provides a  aet.il-professional role for older women, 

usually widowed or spinsters»   who are religious zealots,   and  their 

voices are noticeable during  singing and-recitations,     some of these 

are  In the «celan Católica group,   but membership  in tills organization 

la limited to  the wealthier vomen,   so  thut poorer indinan  individually 

take on this  role-     They   take on  the  responsibility of  decorating 

the church sometimes,   and are reputed to  encourage the priest and 

nuna to  "get after" wayward catholics,  by being the last link  In the 

chain of gossip between the community and  the professionals.     They 

are criticised by both indinos and   Indians for being over-entuusiastio 

and   "meddlers",  but are humorously  tolerated by   oelng  the brunt of 

Jokes» 

4.4.    Barrio relIRIOUB organization.     The barrios have chapelB,   either 

in separate buildings or a private family oratorio serves to house 

the barrio saints.    The only "officials" which  I could discover 

that maintain    these chapels are persons who have  inherited the 

custodianship from  their ancestors,   through affinal or consangulneal 

links*       These persons  serve as encargados during fiestas for 

these saints by providing meals.     The fiesta of santa Cruz-san 

Isidro  (kay 3-5)   is the most  Important barrio religious event,  for 
the barrios of Zaragoza and Ojo de ¿agua. 
These barrios each have fiesta committees which are chosen by  the 

last year's committee and they plan and make collections to pay for 

fireworks, musicians and liquor for tills annual event.     There  is 

no religious organization other ttian these temporary committees* 

There are apparently no religious organizations,  or even 

vestiges of them,   in the Indian barrios,  which bear resemblances 

to tuose found in the Indian communities of the region.     The 

saints that are  celebrated by barrio  Indians are not significant 

in the -Ladino  religious calendar,   and are probably  carry-overs 

from the original  Indian religious   inventory.     We can ratuer 
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tentatively  conclude  that  in the proaess of  the move  into  the 

fringes of  indino   society,   and  the attendant  loss of organizational 

features of  the civil-religious  sy stems of the home communities, 

these  Immigrant Indians retained   aone of the original  saints but 

adapted or borrowed  the requisite organizational framework of  the 

"comité" from  the Ladinos  to celebrate them. 

4*5«     i>)ote on indino- Indian differences  in religious participation» 

The patron saint,   san Justin,   is  celebrated by  both Ladinos and 

local  Indians-     «procession bearing  the  image of  tula  saint from  the 

church   in ivuevo Leon Journeys  to Teopisca.     Some barrios have proces- 

sions,   and tue religious officials from ianatenango  and <>guacatenango 

Join togetuer for a single procese ion.     barrio  Indians and other 

Indians bring  candles  and place  them at the large  image of san 

Agustín in the cuurch  and  pray  there-     indinos do not do  this, 

(indinos regularly pay brief homage  to  their  saint when entering 

.and  leaving  the ctiurch  service by  kissing   its robes and   croosing 

themselves*) 

For  the regular Sunday mass,   the per centage of barrio  Indians 

in attendance  is much lower than for Ladinos-     Indians and poorer 

Ladinos are called upon to  help   in the secular activity of a 

community fiesta,  by  the appointed Ladino  encargado,   as rocketeers, 

costumed dancers,   and  horsemen.     For Todos Santos,  Ladino activity 

is  centered   in the ctiurch with  services and mass,  but generally 

only  Indians make the all-night vigil and  fiesta at  the graveyard- 

While both Ladinos  and  Indians  Journey  to «matenango and 

«guacatenango and attend  the religious services during the larger 

fiestas  in these communities,   I received the impression from talking 

with barrio   Indians,   who   seldom go  to  the Teoplsca  church,   that  the 
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saints  emphasized  in these communities  "meant more"  to  them  than 

they  do to    Ladinos-     I  think thut  the Ladinos who  do attend  the 

masses at these fiestas do   so more because  their priest  is giving 

a mass,   and  not for any   special  significance for the  "Indian saints" 

being celebrated- 

<i list of  the celebrated  saints and fiestas differs between 

Indians ¿»nd  Ladinos-     The barrio   Indians   include some of the saints' 

fiestas  in «inatenango  and /»guacatenango wti ich they  attend,  and omit 

some of  the local Teoplsca  saints when asked to  list them-     The 

Ladino omits  the saints  celebrated by   Indians»  both of  the local 

barrios  and of the neighboring communities»     *ui exception to  this, 

however,   is  the fiesta of Guadalupe,  which   is  celebrated  In ¿.matenango 

and attended by peoples from a wide area.    On the priest's way home 

from tills event,   he holds a small  Ill-attended mass for Guadalupe 

In Teoplsoa. 

il&rrio   Indians  say  their Santa Cruz-san Isidro fiesta of May 

j-5  1B only attended by  Indians,  ^nd not by Ladinos. 

4.6-     Ceremonial Calendar.     Some aspects of  the public fiestas wulch 

I observed are summarized  In the following pages*     ¿statements on 

fiestas which are marked by  tae *  are based upon  informant's accounts. 

I have   included  the  "non-religious"  Independence Day activities,  but 

not the  small,  private family fiestas  for birthdays and baptisms- 

Page references to my Field Notes are in parentheses. 

nil  Incomplete annual cycle for which  I have some  information 

la as follows; 

4-6.1. «ugust 15-30 
4.6.2. Sept.  6-3 
4.6.3- Sept.  13-24 
4.6-4. Sept-   13-16 

4.6.5- Sept.  28 

San Agustín and commercial fair 
Virgen de Natividad,   In *»guacatenango 
Virgen de Mercedes 
Mexican National  Independence holiday, 
(also celebrated   in umatenango) 
San uiguel 
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4.6.6. October 1-3 
4.6.7' October 3-4 
4.6.8- Oct. 31-itov- 1 
4.6.9- December 11-14 

4.6.10. December 18-25 
4.6.11. May 3-6 
4.6.12. May (total) 

Santa  Teresa 
San Francisco   (In ¿.matenango) 
uos ¿tíceles,   Todos Santos 
Santa Lucía-Guadalupe  (trlmarily   In 
¿unatenango, but some local observances) 
Natividad,  woche Buena 
Santa Cruz,  San Isidro 
Santa lúaría,  Concepo ló'n (iway 31) 

4.6.1.     san ^uatín,  »up¡uflt 15.-20- 

This fiesta,   combined with a commercial fair,  begins with the 

renouncement Day  procession on Friday,   ,»ug.   15th.   and  continues 

a few days beyond  Thurs-,   ¿*ug.   28,   tile Day of San Justin,   taking 

in the weekend which  follows  toe 28th. 

4.6.1.1-     Organizations. ' The municipio government distributes  ap^ce 

in the plaza for  the many   temporary  cantinas,   stores,   and amusements- 

Fees are paid  to   the government as a  "rent" or  "permit"  to do buslnesa 

by  the  concessionaires- 

The central Parochial Committee works  closely with  the priest 

and helps plan events«     To aid  In  this,   sub-committees are chosen 

by  the central committee*-   "Juntas kayo res" who clean streets and urge 

families to paint their houses;   "Junta encargada de las festividades", 

who are women and WHO carry out religious functions,  such as helping 

the priest In decorating the church,  and act as custodians of  the 

sacred banner of San Agustín and plan with the various process loners 

wnen they  should use  it.     The  "Junta Encargada" are a group of men 
rative 

who handle admlnist./   tasks,  collect money from families,  help 

plan events and carry out directives from both the oentral committee 

and the municipio government* 

The announcement Day procession is run by an encargado who 

volunteers  "to  serve his saint" and then is  "appointed by" the 

priest,    he  is  responsible for financing and organizing this 

procession.   (147) 
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The active participants of   the berrio and neighboring  community 

procesa ions  coordinate their activity with the priest and  the 

"Junta encargada de las festividades"»     I do not know how  the 

barrios  themselves get this organized» 

The üccion Católica girls decorate the church HUH for  some 

of the masses and rosarlas-     They may  do other tasks,   directed by 

either trie priest or the  "Junta ¿¡ncargada de las festividades".   (383-5) 

4*6°1*2.    Financesi   expenditures-     While the municipio government 

obtains money  through granting concessions.   I do not know how much 

of  tais   is  allocated  to other aspects of tne fiesta.     ^ committee 

of men do make several visits  to  each family  taking collections» 

which probably go  to paying the religious professionals,   the priest 

and the bishop who  was called   in to give a mass-    koneys collected 

by  tuem,   plus funds from  the government,  go  to  pay  for the fire- 

works and musicians* 

Various personal      cargos      are taken on by  individuals— 

sponsoring masses and rosarlas  (by providing church  decorations) and 

tne sponsor of the .«nnouncement Day procession,   either raises money 

from friends,  or  stands a good bit of  the expense hitusolf,   which 

involves firev.orks,  musicians,   trucks for floats. 

Collections are made at every  church service which goes to help 

pay for t.ie professionals. 

4.6.1.3.     activities*  participation,  brief chronological account. 

Friday,  ¿»ug.   15:    uass  early  am,  accompanied by rocket barrage- 
Priest officiates—moderate attendance* 

11:15,  beginning of procession, with constant toll 
of church bells,  barrage of rockets*    Procession 
started  in north end of town,  caue south on ¿>ve. 
Central,  went to  the south of of town,  and came 
back north on Calle Heal.    Order:     rocketeers, 
Indian band of flute ¿<nd drums,   indinos  carrying 
red banner of ¡¿an ¿.gustin,   truck  (float)  with 
y,ueen (traditionally the encargado's daughter)  and 
her attendants,   truck with girls of ¿.ccion Católica, 
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truck with marimba band    (hired,   from SCLIC;,  random followers, 
mostly  kids»     Following a good distance behind were two costumed 
horsemen riding up to  doorways distributing leaflets wuich 
"announce"  tue fiesta,   and  urge    people to  dress up  their houses 
and make the village look nice for the visitors» 
In front of church,   the procession stopped,  and the banner was 
carried  inside the church,  with more rockets, bombs»     Indian 
band  remained outside,   In plaza, and played  for a while- 

V.eek of sat.   Aug»   16  to 
Sat.     Augv    23:     There were early church services,  accompanied 

by  rocket barrages,   and officiated by  the priest who  settled 
In the par  lsh house all week-     Church  services  in afternoons 
and evenings also-     The concessionaires began arriving and 
setting up  temporary   stores,   cantinas,   amusements-     "11 this 
week families had fires out  in front of  their houses  to   "light 
the streets",  and they would  sit out around them and socialize 
with paasersby-    By  Friday,   many of the cantinas operating 
with many  customers»   both ladinos and  Indians- 

Sat-  «ug-  23-     Early mass,  rockets-    ¿«ild-morning,  a procession carrying 
red banner,  with rocketeers-    men carry banner,  women follow» 
From Barrio i.marillo(?) -     Procession did not nit-ke  complete town 
circuit,  but caue from the north and  went directly  to  the 
church on .ive-  Central- 

sun.  ttug.  24:    <• well-attended mass,  priest officiated,  rockets. 
Process ion of religious officials from idnatenongo and «guaca t- 
enango came from the south,  up Calle Heal,  with red banner,  and 
palma fronds-     They  entered church during a mid-morning mass. 
Large market,  many puestos and many visitors,  both Ladino and 
Ind ian- 
Dance sponsored by Lions Club  In evening. 

kon.  .tug 25:    school vacation begins today,  remains out of  session 
until Sept.   1-    Early mass,  w/priest and rockets-    Large 
Influx of  Indians from areas around SCuC—Chauula,   Tenejapa, 
Zinaoantan and hulstSn.     In afternoon, Barrio O Jo de .-.gua 
procession,  with red banner-     Late afternoon,   procession 
welcoming the brass band hired from Chlapa de Corzo-    Evening 
mass,   "star" and  "whistle" rockets used- 

Tues-  --ug-  26:    Early mass-     Throngs of northern Indians  (Tzotziles)° 
Merry-go-rounds and ferris wheels  installed and operating. 
Plaza turonged with visitors,  many ¿¿¡dinos from SCUJ-    «t noon, 
procession with  image of san ..¿ustin from church of nuevo Leon 
up »ve>   Central and  into church.    Dance In Lions Club  in evening, 
with two marimba bands, (from Pino la and Oco singo). 

Vied.  j.ug.  27:     Early mass,   street in front of cnurch Jammed,  roped 
off,  full of puestos-    Influx of «niatenang^ros and ..guacatenang^ros 
today,    amusements operating  to full capacity- many  Indians 
riding them.     10:15 am,  a procession of well-dressed Ladinos 
carry red banner  Into church.     There  is lots of drinking,  many 
drunks.     Evening fireworks display, with fancy rockets,  castillos, 
balloons and torritas. 

Thurs-  «ug.   28:    Day of san ¿Agustín.    Early mass-    Packed market- 
Procession,   led by rocketeers,  well-dressed indinos carrying 
banner»  Priest,   float with  Image of san .«guetín,  and Indians 
following at noon,     «fter taking the  town circuit,   entered 
church.     In mid-morning,   a  high mass  conducted by  the blqhop 
from SCLC.    Market and amusement activity  In plaza all after- 
noon and evening.     Evening  fireworks display like last night. 
During  the day,  many of the Tzotzil Indians began, leaving,   with 
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loads of purchases,   raany  «matenango pota. 
Fri-  ¿>ug 29s     Early  mass-•   Great exodus of the northern Indians- 

ü big   "let-down"  in plaza activity. 
Sat.   *.ug 30:     jsarly mass-     Plaza very  quiet-     Visitors alcnoat all 

gone. 
Sun.  i»ug.  31:     hJarly mass-    Plaza very quiet,  with only moderate 

market activity,    ¿¡vening and lb te afternoon many  local people 
in plaza relaxing,   sitting on tenches  in whole family  ¿roups, 
wen groups  In cantinas.     The amusements not doing any business. 

uon.  Sept 1:    ¿arly  mass,  but first one without roctcets since begin- 
ning.     Dismantling of temporary  stalls begins*    Rosario  in 
afternoon,  poorly attended. 

Tues«  Sept 2:    iiarly uass,  dismantling  continues- 
Wed.   Sept 3-     «o  e^rly  mass.     The  last of tue  temporary   stalls 

leave- 
Thurs-   Sept 4:     Priest  in town,   holds  services,   early,  raid-morning, 

and afternoon rosario,  but back to normal otherwise-     The 
Comandante witu  helpers   is  starting to  clean up the debris 
around trie plaza. 

4-6.2-    Virgen de Natividad--In «guacatenango    Sept.  6-8- 

This  is a large fiesta held  in i»guacatenango,  but        which 

many Ladinos and  Indians of Teopisca attend-     Only  a fen Ladinos 

come for commercial purposes  to  set up stalls-     Transportation  is 

provided by a few trucks for Ladinos and   Indi;ns alike-     There  is 

heavy marKet activity  in the plaza, with TeopiequefSoa   buying 

not-country foods-     The priest  is present,  and  services held,  and 

Ladinos attend.     There is a lot of drinking,  wuloh TeopisqueKoa 

engage in also,    iuost came for a   single day,  returning the sane 

evening,  only a few taking posada with Indian friends or persons 

known through commercial relationships- 

4.6.3.    Virgen de kercedea        Sept.  24- 

This  fiesta began on the announcement nay of Sat-,   Sept 13» 

and continued until the 24th.     The Independence Day celebrrtions 

also occurred during this period- 

The central Parochial committee appointed two indino encargados, 

brothers» who  took the responsibility 

of carrying off the procession with musicians,  costumed dancers, 

"moors",  and devils-     These two men drew upqn their relatives and 
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friends,   plus many  Indians from uarrio  El Kamajal,   to participate 

and  help defray  the costs of the uualclans and fireworks  1398-99)• 

4.6.3*1°     /.ctivities 

Si«t.   Sept.   13'.     announcement Day.     <«t 10 am,  a marimba band 
with many masked dancers   (all males),   costumed  "moors",  devils, 
"viejltos",   and two  costumed horsemen,  began their circuit 
from the c.mrch thru  the town.     The musician-dancing group stopped 
at houses  every  two blocks and played and  performed.     The horse- 
men followed and distributed  leaflets announcing  the fiesta  to 
people in doorways.     This tour took two hours*     There was no 
church service after thLs performance.     The active performers 
were poorer i-adinos and  Indiana,   mostly  from El Kauajal (224-5; 

•398-99). 

During the evenings after this,  weather permitting,  families 
had fires out  in front of their houses,   and children gathered 
around some of them and played,  danced and were "frightened" by 
costumed devils WHO plied tue  streets.   (253,  261). 

There were no onuroh services up until Tuea-  Sept.  23,  at 
wiiich time there was an early mass. 
Wed*  Sept-  24:    «n early mass,  with priest,    several children 
baptised at  this service (266)-     ..t mid-day,   the marimba and 
dancers walked thru Calle Real and performed*     (269)  In evening 
another performance,  walking through streets,  stopping at 
house fires,  with a large following of poorer Ladinos and  Indians 
for an audience.     (273-4) 

This was a day of rest,  no  school,  and many families have private 
cumpleaños parties for persons named Mercedes.     The plaza wt-s 
thronging with marketers  in morning. 

4.6.4.    Mexican Independence Day celebrations*     Sept.  13-16 

Sat.  Sept 13*     » school program,  directed by  teachers,  with 
students performing—recitations*    ..duits present were fres- 
of uunlcipio.&tt.e head of the lay educational committee. 
(225-6) 

Sun.  Sept 14:    .» procession of richer Ladinos, on horseback 
carrying the flag from the cabildo thru town.    PKI officials 
organized this.   (230-31) 

Monday,  Sept 15*    During the day,  a stage was erected on 
porch of caoildo,  directed by  two school teachers*     Chairs 
and benches placed on porch for  spectators*    In evening, 8 pm, 
the school program took place,  with children reciting,  and dancing. 
The highlight of the program wus a drama,  depicting events of 
Independence»   in which the school children performed* 
After the play,  occurred a solemn procession of carrying the 
iuexiccn flag around the plaza, ^which was lit up by  torches at 
places along the walk.     This act was done by the Presidente of 
the municipio,  accompanied by PRI officials*    «11 evening, 
there were periodic firework displays*     The audience turo^ughout 
was mixed i^adino-Indian.   (239-41) 
On Sept.   15-16,  a fiesta   in .iraatenango drew many  TeoplaQueno 
visitors,   both  Indian  and Ladino,   travelling by foot or truck on 
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both days*    bull riding there was  the main attraction. 
Tues-   Sept.   16:     In afternoon,   In Teoplscn,   a festive air  in plaza, 

with bicycle races and trick performances on bicycles,  a lot 
of drinking,   and many  family groups relaxing  in plaza   in evening. 
(244) 

4.6-5-     San laiguel,   September 23-29- 

This fiesta was held on Sunday,   Sept.   28,   and lasted  thru the 

night and  into  the next day,   by  the Indians of Centro WHO  live 

along 1st and 2nd ^venues West,   and Barrio ulradero.     The cnoargado 

was an  Indian, (C-24)  wno  paid  for a marimba,   rockets, 

and  food  for a fiesta at his house wuich lasted all night of the 28th. 

Only   Indians participated-     The significance of San wiguel may be 

that he  is tne patron au int of   Hula tan. 5 

4.6.6.     santa Teresa, October 1-3» 

There were early masses on each of these days  (and  ideally, 

at noon and rosarlas at 4 pm  )   in which the priest officiated*    On 

tue seoond morning,   a  record player  played music  from the   steps of 

tue church,   and on the third morning,   rockets accompanied the uass- 

The third and final muss was fully attended,  only  a few 

going to  the first two.     .- substitute priest officiated at tne main 

mass»  and a group of nccion Católica girls participated  in a proces- 

sion inside  the church and   sang during  tnis service.   (327-8) 

«fter the service,  an Indian b:«nd of flute t-nd drums played 

on tue onurch steps all morning,   to  no  red ¿.udience.   (323-9) 

The organizational aspects of tnis fiesta are unclear—WHO p¿.id 

for rocttets»   record player,  or wuo astced the Indiana to play. 

4.6.7-    San Francisco, October 3-4,   in -jaatenc ngo» 

On Sat-,  Oct.  4  there was an early mass  in Teopisca.     But,   the 

fiesta  is primarily celebrated  In ^matenango,  wnere many .Ladinos 

and local  indiana Journeyed to watch bull-riding and attend the 

cnuroh services-   (333) 
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4.6.8>     Todos Santos»  October 31,   November l'« 

on the 31st of October, there is o mass for Los AnjpLea, and In 

tue evening, people go to the panteón for a symbolic meal of fruits 

end  refrescos *-told by a juadino   085) 

On either of the two d*ys,   people vent out  to  the panteón 

nnd  fixed up  trie graves  by  turning  the sod and painting  the 

crosses rnd tombs.     Families have fi  largo festive meal on üiov.   1- 

There was t¡  lot of drinking  in the night,   rnd   in barrio Zaragoza 

a  seal-public  fiesta for  Indians was held   in an  individual's house-* 

(440) —told  by  an Indian. 

4.6.9.     Santo  Jjucía-Guadalupe,   December 11-14, 

This fiesta   is celebrated primarily   in Aia; ten;.ngo, where 

many TeoplsqueUioa    go.    On the morning of Dec   12 (Friday),  a mass 
the prieai 

wi38 held in Teopisca.*    When  /   returned on Sunday,   Dec   14,  from 

spending two  days  in Amatonango,   he gave an afternoon mass,   accompanied 

by rockets»     This mess was poorly attended-     ¿>n encargado appointed 

by  the central Porochisl committee was   in charge of the rocket-firing. 

(606). 

There were some barrio celebrations  in Teopisca for tula event. 

In Zaragoza  there was an all-night fiesta  in a private home on the 

nigtit of the 11th.*    ¿Ml doy  S&turday,  Dec   13,   rockets were fired 

periodically  from the vicinity of barrio miradero-   (596)      but,   I 

know nothing about  tne details of  these two events* 

4.6-10.     Natividad,   Aoche buena. 

The novena began Thurs>,  Dec  18,   with an evening service 

conducted by two women prayer-makers (leaders of Acci5n CatSlica), 

in wnich young girls of i.cció'n Cotillea carried  images of  santos 

José and «tería tnrough tae churcn and sang.    Young school boys 

blew whistles throughout the service.     The best attended of  these 

services,   wnich  continued every   nigut up to  and   including  Christmas 
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¿ve,   was on Saturday,   Deo.   20tli,   vuiloh had  aa uf-ny   In attendance, 

both  indlrns md indinos,   as on o  regular üunday  mass.   (613-4;  628) 

The mass on Christmas  eve was  also  a  v.ell attended and   lfrge mass- 

ün Christmas dr^y,   a   household  chopel   in tii rrio  S^n seb' .: tilín was 

decorated,   but  1 do  not know  trie detalla-     A anadino girl complained 

tnat Cnrlstuts was   "muy triste"  in Teopisca  coupared v. ith  Tuxtla, 

end tuat no midnight  supper tins given or practiced here-   (392)- 

4.6.11. Santa  Cruz-San isidro,  way  3-6. 

The services  at the houses  for sonta Cruz on tops of tue hills 

of uerrios Ojo  de Agua  and  Z^rpgoza  Te held and organized by   Indians 

mrlnly  for  Indians-     A b-rrio  organization,   appointed by   the 1» at 

year's  committee,   plans .'-rid  finances  (by collections from ff.ullies) 

this affair which   includes  rocKets,   musicians and  liquor-     <• modest 

¡aeel for  some guests   is given by  an encargado   in a  private house.* 

^537-8;  313-19) 

4.6.12. Santa Maria — entire iionth of way;   Concepción, w£.y 31. 

Koaarioa are  neld each d;y   during way  at 4  pm,   and  the 

Acción C;-t5lica girls bring flowers  to decorate tue cnurch.    ün 

tne 31st,   a  large mass  is held,   r-nd tue Acción Cotillea girls 

provide  refreshments  to cuildren,   and they help pay  for fireworks 

by  a v5  contribution from  each member*   (384-5) 
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5-0*     ECONOMIC LIVE: 

5-1.     y-.gr ¿.culture 

• 5.1.1.     Introduction,     1, brief  identification of the kinds of 

agricultural occupations   is given here to  provide a   sociological 

oontextfor tue uiore general features of agriculture outlined  in 

tue  following  sections.     The native terus of   identification ?->re 

convenient and  accurate intrkers* 

Probably   the greatest number among  those whose occupations 

are primfrily   In agriculture,   indino or Indian,   pre  the berrio 

Indians who  work small  ejido milpa  plots*   These enterprises are 

Independent household,   bnrely   self-gufficlent units.     These 

ejidatsrios  call  themselves aKrariatua* 

AjBdinoa engaged  In agriculture are of several kindB*     The 

ones who   identify  themselves es  agricultores have small land holdings 

of 1-5 hectares where  they  cultivate both field crops   (mnlz    wheat) 

and g?rden crops*     These enterprises are slightly  above subsistence 

level.     i*n cgricultor     Is also one  wlio   is landless  and works for 

wages on a  steady bes is  for a  large u>úmo  finca. 

.Ladino  rancheros are proprietors of medium  sized  holdings,   10 - 

30 hectares,  wnlch are  devoted  to  the field  crops of mpiz  nnd wheat. 

These enterprises produce e substantial surplus for the market* 

The ranchero hires d.-: ily wage-workers at busy times,  directing as 

he works along with the workers doing his fair share- 

The administrador    found on  the larger fincas can be closely 

compared with the ranchero  In tnat he  is also found on the work 

scene and also has directive responsibilities*     The main difference 

between him and the ranchero  is that he is salaried and doea not 

have proprietary   interest  in the 1* nd he works- 
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Tna finaiiaro  conforms best to our notion of the  "absentee-landlord". 

The local Teopisca   flnquero   is not absent  in the strict sense»  yet 

he does not actuslly  engage  in the field tralca»     Rfthor,   tiie 

increased amount of marketing activity  necessitated by  the greater 

production of his holding,   and additional business   interests 

arrest his attention. 

5.I.2.     j-iand Tenure.     There are three categories of land tenure-- 

prlvate,   communal and  ejido.     Private lands are bought and  sold, 

Inherited,   and held by  title according  to  the Uexlcwn land  Inns» 

7. idows  can inherit  In their own name,  or hold lands  In trust for 

minor children-     The flat  irrigable lands  in the valley  of Teoplsca 

are privately held,  mostly by Ladinos,  but a few  Indians own these 

good valley  lands also. 

The communal lands are lands which are forested,   mountainous. 

Meadows are found  in  the forested regions,  and  can be used by 

anyone to graze their animals-     Those forested areas are utilised 

for firewood and lumber,   and  if conservation laws exist,   they 

aeera to be generally  ignored-     There are two communal pasture 

areas near the village;  one in the mountains on a flat shelf 

east of town,   and the other  la tue broad valley where the 

cemetery  Is located west of town. 

Ejido lands are lands which historically came from either 

private or communal sources during the period after the revolution. 

These lands are now administered by a local Ejido Committee under 

the auspices of the federal ejido program.    Members of the ejido 

are nearly,   if not all,   Indians-     The mechanisms of redistribution,  and 

inheritance of ej ido  lands are unclear  to me-     Today  there  is a 

shortage of land,  and the ejido plot which produces even sufficient 
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maize, or a  surplus,   for a   family's  annual needs  is rare-     Ejido 

lr.nda,   because of  their mountainous locations,   are low  in productiv- 

ity,   and are up  to  three  leagues distance from  town.     (See ay 

"Check List heport",   pp-   8-9  for locations of lrnd types   i" the 

valley of Teopisca). 

5-1-3-    Agricultural practices 

5.I.3.I.     Cycle of activ ity -     For trie valley  of Teopisca,   the lsnds 

for the field crops of malzeand wnent sre cleaned (limpiar)  In 

wovember,  plowed  in December,  planted   in January»     Wheat  is harvested 

in June or July.    Maize la  "doblado"  in July  and /.ugust,   pnd harvested 

in September and October•    wheat  is allowed to dry,  and then threshed 

in September and October,   so  that both valley maizaand wheat are 

marketed at about the same time-     In the valley,   truott garden 

crops are planted in November "nd December,  and harvested in the 

months of June to i.ugust» 

The cycle for tierra callente,  where Ladinos own ranchoB,  and 

Indians have ejidoft is  slightly  "retarded"  from the valley  sequences-- 

maize is planted In March and April,  doblado In September and October, 

and harvested  in December aid Jamu>ry*    In the upland colonias  (tierra 

fría), maíz  is planted in Jan f- nd February,  doblado  in October and 

Wove.iober,  and harvested in Jenupry. 

5'l-3'2.    Crops»       The main field crops are maize; nd wheat-    Some 

alfalfa  is grown on one large finca  in the valley  for cattle feed» 

Frijoles are grown with maize in ej ldo plots,  and are cultivated 

separately on some valley holdings* 

Garden crops,  wuich are commonly found in house-sitios of 

Indians, or in small private holdings by .uadlno agricultores are 

squashes--calabazo.   chayóte;  cabbage;  potatoes;  radishes;  onions; 

leafy greens;  fruits—peaches,  apples,   limes and oranges» 

From-tierra  callente a variety of tropical fruits,   coffee, 

sugflr,   citrus fruitB,  bananas,  maize-, whert,   frijolea are the 
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principle crops. 

In the upland areas»  maize, frijoles and potatoes are grown. 

Surplus frijoles are marketed,   and potatoes are grown primarily 

for export. 

5.1.3.3.     Work grouPB.     Ml but  the lurgest rr-nohoa  and fincas 

are basically   individually,  or household (may be a  compound house- 

hold of more  than one nuclear family)  owned and worked enterprises, 

however,   technological limitations and very  little mechanization 

means that there  is a  lot of wage-work»     The larger enterprises 

have permanent wage-workers and administradores who  live on the 

holding,  either in the valley or  in tierra caliente*    Land-owners 

of valley  lands hire workers at peak activity periods—for .cleaning 

and clearing,  plowing,   and harvesting.     Indian families who own 

valley lands also hire a  small number of men to help during the 

peak activity,    wages for laborers range from $3 -5 per day. 

Indian ej Ida tar los will  travel to  their milpas In groups for 

companionship, but work their lands independently. 

There are various contractual arrangements:  between landless 

Indiana on a share-crop basis with land-owning Ladinos; partnerships, 

where land la provided by one party and. capital expenditures provided 

by the other,  and the yield then proportionately divided»     There 

are a number of family groups who work an ejido,  where Fa-so» 

Bro-üro.  or other combinations work together*    There are also 

Ladino agricultural businesses, but the pattern for  independent 

enterprises, la dominant. 

5.1.3*4.    Techno logy.     The Indian ej ldatario usea the machete 

for cutting,  clearing and weeding.    A hooked stick is used In 

weeding;    Hoea are uaed by Ladino garden cultivators.    Knivea, 

axes,   accessories for animal husbandry,   oargo baga,  measuring 

boxes,  are all standard equipment for the small scale agricultor 
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and ejldatarlo.     A few also have rifles and  shotguns  for hunting. 

Only a fen large fincas have mechanized equipment—tractors, 

corn shelling machines*  and  trucks* 

¿landholders of valley  Irrigable lands either own,  or know how 

to use and then rent,   the ox-drawn plow-     This  Is  the simple single 

iron or ateel-tipped plow drawn by two oxen.    It is driven by one 

man, but sometimes Q  second man leads  the animals* 

5.1.4.    Animal husbandry 

Horses are kept by  richer Ladinos  for transportation to  their 

distant ranchos and fincas*    Horses and mules are used for cargo 

carrying,  threshing,  and are common among both Ladinos and Indians, 

although only  the wealthier Indians can afford them. 

Almost every  Indian family keeps ohiokens,   turkeys;  fewer 

have pigs»    These houaehold animals are tended by women and children 

The sale of eggs,   fowl for meat,  and pigs are important additions 

to  the family   income* 

Many non-agricultural Ladino  families keep the same household 

animals,  and in addition ducks,  whloh are much less common among 

Indians.    The non-agricultural Ladino oattle merchants have horses 

which they use for transportation. 

People of the upland colonias of Flores Magon, Balhuitz and 

Tzajala have sheep herds*  a  common Chamula practice.    They also 

have horses,  cattle (oxen)   for transport (lumber)  and the house- 

hold animals of fowl and pigs.     The up landers of Dos ¿^agunaa have 

the same inventory*  exoept they do not raise sheep» 

Some Ladino  fincas breed hybrid pigs,  and one has a large 

sheep herd,  which are raised for meat only,  and not for the hides* 

Cattle,   raised primarily  for meat,   are the most important livestock 

of the larger raneóos and fincas*     There are two dairies  in the 
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municipio; one in the valley wnich markets all its milk in san 

Cristobal,  and the other la in tierra caliente»   "Cheneoultlo" whloh 

la too distant to market freah milk»   so cheese and butter nre modo» 

Uarrio Indiana,  aa a rule,  do not own cattle; only a fen have oxen 

for plow purposes» 

5.I.5.    Other sources of  lnoome fp;' agriculturalists 

The upland 00 Ionia a engage  in lumbering,  and market their 

lumber products (shingles,  heivy timbera,  cut boards)  In Teoplsoa.. 

The technology  involved are nxea,  hf.nd-aawa,   sawing platforms,  and 

animals for transport. 

Charcoal-making and fir «wood-gathering ore economic apecialitlea 

of  the women of the barrios.     Indian girls and women may work 

an servants for Teoplsoa indino a.    If  they go to san Cristóbal, 

Comítan, or Tuxtía,  It often means a permanent move from toe 

ooiDiDunity.    A few Indiana derive added  lnoome from the curing 8rt. 

1. few, old,  family-less Indian women are reduced to begging to gain 

their livelihood,    some Indian households manufacture candles» 

In addition to wage-work in agriculture, some barrio Indiana 

utilize their animals and hire out as cargueros.  Those Indians who 

own threshing floors (   er*aJ  and plow teams, derive additional 

income by renting them to others»     A number of Indians who live 

In Centro, but who are   atill primarily agriculturists,   implement 

their income by working in some of  the village skills—masona, 
era 

slaughter/,   tlle-mfikera;  and ioooi Indians find temporary wage 

labor in non-agricultural activity when there is an opportunlty-- 

oonatruotion orews on the telephone line, highway,  new water system, 

find the lumber mill near yjnatonango. 
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5»2. Village non-agrloultural occupations—crafts, specialities 

i>«2ola Introduction. Non-agricultural occupations are predominantly 

held by LadinoB. Only a few a sou i'.ure ting Indians have given up 

agricultural work as their primary aource of income (even though 

ttiey may a till have rollpaj and •*or<r. in non-agricultural Jobs for 

tue greater  proportion of their   income» 

The categories of  "full  time" or  Mpart time" are difficult 

terms  to  apply  In the culture of Teopisca,  because these frre baaed 

upon our own rather compulsive notions of what work commitment 

siiould be>     In Teoplsoa we do   not   find  time docks,  40-hour weeks 

or annual 2-week vacations-     A more accurate way   to describe a 

person's  commitment to a  particular occupation would be in terms 

of the proportion of his annual   income which  is derived  from  it. 

I  do  not have complete enough dat;<   to  make tais kind of description 

with assurance,  but  the general characteristics of Job commitment 

oan he stated.     People engag»  In curtain occupations nnd Identify 

themselves and are  Identified by others eg  "carpenters","tailored 

"store-keepers" and the like.    However, practically everyone la 

constantly  seeking a way  to  supplement his  Income by other negooloa» 

and a  substantial part of  any  family's total annual  income comes 

from additional pursuits»     Housewives  engage  In activities by which 

much of their food and household expenses ore defrayed (See 5.2.3.). 

Additional work opportunities are facilitated through frlendsoipa, 

!<cquHlnt8ncea and  trie oompradnzgo  relationships  for such tilings aa 

painting,  masonry and maintenance of dwellings end household 

equipment-     These tasks a man may be able to  take on during a  lull 

in his regular Job. 
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The tern  "lull" needs qualification, because the oonoept of 

urgency  from the regular»   Implying that a  lull  is something precious 

«nd squeezed from a routine»   is non-existent in Teoplsoa.     This 

1B not to mean,  however,   thnt there ore not certain tasks which 
not 

once started osn/be  interrupted at any time; on the contrary,  once 

some tasks are begun,   they  require sustained and uninterrupted effort, 

but there is flexibility  in the  timing of these tasks» 

Some Jobs,   such as store-keeper,  have built-in free time which 

can be devoted to   extra opportunities»     Ladinos  engaged  in broker 

businesses may  sometimes earn the greatest part of their  income 

In Just 3-4 months  "full-time" work away from town,   and thus are 

observed In comparative  idleness in Teoplsoa  the rest of the year, 

during which time they may choose to  look around for local opportun- 

ities»     The scale and type of extra work depends upon one1s capital 

resources and skills»     i- couple of school teachers have managed to 

build up a  smell capital reserve and buy and sell quantities of 

maize or frlJoleB for profits-     A young  Indian man for a $7 outlay 

for a can of paint netted $15 by painting grave markers during 

Todos Santos- 

For summary purposes,   I forego a more detailed contextual 

presentation of case act erial a wtiich would be required    adequately  to 

Illustrate these introductory  remarks on Job commitment,  but give, 

listed by  familiar categories In a male-female breakdown,  a fairly 

complete roster of village occupations» 

5»2»2.    Non-agricultural occupations for men» 

Clothing;   tailors 
shoe makers and repairers 
weaver of Indian skirt cloth (only 1  in Teoplsoa) 

Amusements»     cantineros,   pool-room operators 
musicians 
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Construction:  roof tile manufacturera 
adobe brlak manufacturera 
oarpentera 
metal workera 
masons» in both concrete and brick 
paintera 
plasterers 
electricians 
loggers'-makercs of cut lumber and lumber 

products  (restricted to  upland colonias) 
wage-workers,  on highway,   and other construct ions 

Foods:    butchers 
slaughterers 
mlllera,  of maize (four ma chine-driven mills  in Teopisoa) 

Commerce:    brokers in coffee,   cattle»  pigs»  maiz,  frijoles & 
when t. 

truckers,   both ownars and ohoferes»   ayundantes 
cargueros 
tlenderos  (storekeepers) 

income from properties; rent of houBea,  buildings for buslnesaea 
rent of plow  teams 
rent of threshing floors 
rent of pasture and cultivated lands 
rent of loading corrals 

Otiier    services:     civil service—Presidente,  Secretarlo, 
policeman 

school teachers 
t8x  collectors 

Comisarla    de hacienda 
barbers 
drill master (military reserve) 
menservants 
"nurse" (penicillin shot dispenser) 
doctor (temporary    one present doing his 

6 month's servicio aoolal) 

5.2.3.    Occupations of women of non-agricultural households 

Household orafts: sewing,   crocheting 
candle-making 
making paper decorations for oratorios» 
florists 

Selling food  items woich are grown in house sltioB or home made; 
oakes» bread flowers 
dulces honey 
pork products--chicharrones fruits 

chorizos»  manteca eggs 
beef produots--dried beef fowl 
pigs puppies 
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Proprietry   lnaomes:   renting—houses,  buildinga for businesses 
pa8ture and cultivated lands 

Commerces     brokers for--plg8,  maíz,  frijoles,  wheat 
tlenderos,   some spuoial  stores are: 

"foraaola"—pi;tent medicines,   and some even not 
so patent» 

pottery 
loe-cream parlor 

vendedoras--regular traveling ciroults to /jantenango, 
<\guf->ar<tf.<i!Mngo,  El Puerto and polntB on 
highway   towards Comltan. 

Other,   services:     servant.© 
telegrapher 
post-uiistrtips 
laundresses 
"nurBeB"--d:epensers of penicillin 
prostitutes 
to id- w iv Q a 
fondera (only 1) 
school teachers 

6.0. FAMILY.  OBGmUZiiTAÜU—iUiülD^GB,   xUMSHIP,   MiUüUACrB 

6.1. Introduction.     This section is a tentative statement admittedly 

top-heavy with Interpretation,  made for the summary purposes of the 

¿JSF proj eot report*     Completer discussion and treatment of  special 

problems are forthcoming when 1 hr.ve completed the analysis of my 

census materials.     The obvious differences between .Ladinos and 

Indians dictates separate treatment below. 

6°2«    Family organization ataong the barrio Indians 

6.2.1.     Introduction,  general ch? racterlstlos of the Indian population. 

The indiana have settled-in on the fringes of Ladino  society 

into  small neighborhood enclaves,  or barrios*     These barrios,  either 

taken singly,  or as a whole,   do  not have the characteristics of a 

"complete" society with an attendant moral order»    The manner In 

which the barrio  family organization  Is articulated  In the Teoplsoa 

Predominantly Ladino community  is  In contrast with that found In the 

communities of Amatenango or ¿guacatenango which can be termed to 

have a  tighter or smoother integration of family   Institutions of the 
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dota es tlo sphere with those Institutions wh iota are community-wide» 

Some reasons for this situation are olear enough—the Indiana» 

while having a  core population with a  2-3 generation time-depth, 

still do not form a  atabla population beoause of the continued 

trlekifj of  "d iaplnoed"  Ind ir-na  immigrating and the continuous 

small out-migration to  Centro or ouhor Ladino  oouuiunxtiea;  and 

the Ladino influencies»  while difficult to assess» have been Important 

in providing acculturation models. 

6»2.2.    Kinship terminology and terms of address»    Spanish kinship 

term8 are used  for reference.     The reference terminology  system la 

nearly  identical with ünglish in the kinds of affinals and consanguln- 

oala discriminated»     As wxth us,  extent of recognition of relatives 

depends upon factors of physical proximity.     A person usually  knows 

who his grandparents are,   rarely does anyone have knowledge of 

persons  in the great-grandparentol generation.    Cousins (degrees 

of collaterally  are not uuu¿illy  specified)  and nephew a-nleoea 

are  recognized out to the 2nd degree of collaterally and rarely 

further» 

Only  the kinship terms of "mama" and  "prpe" «re used for 

address.    The compadrazgo termo are used for addreBS and reference 

(taking precedence over a kinship term) between relatives and non- 

relatives who are in these  relationships* 
the 

Departing from/Nfamlly"  sphere»   Indiana do not uae the 

"Don",   "Don's" terras for eaoh other,  but do uae them for addreaa 

and reference to  some Ladinos» 

The use of the regional Indian CUB torn of the head-touch respect 

gesture and uae of the Indian addreaa  terms in this sot 1B extremely 

rare.    During certain festive or oeremonial ocoasions,  when the 

Indian language is uaed,   it is most probable that such native term a 

are uaed* 
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6.2.3*    Marriage»    First marriages occur for men between the ages 

of 18-22,  for «omen,   15-20.    Free ctioioe la tbe mode of selection. 

Preference la expressed for marriage within barrios,   and for Barrio 

Ojo  de "gua,  out of 31 marriages  (includes 2nd marriages  and some 

couples now deceased or moved away;,   13 were between barrio residents, 

13 were made between a  resident mid  non-resident,   and three couples 

were married elsewhere before tatting up residence in tbe barrio. 

Spouses are sought and found in other barrios,   from the Indian 

home communities (from where    emigration took place) where ties 

are still maintained, or from lowland areas among "displaced"  Indians» 

Marriage with juadinoa  is extremely   rare, not because of any  Indian 

taboos,   but because of attitudes held by Ladinos.     It  is possible 

for Indians wiio go away permanently  and "pass" as .Ladinos  to make 

Ladino marriages»  but within the community, one's known background 

mitigates against .uadlno-Indian marriage.    The marriage taboos held 

by Ladinos however does not preclude promiscuity,  and many men of 

even the  "best"  Ladino  families are the known fathers »nd lovers 

of barrio residents*    Under certain c iroumstanoes*  the offspring 

of these unions may become recognized as Ladinos*    ¿> girl whose 

genealogy had been "fixed" by  "adoption" (Bhe has close relatives, 

unrecognized now by ber,   in Ojo de Agua) married a boy from a  long- 

standing,  but of medium status»  Lodino family*    Marriage between 

1st cousins   is criticized by  the church,   so  that  Indians  say  it 

la not possible,  but a  few do occur» 

There are no  firmly practiced rules of pedIda exchange or 

bride price» but I suspect that some Indians practloe some form 

of these*    The "proper" marriage is contracted by the groom obtaining 
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paríala a ion from the bride's family.     ,. common type of marriage, 

however (and which leads one to  suopeot that a bride prioe ia 

Involved  in the  "proper" marriage)   la the "robbing11 of the girl by 

the man,   after wniob they   live at the man'a house and after a  time 

make up to  the girl's family  and then the union la firmly  recognized. 

Indians are rarely married by  catholic ceremonies*    First marriages 

are carried out according to  Ian by  a civil ceremony performed by 

the Presidente of the municipio,   aometime shortly after the actual 

union,   so  that little   importance  ia  attached to  this event»    Only 

older couples are usually found living  "Juntados"*  and these are 

often second marriages»     Periodically,   attempts are made by the 

church to get unions  sanctioned by the priest,  and occasionally 

these efforts are  successful by  "mass marriages"»   long after the fact. 

The most important oeremony  her&ldlng marriage are the private 

family  fiestas,   at either parent's house*  with relatives,   friends 

and padrino8  invited» 

6.2.4.     Residenoe,   household composition,   Inheritance» 

Neo-local residenoe is  the preferred and actualized pattern, 

but immediately  after marriage,   the couple usually lives  in the 

household of one of the partner's parents until they oan afford 

a house of their own.    Of  the 25 households of Barrio Ojo de ¿igua, 

we find the following breakdown: 

Núcleor family—hue,   wife,  with or 13 
wltnout children 

Nuclear family,   "  " plus adopted children 2 
Widow with children 2 
Widower with children 1 
Women with children,   second wives of 

men who  live apart,  but in same sitio 2 
Two brothers,  both with wives  and children 1 
Two  slaters, one a  spinster, other with 

husband and children 1 
Three siblings»  brother,  brother with wife 

and children,   sister with husband 1 
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Husband end wife with married  son * 
Husband and wife with married daughter * 

*  While the number of young m&rrled  couplea  living with parents 
is actually  smalls   the past history of the other residents 
of this barrio,   now living neo-locally or in the various 
compound combinations,   indicates  that tula pattern is prevalent. 

Houaea are passed on to  the ch ildren,  but elicited  "rules" of 

inheritance conflict'     The actual  number of cases of   inheritance 

are small as yet for Barrio Ojo  de ¿.gua,   due to  the fact that 

settlement is recent,  and tne properties of the original settlers 

have been bought and  sold»     The known cases of house origins are 

as  follows: 

Houses  inherited from husband's family: 
To youngest son 1 
To oldest son 4 
sitio  space for 

new aouse on old 
sltio 1 

Houses  inherited  from wife's  family:     2 

Independent purchases of existing houses»  or the purchase of 
sitio land for building own house» or grant of free sitio   :  18 

Inheritance of ejido  lands»   waich probably must be approved 

or settled by the KJIdo Committee»   is unclear to me° 

6.2 .5.     Compadrazgo»     A person has god-parents for baptism,  confirmation, 

and marriage (rarely).     These relations»   and the resultant compadre 

relations established between the parent and padrino are extensive» 

but only  these relationships which are found with close relatives 

and friends  aeem to  carry much significance,   and tais  is mainly one 

of "friendship". 

Indians often choose Ladinos for padrinos»  but these Ladinos 

rarely become  "friends",  or have any obligations towards tueir 

god-children.    Yet,  the Indian has an obligation to  Invite them to 

oertaln family fiestas and the Ladino generally  comes, but does not 

always reolprooste the obligation of bringing a gift,   if it 1B a 

blrttidsy  fiesta. 
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6»3»     family organization among Lr-dJLnog 

6.3-1°     Kinship  terminology  end termB of addreaj[»     Use of  kinship 

terminology   la  not appreciatively rj iffarent from  Indian uaage.     There 

la   greater elaboration,   however oí' «clareas terms,  with more 

discrimination in the use of  the  "1'«U;d-Tu" forras,     J.lso,  Ladinos 

use  "muchacho"  to address  nncl rofor  to  an adult Indian man,  and 

tills   is not for  "endearment"'» 

Ladinos have a more extensivo range of kinsmen recognition, 

both generationally  end oollc-ter'-lly • 

6.3.2. iAarrlage.     ;>s among  Indian»,   first marriages oocur at an 

early  age°     There appears  to be a «renter amount of marrifge away 
the supply of 

from the community by  the wealthier Lndlnoa,  where/spouses more 

fitting  to  their  station  la greater  than In Teopiaoa.     Class 

affiliation la  Important  In the  choice of spouses,  which probably 

limits the freedom of choice in selection»    Close relative taboos 

ere probably more closely observed;  no first cousin marriages were 

noted» 

Among the poor Ladinos,   some patterns are not much different 

from Indian ones-     "Hoboing" a wife without parental approval is 

aommon,   and church weddings rare with only  the civil aeremony practiced» 

Church weddings,  for the medium  to wealthy Ladinos,  are elaborate 

and expensive,   involving two grand fiestas; one given by the wife's 

family  the day before,   and one given by  the husband's family on the 

day of the wedding.    Medium-wealthy families put on about as much 

display  as the wealthier ones,   In a  aplrlt of "keeping up with the 

Jones'•" 

6.3.3. Similar with Indiana,  Ladinos prefer neo-local residence, 

but post-wedding residence with either spouse's families often takes 

plaoe,   so  that similar patterns of compound family  households are found* 
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There  is variation In  inheritance,  and as with  the Indians, 

i heard conflicting  statements on what the rules are. 

6.3«4.     Compadrazgo.     Ladinos never seek: padrino relationships with 

Indians,  and enter into them only at the Indian's initiation, 

ladinos,  at least the wealthier onea,   take the gift-giving obliga- 

tions more seriously-    As with Indiana,   the compadrazgo relationships 

serve to oement friendships. 

6»4.    Family  life and kinship behaviors—ladino-Indian comparisons. 

In both the large Ladino and  Indian groupings,   there exists 

similar cultural definitions of  ttio male-female roles--in the 
extra- 

double standard" applied to pre-marital, and   /    -marital sexual 

relations,   respeot for the father,   female display of vergüenza, 

partiality towards boys in disciplining the young»    however, among 

the Ladinos,   there are striking differences of elaboration of all 

tciese traits,  which correspond to o lass differences» 

Chaperoning young girls  is less controlled among Indians than 

among Ladinos»    Courtship among young  Indian couples Is secret in 

two  senses—the girl is out without her family's permission» and 

trie couple meet on back streotB. The Ladino courtship is 

"open"--the girl chaperoned,  and they meet in the plaza or at 

each other' s homes» 

The importance of the family as socializing agent is present 

for both groups, but for ¿adinos,  whose children have longer periods 

of school attendance,   the school plays a greater role and provides 

much more of a  "Mexican"identification than la observable among 

Indiana and hence is a partial source for many subtle cultural dif- 

ferences between these two groups»   (Some Indian boys,  who participate 

in the /.nay  reserve program,,  display pride In this service,  and a 

consciousness of being  "iiexlean".) 
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Auong both groupa  there   la   slnilarlty   In the  selection among 

üloaa  kinsmen for enduring  f rienda u ip,   -vork or business  relat ionauipa» 

Tac-'jo   ci'ioioes   ara based  upon  pu; ::;O:.Jí   choice  and  compatibility,   but 

«ti Jicki  are undoubtedly  GOnd itleru»d  by   a variety  of  aubtle  factors» 

•.vallo there are not preacrlb .yd  •¿iuohlp benaviora  that automatically 

lead   to  auoh relat ionahlpa  for corta ¡.r. ciasaea oí   lílnsuien ,   the role 

of klnahip,   and  apeoif ioalliy.   bJLLa^oral klngiiip,   la  extremely  Important 

for both  indinos  and   indiana   in  providing a pool,  or reserve,  of 

possible  peraons   from wnJoh  «'al'.jot ¡on can be made for  the  strong 

primary group relat ionsnl.ps w¡. ich nay  begin at adoleacence,  or 

even earlier,   and   last tirou^.hout one's lifetime» 

7„0.     WílliÜ-lWüiAM HjBl.iTlu.¿Jf   SUi-TUiwii. Dlt'FliHiü-.GÜS AND SIMIJ^AHITÁSí» 

7»1°     Introduction.    Under several headings of  thia  report,   Borne 

eo.ipar iboua  ai«j differences betvaan  Indians  and indinos have been 

drawn.     This  report   if concluded  with  a  abort aum.¡ary  of  ethnic 

reiationa anc aoue coiuuenta on cultural differences  and a lmilar ities» 

7.2»     iüthnic  relations»     ¡The l*od iiio-Indian difference  is probably 

Lhe deopeaú dJ.viaj.on uetveen groups found  in Teopisca.     The class 

differences between the JUMinos   th eta solves  are also  very   aharp»   and 

may  b© equally   divisive   11 oortalu  -jontoxta»     ¿-.Ike all culturea, 

Liieubers of eaun group  tend   to  huij   ntereotypic  viewa  concerning 

t.he opposite groups     I  learned when  I moved from Centro  to barrio 

üjo  de   Agua  twat some of the richer  .^adinoa had not even been 

«on., adoring  the 'uarrioa au  parts of  the oomtaunity when I had  prevtovbly 

Interviewed  theui on aspiscts of  trio viiole pueblo.     I was  strongly 

urged by  them not to move out  to  the barrio,  because  "you will be 

¡au.-dered;   they drink an3 fi, ht all  t;ie tine;  the food  is bad;   the 

oliinate and nouses  are cold;  you will be robbed»"    Then,  when I made 
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references  to  Home particular  Indian,   I was met with,   "Oh yes, 

he  is muy buen    muchaoho."      Similarly,   the Indians make the 

following  statements  about .uidi.noa;   "They  always buy  things from ua 

cheaply,   and  then we have to  pay  dearly when we buy  from  them;   they 

steal our animals;   Ladinos  are alwaya   trying  to cheat us;   the 

cabildo   (municipio government;   never helps us,  but serves  to  fill 

their own pooketB;   they never keep their horses penned up,   so  that 

they break  into our milpas»"    let,   Indiana  speak fondly of certain 

Ladino   individúala,   usually   in terms  tnat they   "do  favors" for 

us—thus  still makltig a  "they-ua" distinction. 

Economic relations for»  the main area of contact and  relations 

between the twu groups.     In this sphere,   individuals from each 

group seek each other out for mutual benefits»     Relations may 

range f-om the extremely  impersonal,   and often hostile,   inter- 

changes between a Ladina find an Indian woman gelling carbon or 

lefla,   to  the free and easy  socialising,  with the help of liquor, 

between and Indian and his patron in a local cantina.    However, 

such publio socializing  is  rare,  and limited to the really  less 

public meetings  in cantinas  late at night.    Close contacts are 

established between a Ladino  di lid and an Indian maid.    However, 

after  such relations are terminated,   the  Indian will move back 

into her setting  and  the closeness  is   abruptly  cut off.     Women 

telling  about their past experiences  as servants tend  to mention 

only   the disagreeable and  hateful aspects» 

Indians are suspicious of ladinos,  which undoubtedly  stems 

from long and continuous subordinant status»     I «as identified 

aa a Ladino  and was  suspected  at tlines of being  involved  In some- 

thing political against the Indians.     Indian women are  "shy",  and 

approach a face-to-face contact with Ladinos hesitantly,   and often 
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remain outside a sitio  when conducting business»   seldom being 

invited  in by  the indino. 

Visiting   is rare between members of these groups,   and public 

"fraternizing" la rare»     Eaah group sticks to themselves when 

loitering and-relaxing about  in the plaza.. 

7-3»     Some comments, on cultural differences and  similar it lea» 

Specific differences  in settlement and residence,  political 

and religious life,  occupations  and  family organization have 

already  been discussed»    Here.   X add  further some traits which 

at times   "mark"  the indino  or  Indian,   but  it should be emphasized 

that these are central tendencies,   and  that exceptions exist. 

The literacy of Indians is low.     There are only three men 

of Ojo de Agua who are literate,   and self-taught.    Sohool attendance 

is lesa for Indiana,  with only four barrios served by  sohools,  and 

in wnlch attendance 1B erratic    &ven a Ladino  school teacher declared, 

"she doesn't want to go to school" when I pointed out that hie 

Indian servant was of school age. 

Some linguistic usages are distinctive,  as in the street 

greeting of "después" used only by  Indiana.     The Indian male 

gait,  with arma swinging In front of the body,   la distinctive. 

While the use of diminutive Spanish forms  is almost universally 

practiced by  both groups,  Ladinos use them when referring to  things 

Indian (san Mlguellto for San Miguel,  an Indian saint).    Often, 

when an Indian initiates a conversation with a Ladino, he removes 

his sombrero  (an act of deference?)*    The richer Ladinos do not 

wear a sombrero when dressed up and idling  In the plaza,    sandles 

are a mark of a poor Ladino or Indian,  and Indian women are almost 

always barefoot.    Only Ladinos engage  in gambling games—dominoes, 

oards and coin-toss. 
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The use of curanderoa  is more often practiced by  Indians, 

although they  tend to deny  this,  and  they do  use modern medicine 

when they can afford  it»     This difference however,  needs qualification. 

I heard of a case where even a wealthy j^adino went to a local 

Teopisoanera of Barrio Miradero  for divining and a cure,  and she 

was  successful so  that tnia man praised her abilities  to an Indian 

acquaintance of Aguacatenango who subsequently Journeyed to Teopieca 

for her services- 

I mention these various markers»  hut include the stricture 

that such  "out-of-context"  statements «re not too valuable»    Many 

of the differences  cited here may be due to the fact that Indians 

are simply poorer,,   and would otherwise practice .uadlno traits  if 

they  had the resources»     Thus,  in many respects,   they display no 

more differences from the poorer ladinos, and share the situation 

of poverty»    Such trait-listing breaks down when we note the many 

aoculturatlve forces operating upon the Indians--women who wear 

shoes and dresses,  and not  the        "i4odified Indian" uosUuue of 

long ski.it and blouse»  and  the change of    surname from  the  Indian 

"Ton" or  "santls" to i-adino  "Torres" and  "Valdes".    I hope to treat 

some problema of acculturation more adequately  in a forthcoming 

report. 
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tablea of Household sitio Characteristics among Indiana* 

!•  Number of bulIdinsa per Sltlo 
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Total number of buildings 103 

Number of sitios with 1 building 6 
Number of sitios with 2 buildings 32 
Number of sitios with 3 or more buildings    9 

Average numuer of buildings per sltlo      2.1 
Modal number of buildings per sltlo        2 

per cent, of 
sample of 49 
household sitioa 

16> 
65 % 
19 % 

2. Building specialization 

4. 

Number of household sitios with: 
kitchen apart 39 79$ 
granary 
storehouse 
kitchens or sleeping houses with 

I 
corredor 18 

10 % 
20$ of 

these houses 
privy 
sweat bath (temascal) 

none 
none 

House construction materials per cent, of 
sample of 99 

buildings Number of buildings with walls made of: 
wattle-daub 67 67.57S 
boards»  slats,  or shingles 27 27.5# 
open, or with stones-ln-pole-webblng 5 5-0# 

Number of buildings with roofs made of: 
tiles                                              v 4 4.0 % 
shingles 64 64-5 # 
thatch 31 31.5 ft 

Sltlo crops and animals0 per cent, of 
sample of 26 
households Number of household sitios with: 

figs 14 54.0J6 
Chickens, or turkeys 24 92.5# 
Flowers* 8 30.8# 
Vegetables (Includes:   squash,  chacote. 

small milpa with corn and 19 73.0JS 
beans) 

Fruit trees*(Includes:   anona,  apples, 
and peaohes) 3 1.2# 

^rom census materials on two barrloc—Zaragoza (23 households) and 
Ojo de Agua (26 households)* 
^Sample size: 99 buildings of barrios Zaragoza and Ojo de Agua. 

0sample: barrio Ojo de Agua only—26 households. 

*üata Incomplete for these Items* 
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IMÜTSS 

The official mexican  oensus of  1950 gives  the total 
fil  Centro-barrio  area population  as 3,151*     At the present 
day,   estimates by  both  in forra unte  aud my colleagues place 
the figure nearer 4,000-     l.an:  lnobted to Philip Wagner 
for providing me with this official census information 
(from:  Dirección General de  instad I  tica,  1952.    Integración 

territorial de los Estados Jaldos de Mexico*    séptimo 
censo General de población    1950.) 

2 
Richer .uadinos hire construction  specialists for the building 
of their houses.    Poorer indinos aud Indians build their own 
houses and often get help from friends and relatives on a 
reciprocal basis. 

^ The population of Do a ijagunas may be also made up of former 
Oxohuqueros.    iiulsteoos of Xalcuo have expressed to Frank 
killer that the people of DOS lagunas are Oxohuqueros,  and 
are famous for their curing  art*   (Frank killer,   personal 
communication.) 

4A case which had not been finally decided by the time X left 
the field  (December,   1958;  is illustrative*    A Ladino school 
teacher (for the state) of barrio Zaragoza «as helping the 
Indians of that barrio,  plus  the Indians of barrios Cerro 
Felon and San Sebastián,  who  all  ..ore working through their 
respective barrio education committees and the central Ejido 
committee,  in an attempt to get a   .arger and better school 
to serve these three barrios*     Their case was being argued 
before several .bad In o authorities -the local municipio govern- 
ment,  and,   in san Cristobal,   before the state and federal 
school administrations»   (I am  indebted to Duane ¿ietzger who 
helped me obtain this information from the juadino teacher 
involved-) 

^Two important Teoplsoa barrio  saints,  San Miguel and san „ 
Isidro,   are also  important in  the  religious oalendar of Huistan. 
San wlguel is the patron saint of Huistan.   (Frank killer, 
personal communication) 

3During peak activity  periods,   both indinos  and Indians who 
have holdings in tierra caliente,   spend several days at a time 
in their fields,  which are located too far away for the men 
to return to Teoplsoa every day. 
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Venustiano Carranza (San Bartolomé* da los Llanos)» 

A Summary 
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^Chis community summary was prepared as a working paper for the Highland 
Maya Seminar, Spring Quarter, 1959. Sources used viere the available field 
notes (in the "Man and Nature Project" Files, Department of Anthropology, 
University of Chicago) of three workers who have spent varying periods of 
field work in the community:  Arthur Rubel (3 months, 1957); John Baroco 
(2? months, 1957); and Michael Salovesh, (9 months, 1958-59, but only notes 
covering the first three months of Salovesh's stay viere  available at time of 
writing). 

"Venustiano Carranza" is the post-Revolutionary name of the community 
under review; "San Bartolomé de los Llanos" is the ore-Revolutionary name. 
Indians of this community are sometimes referred to, in this summary, as 
"Bartoleños." 



INTRODUCTION 

Venustiano Carranza, the cabecera of the  large municioio of the same 

name,   is   located  in the  southwest  corner of the transect  studied by the Univ- 

ersity of Chicago  Chiaons project.    The municipio,  and the  land    used by Bar- 

tolenos,   lies bet.veen 2,000 and 2,500 feet  and  is watered by two   large 

rivers,  the Río  Grijaiva  and the Rio Blanco  and their tributaries.    The 

cabeoera  is  situated on the ridge of a volcanic core, about 600  feet above the 

plain of the Río  San Vicente,  and is  about  2,500 feet  above sea   level. 

The population of the town of Venustiano  Carranza   includes aoDroximately 

3,000 Tzotzil-speaking   Indians and 3,000 Ladinos.    The center of the town 

is  laid out grid-fashion.-,   Around the plaza are found the municipal and  federal 

buildings, the main church,   stores,  and the homes of non-agriculturalist   Ladinos. 

Surrounding the grid-patterned town center,  in somewhat  more crowded areas 

of  less  regular street  or path patterning,  are found the homes of campesino 

Ladinos and the  Indian oopulation.    The former tend to   live closer to the town 

center.    The  Indian residential area   is  divided into   five barrios,   each with 

a church dedicated to   its patron saint.    The names of these barrios are  : 

Convento,  Señor del Pozo,  San Pedro  Mártir,  Señor del Calvario, and San 

Sebastián.     Many  Indian household sitios do  not  front  directly on the winding 

streets or paths,  but can only be entered by walking through another sitio 

"íhich does»    These sitios are  smaller, by and  large, than house sitios of 

other  Indian communities, because of the constant   dividing up of sitios  made 

necessary by  spatial  limitations on this  volcanic  ridge. 

Field work in the town has been almost   exclusively among the  Indians, 

and they are the main subject of this reoort. 



ECO TO MICS 

Four sources of livelihood can be found among  Indians of-Venustiano 

Carranza.    The most  important  is agriculture, mostly on a  subsistence basis, 

but also   for sale.     A. second is the sale of services,   food, and craft-Roods 

by women and children to  ladinos  in the town and,  secondarily, to  other  Indians. 

The third is trade in agricultural and craft  products with Deople of other 

towns  during fiestas both in Venustiano  Carranza and  in nearby to<vns.     A. 

fourth  is wage  labor for other Bartoleños or on fincas.    The degree to which 

Bartoleños  depend on the latter three categories  for food, goods, and money 

has  not  been determined.     Few  Indians   living  in town keep animals  because of 

lack of space and high incidence of pests  and disease» 

Agriculture 

Agricultural  land  is classified as  either tierra baja or pedregal. 

Tierra baj&_ is the better  land because of its   location near streams   supplying 

water during Dart or all of the year.    This  land  is held  almost  exclusively by 

Ladino  cattle  ranchers  and government-sponsored ejido  organizations,     'any 

Indians work  ejido     land and   live  in permanent  settlements  (colonias)   near it. 

Because of non-residence in Venustiano Carranza  itself and competition for  land 

between BartolenSs and ejidatarios,   such Indians  are considered outside the 

town's  Indian community and "traitors" to   it.     Some Bartoleños have both 

e.jido  milpa   in the ejidos and ^1 Pedregal milpa;  these may  live either in a 

colonia or in the town» 

Indians and  Ladino  campesinos  have milpas  in a  region known as El Pedregal, 

higher than the tierra baja,  dotted with outcropoings of volcanic  rock, and 

watered only by rain and ground-water.    This   land is  held communally by the 
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whole town, but  is administered by a oolitical body named Bienes Comunales 

made UD of Indian and Ladino  farmers. 

i.1 Pedregal  is not close to the town;  some oarts are  24 kilometers away. 

Farmers  go with their unmarried sons to the milpa  on  Vonday morning '"ith w^ter, 

masa   (moist corn mash prepared for cooking or eating, and beans,  returning 

only on weekends and  fiestas.    Their wives and children remain  in town. 

Agricultural technique  is the slash-and-burn tyDe common in the transect, 

with local  differences  stemming from differences  in altitude and tyDe of land. 

All  farmers with milpa  in the communal  lands,   Indians and  Ladinos alike, use 

the  same techniques.     After felling the heavier cover on a previously  fallow 

oiece of  land,  it  is burned over.     It  is then olanted for as many years as  it 

will produce a good crop and allowed to go  fallow again.    Corn is  olanted  in 

holes made with the barreta  (an iron-tipoed digging stick or short  iron bar), 

about 32  inches apart;   several kernels  are droooed into   each hole and covered 

over.    Usually the corn  is mixed in the milpa with four or five classes of 

beans, two or three of chilli, jioalpestle, and gourds.    Usually olanted ssoarately 

are peanuts, yucca,  aguacate,  achiote,  mango, two or throe varieties of camote, 

and tomatoes.    Rice  is  also an important croo where there  is  suffioient 

water.     In Darts of 1S1 Pedregal where crops must be olanted close to  numerous 

volcanic  outcropoings, the  luk  is used as  a cutting- tool;  otherwise the  single- 

or double-edged machete is  employed.     For weeding (limpiar)  the hacha and coa 

are also  used. 

Cattle-raising has  become an important enterorise among  Ladinos  in 

venustiano Carranza due to the recent comletion of roads connecting the town 

with the national market»    Open-range gracing  is the technique  used and, with 

growing herds, these  Ladinos  need more and more  land.    The milna  system of 



agriculture being possible only with large areas lying fallow, competition 

for land betv.'oen cattle-raisers and campesinos has become extremely great. 

Cattle-owners accuse campesinos, by v/hich they moan the  Indian majority of 

them,  of laziness  and ooor utilization of their land.     Campesinos, on the 

other hand,  constantly comolain that cattle over-run their fields,  making 

agriculture  impossible in some  areas viithout a  large outlay for barbed-wire 

fencing.    They say there is  no use bringing complaints to the  local  Ladino- 

run courts, where they '"ill receive only bad treatment.    The campesino 

organisation Bienes Comunales controls the communal   lands of Venustiano 

Carranza,     /irmed with ties to  poverful regional and national agrarian 

organizations,   it prevents, -when possible,  cattle-raisers  from establishing 

rights  over communal  lands.    Bienes Comunales and  land rivalry  are  imoortant 

in the  social organization and will be  discussed again under that  heading. 

Most agricultural products are used within the family whose head produced 

them, but all campesinos try to oroduoe enough to  sell.    Prices  paid  for 

agricultural products  are high and (say informants)   living  standards are better 

than before the new  road connecting Venustiano Carranza to  regional and 

national markets was  finished.    The yearly price cycle  reaches  n peak  just 

before harvest.    Surpluses  are  stored  at  home  for resale at this time or 

whenever cash is  needed.     If a  family runs out  of staples before harvest   it 

must buy then   from campesino  families who have a  surplus  or from ladino 

merchants,    ".hen there  is  a surplus at  harvest, or  if money  is  needed at that 

time, there are several outlets  for corn and other products!    truckers, who 

buy for good prices  directly from Indians;   Indians   living at  higher altitudes 

who  need corn and whose own crops are not yet  mature (Chamula   Indians, who 

Pass through Venustiano Carranza on their way home  from fincas, are mentioned 
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as paying good prices for newly-harvested corn);  or  local  Indino merchants 

and middlemen.     In case money  is  nnfded at  any time before harvest, unhnrvested 

crops can bo  sold,  as a  last  resort, to non-farmer ladinos  for low prices. 

I have  found conflicting statements on the  frequency of this, but one ladino 

is said to  have bought   ls000 fanegas of the February corn croD by  early 

November. 

Víape -Labor 

Another source of income, both cash and  food,   is working  for other 

Bartoleños or on fincas.    Pay  for both is by the tarea, a unit of piece-work, 

and meals are sometimos   included.    v,ork  for others   is always  recompensed  even 

if the  eroloyee  is a relative..  Finca work  is  done only by those having  in- 

sufficient   land or  no  land at  all, or  if money is badly needed. 

Household Industries 

A partial  list of household  industries  in Vonustiano Carranza   includes 

the making of palm sombreros, cloth, clothes  made from this cloth or from 

that  Durchased at  stores,  some oottery, and prepared food.    All but the  first 

are made by women and children.    These products are  sold to  local  Indians 

and Ladinos or to  people of other towns.    Conveniently classed with the 

manufacture and sale of products  made in the  home  is the "sale" of services. 

Many  Indian women  ind girls  are maids  for non-farmer Ladinos,  caring for 

children, cooking,  and cleaning.    The  relative importance of these to each 

other and  to  production of agricultural products  is not known, but both are 

mentioned as  good  sources of income,   éepecially when there  is no man in the 

household.     Sale of these products  is done at the maker's household,  by door- 

to-door peddling,  or on any day  in the plaza.    There  is no  regular market  day  in 

Venustiano  Carranza. 



Trade ^'ith Other Towns 

Trade with other towns  is carried on mostly during fiestas,  either in 

Venustiano Carranza or in other towns.     Both household and agricultural 

products are traded  in return for other products and for cash.     Information 

on trade and/or oilgrimage patterns with other towns  is  not conplete.    Towns 

mentioned several times  in the notes are Comlta'n.Bahuita,  Soooltenango, 

Aguacatenango, and Chamula.    Pilgrims  from other towns are mentioned as 

present   in Venustiano Carranza   in  lnrge  numbers during the  fiestas and at the 

time a  ceremony  (Santa Cruz) asking  for water which takes nlace at a  hill 

near the town.oallod Gh'ulhuitzoThe  latter draws many oeople from as  far 

away as  Laguna de Janajachel  (sic; Panijachel?)   in Guatemala.     However, 

several  informants   denied,  and none affirmed, the oresence of trade during 

this  celebration.    Contradictory statements  about trading during  some other 

fiestas were obtained and there seems to be a desire among the   Indians to 

minimize its  importance. 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

Indians  and Ladinos»  Pobres and Hicos 

Bnrtoleños have two  frameworks for   broadly catagorizing Deoole:    a man 

is  either an  Indian or a  ladino,  and he  is either a pobre  (poor Derson)  or 

a  rico  (rich person).     All   Indians  are pobres, while a  Ladino  can be either a 

rico or a pobre.    The most   important  social division seems to be that of 

pobreB and ricos.    Pobres  include Indians  and ooor Ladinos o 

A number of cultural  differences  distinguish  Indian and  Ladinos. 

Indians  speak Teotzil (idioma), although many speak Spanish as a  second  language; 

few  ladinos  speak idioma.     Indians,  and never Ladinos, are usually seen in 

the   Indian garb  distinctive of Venustiano Carranza.    Only  Indians have two 
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surnames, one  Spanish and the other Tzotsil.    Tuotzil kinship terms  can be 

extended to  any member of the Indian community but  never to  ladinos.    Perhaos 

the most  important social distinction is active participation in certain 

fiestas, which Ladinos watch and sometimes help prepare  for,  but  never take 

an active part   in.    Only during these fiestas do the  few remaining vestipres 

of the former  system of civil and  religious  offices  aporoich their former 

structure <ind function.    The fiesta of San Bartolomé, the patron   saint,   is 

the most  important of these.     (One of the field workers  rotmrks that he can 

think of no  Ladinos with the given name of Bartolomé.     It   is by far the most 

common  Indian name.) 

Indians are distinguished from Ladinos by these cultural differences, 

many of which are consciously-maintained symbols of Indianness recognized by 

all.    These act to  set  Indians off as a social group, but aooarently have 

lit-t le  other functional connection among themselves or significance in the 

society.    The social unity of pobres  (which includes  poor ladinos)  has come 

about only in the  last  few decades through factors which will be  discussed 

lator.    Th«j means by which  Indians  «nd ooor Ladinos are distinguishable 

one from another are becoming Drogressively  less and less  marked o 

The symbols of identification with the Indian group are well-defined and 

are steadfastly preserved by  Indians who wish to be known is  such.     T.lanu- 

factured clothing is  cheaper than the home-made  Indian costume, yet  none but 

the poorest  wear if     Families who6e members are fluent   in Spanish use  it 

only when dealing with Ladinos, v/ho they consider rather stuoid because they 

can speak only one  language.    Most  fiestas have observances which are uniquely 

Indian or which are carried on by Indians  separately from Ladinos and the 

fact that  some of these are coming to  look more and more  like  Ladino observances 

does  not alter their  importance as symbols of distinctiveness. 
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A. rico   is a  Ladino whose means of livelihood includes cattle-raising;, a 

store, an administrative oost, or buying goods for resile, and whose house 

in in  til Centro,  close to the plaza.    .'.k>st  pobres are campesinos, but  some are 

wage-laborers.    The fen peoole raised as  Indians who   hive taken on rico 

occupations, however, are still considered  Indians. 

It  is only within the lust quarter century that the rico-pobre distinction 

has become the most   imoortant social division.     In the  early  1930's a  Ladino 

schoolteacher v/ho was an adherent of the agrarian reform movement then 

current,  set about to  unite the campesinos against their oppressors.    Three 

things which he is reported to hive  done are  important  here.     First,  he broke 

down inter-barrio rivalry, making it possible for Indians to co-operate among 

themselves.     Second, by  padlocking the  Indian ayuntamiento,  he greatly 

weakened the civil  functions of the  hierarchy, then the most   imoortant  source 

of  Indian social  independence.    Third, he opened the communal  lands   in El 

Pedregal to  Ladino  farmers,  making possible what  is now the most  important 

source of social contact and co-operation between Indian and  Ladino camoesinos~- 

farming the same  l^nd and defending  it from the encroachments of cattle- 

raisers. 

Bienes Comunales, with its  campesino  membership,   is a reaction to this 

x   threat.     It  has taken over the   land-admin1strating functions of the  former 

civil hierarchy.    Unless a cattle-owner is  in a position to  get communal  land 

by force or through the courts,   he must  ask BjBn93 Comunales  for permission 

to use it.    This permission is usually not granted. 

The organization is clearly dominated by  Indians, both in numbers  and 

influence.     Its officers a-e elected by  its  members,  making a  combination of 

knowledge of Ladino culture (especially of Spanish)  and prestige amons; Indians 



necessary for the attainment of a oost.    The field notes hint that  in irroor- 

tant  matters, old  Indians who  have high traditionally defined orestige and 

authority  (principales)  who went through the former hierarchy,  are consulted 

before  reaching a  decision. 

A. number of other factors  strengthen the new pobre group and at the  same 

time contribute both  Indian and Ladino-derived elements to   its culture.     *ts 

men -work together as neighbors  in the milpa and  its women visit with each 

other  in the neighborhoods where they  live moro or  less  intermixed,     ¿ferriage 

between  Indians  and pobre Ladinos  is not uncommon.    The children of such 

couples  are usually raised as  Ladinos, but by no means always.     Indians 

and ooor Ladinos both contribute money,  food,  and work for fiestas,   including 

those mentioned above as  strictly  Indian»    Finally, the   group's most  effective 

leaders  have authority and Prestige as defined by the  Indian tradition,  combined 

with familiarity with Ladino culture. 

Some aspects of mobility between the  groups are difficult  for me to 

assess.    The field notes have only a  small amount  of  information about  Ladinos, 

and none about  mobility between the rico and pobre divisions.     Identification 

by Bartoleños as  Indian or Ladino  is   fixed by the time a  person reaches 

adulthood.     A. man known as an Indian oan withdraw  from the  Indian community, 

but not  from identification by Ladinos with it.     Some  Indians  change their 

clothes, do  not  use the  Indian surname, use only Spanish,  engage  in rico 

occupations  and show Ladino-like  3Com for Indians  and their ways; yet  every- 

body knows they are  Indians  and their Ladino friends will  speak of them patron- 

izingly as  Inditoa.    Although an Indian cannot become Ladino,     he oan£  as 

many do, attach himself to  a colonia and ejido-group where the domination of 

the ricos does not  extend.     He can also,  with a  good knowledge of Ladino ways, 

oresent himself as Ladino. 
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Status as  ladino or Indian is not  hereditary.     An  Indian counle with a 

good knowledge of  ladino culture may rear thoir children in it.    0ffsoring 

of mixed marriages can be reared as  members of either group,  depending only 

on the desire of the parents. 

Barrios 

In Venustiano Carranza, there are five official barrios  and nine unofficial 

"districts",   some of which coincide with barrios and  some of which are geo- 

graphically  sub-divisions or barrios.    District names are often priven in renly 

to questions about  residence.     I do not know which unit  is  functionally more 

important and will use the term "barrio" throughout. 

Barrios wore cnce much more important than now.    Lach barrio had its 

independent  set of principales    while now principales  function in the context 

of the whole Indian (and sometimes pobre) community.    Formerly, their approval 

was necessary to change barrio  residence or to farm another barrio's section 

of the communal land.    Any attempts at  inter-barrio courtship or marriage were 

forcibly discouraged by the young men of the  girl's barrio.     A person did not 

enter another bnrrió without a  good reason»    Young men would sometimes cross 

barrio  lines  in a group,   looking for trouble; the young men of the  invaded 

barrio usually saw that they found it.    (These frequently mentioned "young men 

of the barrio" may correspond to the escuadrillas of Aguacatenango.    See 

Sec.   11,   pp.   17r        They are mentioned only  in connection with the oast.) 

The stronc rivalry bet-een barrios was broken down when the campesinos were 

united.    A favorite ohrase when talking about that  reformer  is  "Now we are 

united, now we are one town." 
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Barrios now  serve two  principal functions, one in connection v/ith 

agriculture and the otlier at  fiestas.     Each barrio traditionally used  soparate 

sections of the communal  land,  but because of loss  of  land to  cattle-raisers 

and  ejido  groups, two of the strailer barrios  now share sections with two of 

the  larger.     /Vs   in the  oast,- permission of the principales   is necessary to 

farm in another barrio's   land,  but  such requests  are now channeled through 

Bienes Comunales. 

Barrios  function as a unit  in some  fiestas.     In the  important   Indian 

ceremony on the hill of Ch'ulhuitz   in May each barrio  Roes  separately on 

different  days to ask for water  and  success  in the milpa.    Until   1948 the 

Indian community went as a whole.     In some fiestas,  especially that of San 

Bartolomé and those of the barrio patrons, the People of the barrio  (Indians 

and  Ladinos,  unless   it   is  an Indian fiesta)  hold a  procession from the barrio's 

church to tha main church.     In the  1957 Indian fiesta of San Bartolomé, the 

first bullfight   in Venustiano Carranza was held  in the olaza   in a corral, 

each side of which was built by one of the barrios.,    These  innovations   indicate 

that  part of identifying oneself as an  Indian is to  participate  in barrio 

membership  in ways that  ooor  ladinos  cannot» 

Milpa  Grupitos 

The grupito   is a  group of about  20 men,  pobres,  but  not  necessarily 

Indians, who  have neighboring rniloas on their barrio's  land and who co-ooorate 

with each other in tasks  important to the group such as  fonce-building.    The 

grupito  has as   its  core a  grouo of brothers  and their grown sons of the stme 

bnrrio,  one of whom is the  leader of the  grupito.    Other members are usually 

related to this core by marriage or compadrazgo.    The  gruoito  is  not a permanent 

unit, but  stays together only as   long as   fallow  land  is  available   in the area. 
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'•' hen new  land must be sought,   it breaks uo,  probably  into oatrilineally 

related groups who  join another grupito or move to   land not being used by 

others. 

The grupito  (judging from complete  lack of mention of it  in the  field 

notos until anthroDOlogists accompanied Indians to their miloas)   functions 

only on week days  in the context of the milpa.     Its members cooperate in fence- 

building,  usually cook and sleoD together  in the  evening,  and  share the same 

drinking water. 

The Family 

I have not analyzed the census  material»    The statements below are 

either taken from Rubel's oaDers or  inferred from  informant's  statements, which 

nre often contradictory.    They are,  at best,  guesses. 

The nuclear family,  consisting of a man,  his wife, and their children, 

is  the basic  economic,  residence, and child-rearing unit.    If.hen the  family 

is begun by marriage,   it  may take up residence under the same roof as one of 

the couple's parents or  live in the  same compound, but   in a  separate household- 

The  latter is  preferred,  but the cost of building houses,   if there  is not one 

empty on the compound,  must be borne by the boy and  is  usually Prohibitive* 

At  marriage a man is  given milpa by his own or his wife's  father and probably 

joins the grupito of the donor.    The couple is then an independent  economic 

unit,  grovfing, cooking, and eating its own food even when sharing a  household 

with parents.    Choice of residence with the parents of the boy or the  girl 

seems to be determined mainly by which family furnishes milpa.     If both sets of 

parents  offer sope,   it will bo accepted from the boy's family and the couole 

will   live with them.    Of 91 households  (not compounds)   in two barrios,  55 
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are comoosed only of the nuclear family,  22  include a married  3on and  his 

family,  and  14  include a married daughter and her family.. 

Kinship terminology,  according to the  little available information, 

sometimes contradictory,   differentiates kinsmen according to  tconeration,   sex, 

and relative age within  ego's  generation.    The terminology  is  extended to 

members of the Indian community at   large»    Terms used for different generations 

within the  family are used outside of  it to  further differentiate oeonle   vith 

regard to their nge relative to ego  and the resoect  due them by him. 

Nuclear families related by marriage or blood do  not combine into  larger 

social  groups  exceot   in the  prupitos.    Relatives are used  for baby-sitting, 

visit one another frequently, and attend rites  of passage involving one of 

their members.     However,   informants consistently  say that  relatives are not 

asked r^ore frequently than others to  help  in the miloa,   in housebuilding, 

or when money and  food are needed for emergencies or to nay for a  family or 

oublic  fiesta»     If relatives are asked, wages are given and  loans  renaid with 

interest,  as with anyone  else» 

GOVKRNMKNT   \ND RKLIGIDN 

Former Civil-Religious Organization 

The Dolitical and religious structure of the Indian community was once 

dominated by a  hierarchical  set of offices, the  lowest of which all men entered 

in their early teens»    Taking on one office after another  in their nroDer 

order, one might  eventually becom a   lender of the community,   resoected and 

obeyed by alio    This structure  is now all buT"defunct and it  is  difficult to 

elicit consistent accounts of it.     A. reasonably comolete reconstruction follows. 

The  lowest office was that of mayorcito, undertaken at about the age 

of 12.    These v:ero messengers and errand-boys at the service of higher officers 
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in the ayuntamiento  and were about  26  in number,     /tbove these was the office 

of mayor,  filled by one man at  a time.     Next were six  regidores, who  served 

the oriest and the presidente  ,   each a  lender of a  formal asoect of the 

Ladino  community.    Directing the  regidores w«is an alcalde,  the too position 

in the  civil side of the hierarchy.    Parallel to these offices, but  functioning 

in a  religious context, were several  sets of offices,   each dedicated to the 

care of a particular  santo  for a onr-year oeriod.     Kach set was headed by a 

prioste,   equal  in ra lk to a  regidor.    Under him,  in  descending rank, were a 

bankilal,  a maltomar primoro,  and a  maltomar segundo. 

After serving as alcalde and prioste, a man Passed out of the hierarchy 

and became a  principal of his barrio.    These old men were the undis-juted  leaders 

of their barrios and, when they acted  in concert, of the whole  Indian community. 

They  functioned  in both religious and civil contexts,  one of their most  impor- 

tant  duties being to  ensure that all the offices of the hierarchy and the 

specialized offices <, see next paragraph) were filled.    Their permission was 

necessary to change barrio  residence or to farm another barrio's  land.    They 

organized and collected money for fiestas, as well as having an important  part 

in the ritual of  each.    One  informant  states that the principales could say 

mass. 

Several other offices  existed which were not part of the hierarchy, but 

which a  person could not  fill until  he had reached a certain rank  in it* 

These had more soecinlized functions and, while increasing a man's general 

status,  did not  incroa3e his formal authority.    The office of alférez,  held 

only by principales,   entailed contributing the major share of the money,  food, 

and drink necessary for a  fiesta  and having an  important  ritual position in 

it.    The office  lastod only during one fiesta,  but could be held several times. 
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Another such office,   lower in rank, was that of oarrerante, one of the group 

of young men who  participated  in ritual horse  races  during a  few major fiestas. 

The group was  led by the aIfere» of the fiesta.    Another office mentioned is 

that of sacristan, caretaker of a church,  held for a year at a time.     Another 

is as a member of the group of cantores, who played music at  fiestas. 

Present-day Organization 

The system described above is now all but  gone.    The hierarchy, with  its 

offices of mayorcito,  alcalde,  and prioste,  has completely disappeared. 

There are still principales, but their functions and method of selection are 

now quite different.    Positions of authority are no  longer  limited to the few 

respected men who have passed through the hierarchy after many years of comoetent 

service to the community.     Qualities of leadership and dedication to the  good 

of the community are still   important,  but ability to  sneak Soanish and face 

LadinoB on their own terms   is  equally  so o 

The civil functions of the former hierarchy are now  split between 

Bienes Comunales, which ooerates  In matters concerning the communal  lands, 

and the Ladino civil government.    The present ayuntamiento has  four regidores, 

including three  Ladinos and one  Indian appointed by the ladino presidente. 

The  Indian regidor apparently does not have much of a voice in the context 

of the  Ladino government, and  is nominated only as  "a   left-handed  recognition 

of the fact that there are Indians  in the town  .     Each b«rrio  has one or two 

Indian representantes who orobably eorve as a channel of communication from 

the ayuntamiento to the Indian community,  mainly vhen oommunal work needs doing 

and when Indians  must be in   evidence during visits of  important political  figures. 

Michael Salovesh (personal communication). 
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The number of repreaentantes from the barrios  is  fluid.    On some occasions, 

all principales aro liable to be called to the  ladino ayuntamiento  for 

consultation, and in this context are called representantes.     In one barrio, 

three men are regularly referred to  as  representantes.    Of these three men, 

one  is regularly referred to as principal; on9  is occasionally called a 

principal;  and one is  never called a principal* 

Principales  still  function in important ways that are not  entirely cle«r. 

Their religious  functions (and those of the specialized officials)  are 

oractically the  same  as described above».op.   13-15,     Informants,  both Indian 

and Ladino but especially the  latter,  explicitly deny that they function in 

any but a religious context, but there is evidence to the contrary:     l) prin- 

cipales are probably still consulted, through Bienes Comunales,   in matters 

involving the communal  lands.     Z) One  informant out  of several who talked 

about the office of represenantes  said they  relayed the  desires of the ladino 

presidente to the principa les--not to the oeoplo, as  stated in the oreviou3 

paragraph.     3) The field workers were told they  should have permission from 

the prinoipales before conducting a census.    They met  strong  resistance until 

they were accompanied by a principal or a young man appointed by the principal. 

The position of the principales is  further obscured by the  fact that 

they are of two kinds.    The "old" Principales seem to be very highly respected 

old men who passed through at   loast  part of the hierarchy when  it was  in 

existence.    Their  effectiveness  is greatly impaired by their mono lingualism 

and consequent  inability to  deal directly "fith Ladinos.     "Young" principales 

are probably the active  leaders of the Indian community-=at  least they themselves 

* Michael Saloves'h (personal communication). 
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say so.    They h«.ve not, of course,  participated  in the hierarchy, but have 

at various times filled temporary oositions  in fiestns, e.g.   that of carrerante. 

However,  many  Indian men have held such positions and  it  seems  likely that 

the "young" principales have attained their title and  status  simply through 

their effectiveness  in  leading the community, both in affairs   internal to  it 

and in relationá-with Indinos.    The ranks of the "young" principales and 

representantes overlap.    One informant who  holds both offices says he  is a 

principal by virtue of the fact that he is a representante, but another says 

there are representantes who are not principales. 

There are also  religious offices of woman principales, several from each 

barrio.    These offices are said to have originated in reoent times,   since 

the 1930's.    Fairly old, partially acculturated women serve as these principales 

and  link the Indian community to the priest and the Ladino Catholic  Church 

in much the same way as the representantes   link the oommunity to the Ladino 

civil  government.    They  inform the Indians of the wishes of the priest, 

collect money for non-Indian fiestas, and maintain a token participation in 

Ladino church-groups,  such as  in parties  for the priest,    ^hey are appointed 

by the priest o 

RITES OF PASSAGE 

The following  information is sketchy,  except  for marriage,  but  is pre- 

sented for possible comparative usefulness. 

Birth 

At baptism a child's parents beoome oompadre with two other adults. 

There  is a hint that the child's grandparents are also oompadre with the sponsor. 

"B U, the padrino of the child,   is oompadre of the grandmother of the child 

because he carried the child to  its baptism." 
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Padrinos  de evangelio are also mentioned for young children. 

Children «re brpast-fed until the age of two and a  half or three.    One 

Indian woman says that a woman should not  have  intercourse after the third 

or fourth month of pregnancy,  or for two months  aftor childbirth;   for 40 

days after the birth, the mother eats  nothing but  chicken broth and meat and 

eggs.    Other  informants  denied any food restrictions. 

Confirmation 

Indian children are confirmed and acquire another  set of godparents. 

Marriage 

Boys are usually married soon after the age of sixteen and girls  soon 

after fourteen.    The priest will not allow  earlier marriages or those between 

peoole with the same  Indian surname.     In general, the younger the Derson, the 

more parents control  selection of a  spouse.    The woman keeps her own name after 

marriage;  children take their father's name. 

Courtship begins with a  couole talking in the  streets without Parents 

being consulted.    When the boy DroDoses and the girl acceots,   ho tells  his 

parents of his wishes.    The father and mother visit the parents of the girl» 

usually without the boy,  bringing two and one-half pesos worth of chocolate, 

two  and one-half pesos worth of pan dulce,  and  some  liquor, which is drunk 

during the visit.    The bride price  is not discussed at this time.     In one or 

two weeks the boy's parents  return with the same gifts as before and are told 

the decision of the girl's parents.     If it  is  yes, the girl's  family is  given 

100-200 pesos  in money and goods as a bride price.     If the payment  is considered 

too   low, they may refuse to  give her up.    The girl's family sets a  date for 

the wedding,  allowing  15-90 days for preparation.     Sometime during these 

preparations,  the parents become compadres to  each other. 
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Before the ohurch <vedding, a narty including the couole,  their parents, 

two padrinos  de  casamiento,  and  four irnDortant  Indians who know Spanish 

(orobably usually younger principales)  go to the Driest to arrange for the 

banns and wedding.     Immediately afterwards the same nirty attends a civil 

ceremony at the Registro  Civil,  for which the boy or his  parents  Day 50 

oesos.     A fiesta  is then held at the home of the boy's parents,   his  family 

furnishing the marimbas and food.    The girl's  family  suonlies trago. 

The coimle now begins to   live together, taking uo residence with whichever 

family can próvido the hoy with milpa.    Preferred residence  is with the boy's 

oarents.    The church v/edding is  often postponed because of its  cost and that 

of the fiesta which must  follow  it« 

Death 

On the day of a  death, the family informs  relatives «nd  invites them to 

their household, where the body remains until burial  the next  day.    The 

relatives  and a  few others come to the house that  night bringing food, traRo, 

candles, flowers, and about  fifty centavos to  help pay  expenses  (a coffin 

costs  501-100 pesos).    The gathering should be a  haooy one  and  if the family 
Í 

of the deceased  is  sad,   it  is the duty of the guests to cheer them up.    The 

group  says the  rosary and Drays  for the dead person.    Then at  dawn they take 

the body to the cemetery and  it   is buried.    The dead  person is  dressed in hiB 

best clothes and only a  rosary and scaDular are nut   into the coffin.    A mass 

is aaid for at the end of the month in which the  death took olace. 

Christooher C.  Day 
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C H A N A L ,  TEOPISCA,  AND  VENUSTIANO  CARRANZA 



Chanalp Tsopiaca and tfcr; j^i-iano Carranzs 

April, 1959 "revised Ji:at\, 1959) 
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Duane Metzger's "Preliminajy D-wc-ijition»"* of Chanal and Venustiano 
Carranza (1957» in Department of Anthropology, University of Chicago, 
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Calixta Guiteras" field .•es.r: on Chanal (1959, .««» NSF Project 
Files). 

Other sections of the NSF Report a:.-<' -:• t«td for particular references, and 
Sees» 12, 13, and 14 contain furtho:1 sjaboration? of the material» summarized 
here,. 



The three communities considered in l:hin report are located in contrasting 

ecological zones oUthe Chicago Anthropology >spartment*s transect study area in 

highland Chiapaso1 

These three- communities are the mont populous of those of the NSF project 

which have had preliminary social anthrcpc>i.ojs:.Lcal field coverage, (They have not 

been as intensively studied as Amatenango or Aguacat «nangos none are as large as 

2 
Villa las Rosaso  Chanal is a Tzaltal-speaking Indian community of a little over 

3 
3,000»  Teopisca has about 3*000 Ladino» iari A.„200 Indians of Tzotzil-speaking 

ancestry» Venustiano Carranza, ha» alxjut ;? ,000 Ladinos and 30000 Tzotzil-speaking 

Indian»* All three are villages laid out La i\ grid-block pattern, but each is 

distinctive--Chanal on a long broken slop» with a grid pattern of large house- 

garden sitios of about ¿ hectare in aize; C")Ofdsca in an elongated "string town" 

fashion with Indian barrios circling the i,Ldi!«.v occupied Centro where the edges 

of the fields meet the hills? Venustiano C>n*r5iv¿-.a perched on the side of a volcanic 

core, with Indian barrios circling the Lad:.ix> Centro around the steep sides of 

this peak» 

For all three villages, the distance «>f :he Indians» fields from the town 

centers necessitates the adult males being afciient from the town during periods 

of agricultural activity on week daysu .'.in Cha rial, people may live permanently in 

the outlying parajes near their fields, ara! COM» to the town center only for 

trading, fiestas, or for residence during civil-religious service.  Around both 

Teopisca and Venustiano Carranza there as-e alii a many outlying colonias. but these 

are separate communities of permanent resilient.» who partake minimally in the affairs 

of the central towns.. 

Historical Note» The contrasting ft.ai avf;i  of economic and social organization, 

which are discussed under specific headings in this report, have historical roots» 

* See footnote 3 for relative sizes c? ti.-e cui. lying parajes» 
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Chanal is an off-shoot of colonists from OxcbuoB probably settled in the early 

1.9th century who share-cropped lands of a Ladino hacienda^ The hacienda was sold 

to the Indians in the mld~19th century, and 3ater9 in the 1930*8, due to the 

persuasive efforts of an influential Presidente of the Comité de Educación, the 

people left the parajes and settled into a newly created central, grid-patterned 

town» A few far distant parajes» and one colonia remain permanently settled, but 

their inhabitants also have town sitios and they remain members of the community, 

serving civic and religious obligations (perhaps the people of Siberia, the one 

colonia,, do not maintain such ties)., In 1936 Chanal vas granted the status of 

a free municipio. The few Ladino resident merchants and farmers, who settled 

in Chanal in the early 20th century were i'orcwd out in the 1940*8, so that today, 

in contrast to Teopisca and Venustiano Carrar.ua, the only Ladinos in Chanal are 

the school teachers and the secretary» 

The majority of the Indians of Teopisca are the descendants of Chamulas and 

Huistecos who settled the barrios in a major wave during the land reforms of the 

post revolutionary period, 1914 and after. They came in under the auspices of the 

federal ejido programo The development of this ejido program has undergone unique 

adaptations to the local Ladino«=dominant setting and remains the primary land-base 

of the Indians of Teopisca today,, 

The Indian settlement of Venustiano Carrrnza has greater antiquity than Chanal 

or Teopisca, probably reaching back to early colonial times» However, the dominant 

Ladino settlement has brought important and sonxstimes dramatic changes in the 

Indian social organisation and land~holding systems,, 

Economy 

Agricultureo The primary economic pursuit of the Indians in all three 

communities is alash-and-burn subsistence agricultura a Only a part of the Ladino 
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population» of Teopisca and Venustiano Carranza is directly engaged in agricultures- 

poorer Ladino farmera who share some of the interests and practices of the Indians; 

and richer Ladino rancheros and fine; eros who have larger holdings and produce 

surpluses of maizep wheat and beans, coffee9 sugar, and raise cattle» Other Ladinos» 

found in all classes, are engaged in commerce, non-agricultural wage-work, and 

services. 

While the basic crops, corn and beans, ant the technology for raising them, 

are essentially the same for the Indians of too three ecologically contrasting 

communities, there are son» special crops and practices due to their differences, 

and to non-ecological factors of the social environment, which contribute to 

contrasting economic organisation and trade practices» 

Special crops, anímala, In Ghanal, crop! grown which are exported and 

provide additional income are: potatoes, surplis corn, the botil bean, peaches» 

and apples from the jamaltic (upper) area; cirrus fruits, coffee, sugar cane, and 

bananas from the a.; antic (lower) area» 

House garden sitio crops cultivated by men include maize and ground (runner) 

beans» Women c>. Ltivate chayóte. calabaza blanca, cabbage and potatoes•> Sitio trees 

include avocar•?, peach and apple» Chickens, ob-jep, a few goats, and pigs are 

raised for tl-9 market. Horses, mu].es and eattle are raised for transportation. 

A few oxen -ire used for plowing. 

In Teopisca, almost every Indian family keeps» as household animals, chickens 

and turkeys; fewer have pigs or ducks. Some lave horses and mules for transporta- 

tion, and only a few have cattle or oxen» Tho sitio crops of chayóte, anona, and 

calabaza are grown for family consumption and vsry little is sold» A few Indians 

plant their milpa plots in wheat, and a few who own valley irrigable land also may 

devote it to wheat, a crop for the market»  iouse garden sitio crops cultivated 
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by men include maize and ground (runner) bean;-  Women cultivate chayóte„ calabaza 

blanca, cabbage and potatoes. Sitio trees include avocado,, peach, and apple. 

The Indiana of Venustiano Carranca raise several vari.»tiea oí' bean, and various 

tropical fruits and vegetables--chilli, ¿^£S^Ji}2^kli»  gourds,, yucca, aguacate, 

achiote, nango» camota and tomatoes» vfhich c;»;i be marketed for extra cash» Rice 

is grown for export on lands where there is aufficient water, Only a few Indians 

keep household animal» because of the lack of epaee and the high incidence of 

pests and diseases, 

Agricultural cycle» Ecological different. sss both climatic and doil qualities, 

dictate different activity periods found both //ithin and between the three communities, 

Altitudinal variation» of 2,500* - 3,000* are found among the land» of Chanal 

(jamaltic v»»,? alantic) and Teopisca valley v.s, lowland milaps),» .Soil quality in 

all three communities varies so that lands hav** different production-fallowing 

periods— in Chanal, for example, some of the poorest lands can be worked only one 

year in ten¡¡ some Teopisca valley land* aro planted ev«ry other year; some Vanurtiano 

Carranza lands can be worked for five to six vsar* and fallowed for ten to twelve, 

Land tenure, agricultural organization,. In &L1. three communities, the independent 

household, which may consist of the nuclear family» or various combinations of the 

extended family8 is the basic agricultural production and consumption unit. And, in 

all three, extra labor is recruited from frie :ás and relatives (and payments are made 

in cash or kind), or exchanged on a reciprocal basis,, The household agricultural 

enterprise is articulated in higher group-ord3 red structures which determine land- 

holding and distribution of lands, and these . ¿ry among the three communities» 

We have the least information about Charvi.1, but apparently the lands are communal,, 

under the Jurisdiction of the ayuntamiento,, Mtohanlams of inheritance and distribution 

then probably come under the auspices of the arrio and lineage, or "name-group" 
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divisions» There are twelve territorial divisions, cabiltos, which have ritual 

functions with jefes in charge of carrying out ceremonials for rain (and planting?}» 

Teopisca Indians hold ejido lands, located in mountainous and marginal regions„ 

The ejido lands are "communaln in the sense of being administered by a local Ejido 

Committee whose Indian officers are elected by the e.-jidntcr5o« themselves» Grants, 

however, are made to individual households, The mechanisms of inheritance and diatribu- 

tion of these lands are unclear, A few wealthier Indians also own valley irrigable 

lands. The municipio contains some communal pasture areas for use by Indians and 

ladinos alike. It is doubtful if there are any agricultural rituals performed by 

Teopisca Indians. 

Some Venustiano Carranza Indians cultivate ejido plots in the choice tierra 

baja lands, and this usually necessitates colonia residence away from the town. 

Because of this ejido affiliation, they are considered woutsidersw by the rest, of the 

Indians who are grouped in defense of the communal land system. This latter form of 

land tenure applies to the poorer, and far difitant, pedregal lands, and the administra- 

tion of these is in the hands of an organization called Bienes Comunales, This 

organization was founded in the early 1930*s by a Ladino school teacher to help the 

campesino agriculturists, poor Ladinos and Indians alike„ defend their communal 

lands from the enroaching richer Ladino cattüo ranchers». The growing strength 

of Bienes Comunales has been a source of social contact and cooperation between 

Indians and poor Ladinos and aligned them against the Ladino cattle raisers, The 

organization is led by Indians, and has taken over land administration functions 

which were formerly held by the Indian civil governmental organization» 

Milpa- grupito8 are smaller group-ordered organizations of about twenty members 

which are based on kinship cores, Members may be related to the core by affinal 

and compradazgo ties., The territorial aspect of the grupito is important, in that 

the members are persons who work milpas that neighbor on each other and they share 



common task» such as fence building* When the holding» of a particular grupito 

grow infertile and require fallowing, the grupito breaks up and its members seek 
5 

now lands elsewhere, and new grupitos are formed. 

The barrio is also important in land tenure—lands administered by Bienes 

Comunales are ear-marked according tc the traditional barrio holdings, with members 

of the grupito coming, by and large, from particular barrios» With the participation 

of Ladinos in this program, it appears that strict barrio affiliation as a requisite 

feature for land holding is breaking down* 

There are special agricultural rituals—seeds blessed by the priest prior to 

planting, and ceremonies on the mountain behind the town to ensure good crops and 

rain—'but the organisational aspects of theso are unclear. 

Other occupations of Indians, While th« Indians of all three communities are 

primarily agriculturists, they derive additional income from wage work on fincas and 

construction crews. In Chanal, women weave woolen blankets and the men's chama»a 

from the wool of locally-bred sheep. Men make trago &he regional liquor,) There 

are about 15 part-time carpenters, 2 part-time tailors, and several musicians. 

Several families have small stores in their homes and sell "town items", competing 

with the INT store. In Teopisca and Venustiano Carranza, Indian women have greater 

opportunity to work as servants for Ladinos  Chanalefios and Bartolenbs participate 

more than Teopisquenbs in small scale marketing, selling the special crops and animals 

mentioned above» Teopisca Indian women havo the important specialities of selling 

firewood and charcoal to the local Ladinoso 

Ladino Occupations. The Ladinos of all classes of Teopisca and Venustiano 

Carranza engage in a wide variety of servios and commercial occupations.  It should 

be noted that there is a significant differsnce between the poorer Ladinos of Teopisca 

and Venustiano Carranza. In Venustiano Carranca they are more closely identified 

with the Indians under the rubric of the rico-pobre distinction.  They are allied 

with the Indian campesinos and participate in the Bienes Comunales programo In 

Jlna+.i-fciitn   Ma o in n, 1   TrwUiranl* 
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Teopisca, the poor Ladino agricultor doe» not participate in the ejido pjí'úgram, but 

rather work» small private plots and raises truck garden sitio crops, or holds per- 

manent wage-work on ranchos and fincas» 

The medium-rich to wealthy brokers of field crops (corn, wheat and beans) and 

livestock (cattle and pigs) in Teopiaca, and the cattle ranchers of Venustiano Carranza 

are the occupations of the Ladino segments which are the most significant in the 

political organization of these Ladino-domlnant communitieso 

Trade and market. Of the three communities considered here, only Teopiaca has 

a regular (on Sundays) puesto market. The principal sellers in this market include: 

Indians from the upland colonias of Teopiaca (and occasionally Chanalenbs and Huistecos); 

Indians from nearby Amatenango and Aguacatenango; Indians and/or Ladinos from settle- 

ments along the highway towards ¿omitan; Indians and/or Ladinos from Villa las 

Rosas; and Indians from the western lowland settlements of the municipio of Teopiaca. 

Very few local Teopisquenos, either Ladino or Indian, are sellers at this market (local 

Indians are too poor to have surpluses to sell)» Rather, Teopisquenos are principally 

buyers; and, of course, the roving sellers mentioned above buy or exchange their pro- 

ducts among themselves. While the local Teopisquenos do not comprise the sellers 

in the puestos, the regular Sunday commercial situation must include the permanent 

Ladino-owned tiendas, because the tienderos sell manufactured articles (cloth, 

clothing, medicines, processed foods, and tools) which are bought by the traveling 

traders during their visits. 

Puesto markets sporadically occur in the plazas of all the other communities 

and principally during their local fiestas. Information on these for Venustiano 

Carranza and Chanal are lacking, but during the fiesta and commercial fair for the 

patron saint of Teopiaca, San Agustín, people come from a much wider area than for 

the usual Sunday market. In both the regular market and the larger fiesta markets, 

Teopisca is a pivotal point, whether products are channeled through Ladino middle- 



men or by direct purchase and exchange, for the distribution of local hot and cold 

country products, as well as being the principa >. supplier of manufactured goods for 

7 
the immediate area, 

Chanal looks primarily to areas out side the transect — HuiataSi, Tsnejapa, 

Chámala and Zinacantan, for marketing goods and for the supply of manufactured items,. 

The road from Chanal to the Pan-American highway links Chanal in trade with the 

Huiatecan and other northern Tzotzil communities which are also served by this 

thoroughfare» Panela for making trago comes from Altamirano* Tenejapanecos bring 

peanuts for major fiestas and stores stock up on them on these occasions. Women from 

San Fernando, San Jose, San Pedro, Santa Rosa, Yola and Colonia Nis come to the 

village to make purchases in the stores» They bring maize to barter for the store- 

purchased products> Tola ia a source of fiber for string and rope, citrus fruit», 

pumpkin? and sweet potatoes, Pottery is brought in from San Pedro and San Fernando» 

Chillis come from Santa Rosa and San Pedro, onions from San Jose and San Pedro. 

Wool, eggs, chickens, pigs, horses, and potatoes are marketed in San Cristobal 

for the purchase of salt, panela, sugar, clothing, medicines and rockets> 

A secondary trade circuit, however, links Chanal by trail with the Teopisca- 

Ajuatenango regions Oranges and potatoes are marketed in the Teopisca-Amatonango region 

(and even beyond, with direct trade reported with Comitan, Aguacatenango„ and Villa 

las Rosa»} and Amatenango pottery,, manufactured goods and tropical foods are brought 

back from this secondary trade areaa 

Chanal'a distant and relatively inaccessible location probably means that a 

family makes only two or three trading t/rips a year (there are no specialists in 

trade reported). Also, as a possible function of the community's isolation, barter 

may be more prevalent-, (This may lie due also to the Indian's habitual shortage of 

cash, since more conveniently located Amatenango and Aguacatenango also have barter),, 

Por intracoumminity trade, most food items' have equivalents in other foods; eggs are 

a medium of exchange, with the INI store accepting them for payment.. 



The past position of.Venustiano Carranza a» a great trading center, lying on 

the old main trade artery of the Grijalva valley, between Tuxtla Gutierrez-Chiapa 

de Corao and Comitan, and Tapachula, lias been eclipsed by the shift of this route 

to the highlands with the construction of the Pan-American highway» A dry-weather 

road links Venustiano Carranza with the new upland route, and a dry-weather road 

along the historical valley route leads to Tuxtla Gutierrez and Chiapa de Cortoy 

Both roads are reported in use for the transport of the considerable corn surpluses 

and cattle to the northern centers» At present, while the upland areas do not look 

to Venustiano Carranza as a commercial center(, there exists a complex network of trade 

relations between highlands and lowlands» and Venustiano Carranza serves as a center 

supplying manufactured gooda to the surrounding lowland area» 

Intracommunity trade in Venustiano Carranza is vigorous—with Indians engaged 

in selling food items and products of household industries (sombreros„cloth. clothing, 

pottery, prepared foods) by door-to-door peddling, and plaza puestos (although, a3 

mentioned above, there is no regular "big market day** in the plaza)» The agricultural 

products of chilli, tomatoes, and other tropical fruits and vegetables are taken 

further afield, by some Indians who turn itin*rant merchants during periods of slack 

agricultural activity, to the important fiestas in Socoltenango, Villa las Roaaa, 

Aguacatenango, Amatenango, Teopisca, and even as far as Chamula» They return to their 

homes with cold country foods (especially potatoes) and Amatenango pottery»  ata on 

the volume and periodicity of these visits are lacking, but as in Chana 1, far i.lies 

probably make only a few such long trips in a year, and carry what they can by foot 

travel. Thus, Bartolehbs are not necessarily directly involved in all the hot-cold 

country exchange, but a series of intermediaries, merchants of Teopisca and Villa 

laa Rosas serve as the links. 

Venustiano Carranza,due to more favorable climate and soils available in its 

lowland location, contrasts with Teopisca and Ghana! in that a greater corn surplus 

is grown, and Indians contribute ¡substantially to this» Adaptive marketing mechanisms 
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eontrast with the economic organization of the other two communities. Ideally, 

Indians attempt to sell their surpluses to Ladino truckers and merchants when the price 

cycle reaches a peak.  The differences in high and low country supply, with the 

longer growing season in the higher regions, often places Bartolenos in an advantageous 

position of being able to get good prices by selling to cash-solvent highlandars 

who are returning from finca work to homes where their own corn is not yet mature. 

This picture of "wealth" for the Bartolenb needs to be balanced, however, by noting 

that many are very poor, and, to meet accessary immediate expenditures, must often 

sail to Ladino brokers "on futures" for a very low, disadvantageous price» 

Social Organization. In all three communities, the household, composed of eithor 

the nuclear family, or varieties of the extended family, is the basic social unit, 

The internal, workings and external articulation of this unit with community-wide 

institutions varies,, In Chanal patrilirieal emphasis link» family structure through 

residence and land tenure to a single, unified, traditional Indian community structure 

(albeit, undergoing change)» Less pervasive social structural mechanisms and the 

strength of Indian culture standing in opposition to Ladino culture combine to 

provide the Venustiano Carranza Indian family structure with linkages into a complex 

community which can be characterized in this context as having a dual Indian-Ladino 

structure» Teopisca differs from both in that the Indians conform more closely to 

Ladino bilateral family structure, have lost much of the strength of their cultural 

tradition, and are integrated into a single Ladino«dominant community structure by 

occupying the lowest rung of the social ladder» 

First, we will attempt to clarify these characterizations by turning to a brief 

discussion of the internal workings of the household unit, and then we will discuss 

the articulation of this unit with the community structures in political, economic 

and religious contexts 8 
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Houaehold» Die gross patterns of marriage and residence are the same for Venustiano 

Carranaa and Chanal, and includes prefer mce .for barrio endogamy (with Indian name-group 

exogamy in Chanal), spouse choice family arranged, (free choice in Chanal, but with 

family sponsorship^) pedida exchange, bride sorvice, and eventual residence near or 

with the husband's family and affiliation with the patrilineal work group (or the 

group of territorially clustered patrilineally related males )„ There are exceptions 

and alternative practices for all these fiattei-ns, perhaps for both communities, and some 

are statistically no longer the most camion» Bartolenbs apparently tend to exercise 

greater choice than Chanalefnbs in the final stages of residence and affiliation in 

being less patrilineal kin-oriented and >x>re Itocality-oriented, with a family having 

increased options of choice in affiliating with persons through a wider bilateral 

kin network, or non-relative friendship ides. In this respect Bartolenbs are more 

similar to Teopisqueñosi Indians of Teopisea share the preference for barrio endogamy, 

but this seems to be for reasons of local proximity and not for any barrio institu- 

tional ones» Courtship is by free choice and "robbing'* a girl a common patterno 

There is no pedida exchange or bride service„ and a high incidence of neolocal residence 

occurs, but often only after a period of residence with either spouse's family, which 

serves merely to get the young couple "o their feet** economically, and not as an 

affiliation to any larger kinship grouping* There are no formally instituted kin 

groupings; rather a family chooses, from the pool of bilateral kinsmen, its friends 

and work mates» These tend to be found within the same barrio, but many cases occur 

across barrio lines. 

The patrilineal emphasis governs inheritance in Chanal (from a man to his brothers, 

then to his sons) and in Venustiano Carranza (father to sons), and the lineage or 

name-group in Chanal holds the land legacy in trust for minor sons. Inheritance in 

Teopisca is bilaterally governed„ with daughters and widows having the same rights to 
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a legacy as sonso 

Political organization; authority structures» In this section, we will trace 

the articulation of family or household into the various and often multifunctional 

higher group-ordered structures found in the three communities. 

Venuatiano Carranza» Household heads are members of an informal non-permanent 

milpa grupito which is often composed of a patrilineal kinship core, but may not be, 

and includes bilateral kinsmen and non-relatives» The lands of a grupito are under 

the jurisdiction of Bienes Comunales, which usually allocates lands according to 

traditional barrio communal land divisions. Thereby the grupjto gets land by virtue 

of the barrio residence of at least most of its members. The milpa grupito may be 

a functional survival of former kin groupings which are postulated by the apparently 

non-functional doble apellido name-groups still found. 

Barrio and Indian community-wide leadership is no longer exercised through the 

traditional civil-religious system. Leaders may be the elder principales who once 

served in the former civil-religious system, or the younger representantes and 

principales who apparently have achieved their statuses by self-selection and by having 

been effective in the present more limited arenas of Indian political life, in Bienes 

Comunales and as representatives to the Ladino municipio government (representantes and 

regidores). 

While there is a cultural gulf between the Indian and Ladino in Venuatiano Carranza , 

which continues to affect in subtle waya the articulation of the Indian family into 

the Indian community, the moat important structural division in Venustiano Carranza 

society is the rico-pobre distinction. Ricos are exclusively Ladinos, but pobres 

include poorer Ladino campesinos who have joined the Indian-led and dominated Bienes 

Comunales in defense of the communal lend system. While the Indian cultural distinction 

is still made, there is considerable cultural merging of the poorer Ladino segment 

with the Indians through this close alliance. 
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We do not know much about the Ladina government, except that it is the ultimate 

local authority over both Indian and Ladino» But because of the strength of the 

Indians manifested through their succeeds attained through the institution of 

Bienes Comunales, the preservation of their "Indianneas* as evidenced in their religious 

organisation (see below), and other cultural ¿features less easy to specify in structural 

terms, we can characterize Venustiano Carranza society as a "dual" Ladino-Indian 

oppositional one. Such a characterization makes sense, at least heuristically, when 

we compare Venustiano Carranza with Teopi»ca« 

Teopiaca„  While the Teopiaca Indiums do participate in two higher group- 

ordered formal organization»-—the Ejido Committee and local barrio educational committees, 

the articulation of families into these and the role of these two organizations in 

community affairs are in sharp contrast with the organizational features of Venustiano 

Carranza» Barrio distinctions are not made in. the finido Committee, and each family 

is represented as an independent, individual unit* Only the four barrios with schools 

have education committees, and recruitment into them is not known. While there are 

possibilities for significant political action being effected through either of these 

institutions, it is probably of greater significance that they provide a convenient 

way to have the Indians organized and readily accessible to serve Ladino ends0 Die 

interests most active in Ladino government are the wealthy finqueros. rancheros and 

cattle brokers, and the organizations through which they exert their influence are 
DC 

the Lions Club and the PRI party organization: 

Chanal» Patrilineally related households are grouped into Indian name-groups 

(lineages),Spanish name-groups ("clans"), which have land-holding functions, and these 

fall into one or the other of the two barrio divisions (Jamaltic, alantic). Bn~ 

pirically, there is considerable marriage, residence and landholding across barrio 

lines. The lineage^ clan and barrio structural strands are knit together in the civil- 

religious system» Male heads of households ta!ce on community responsibilities by 

serving in various civil and religious offices which are arranged hierarchically,. 

* Partido Revo lucio na rio Institución.!. 
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The ayuntamiento and church organization are composed of individuals from each barrio 

to give approximately equal barrio representation» When a person has passed through 

the hierarchy, he becomes a principal (this position may also correspond to a lineage 

or name-group head). The elder group of principales have advisory (but accompanied 

with considerable power) functions., Up until recently, the barrios maintained a 

structural opposition by being represented by "governors»1 in the ayuntamiento, but 

apparently now the principales, setting their barrio identity aside, effect important 

decisions in the name of the whole pueble 

Religious Organization^ Chanal's religious organization is most similar to that 

found in Amatenango or in Aguacatenango, There are religious cargos which are 

hierarchically ordered in the civil-religious system» Outside this hierarchy are the 

alféreces who underwrite certain major fiestas„ Richer and more respected men 

apparently take on these prestigeful jobs in a manner similar to that in which 

alféreces are recruited in Amatenango= The ayuntamiento is important in fiestas 

in being the secular arm by which are collected moneys from each family to meet some 

of the fiesta expenses. Agricultural rituals are performed apparently by families9 

patrilineal work groups, ritual cabilto groups (work groups who share caves and 

sacred places near their holdings), and the whole community at the time of Santa 

Cruz (May 5)° 

Religious organization in the changing situation in Venustiano Carranza is far 

from clear, but there are apparently some surviving religious cargos. the posts of 

alféreces, and other offices which function to maintain barrio chapels and carry 

on fiestas. However, the barrio distinctions and the recruitment of persons into these 

jobs are unclear. Indians are at least partially linked to Ladino religious activity 

by a group of Indian women principales who are appointed by the resident priest. There 

are specific "Indian" fiestas and celebrations with some of the poorer Ladino camp- 

esinos taking an active part, but more coiamonly, Ladinos play a passive role in these. 

Ladino religious organization and activity, and the amount of Indian participation 
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in "Ladino events'», remain as puzzles., 

Among the Indians of Teopisca we find barrio chapels maintained by encargados 

who are either self-selected or have inherited their custodial and fiesta-making 

Joba from their ancestor» who immigrated and established the chapels to celebrate 

the important saints of their home communities„ Barrio committees are chosen by the 

previous year's committees to carry off the annual Santa Cruz celebration. Indians 

participate in some of the larger Ladino-orga (¿zed community fiestas, both in secular 

events and in church services,, It is only during these large fiestas that the Indians 

attend mass--they rarely attend the regular Sunday mass at which the visiting priest 

officiates. 

Teopisca's churches are regularly sorved by religious professionals—priest 

and nuns. The secular sphere of religious activity is organised under the auspices 

of a Central Parochial Committee, which is appointed by the Lions Club, and in turn 

appoints encargado» for special fiestas» Ladino women are active through the organ- 

ization known as Acción Católica, and perhaps there are other wo men's organizations. 

There are self-selected women who lead prayers and songs during services when the 

priest is not presento 

John C. Hotchkisa 



Figs. 1, 2, 6„t> , appended to Part I ("The Findings") of this report; Sec, 5, passim. 

Fig« 31f   apoended to Part I. 

Chanal baa a total population of 2,881 according to the official census figures» 
The local Chanal ayuntamiento records of heads of families for the town and a 
different set of parajes (from the offie Lai census) is as follows, with the barrio 
breakdowns showing their sizes and the affiliation of the outlying parajes to 
them: 
Jamaltic (upper) 

Village barrio 156 
Siberia 36 
Natilon 47 
Onilha 46 
Tsajanichtik 44 

Alantic (lower) 

Village barrio 267 
Sachilbate 17 
Natilon 12 

296 
/625 total 
(From Guitar as» 

1959) 
329 

If we multiply the total number of heads of families by 5 (a common average of 
persons per family in the region) we reach a figure of 3*125» which is not far 
off the official census figure. 

Agricultural work groups, which probably do not have the relative permanence 
of the Venustiano Carranza milpa grupito, are found in Chanal. 

"In the planting and weeding season; i groups of men get together to work 
one day on the land of one of them,. Sime this work is reciprocated, therefore 
it is not paid for, The owner of the milpa feeds this party of relatives and 
friends» This reciprocated work is callad "cambio de nano** in Spanish and 
koltawalik in Tzeltal. In one case a ma:n invited his wife's paternal uncle, 
a compadre, other members of his wife's lineage, and a few friends whose lands 
were not far from his; his brother didn't go because he was drinking. In another 
case three brothers invited a brother-in-law, a compadre, one of father's brothers 
and his two sons, and a number of friends» There were 16 men in the group. 
The friends belonged to the opposite barrio. In the third case a young married 
man worked with his father, his sister "s husband who lives in the same house 
while paying for his young wife, two compadres, some relatives of the same clan 
but not of the same lineage, and friends» There were 15 men in all, and not 
from the same barrio. Those asked to help in their majority have lands that 
are not too far away." 

(Culteras,, 1959s6) 

This extended quotation is included here to showt 
1. Land tenure is evidently not meessarily a barrio function, i.e„, 

neighboring milpas can belong to persons not in the same barrio» 
2a Relationships among bilateral kinsmen, friends and compadres, and not 

only patrilineal principles„ may govern *ork-group formation. This pattern is 
similar to the milpa grupito of Venusti&to Carranza. 

3<> Puzzles remain in respect to th<» land-holding functions of kin groupings, 
as well as the barrio. 

In addition to these reciprocal, cooperative work groups. 



4o, cont* "U&ny Chanaleros work for their compuíeros and are paid in maxz. This is 
said to be done when one is poor or his :orn has given out or he wasn't able . 
to plant as much as usual. Women will also work for maxz» Forty ears of maxz 
are the wages for a day's work with meals that are provided by the owner of the 
land» Others work for $3 00 a day without meals (meals brought to them from 
home)." 

(Guiteras, 1959,6) 

This pattern of working for others is similar to that among the Indians of 
Teopisca. 

5„  See Seca 26, passim» 

6o  See Sec» 13» PP° 28-29, 34-37; for the agricultural and non-agricultural occupations 
of Teopisca Ladinoso Information on Venustiano Carranza Ladinos is lacking, but 
there are probably many similarities with the Teopisca Ladino occupations» 

7>  See my "Check-list Report" in the Chicago NSF Project files, for much more ex- 
tensive discussion of trade and market for Teopisca, (ppe.22-32.) In these 
pages I discuss: 

Sources of outside gooda—which include an inventory of categories of 
manufactured items, and specific local regional trade goods, with 
sources» 

Markets, with a discussion of the Teopisca puesto market, in addition 
to the outside markets visited by Teopisquenose I comment on some 
important trade occupations, including Ladino brokers and vendedorasB 
and commercial work groups which include the Indian cargueros, 

The report is concluded with mention of consumption, and purchasing habits 
for both Ladinos and Indians, and prices of selected items,, I do not have secure 
information on frequencies of visits, or the volume of trade, for traders who 
visit Teopisca. 

8*  The generalizations here are admittedly oversimplified» The data from both 
Chanal and Venustiano Carranza are still too incomplete to do a thorough analysis 
of this level of social organization» Sae Sec. 14, pp.12-13  , for further 
details on Venustiano Carranza, and See. 12, Appendix IV and Sec 16», passim, 
for further details on Chanal. 
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COMPARATIVE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

OF THE TRANSECT COMMUNITIES 

This report is baaed primarily upon matei'iale frota five- communities of the 

transect where social anthropological field work has been done* Materials of other 

transect communities which were surveyed,, and studies of communities outside the 

transect are utiliaed for additional comparative perspective. 

The social units described range from th«> smallest to the largest- the house- 

halds the kinship and descent groups, the community territorial divisions (barrios) 

and the whole community» These unit» ai*e described and contrasted where they display 

variation among the transect communities in torms of? 

1) their formal structure, 

2) the significant social, behiavior of their member» in the context 
of t.hi*> structure,, 

3) the functional dimension» showing their interrelationships with 
other social units, 

4) ethnohistorical perspective, indicating variations from a 
reconstructed past,,* 

The Households 

Households are economically independent domestic units,, the primary units of 

social activity,, the places where new members of the community are socialized„ and 

th* sources for recruitment of personnel for .he more inclu?iive social, unit».. There 

ar» two basic types of households %    the nuclwir, which Is composed of one married 

ccuple and their unmarried children; and the compound„ which is made up of two or 

mere married couples and/or one married coupli» and the remnants of other nuclear 

families», Occasionally a compound household noay contain two* threet  or even four 

All outside sources used are found in the bibliography^ for this section» Project 
community summaries, charts„ diagramst which^are cited by number» as listed 
in the table of contents of the NSF Report,, 
The historical materials are treated in an append!», to this paper9 prepared for 
this purpose by Muriel Eo Verbitsky and John C, Hofcchkiss  (Appendix T„ below) 
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family units in one bounded sitio, all housed in separate living quarters and each 

having separate cook-houses <, These separate families may correspond to the nuclear 

household, as in Amatenango, or they may correspond to the compound household as 

here defined, as in Cháñalo While both types are found within each of the transect 

communities, they occur with differential frequencies» These differences reflect 

the choices under alternative post-marital residence rules, the developmental cycle 

of the domestic group, and the relative stability of the two types0^ 

The physical setting of a household is the sitio, usually bounded by a fence 

with access through a gate, from the street or from a path, When a single household 

is divided into two new ones, a fence is built between them--a Bocial act symbolizing 

5 
the independence of each domestic unit,, 

The physical aspects of the sitio—its size6, kinds of buildingB and their 

7 
construction materials , vary from community to community,, The largest sitios occur 

in Chanal and in the upland colonias of Teopieca where they are on the average, £ 

hectare in size8 In the more compact towns cf Amatenango and Aguacatenango, seven 

or eight sitios are found in a block of one hectare in size» In Villa las Rosas 

and Venustiano Carranza, where residential areas are even more compact„ the average 

3. Report Sec, 10, p„ 23, where the term "compound sitio" is used to make this dis- 
tinction, 

4» "Stability" here means statistical stability—the higher the frequency of one 
type in any one community, the more stabla that type for that community0 

5o Report Secs 11, pe 28; Sec 10, p0 14* 

6„ "The Findings", Fig. 35( appended to Part I of this Report. 

7» Ibido, Fig» 34a For the variations found in use of building construction 
materials, see "The Findings", Sec 1, "Habitat and Human Activity", passim, 
where ecological factors are correlated with these usages» 

8» Sec» 12, p* 2; Sec, 13, pp 4-5* 

9o Fig, 35» appended to Part I of this Reporte 
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10 
size of the sitio is considerably less»   Among Ladinos in the towns where they 

represent a large part of the population, that. is, in Teopisca, in Villa las Rosas 

and in Venustiano Carranza, the distinctive "eitreet sitio"» occurs„ Such a sitio 

is characterized by a house situated on the street, with walls of adobe brick or 

wattle-and-daub providing privacy for the patio and inner activity areas. 

In the Indian households several kinds oj' activity are recognizable in the 

following physical aspects: gardens where womon cultivate supplementary foods and 

ornamentals, the living buildings (sleeping houses and cook houses), and the special 

buildings such as sweat baths, granaries, and pig-pens. The distribution of traits 

reflecting various activities indicates buildz-ng specialization such as the corredor 

12 for pottery making in Amatenango and the talleres for weaving in Cháñalo   The 

number of buildings per sitio is not a reliable index of the number of persons per 

sitio. In Chanal, however, where the larger compound households which contain 

relatively more people are the dominant pattern, the number of buildings per sitio 
13 

is greater than in any other community* 

In the Indian communities, construction activity is, for the most part, carried 

out by the utilisation of the reciprocal prestar la mano (lend a hand) relationships* 

Ladinos, on the whole, hire construction specialists on a cash payment basis .^ 

One aspect of the acculturative trend amang Indians, termed "ladinoization", 

is visible in the use of particular materials for construction (such as tiles for 

roofs) and by the modification of the standar! one-room house into a house divided 

10c Sec. 14, pD 1; Sec, 18, p. 3* 

Ho Sec, 13, pp« 2*3; Sec 18, p„ 3. 

12. Fig.- 35, appended to this report and, Sec» 12, Appendix IV,§ ^3. 

13» Fig. 35. The Chanal average is 3«3 buildings per sitio., Throughout the transect 
the mode of buildings per sitio is 2» 

LU Sec» 11, p. 31 i Sec 13» p- 3 (Note 2). 
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into several rooms or compartments.. The frequencies of occurrence of these features 

are very low, suggesting little time depth.1-* This is corroborated by historical 

information: the use of tiles, for example, iu a recent introduction made within 

the last ten years by the Instituto Nacional Indigenista (the agency handling an 

action anthropology program, hereinafter referred to as INI)o 

Membership in the household domestic groin) is acquired by birth, marriage, or 

kinship tiea The dynamics of the formation and composition of this group may 

be discussed in the traditional and familiar context of the family»10 The family 

organisation of communities throughout the tninsect shares, in varying degrees, 

certain features of a patrilineal kinship system» 

17 In residence patterns, Chanal has the greatest number of patrilocal features» 

Patrilineally related males live close together, sharing living space, their agricultural 

activity, and are economically dependent upon one another. The most common type of 

household is the patrilocal compound» Compounds in Chanal are usually joint families 
18 

where a father and his married sons live together with spouses and children» 

Aguacatenango follows next after Chanal in the strength of its patrilocal 

features. The tendency toward patrilocal proalmity is strong, but the domestic 

cycle involves a counter-tendency for residence groups to split into independent 

domestic unitse After a couple procreates onti or more children, it moves out of 

the patrilocal compound and establishes a nuclear household, located clone to the 

husband's parent's household, from which it cama,, Joint families of male siblings 

are not as frequent as they are in Chanal, and. sibling groups have a bond less strong 

15. Fig, 35,   appended to Part I of this Report. 

16. Porteo, M„, (1958: 2-4). 

17» Fig» 43.a^ appended to Part I of this Report. 

18, Sec. 12, Appendix IV, kh « 7 and B° 
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than that between marriage partners» ° 

In Amatenango, patrilocality and matrilocality are alternate forms of residence, 

with equal incidences of both,» Joint families are common but they represent both 

patrilineal and matrilineal groups. It has b-aen suggested that the presence of 

equal incidence of the two residence patterns is a function of the following factors, 

which involve patterning at all levels of community structures 

1} the close nucleation of the town, which increases spatial proximity 
with the relatives of both spouses, thus making for increased bilater- 
alism; 

2) the cash income provided by woman*s productive labor in pottery, and 
the resulting emphasis on the cooperative relationship between mother 
and daughter for pottery making which may bring about matrilocality 
to preserve this relationship after a girl is married; 

3) the fact that this cooperative relationship between women competes 
equally with the cooperative relationship between men in their agri- 
cultural work, the result being a split in the approximately equal 
occurrence of patri» and matrilocal residence» 

Among the Indians of Teopisca, a community which is predominately Ladino, 

patrilocality is very weak. Indians conform riore closely with the Ladino neolocal 

residence pattern by purchasing new household sitios»-^- The absence of strong 

patrilocality is probably a function of the lsidinoiaation process whereby Indians 

are integrated Into the Ladino social system» This social system contrasts sharply 

with that found in the Indian communities. While we have very little understanding 

of this integrative process, some important factors of the local Teopisca social 

setting includes 

1) a highly stratified social system, with Indians occupying the lowest 
rung; 

2) Ladino-dominated political and i"eligious life, in which the Indians 
play only a minor role; 

20 

19« Sec» 11, pp., 10-16; Sec» 27, Chapters 3-5, passim» 

20. Sec. 10, pp» 30-41* 
21» Sec. 13, pp» 40-41» 
22» Sec, 13, pp» 8-19, 28-33, 37-41, 44-47; Sec» :.5„ pp- 10-15. 
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3) an Indian land-base which is noi; completely under their own control; 
while Indians are leaders in the local organization of the federal 
land program, they must accomodute to the local Ladino-dominated 
political scene; 

4) the fact that the present-day land needs of the Indians are not satisfied 
by this land program, and that many have given up the Indian economic 
life-way and entered Ladino occupations» 

Data on the family organization in Venustiano Carranza, another community of 

mixed Indian-Ladino population, are too incomplete to make comparisons poosible at 

23 
this time» 

The essential functions of the household,» as outlined on page one above, are 

similar throughout the transect in spite of the variation in residence rules. In 

all communities, the household is the economically independent group, with similar 

division of labor between the sexes. Women have important roles in household 

economics, and in some communities engage in ¡specialized activity: In Ch&nal— 

basketry, pottery and weaving;^ in Amatenango—»pottery; •* in Venustiano Carranza— 

26 
a little pottery, making food items, and weaving;   in Teopisca-~firewood gathering 

and charcoal making. ^ In Aguacatenango, women have less importance as household- 

income producers» However, when the community was specialized in hat-making a few 

years ago, this was not the case» In Chanal and in its satellite settlements, and 

in the Chanal-derived community of La Palizada, women participate in agricultural 

activity by helping men harvest and plant maiae»28 

23* Sec, 14, pp. 12-13. 

24, Sec 12, p. 5 (Note 4) 

25o Sec. 10, pp. 45-46. 

26. Sec. 14, p» 5. 

27. Sec» 13, p. 33. 

28. Sec. 12, p, 4; Sec. 11, p. 47° 
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Sleeping and eating arrangements are similar throughout the transect,, Men eat 

in the corn fields during the day, and eat tho biggest meal at home in the evening 

when they return from their work in the fieldif. Adolescent girls and boys sleep 

separate from adults. Infants sleep with their parents until another child is born» 

The early toilet training, starting at age of eight months in Amatenango and 

Aguacatenango, apparently is a result of these sleeping arrangements., Couples 

have separate sleeping rooms when available, or separate corners in a single sleeping 

room* At the peak of agricultural activity, men are absent from their homes for 

several days, if their corn fields are located far away„ and they sleep in their 

29 
fields in small huts which are also used for granaries» 

The age and aex distinctions which characterise the systems of kinship terminology 

are reflected In the behavior in the household. Patterns of deference to older 

Harried malea are reflected in the eating arrangements,, The ultimate authority in 

household affairB is vested in the male head» In Amatenango,. in cases where the 

former male head is deceased, hie widow by tho principle of age, becomes the 

ultimate household authority» The male head'* wife, or the eldest married woman 

of the household is the ultimate authority in respect to the activities of the 

30 
female members»   Men of the household, including boys of working age, around 

twelve and over, work together under the leadership of the male head in agricultural 

work» 

Inheritance patterns do not completely correspond to residence rules. In all 

the communities, transference of certain household properties is bilateral, with 

children of both sexes receiving equal shares. Transfer of other items, however, 

may reflect a patrilocal bias,, In Chanal and Aguacatsnango, the two most patrilocal 

communities, the oitio is transmitted patrilineally» '  This seems to be the 

29, Sec 11, pB  46; Sec» 15, p« 1- 

30. See Sec» 10, pp» 19-20, for the sometimes exceptional role of women in Amatenango 
as compared with other communities» 

31» Sec. 11, p„ 95 Sec. 15, p. 11-12. 
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principle for the transmission of agricultural plots, but the data are too imcomplete 

to stipulate this with assurance. Administration of certain lands of some of the 

communities rests with the local authorities, which may override the domain of the 

level of household inheritance,32 

In the more patrilocal communities of Chiinal and Aguacatenango, women hold 

in trust for their children certain properties," In the bilocal community of 

taatenango and among the Indians of Teopisca, women can hold property in their own 

right on an equal basis with men»-^ Generally, where a higher index of patrilocality 

is found, there is a higher incidence of patrjlineal inheritance» 

Daily face-to-face social interaction hae its principa), locus in the household. 

However, men have greater access to other important areas outside this unit as well— 

with other men in their fields, and in other towns where thoj journey for trading 

purposes, or in enterprises where they go for temporary wage-work, 

35 Groups Baaed on K-; nship and Descent, 

In some communities, functioning descent group» are found, and their occurrence 

is correlated iiith the presence of strong patrilocality» The highest occurrence of 

patrilocality is in Chanal, and it has patrilineal name-groups with important functions. 

They serve to regulate marriage (lineage exogamy and preferential marriage within 

larger Spanish name-groups).3° Also present in Chanal, are other features associated 

with and reinforcing the lineage system—patrilineal. features of kinship terminology, 

32, Sec. 12, p, 8; Sec 15, pp, 4-5; Sec, 12, pp„ 6, 8j, and Appendix IV § §9j 
see Appendix II,below, on comparative land-tenure systems, prepared by John c, 
Hotchkiss» 

33c Sec 11, p. 36; Sec. 15, p. 11-12» 

34« Sec. 10, pp* 39-41; Sec 13, pp, 40-41. 

35» See Appendix I for the historical reconstruction of kinuhip systems and postulated 
kinship groups, 

36., Sec 12, pp, 7-10, 14; Appendix IV, % fe20. 
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37 
cross-relative terms, and marriage customs (bride price, groom service)»   With 

lineage exogamy, marriage with a close relative on the father»» aide is precluded,; 

there is ample  evidence for a preference to marry relatives of mother's lineage 38 

Aguacatenango stands closer to Chanal than does Amatenango in the patrilineal 

complex (correlating with its higher degree of patrilocality in comparison with 

39 
amatenango).   In Aguacatenango patrilineal rame-groups are recognized with a 

suggestion of lineage solidarity for certain i'unctions (vengeance, inheritance, 

wrk groups)»  However, this unit does not regulate marriage, it is not localized, 

and is only three generations in depth (perhaps four if a recently deceased linking 

relative is still remembered)» This unit also functions as the recruitment source 

of personnel in the group of elders (principales), with an attempt by the community 

to get equal representation among these lineages in this important body»^0 

Only the use of the double Spanish-Indian surname (an J.iidicator of the descent 

groups of Chanal and Aguacatenango) is found in Amatenango, and parsons with the 

same name are not grouped into any social unit which functioas as do the descent 

groups found elsewhere5 nor do they feel any nolida:rity with all others of the same 

tissue»^- 

The marsóage customs of the transect coaujiunitiss show variation, with Chanal, 

37c From the limited census materials, it is found that most men choose a spouse 
from the same Spanish surname group as their mothers.-. (See also Sec, 12, 
Appendix IV,§ § 20). Out of 30 male informants interviawed by Calixta Guiteras, 
17 had married women belonging to their mothers» Spanish surname group, (Guiteras, 
1959s 35). 

38. Pig, 43cb* appended to Part I of this Reporto 

39« Figs» /f3.a»-e3 ibid. 

40. Sec. 11, pp. 8-10» 

41. Sec 10, p. 21 
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Aguacatenango and Amatenango showing greatest similarity, and Teopisca standing 

apart.^ Since Amatenango and Chanal show such striking similarity in marriage 

customs, except that polygyny is lacking in AKaten&ago, we see that the other 

features,, those of bride price and groom service, may not in themselves be diagnostic 

of social systems, but may be found in sharply contrasting contexts. 

Ritual kinship (compadrazgo) is present throughout the transecto The elabora- 

tion of the system varies»^ Marriage and baptism are the two rites de passage 

most commonly found in the Indian communities associated with compadrazgo relation- 

ships» Among Ladinos, confirmation is also equally important» Ritual kinship 

provides for the enlargement of one's sphere of intor~personal relationships, or 

to strengthen one's kinship relationships* Compadre relationships with Ladinos are 

sought by the Indians of Teopisca as a way of establishing certain economic and social 

privileges^* This contrasts with the compadro relations between Indians of Amatenango 

and the Ladinos of Teopisca, in which no special economic advantages accrue, but 

into which Teopisca Ladinos enter on the Indian's i!iitiativea The Indian is thus 

able to fulfill community requirements without, having to suffer the disadvantageous 

expense of a fiesta which is ritually necessaiy when compadras are chosen within 

the community¿**   The importance of compadre ielations is scan in the replacement 

of kinship by compadre terms in situations either of address or of reference, or 

in the extension of such terms in address behavior to non-kinsmen» There are 

apparently no marriage restrictions among Indians tliat would affect first marriages 

42„ Fig» 43 «d^ appended to Part I of this Report» 

43» Sec» 10, pp. 28-29 ; Sec. 11, pp» 7-8? See» 12, wp» ll~13s Sec» 13, p» 41j Sec, 
14, pp» 17-19» 

44» Sec» 13, p. 41» 

45» Sec. 10, p, 28-29 

46. Sec 10, p» 24 ; Sec» 11» p. 7'j Sec 13, p» 36,, 
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established through the compadre relationships ¿*' which is in contrast with Ladino 

practice, where incest rules extend both to one's compadres and to their ahijados 

(god--childrea)a 

Groups consisting of consanguineal and affinal relatives, of ritual kinsmen, 

and of neighbors form temporary social units» Sueh groups are small» They may 

i elude from four or five to around fifteen ratimber8.a The functions of such groups 

lie in the performance of particular tasks—housewarming parties, curing ceremonies, 

milpa work groups, weddings, house saint's fiostas, birthdays, baptisms, cooperative 

purchasing groups under a fiador (creditor)„ These social groupings hold together 

as long as the task requires: thus, milpa work groups last a minimum of one agricultural 

eycleg weddings last for two or three days, and othors may last for only a few hours„ 

In the patrilineal communities, participation in such groups tends to be more 

often on a patrilineal kinship basis» Butchering groups tend to be composed of about 

fifteen men, among which we find small dusters of [patrilineal kinsmen* The milpa 

groups of Venustiano Carranza usually are conqwsed of a core of patrilineally related 

kinsmen plus others, who can be non-relatives,,  wfosreas in Chanal, the milpa work- 

groups are more often exclusively composed of patrilineally related men»*" These 

temporary soeial groupings do not conflict or compete with groupings on a territorial 

or on, á. kinship basis.» Such temporary groupings form, rathor, network» of social 

relations that to some extent cut across kinship linas and may reinforce or extend 

them» 

The social units described and compared in this section and in the previous one- 

households „ kinship and descent groups and other associations, form the infra- 

structure of the transect communities. The n«cro--»tructuro3 of these communities 

47 o At least for Aguacatenango, see Sec. 11,, p» 8,> 

43„ Sec» 26,pp<. 15-17, and Appends k%    See» 14, pp» 11-12,, 

49» Sec 15, p. 4s Sec» 12, Appendix IV,%!,110 
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involve the larger social and territorial u^tf*—the barrios and the whole community( 

to which we now turn. 

The Barrio,. 

Barrios are territorial divisions within ft community.» There are found in the 

transect communities two kinds of barrio systens: a dual barrio system and a multiple» 

barrio system^ The dual system is the pattern in the Indian communities, and the 

multiple system is present in the mixed Ladino->Indiaa communities.:. The boundary 

lines of barrios are imaginary ones, but nevertheless represent limite for certain 

kinds of activities for barrio members* The distribution of some of the barrio 

functions for the communities in the transect is summarised in Chart 43of (appended to Part 

In the dual systemB, barrios are endogamous units., Marriage across barrio 

boundaries occurs only rarely, since it is in conflict with social norms* Chanal 

informants say that barrio endogamy as an inviolate rule is breaking down and only 

a custom of former times, While they thus verlialise that it is possible to marry 

across barrio l^.ri<isptheir practice» as reflected in the limited census materials,, 

reveals that they retain this rule to a stronger degj-e© than either Aguacatenango 

oi- Amatenango., 50 While there is no barrio endogamy rule in the communities with 

multiple systems, there Is there,.too, a strong tendency for marriages to be contracted 

51 
within barrios* 

Barrios in the dual systems function as a basis for the .-recruitment of individuals 

into the offices of the local civil-religious hierarchy,. Ideally, each barrio is 

represented equally, and in the annual change of offices, thera is always an 

attempt to have each barrio contribute the same number of office-holders,," 

50,. Fig, 43«e»j Sec. 12, Appendix IV, h%6* 

51, Sece 13„ pa 39? Sec„ 14, p, 10; See» 18, pu 6C 

52» Sec 10, pc 54 f Sec. 11, pp.-, 14, 25, S Sec. 12, pp„ 6-7„ 
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In the multiple-barrio systems,, since government is under Ladino control, and since 

Indiana have only a limited political voice, the barrios do not carry out this recruit- 

ment function»" 

Barrios are not land-holding units in the strict sense » In Chanal, in 

Aguacatenango and in Venustiano Carransa, the commuaity-controlled lands are ear- 

marked as "barrio lands"» Portions of them are allocated by the central administrative 

apparatus to individual households by virtue of their barrio affiliation» Such 

earmarking of lands for exclusive use by members of specific barrios is absent in 

Amaten&ngo and in Teopisca»54 

Barrio affiliation is a criterion for participation in some voluntary organiza- 

tions and in informal associations in some communities» Escuadrilla groups (ad- 

olescent boys'"gangs") and adolescent girls' church-groups in Aguacatenango are 

formed among barrio-mates«55 Some friendship sodalities and work-groups of all 

cozammities are often composed exclusively- of individuals from the same barrio» 

Total Community Structure» 

Some characteristics found in the transect eonnrunity structures, when these 

are holisticaliy described, allow us to group the communities into contrasting 

types» We describe as corporate communities those -which share certain social and 

cultural features J Elaborating on the definitions of "corporateness18- made in general 

terms using Max Weber's classic formulation by Fort-ss (1953)a  and for Latin American 

peasantries by Wolf (1955) we^  offer the following characteristics for the 

corporate community applicable to the transect communities: 

53» Sec» 13, pp. 9-16, (Note 4)i Sec». 14, pp., 13-17? Sec* 18, p. 6; Sec 26, pp» 29-30„ 

54» See Appendix II, below, on land-tenure for further elaboration and documentation 
of this generalization» 

55- Sec. U, pp. 14-15, 17» 

56»    Credit is here given to Manning Wash, «ho is. responsible for this formulation» 
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1) The corporate community lays claim to a territory; it 
has a land-base which it control», 

2) Membership is gained by being born in it, or by marrying 
into it under certain rules. Contractual membership may 
occur, but only through consensual acceptance by the whole 
community. 

3) Membership requires residing in it» 
4) Membership permits a person to have access to lands of the 

community. 
5) Members share a localized version of the. regional culture, 

which is marked by speech, costume, and a particular roster 
of saints and religious ceremonies. 

6) Members share a symbolic definition of themselves as a people, 
distinct from other neighboring Indian communities and from 
the Ladinos <> 

7) Members fulfill obligations of service in the communal offices, 
and are obligated to devote some free labor to communal projects» 

8) The communal offices are the chief recourse for the settlement of 
disputes and the ultimate authority in social control» 

The corporate community rests on certain devices or mechanisms which make effective 

the above characteristics and which insure cultural homogeneity as described under 

items 5) and 6)» These are the wealth-levelling mechanisms and the sanctioning systems0 

Wealth is but a partial attribute of prentige in the corporate community; rather, 

prestige is acquired on the basis of particularistic criteria of sex, age^marital 

status, number of children, amount of service in the communal offices, and the moral 

estimation of fellow community members» The wealth-levelling mechanisms operative in 

the transect communities are: an inheritance system which fragments land holdings; 

a low-level technology which limits absolute production; and the forced assumption 

of fiesta obligations which inhibits capital accumulation, and distributes it back 

into the community in the symbolically valuable form of liquor, a completely consumable 

good. 

The sanction system, which may be operative at all levels throughout the social 

structure, but which receives the ultimate stump of legitimacy in the communal offices, 

rests on native sickness and witchcraft beliefs» 

The commwnal offices are those in the civil and religious hierarchies which form 

the two arms of the administrative apparatus of each community» The distinction between 

"civil" and "religious" is not a sharp one drawn by community members themselves,, It 
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is an analytical device to label the different functions which are clearly separate 

and require different skills on the part of fcae incumbents» The ayuntamiento is 

concerned with problems of social control and administration of social, political 

and economic affairs. The mayordomias are tha custodians of sacred objects (cohetes, 

church keys, church bells) and the authorities for carrying out the tasks required 

by man's relationship uith the supernatural» Neither of the two bodies exercises 

a monopoly on either of these two functions. Both social control and religious 

activity are ezercised at the level of the barrio, and at the infra-structural levels; 

and religious activity can be carried on by individuals» The communal offices form 

a hierarchical age-grade systems, with a partially compulsory sequence of cargos 

(offices) which ends in the cargo of principal» who is a member of the community council 

of "elders'"» Women do not serve in these offices, but they have certain duties 

(by reason of their being officer's wives) in connection with certain official «vents» 

Woman may be found in certain community roles, such as that of the rezadora (prayer- 

maker) fl but such special roles are outside of the hierarchical system» Old women 

are highly respected but they never hold the civil office of principal» In Venustiano 

Carranza, there are religious offices of principales,, held by older women who 
57 

serve as mediators between the Indian community and the Ladinc-directed Catholic Church» 
58 

A comparison of the transect communities reveals that Chanal, Amatenango, and 

Aguacatenango are clearly corporate. Venustiano Carransa has some of the corporate 

features» It has less strict membership requirements, and it lacks the integrating 

structure of the civil-religious system» Ultimate control and. sanctioning power 

rests in the local Ladino government» The Indians of Teopisca form an open sub- 

community which displays none of the characteristics of eorporateness, not even that 

of a local ethnic identity. 

57» Sec» 14» p» 17» 

58» Pigs, 43»g. and h, appended to Part I of this Report. 
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There are significant variations among the communities in respect to specific 

59 details of the features of corporateness. The rosters of communal offices differ, 

as do the inventories of saints»   Many other details of the variations in the infra- 

structure and in the social and cultural aspects of the territorial sub-divisions 

which underly corporateness have already been discussed and compared in previous 

sections of this Report. Several individual aspects of social and cultural contrast 

at the holistic level, as well as on lower levels,, are discussed in Sections 1 and 2 

of this Report in contexts *¡here data from ecology» ethnohistory and linguistics have 

permitted correlational descriptive statements» Hera,, however, the concern is 

with holistic social and cultural contrasts<, 

The presence of corporate characteristics is correlated with several possible 

dimensions of cultural homogeneity„    In a community like Amatenango, where all elements 

of corporateness are in coincident operation, expectation lead to a relatively smooth 

distribution of assets within the community. Pew are rich, few are poor; most have 

about the same wealths The distribution of land in the community does in fact exhibit 

this homogeneity. ^ 

In the non-corporate communities, Venustiano Carranza and Teopissa, wider 

wealth differences exist among Indian households» The differences reflect the 

re-orientation of the sanctioning systems, ana the ineffectiveness of economic 

levelling mechanisms characteristic of the corporate communities» In their place, are 

present other culturally defined criteria of prestige^ mediated and effected through 

the superimposition of a social stratification system introduced in part by Ladinos, 

Thus, in Chanel, ¿guacatenango, and Amatenango, witchcraft is the pervasive system 

of action against deviants, while the incidence of witchcraft is considerably less 

59» Appendix III, below» 

60» Sec. 10, pp. 52-56; Sec. 11, pp. 21-22; Sec 12, p. 7,(Note 9)j Sec. 13, pp. 19-20, 
and (Note 5); Sec 26, p. 20. 

61» Sec. 10* p» 42-/i4o 
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in Venustiano Carranza and in Teopisca, nearly nil» 

The amount of land per cultivator and the variety of economic pursuits found 

in a community vary between the corporate and non-corporate communities. Aguacatenango, 

Chanal and Amatenango have more land for subsistence cropping at their disposal than 

does Venustiano Carranza or Teopisca, where the presence of Ladinos, who have control 

over the better land, increases land scarcity. 

There are differences among the corporate communities with respect to their 

economic specialties. Amatenango is an entrepreneurial community, raising wheat for 

sale and making pottery for an impersonal marketo Aguacatenango has lost its former 

specialty (hat-making) and today may be said to be a pig-raising and male-labor~ex~ 

porting community only by way of contrast,, since neither of these two activities 

provides any large part of the villager*s incomea    Chanal is a subsistence-cropping 

community,, with only minor male-labor-export and a minimal amount of specialization 

in basketry and weaving, mainly for internal consumption» 

The economic life of the non-corporate communities contrasts with that of the 

corporate communities, and with that of each other„ The Indians of Venustiano 

Carranaa, in spite of their access only to relatively poor lands, aré able to practice 

double cropping because of the more favorable climate, and produce surpluses of corn 

and beans which are significant in terms of the regional market» The inadequacy 

of the Ejido land program for the Indians of Teopisca has led many of them to give 

up the traditional economic wsy-of-life, and induced them to earn their living from 

agricultural wage-work. A few are beginning to enter certain non-agricultural Ladino 

occupations» 

Even by a cursory comparison of the transect communities, we see that the differ- 

ences among them along an axis of acculturation appears to be inversely related to 

620 See Appendix II„ for elaboration of land-tenure systems„ 
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their degree of corporateness» If the characteristics of corporateness, as we have 

outlined them, are all operative, an extremely strong, autonomous social and cultural 

entity is the result, one which is able successfully to co-exist with Ladino society, 

as the cases of Aguacatenango, Amabenango, and even that of the recently-formed 

community of Chanal, all exhibit,. Of the non-corporate communities, Teopisca*s 

63 
population of Indians is furthest along a scale of ladinoization.   The Indians 

of Venu3tiano Carranza, while having only about half of the characteristics of corporate- 

cess, still should be classified as a "traditional Indian'* corrimunity* ^ They are 

conservative in many social and cultural traits and display great resistence to 

ladinoization,, Our data on Venustiano Carranza, however, are too incomplete to allow 

us to pursue a closer examination of our formulation of corporateness in order to 

see if there are any priorities of importance among the characteristic features» 

With the absence of certain characteristics, what, if any, compensating mechanisms 

are preaent in the case of Venuetiano Carranaa? 

Departing from holistic contrasts, we find other factors which probably are 

correlated with variations indicative of acculturation among the transect communities» 

Bilingualism is one such indicative factor* In the communities where Ladinos are 

marginal and do not form a substantial part of the population, as in Chanal, Ama• 

tenango and Aguacatenango, the occurrence of bilingualism is highest among the Indian 

men, a reflection of their greater social contact outside the household and the 

community» In Teopisca and Venustiano Carranza, both with substantial Ladino pop- 

ulations, the household has closer contacts with Ladinos in certain areas of social 

life, and in these communities, a higher incidence of bilingualism occurs among 

Indian women in comparison to women of the other three communities. The relative 

proportions of bilingualism among nen and women are also modified by other factors, 

such as the presence of schools and the influence of INI and other government agencies 

63, Seco 33 
&4D "Traditional Indian" is the label for the most conservative category in a classifica- 

tion on a scale of ladinoization, recently formulated by Richard N„ Adams (1957s 

270-273) 
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by the use of Indians in their programs, INI is successful, for instance, in 

attracting more men than women into the role of promotora This is directly attribut- 

able to the definition of male and female roles in the Indian communities,, Unmarried 

girls are carefully guarded during adolescence and training for participation in 

the INI program at the distant center in San Cristobal is not approved of for girls 

at this age. School attendance shows alight male-female differences,, In Aguacatenango, 

girls start participating in household tasks aarlier than boys (girls at age 8, 

boys at 12), and thus tend to leave school earlier»   However, in Amatenango, this 

differential school attendance is apparently Less marked 66 

there were no girls in attendance at the INI school in Chanal 

Until quite recently 

67 

Muriel E,  Verbitsky 

65* Sec, 11, pp. 39» 

66c Sec, 10, p0 ?„ 

67, See» 12, ppa 3-4.> 
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Appendix  I    Historical problems 

Because of lacunae in and limitations of the historical materials relevant 

to  social organisation,  we have chosen to   limit the body of the comparative 

social organisation summary to  a discussion of present-day characteristics and 

contrasts.    There is only a  small corpus of historical materials oreoared by 

project personnel  (Metsger, B«,  Sec.   25; Naroco,  Sees»   29, 30,  31), and the 

existing  literature directed to historical reconstruction for the highland 

Maya area,  of which our transect  study  is a Dart,   is  small.,    However,   it   is 

recognised that perspective would be gained  :.f the variation  in  social organ= 

izatioral features  found among the transect communities could be described  in 

a  developmental  frame»     In this appendix, addressing ourselves to this  need, 

we suggest  a  dual  frame to guide futuro historical work„    Our dual  frame 

deals with two   sets  of organizational ohenomonai     the infra-structure and the 

mac ro-st ructure. 

For the features of the   infra-structure,  all we can state with assurance 

about  "proto"  social systems   for the highland Mayan grouos  is that they were 

of a patrilineal  "bent"o    The reconstructed Omaha kinship terminological 

system for Aguacatenango  (B„  Metsger, Sec,   25)  correlates with historical 

evidence of the Presence in pre-Conquest times of patrilineal  descent grouos 

(Guiteras,   1947,   1948,   1952j  Villa  Rojas,   1947). 

Given this patrilineal bent,  further «xoected associations, following 

¿lurdock  (1949:     239-41), would  include-. 

1) Patrilocal residenoe patterns, 

2) A set of marriage rules which Includes 

a) patrilineal extension of incest taboos. 
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b) oossibly some form of preferential marriage rules to   link 
descent groups. 

c) certain marriage customs,  such as bride-price or groom  service, 
which  serve to  reinforce the   linkages  bet-'een descent grouos. 

d) non-sororal polygyny. 

3) Patrilineal  inheritance rules a 

In some communities of the highland  '-'«lya, these theoretically  expected 

features are indeed found in association (Cancuc, Oxchuc; June C.   Nash,  Sec.  24 

and Villa Rojas,   1947).    yfe assume,  for purposes of this appendix, that a 

patrilineal  infra-structure  like that  found  now  in Oxchuc approximates  a 

"proto   system" for the transect  communities.      The variations  in social 

organizational  features, which ari discusiied more fully  in the body of this 

summary, may conveniently be  viewed as  different  departures  from this  system 

which have occurred over time.     Sets of clusterings  of these features may be 

looked upon as  continua of change» 

TThe dancers  inherent  in such an assumption are freely admitted.    The 
highland Mayan groups have had a  long history,  extending far back into the 
pre-Conquoat period, of sedentary  local community settlement»    Thus, the many 
groups  extant today have undoubtedly developed differentially—through differing 
internal adjustments, and differing     reactions to  inter-community contacts» 
For example, as Guiteras has oointed out  (1952:99),  some Tzotzil-spoaklng 
groups are found with Omaha-like  linear kin systems (Oxchuc, Cancuc).    The 
present-day situation in respect to community-wide organization is   likewise 
variegated:     differently elaborated civil-religious hierarchies,  different 
intracommunity territorial divisions  (five   in some places, two   in others), 
and different  settlement patterns (nuclear vs.  vacant),    v.e do  not know the 
history of the development of these various forms, but,  it  can be seen that 
such developments,   in addition to the accompanying development of the articulation 
of features of the  infra-struoture,  raise the question of how complex the 
differentiation of the many highland Mayan groups may in reality be. 
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On a kinship terminology continuum,    from a  lineal Omaha  system to a 

generational  system, the communities are  ranked as  follows:     Chanal,   Aguaoa- 

tenango,  Amatenango, and Teooisca. 

(Teopisca really falls outside the continuum, since the Indians of this 
community no   longer use the  Indian kinshio terminology—Soanish  is the  living 
1-mguage of these  Indians.) 

g 
On a  residence continuum,    taking  into  account the clustering of featuros, 

the marriage rules,  and the   inheritance rules    that are associated with and 

reinforce the particular patterns, we find that Chanal  is at the extreme 

pntrilocal  end,  followed by Aguacatenango;   Amatenango and Teooisca  fall  into 

the bilaterally principled neoloca"!   end of the continuumo 

A. continuum of kinshio gronos     reveals that Chanal  is at one end, with 

strong functioning patrilineal   descent  groups, then  Aguacatenango with a bare 

trace of the "limited oatrilineage",  Amatenango  and Teooisca are at the  extreme 

"absent"   end of this continuum. 

In treating the development of higher ,;roup-ordered structures, we must 

abandon the reference to the patrilineal oroto-system that has been the frame 

for treating  infra-structure^    -e know  nothing definite about the details of 

•3 ore-Conquest  community-wide organization» 

The basis for the present-day territorial divisions—the barrios—is 

unclear»    There  is archeological evidence at one pre-Conquest  site  in the 

¿Fig.  43b;  Metxger, B^Soo.  25. 

3Fig-  43.a. 

4Figs. 43.d.  and e. 

Seo.   11,  pp.  8-9,  and Sec-   12,  Aopemlix 4,  esDeoially sub-section 11. 
Q 
Sec.   7—passim» 
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transect that might  suggest a dual division.      The functions of the barrio as 

a basis for service in the local civil-religious hierarchies and as an endo- 

gamous unit parallel the function of the calpul  in other highland Mayan 
o 

communities (Chalchihuitá'n, Oxchuo).      The calpul may nossibly be a kinshio- 

derived unit,  i.   e., an endogamous grouping of descent groups (clans 01   lineages) 

qnd hence a moiety division»    However,  evidence for such an extensian of kinshio 

articulation to this higher organizational  level   is  not  conclusive» 

The model we use here for reference for the community-wide organizations 

is the  "corporate community".      Vlhat todiy  defines the degree of social and 

cultural  strength of  Indian communities   in the  Ladino world  is the  decree of 

coroorateness they manifesto    The feature»  of coroorat eness , as we define them, 

as found  in present~day Amatenango,   ^guacnt.enango, and Venustiano  Carranza, 

are oartly the result of the Spanish colonial policy of reducción,  and oartly 

due to these  Indian communities'  ongoing  internal adaptations  since the conquest 

to this community  form»        The cornorate model has been utilized by  soma more 

recently-formed e.jido communities,  such a» Chanal, and to a  lesser extent, the 

upland colonias  in the municipio of TeoDií:ca-~Balhuitz, Tzajalá, and Dos 

Lagunas. 

Certain aspects of the history of changing community structures  may be 

viewed as the  interaction between the  Indian corporate enclaves and the 

surrounding, dominant Ladino culture»    ladino culture has also changed—-from 

the  early  "Conquistador Culture" to the present-day "Mexican National Culture"» 

'Sec.   7,  p.  9. 

8Guiteras,   1952:105}  So0.   24,  p.  20. 

9Seo.   16  (above), p.  15;  Fig.  43.g.  and 43.h. 

^olf,,   1955. 

11 Seo.   13,     op»  4-8,. 
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'•Vhile we do  not hnve complete control over the histórica]  materials for the 

four centuries  since the conquest, a  general outline of some more recent 

developments   in Ladino  and  Indian relations,  at the community-wide, or broad 

12 social  and cultural   level,  can be drawn. 

In the early  19th century there was much greater ladino rural settlement 

in the upner reaches of the highlands (Zone  III, see Fig„ 6„b.  appended to 

Part   I of this  Reoort) of Chiapas than there  is at  oresent.    There has been 

a trend of Ladino  abandonment  and expulsion from their agricultural holdings 

in the higher regions probably beginning about mid-19th century,  but  definitely 

steooed-up  since the Revolutionary times of the early 20th century»    This 

phenomenon can not  be  fully documented at this time,  but the following factors 

are probably  in part  resoonsible: 

1) The development  of better communication channels   into  other regions, 
of both the highlands, and the   lowlands,, which were  les3 accessible, 
have lessened the monopolistic control that the upland Ladino  enterorises 
formerly enjoyed- 

2) The increased oroductivity coupled with better outlets  develooed in the 
lowland and intermediate areas  (Zones  I and  II)  have complemented the 
decreasing importance of the highland areas (Zone III)   in the regional 
economy so that bases of the highland enterprises have been eclipsed-. 

3) With  land-reform programs, beginning first  rather slowly in the mid-19th 
century, but  stepped up during the Revolutionary Period of the 20th 
century,  pressures upon Ladino holdings  in the highlands have been 

exerted by  land-poor Indians,  so that today, only small  Ladino  ranchos 
are  found  in a  few ecologically favorable  locations   in Zone  III»    The 
gaps  left by retreating Ladinos have been filled by  Indians,   either 
as paraje  settlements extended from  Indian centers  (as  in the Chamula 
and Zinacantan areas north of our transect), or as  newly created, 
independent   e.jido  communities, composed of offshoots  from former  Indian 
centers  (as Chanal, within the transect). 

12 The following brief historical overview  inooroorates  some of the points of 
a Highland liayan Seminar Working PaDer entitled,   "Culture and environment  in 
the Chiapas transect" prepared by Duane Metsger and John Hotchkiss,  Aoril,   1959. 
On file  in the  "Man and Nature Project Files",   Department of Anthrooology, 
University of Chicago» 
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In certain areas of the  lowlands and   intermediate areas  (Zones  I and  II) 

which are more favorable for agriculture,   large ladino  holdings have been 

oresont  for a  long; time»    The  land-roform confiscations  since  1920 have made 

some of these  lands  available  for  Indians, but by no mesns all  ladino holdings 

of these sones have been  so  distributed.     Varying defensive strategies have 

been employed by Ladinos to maintain their  lands-    " ith the develooment of 

better communications,   some of these aro  even  increasing their domain,  as,   for 

example, the Pujultic  sugar oroduction ontomrisa,  which  is being; developed 

by both orivate and oublic caoital,  and the more recent  uosurge  in the develoo- 

13 rrent of  large cattle  ranches   in the  Venustiano Carranza crea. Thus,  in 

contrast to the upland areas,  there have been fewer gaps  in the  lower regions 

opened for  Indian settlement»    But,   for some of the smaller and more "marginal" 

Ladino holdings  in the  lowlands,  legal battles  for their preservation have 

proven harder to win,  and this  is  reflected  in the Dresent-day distribution of 

lands under the jurisdiction of the communities  of Amatenango  and  Aguacatenango. 

at one time   in the oast, both of these communities had access only to the  lands 

in the immediate proximity of the village sites, but now they have expanded 

through a  series of successful  land  disputes under the  land reform orogram and 

have added  lands obtained from fincas  in the  lowlands  so that  now their  land- 
14 

holdings are skewed to  the  lowland side» 

This brief overview of Ladino settlement  since about the mid-19th century 

provides a context of at  least one dimension for reviewing the variations found 

13 Sec.   14,  oo.  3-4. 

14 Fig.  33. 



among the settlements of the transect  in resneot to community-wide organisation. 

The  Indian communities of Aguac at enanco,  Amatenango,  Villa   Ins  Ros«is,aand 

Venustiano Carranza are longstanding ones;  all  four w«re rirobably  established 

during colonial reducción.    However, through the course of time, only Ama- 

tenango  and Aguacatenango have retained their autonomy and mnint«»ined their 

distinctive  Indian life-way through the mechanisms of the corporate community» 

The  long oeriod of close contact  between  ladinos and Indians  sharing the same 

lowland locale in Venustiano Carranra has resulted in the oaring away of some 

of the  Indians'  corporate features, which we have evidence were present at a 
15 

former time.        The more recent trends of ladino  settlement have brought them 

into Villa   las Rosas,  and this  Indian community's corporateness has been 

almost  completely  ecliDsed,  resulting  in rapid acculturation of the  Indian 

population there. 

Other  Indian settlements of the transect are the products of recent migration 

and subsequent  changes  in community  status and must be viewed  in relation to 

the ladino  settlement development as outlined above. 

While we do not know precisely the age of these movements, and while there 

has probably always been a trickle of Indians moving  into the transect from 

centers farther to the north (Chamula, iiuistin, Tenejapa, Zinacantan and 

Oxchuc), these movements involved greater numbers of Deoole and  intensified with 

the 20th century reforms.    Two basic kinds of Indian settlement have been the 

result, as viewed at the present time.    0ns is that of individual families, or 

individuals, who  leave places of origin and take up residence on Ladino 

"seo.  14, pp.   13-14. 

16Sec.   18, pp.   4 and  7. 
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agrieultural  enterorisea as peones, or in Ladino towns where they shift occu- 

pations and lose the traditional  economic  life-way of the milpero.    The other 

involves the joining; together of migrating  individuals and  families  into commun- 

ities, which gain some jural control over  lands through the ejido program, 

thus maintaining the primary occupational oursuit of milpero.     In cases 

resulting from movements of the first type,  much of  Indian social and cultural 

features are  lost.     Rather, these Indians aoculturate into  Ladino   society and 

occupy the lower rungs of the ladino stratified social world.    The Indians of 

Teopisca are an example of this.     In oases resulting from the second tyoe of 

movement, a  local community is  established,  no matter how small,  in settings 

conducive to the preservation of traditional social and cultural features. 

In the adaotation to a new setting,  a community organization is established 

utilising,  in varying degrees,  features of the coroorate model whioh "protects" 

the group from the Ladino social and cultural world. 

The present  distribution of some of these new communities and knowledge 

of their ethnio origins  shows that this oattern of movement  is correlated with 

the history of land availability in relation to  Ladino settlement.    Thus, we 

see a spreading out within the highest  tone (III) and often a high-to-lowland 

17 direotion in this movement. 

Chanal  is a community composed,  for the most part, of descendants of 

Oxchuqueros who moved into their oresent   locale to work as peones and share- 

croppers on a  large Ladino  finca  in the mid-19th century.     In the  1930'e, 

the Ladinos withdrew, and these lands were granted to the Indians.,    Subsequently 

17Fig. 44, appended to Part  I of this Report. 



they chose the coroorate    n»del for community organisation. Today, this 

community displays as  strongly entrenched coroorate social and cultural features 

19 as do the longer established communities of Aguaoatenango and Amatenango. 

Other highland (Zone  III) communities—some of those along and near the 

new road to Chanal, and the small upland colonias of the municipio of Teooisca, 

Balhuitz,  Flores Magón, Teajalí, and Dos  l*gunas--are the result of Indian 

migrations from the northern areas outside the transect  (Chamula, Huistin 

and probably Oxchuc).  °    Through the ejido  orogram these communities possess 

a  land base,  and while formally under the jurisdiction of ladino municipio 

governments, they possess  modified corporate features which have  enabled them 

21 to preserve much of their Indian distinctiveness. 

While the  Indians of Venustiano Carranza are integrated  in a number of ways 

with iedino society, they preserve a great number of social and cultural 

features  (about half of the corporate features) which clearly set them aparto 

In Teopiaca, on the other hand, the Indian population of the present-day  is, 

for the most part, made uo of recent migrants from upland and northern areas. 

With their close social,  political,  and economic  integration -vith ladino 

culture in the past two or three generations, the corporate model has not 

developed:    the  Indians  of Teopisca have become "ladinoized  Indians". 

Vie do not have information to cover adequately other communities and 

settlements,  nor the space to  go  into further developmental details about the 

communities    briefly covered here.    But, by conceptually distinguishing two 

16 Sec.   12,   Appendix  I< 

19 Fig. 43.g. , appended to Part  I of this Report. 
20,_. 

21 

22 

Sec. 13, pp. 3-4, note 3; Fig. 44, appended to Part I of this Report. 

Sec. 13, pp. 3-4. 

Sec. 33. 
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areas of social organization—the infra-structure, and the larger,  community- 

wide structure  in the context of the relationship between Indians and Latinos 

at these levels—we have indicated where obvious change and develooment have 

occurred in the systems of social organisation which are found in the transect 

today.    Vie have,  unfortunately, been unable to  spell these out   in detail» 

"hen future detailed historical  resoarch  involving  systamntic conmarison and 

reconstruction is carried out, this  dual  frame may possibly be altered because 

it may be  inadequate to the task of analysing the complex articulation of 

infra-structural features with macro-structural ones-    VJe have here used it, 

however, as a convenient frame within which to  single out some unsolved problems 

in the historical reconstruction of the systems of social organisation» 

Muriel Be. Yerbitsky and 
John C„ Hotchkiss 
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Appendix II    Comparative land Tenure Systems 

In this aopendix, the social organisation of land use for the main agri- 

cultural pursuits of members of the five communities  is compared.    First,  some 

analytical categories are presented.    These distinctions are based upon those 

that people make themselvos (either verbally, or in their patterned non- 

verbal behavior).    These categories fall under three heads' 

1) Physiographic  land-types, 

2) Land-holding social units, 

3) Mechanisms of land transfer» 

The physiographic land-tyoes which aro utilised for agricultural ourooses 

(thus ruling out other exploitations of land, such as lumbering and house 

gardens)  are: 

1) pasture, 

2) temporal, 

3) plowable (and often irrigable)   lands. 

The social units found in the communities which have  some land-holding 

functions  (i.e., have involvement  in obtaining, controlling, using, or disposing 

of land)  are: 

l)    The total community»     In the corporate communities, a  legally constituted 

authority—the civil arm of the civil-religious hierarchy—acts in the name 

of the community»     In the mixed Ladino-Indian,  non-coroorate communities, the 

municipio governmental apparatus acts for the total community for some land- 

holding functions. 

lSee Wagner,  "Habitat",  (Seo. 6, pp.  «-9) for elaboration of these types» 



2) The local ejido  commission.    All of the communities participate in 

the Mexican e.jido  land program.    Under the terms of this orogram, a  local 

commission administers the  lands made available under its auspices.     In the 

three cornorate communities of Chanal,  Amatenango and Aguaoatenango, these 

ejido commissions are thoroughly integrated into the total community's land 

administration apparatus.     In these communities, there  is no distinction 

between the traditional communal  lands and the recently acquired e.j i do 

communal  lands.    However,  in the non-corporate communities of Teoplsca and 

Venustiano Carranza, the e.j ido  lands are not  equated with the municipio common 

landso and the ejido commissions have an important and distinct  land-holding 
2 

role when compared with their roles  in the corporate communities. 

3) Within a community, there may be some internal territorial division 

which has  some land-holding function.    This may be the barrio, or the paraje. 

4) Kinship or desoent groups,  suoh as the lineage or the large compound 

household, may have land-holding function».    However, the only community 

where we have information that these may be operative is Chai.al, and our infor- 

mation is too scanty for a definitive statement. 

6)    The unit which actually "works" the land is the household*  in all the 

communities. 

Land transfer involves the acquisition and disposition of lands by the 

various  land-holding units  defined above, and may be effected in four ways'» 

1)    Through buying and selling aooording to the rules of the market; 

Suoh rules differ depending on what  level of   social unit  is  involved.    Po" 

2Seo.   13, pp.   11,  29-30;  Seo.   15, pp.   2 and 5. 
•r 
Sec.   16, above, pp. 1-2» for the definition and characteristics of the 

"household"o 



example, a community may buy land from the outside according to the ooen, 

Mexican land marketj or, households within a community may be restricted to 

buying and selling lands only among each other» 

2) Through the rights of usufruct; 

3) Through various kinds of legal,  authorized proceedings,   deoending on 

the social units  involved:    a community can petition the national e.jido 

authorities for lands; or, a household may seek onrmission from the local 

ayuntamiento to use some portion of community-controlled irrigation land. 

4) Through household transfer (i.e.,  inheritance). 

At the total-community level of land-holding, all the communities  "own" 

or control some types of lands.    These are administered by 3ome legally 

instituted community body.     In Chanal,  Ameitenango and aguacatenango,  it is the 

ayuntamiento  plus the local ejido commissions which oversee the community's 

communal  lands.    These communities may buy lands from outside to increase their 

communal territory, but this is rare,    "tore often legal proceedings are used to 

obtain e.jido lands to add to their communal domains. 

In the mixed ladino-Indian communities of Venustiano Carransa and Teooisca, 

most of the lands hnve come under private ladino control, but these communities 

also have municipio common lands.    In Teooisca, there are several communal 

pasture areas, on which anyone, ladino or Indian, may grase his animals»     In 

Venustiano Carranza, most  lands which the Indians and a few ooor ladinos work, 

are the historic municipio communal lands.    At the present time, mostly 

temporal -lands are found under this hendir.g, because Ladinos have encroached, 

by buying and by other means, on the better irrigated lands and on the 

extensive pasture areas for growing  Ladino  livestock enterprises.    The communal 

lands  in Venustiano Carranza are administered by an organization called 



Blanea Co muña lea, which  ia under the ausDices of the  local municipio government. 

However,  it often acto independently of the municipio government, when it 

turna to  state and national governments for defense of "traditional" communal 

rights to meet the threats from local Ladino  encroachment which are often 

effected through the local municipio  government.    The ajido program in 

Venustiano Carranza  includes  Ladinos as well asa  few  Indians-     Indians deoen- 

dent upon these e.jido  lands are somewhat marginal—physically because the ejido 

area3 are far from town, and necessitate oermanent colonia residence; and 

socially, because a "good member" of Carranca's  Indian community is one who 
4 

esoouses the ideaology of the Bienes Comunales» 

The  land-base of the Indians of Teoplsca  is the    jido.    The e.j ido program 

is exclusively for  Indians, and only Indians are members of the commission 

which administers these  lands.    However, the Indian sub-community of Teooisca 

does not have  land-holding autonomy.    The ejido commission is clearly subordinate 
g 

to the dominant  local Ladino municipio government. 

The communal  lands of all communities are distributed to households by 

usufruct rights.    These lands may be "earmarked• for use by members of barrios 

or of large kinshlD divisions whereby a household thus gains  access to parti- 

cular lands by virtue of its affiliation with these divisions.     In Teooisca 

and in Amatenango, the communal  lands are not  earmarked for use by members of 

any particular barrio or kinshio division.    Only in this  informal sense do 

barrios ordinarily have a  land-holding function.    An exception to this, 

however,  is found in Aguacatenango, where,  recently,  one barrio bought an 

4Sec.   16, pp...  2,  8-9. 

Sec.   13, p.   11. 



area of temporal  lands for the exclusive use of barrio members, an area will 

in the future be reserved for households of that barrio through usufruct rights o 

The physiographic  land-types which come under some form of communal control 

which we have discussed so far are the temporal and the pasture lands»    The 

more favorable types of land,  suitable for plow and irrigation, are found in 

several communities with a different  form of tenure..     In Chanal, on relatively 

flat   lands, the plow is used, but  in no area of Chanal are conditions  right 

for irrigation.    These plow  lands of Chanal are probably treated as aro the 

communal temporal  landsu 

In Amatenango, the flat  Irrigable valley lands are treated as an individual 

household s private property and can be bought and sold..    However, there are 

strong sanctions against  selling these lands to outsiders,   so that the communal 
g 

ethic prevails with respect to  such community lands o 

In Aguacatenango» although the communal temporal  lands are not  earmarked 

for exclusive barrio use, the irrigated  lands are  so  earmarked; they are not 

bought or sold, however, but are transferred by household-transfer mechanisms 

and may be obtained on the basis of usufruct rights by petition to the ayun~ 

7 tamiento. 

The flat,  irrigable lands of the non-corporate communities are under private 

control.    They are now mostly in Ladino  hands  (Teopisca  and Venustiano 

Carranza).    An Indian from a corporate community may go outside his own territory 

and, by the rules of open market, may buy private lands.     In so doing, he 

acts as a private individual»    This practice is rare, however.     Individuals 

who hold private lands of this kind are not bound by community norms  in the 

Seoo   10, pp. 42-43. 

Personal communication.,  Duane Metsger. 
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transfer of these  lands,  and they can disoose of them ns they "fish, hut usually, 

they do so within the framework of their community-defined household-transfer 

rules. 

Household-transfer mechanisms vary amone, the communities.     In Chanal, 

patrilineal inheritance rules are stronger„  and depend upon household corroo - 

sition and possible lineage factors, but we do  not know very much about their 

operation in Chanal.       In ArnatenanRo, Teooisca, Venustiano Carranza and 

Aguacatenango,   lands currently in U3e by a household are uassed on to other 

members of the household.    The actual procedures vary according to  local house- 
9 

hold composition and local inheritance rules. 

John C. Hotohkis8 

8 
Sec.   12,  p.     8     ;  Sec.   16, p. 8. 

Sec.   16, pp.    8-9„ 
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Appendix III 

Community Structures 

The following set of diagrams are oversimplified "over-viewe" of the total 

community structures of the five eooaunitiee most thoroughly covered — 

Chanel, Aguaeatenango, Amatenango, Teopisca and Venustiano Carransa,,* 

For all diagrams, the following legend applies: 

households anana 
barrios 

parajes, colonias 

religious organisations 

education committees 

——-:» lines and direction of recruitment of personnel 

solid connecting line denotes mutual connection 

solid arrow denotes direction of influence and 
authority. 

«For elaboration of details, see Sees* 10, 11, 12, 13, 14» 
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Section  17 

NOTES  ON  TZELTAL-TZOTZIL 

PHYSICAL 

ANTHROPOLOGY 



Physical Anthropology of the Tseltal and Tsotsil 

Kent V. Glannery  -  May 4, 1959 

What ha» been done, 

Tfte first investigator to work with the Tseltal and Tsotsil «as 

Frederick Starr of the University of Chicago, «hose results were pub- 

lished in Starr (1902), The Physical Characters of the Indians of South- 

ern Mexico. University of Chicago Press. Starr took photographs, nade 

an attempt to match skin color to a chart given at the start of his book, 

«rote down general observations and took standard somatic measurements 

(anthropometry, craniometry) of (l) 100 Tsotsil men and 25 Tsotsil women 

at Chámalaf and (2) 100 Tseltal men and 25 Tseltal women at Tenejapa. His 

conclusions included the statement that "a greater variation in the Tsendals, 

in ten out of fourteen measurements ¡, suggests that the Tsendals have mixed 

more with other tribes than the Tsotils have". The Tsotailes, in fact, 

have the smallest range of variation of cephalic index of any of the 23 

tribes Starr measured. 

Stella M. Leche of Tulane University studies 100 male Tsotsiles at 

Chanula in the 1930»s. Her work, which includes standard somatic measure- 

ments and also the taking of fingerprints and hand-prints and a recording 

of right- and left-handedness, appears in Tulane University»» Measure» of 

Men. Middle American Research Series Publication #7» 1936, under the 

heading Dermatoglyphics and Funcational Lateral Dominance in Mexican Indians. 

IVt Chámalas. Anthropometry of the Chañólas. There is some difference 

between her figures and Starr*s; she claims that her 100 subjects were 



rigorously selected by her and are "pure Indians", while Starr simply measur- 

ed the population of the area.? Leche's figures., for example, would make 

the Tzotziles of Chamula slightly shorter and less longheaded than Starr 

found them* 

Both Leche*s and Starr'» anthropometric figures have been recorded 

:!n Juan Comas* bibliography (Comas., 1943, La Antropología Física en Mexico 

y Centro-América,, Instituto Panamericano de Geografía e Historia, Mexico 

D,F,,)» in which all statistics available at that time have been compiled 

into distribution map3 of somatic characters, 

What should_be done in connection with the Chiapas Project» 

(1) Samples (anthropometry j, serology, etc, ) should be taken from both 

sides of every boundarya whether physical, cultural, or linguistic, 

to see which., if any„ of the factors have been instrumental in affect- 

ing gene frequencies!, 

(2) As a tie-in with archaeology, comparisons should be made between the 

quantifiable somatic characters as they appear now, as they were in 

1936 and 1895» and as they appear in skeletal material found in all 

levels (if such can be found) during the archaeological excavation 

of the region» This, should be undertaken to show not only what change 

has occurred during the last 1500 years, but also to show, if possible, 

during what periods the change moved faster and is most noticeable, 

(3) As a tie-in with cultural anthropology, an effort should be made to 

note whether there are any significant somatic differences due to differ- 

ences in diet, where diet may be a function of the ecological zone» 

(4) An attempt should be made to determine whether» on the one hand, isola- 
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tion or the nuclear settlement pattern he. 

areas, and on the other hand., if migrat.:.<: 

increase the? ranga of variation.. 

U-..->K! 2iomngen«ir,y m some 

IhííT  areas have tended to 



Section  18 

VILLA  LAS  ROSAS  (PINOLA) 



VILLA  LAS  ROSAS  (PINO LA) COMMUNITY   S'TTIARY 

Villa  las Rosas  is  located on one of the geological  shelfs, which form 

the descending  steps  down from the  "Plateau Summit" areaw, at an elnvation of 

about  4200  feet.     Falling below the  5000  foot  vegetational break, and  in 

ecological Zone  I» Villa  las Rosas is a  "hot country"  settlement. 

The village is   laid out  in a   regular grid  street plan, with the typical 

Mexican plaza complex of church,  cabildo and market at the center.    The grid 

becomes   irregular at the edges of town,   especially on the east, whero  settle- 

. ment has grown up on a  steep hillside. 

The oopulation of the municipio, according to the 1950 census»   is 
2 

7,120.       The town itsolf has about  6,000.    The pooulation is mixed  Indian and 

Ladino.    The  exact proportions are unknown, but  Ladinos are in a  definite 

minority.     A reasonable estimate would be that they conrorise about one-fifth 

to one-fourth of the totals    Apparently, Villa   las Rosas  is only recently 

4 
settled by ladinos on anything approaching a significant scale.      Persons  in 

the middle to  upoer wealth scales of this  Ladino minority include storekeepers, 

middlemen,  professionals, and  large scale agricultural entrepreneurs.    A few 

of these Ladinos are known to be related by kinship to  some middle to upper 

Villa  las Rosas  (pre-Revolutionary name—Pinola)   has not been the object 
of extended social anthropological field work.    Several project members, how- 
ever,  have gathered some material on this community,.     Robert  Adams  spent  several 
days  in Villa  las Rosas at various times while working on the archeological 
survey  (1958-59)»    He has  engaged subsequently in historical research which has 
revealed  some historical  information pertaining to Villa  las Rosas  (see "The 
Findings",  Sec.   2; pp. 6-7     ).    John Hotchkiss spent three days  in Villa  las Rosa» 
in October,  1958,  expressly for a  sooial anthropological survey.    Roberto 
Escalante made  several visits to Villa  las Rosas  in the  1958 field season, and 
then lived there for two  months in 1959, gathering  linguistic data and  some  social 
anthropological census materials on his  linguistic   informants.     (Eva Verbitsky, 
in Chicago,  has analysed these census materials).    Philip Wagner,   in his  1957 
field season,  made a  survey of house tyoes tnd house construction materia Is =>    This 
summary, then, attempts to bring together the little information we have from 
these divergent   sources. 

2Figs.   1„  2,   5, and 6.b„     Seo  5 passim. 

3Fig„ 31 

4 "The Findings", Sao. 2, pp. 6-7. 
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class families of Teopisca, and thsy probably oame from Teopisca.,    They 

maintain business contacts and social relations^  by mutual visiting for 

weddings and fiestas, with their Teopisca relatives..    The origins of other 

ladinos, which undoubtedly include  ladinoized   Indians who have "passed", are 

unknown. 

The core of the  Indian majority  is orobably descendant  from Tteltal- 

speaking  Indians who were settled  in the present  village site during the 

Spanish Colonial period under the policy of reducción.    The present-day  Indian 

population is probably more heterogeneous than that of the  Indian corporate 

communities,  due to   in-migrating  Indians from other areas.    The birthplaces 

of the seventeen linguistic  informants living  in a single barrio  (San José, 

or Bolonhuits), are as follows» 

Hat ives 
Barrio Bo lonhuits    «o „ „ . „ „ „ . . ....«...... 
Other barrios of Villa  las Rosas     *-.».< 
An outlying colon** of Villa   las Rosas 

Outsiders 
Chana 1     oc.............. ............. 
San Cristóbal de Las Casas (barrio Custital) 
Ranoho  til Para í so     . . •„.,.........o.... ..»..», 
Rancho  Kl Palmira     ...a......................... 
Aguacatenango     ...............o.............. 
Some settlement of Huistán    ............o.»... 

7 
3 
1 

11 

Total...... 17 

The community is divided into  neighborhood division:     El Centro and five 

barrios»    The community patron saint  is San Miguel, and sometimes Kl Centro   is 

^Sinoe these informants were  solicited with the help of a  Ladino   school 
teacher, an "outsider"  (hence more aooulturated?) bias may have entered the 
selection.    Therefore, the proportion of the  sample of "native" to  "outsider" 
should not be extended to the whole community. 



referred to as a barrio by this name-    Kl Centro  is predominantly pooulated 

by Ladinos, although a few  Indians live thorn as well.    The barrios are pre- 

dominantly  Indian.    The names of the barrio» are:    San José (Bolonhuitt), 

San Pedro, Guadalupe, San Jacinto» and Jesús  (or "Jesusito").    Barrio 

Guadalupe is rooutedly a newly formed barrio.    (See sketch rao,  p.   8 , below, 

for locations of these barrios.) 

In Kl Centro,   Ladino buildings and houses are predominantly made of adobe 

brick or wattle-daub walls and tile roofs.     Ladino  sitios  in El Centro are 

typically of the "street  sitio" type. 

As one moves  into the barrios, more marked variation    in the use of house 

construction materials  is noted, and within a  single sitio, there may be several 

materials utilized.    Reeds  (guija de estacas)  for walls are very common among 

Indian houses  (86 o/o of the buildings of the 17 households of the  linguistic 

sample)o    Palm thatch and shingles are more commonly used by Indians for roofs< 

with tiles  less common (only 7 o/o of the  linguistic  sample). 

Barrio  sitios are of the "open type", with houses built off the street.. 

Reed or stick fences bound them, and the average sitio  sise is considerably 

smaller than those found either in Amaterango or Aguacatenango*.    The sitio of 

one of Hotchkissf   informants  is  75 feet deeo and 40 feet fronting the street. 

This  informant said that he paid 4000 pesos for this town lot, which had several 

ooffee and citrus trees on it, but no buildings.    He said that materials for 

his house, which he built himself, cost  1000 pesos. 

"For definitions of house sitio types,  see Seo.  13, pp.  3-4. 

See Fig. 34 for a summary of Philip Wagner's house construction survey» 
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Barrio   sitio garden crops include»    coffee,  bnnana and  lime trees;  nlus 

chile plants»  chayóte vines, and various 8qu«nheB«    Chicken3 and pips seem 

universally  distributed among  Indian sitios. 

Indians  disolay a  variety of costumo.     "iany men, both young and old»  are 

easily marked ns  Indiana by their traditional costume of white calzones,, 

home-sewn shirta, and sashes.    Sashea are in several colors—red3 black,  and  in 

a variegated pattern of red-yellow-bluo.    The possible significance of these 

different colored sashes for status or ethnic origin is not known»    Many 

Indian men wear Ladino-styled clothes.    The dominant pattern for women 

costume seems to be the "Modified  Indian" costume—long cotton skirt and a 

simply-embroidered blouse..    Very few women wearing the Traditional  Indian 

women's costume were observed.    There are also undoubtedly many Indian women 

wearing Ladino-styled dresses..    Vie have no  information on the relative propor- 

tions of Indians wearing  ladino or Indian costume»  for either men or women- 

Most  Indians are small soale agriculturists (mllperos) .    The exact nature 

of their  land base  is unclear»    There aro e.1 ido   lands,  but  evidently the ejido 

program does not provide the major source of lands for the Indians»    One 

informant  said that most milperoe own their own land, and that their holdings 

range is size from two to four heotares»    Two  hectares was said to be the 

minimum size holding necessary to  sustain a  family.    There are municipio 

communal pasture lands for the grazing of animals .     It  is not known how many 

Indians have livestock. 

The area of the relatively flat agricultural  lands around Villa  las Rosas 

is probably a  little  larger than the area of the valley of Teopisca, and this 

area appears to be mostly in small milpa holdings.,    Several  small streams 

tumble down from the hills to the east of the Villa  las Rosas shelf, but 
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bocauBe of the minor unevenneas of the tsrrain, only a small portion of it  is 

irrigated by these waters»    a large scale national government  irrigation project 

is found on Ladino controlled lands below Villa  las Rosas  (on the way to 

Soyatita"n).    Sugar is an important  field crop, and most  of the  lands below 

Villa  las Rosas are devoted to this crop»    Three of the  17 Indians of the 

linguistic  sample stated that they grew susar as well as  corn on their holdings. 

There are several additional  income opnortunities for the Indians of 

Villa  las Rosas o    They work during parts of the year on fincas and nearby 

Ladino-owned ranchos.    Wages for this work are about five oesos a day.    The 

sugar refinery at Pujiltik employs many for short  periods of oeak activity; 

at a wage reported as fifteen pesos a day. 

The presence of non-agricultural ladinos creates many secondary job 

opportunities for the  Indians—-garguerot¡,  suppliers of firewood,  and other 

non-agricultural wage work.    Women add to the household economy by selling 

sitio garden products, chickens, and home-made food items *    A number of women 

probably work as servants and maids in Ladino homes» 

There is no regular market day on the plaza.    Everyday there seems to be 

a few puestos  in front of the "market building"„ with oerhaoa more on weekend 

days.     (The "market building" on the piara,   in front of the ohurch,   is not a 

"public rcarket" as  is found in San Cristobal, but  is coitiDrised of several 

privately owned stores.) 

House sitios are bought and sold, but, because of the high prices for 

town lots,  many poorer Indians can take free communal  land at the edge of town 

for a house site.    A case is known of a man trading his milpa for a house sitio 

in town. 



Interbarric    marriage occurss and people c*n ciiange barrio  residence 

freely.    One case of cross barrio, brother«sister marriage exchange is reported. 

Informants speak of having relatives  in  several  barrios-    Of the  linp-.uistic 

sample of seventeen households,  fourteen of them are nuclear households and 

three are compounds*    One  is a two-couple,;   patrilocal  joint   family, the other 

two  contain widows   living -with married  sons.    The mode of oorsons per household 

of this  sample is  six, and the average  is  5.4»    Therefore, these families are 

a  little  larger than those found in Amatenango and Aguacatenango, where the 

model number of persons per household is five.. 

Details of civil administration are not known.    The Presidente of the 

municipio  government  is presently (1958) a ladino  sohool teacher o    Hotchkiss'' 

single  informant  said that barrios have civil officers»  but  their role is 

unclear, and it  is not known if they represent the barrio  in municioio affairs. 

There is a  resident  priest   in Villa  las Rosas.    The barrios each have 

separate chapels.    The chapel of San José' is a  fair sized church» and the 

chapel of Guadalupe is  located on a hill top above the town.    Baoh barrio has 

aome religious organisation»  for "cargos" were spoken of by both Ladino and 

Indian informants» but the nature of these is unclear..    One informant,  from 

barrio Guadalupe»  said that there are thirty men (a mayordomía?)   in his 

barrio's religious organization, and that they take turns,  each man serving as 

"sacristan"  for one day each month in the chaoelo     It  is not known how these 

men are selected, or how many months they serve. 

During the fiesta of the "Coronation of the Virgin of Guadalupe"  in 

October,   1958, there was a  large number of Ladinos participating  in what 

apoeared to be an Indian-directed phase of this fiesta, held  in the   small 



chapel of Barrio Guadalupe.    Similarly, at a  Ladino-sponsored secular program 

and dance at the school, celebrating Columbus Day, both Ladinos and Indians 

actively participated. 

In aumraary, some general observations on the cultural position of the 

Indians of Villa  Ins Rosas may be made.    V.hile there is much "Indianness" 

preserved,  manifested by the frequent use of native costume and the strength 

of the native language as a "living language", the overall impression is that 

the  Indians are far along a  road towards  ladino irat ion.,    This situation»  if 

true,  is a remarkable one» considering the relatively recent presence of Ladinos. 

The contrast of Villa  l<*s Rosas with Venustiano Carranxa is striking, for 

in the latter, the  Indian population is culturally intact  in spite of a  long 

period of close contact with ladinos»    These apparent differences pose a 

challenge for futura research, both aynchronic and historical,  in problems 

dealing with the ladinoitation process- 

John C„ Hotchkiss 

3See "The Findings", Sec. 2, pp.   6-7 „ 
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SKETCH MAP OF VILLA IAS  HOSAS 

Showing approximate boundaries 
of the barrios  (in green) 

to  Aguacatenango 

a Plaza 
b Cabildo 
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Social Structure and Changing Medical Practices in a Mexican 

Indian Community* 

Frank C, Miller 

Harvard University 

Two major interests in the study of acculturation are the relationship 

between social structure and culture change, and the existence of sub-group» 

which reveal different degrees of acculturation. The social structure defines 

the situation in which innovations are presented and the procedures by which 

decisions about them are made. Sub-groups are usually treated as both a result 

of previous change and an influence on change in progress. I will present a 

case in which the two approaches can by synthesized. The sub-groups are a crucial 

aspect of social organization; and they explain in large measure the differential 

acceptance of innovations in health and medical practices. But the most interest- 

ing thing is this: the less-acculturated Indians are rapidly changing their 

curing practices, and the more acculturated ones are not. I shall attempt to 

explain this paradox later. 

The municipio of Huistan in the Highlands of Chiapas, Mexico, is one 

of several inhabited by Tzotzil Indians. The settlement pattern is the modified 

vacant-town type: the town center contains some permanent Indian residents, but 

the bulk of the population lives in the colonias, districts composed of small 

villages scattered throughout the mountains. Each colonia is also an ejido, 

a collective agrarian community. In this paper I shall deal with the village 

«Paper presented at Annual Meetings of American Anthropological Association, 
Washington, 0. C, November, 1958. The field research on which the paper was 
based was part of the Mexican Cultural Change Project of the Laboratory of 
Social Relations, Harvard University, and was supported in part by the National 
Institute of Mental Health (Grants No. M-1929 and M-2100) and in part by the 
Doherty Foundation. The paper has benefited from suggestions by the Project 
Director, Professor Evon Z„ Vogt<, 
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of Yalcuc, the principal settlement of the colonia of the same name. In the 

early years after the colonia was founded in 1937* the major part of the pop- 

ulation of the old village, still occupied nearby, moved to the new one, Yalcuc, 

They were joined by several other families, some from other communities in 

Huiatán, some from other municipios. Under the continuing leadership of Don 

Alonso Vasques, the man who originally organized the colonia and who has been 

president since its inception, this diverse group has become a highly integrated 

village. 

The basic social and economic unit in Yalcuc is the household. In a 

population of 235 people there are 49 nuclear families combined into 39 house- 

holds, which are scattered in an area of about one-half square mile. The 

ideal residence rule is patrilocal, with a period of alternating patrilocal- 

matrilocal residence during the first few months of marriage. In reality 

about one third of the families follow the ideal rule. Another third are irrel- 

cvant because of the newness of the village, and the remainder are almost 

evenly divided among matriloeal, fratrilocal,and neolocal. 

Descent is patrilineal with strong bilateral tendencies. The lineal 

principle, which is stronger in other parts of the municipio, has been atten- 

uated by population shifts and the diversity of the community. Patrilineages 

are nHnjma.1 and function primarily in the arrangement and regulation of marriage. 

The lineages are exogamous; the village as a whole is almost entirely endoga- 

mous. 

Ritual kinship furnishes an avenue by which additional relationships 

can be established, or existing ones strengthened, as when a man chooses a 

brother or brother-in-law as godfather for his child. Ritual kinship is no 

more than moderately important in the social structure» Few men have more than 

five compadres; and if the person is not already a relative, he is rarely invested 

with important privileges and obligation». 
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What I have summarised so far could be called formal social structure; 

the patterns are explicitly defined in the culture. There exists, in addition, 

an informal structure, an understanding of which is particularly essential in 

any consideration of current processes of change. It is not a cultural norm, 

but rather a result of the interaction of social and cultural factors. The 

units of the informal structure are community sub-groups, four of which can 

be defined, using four criteria with regard to which there is considerable 

variation in Yalcuc. The criteria are municipio origin, type of costume, 

participation in community affairs and in municipio affairs. The members of 

the core group are Huistecos (natives of Huistán) who wear the native costume 

and participate a great deal in both village and municipio affairs. The fringe 

group is characterised by the opposite of each of these criteria: origin in a 

different municipio, ladino clothes, little participation in village and municipio 

affairs» There are two intermediate groups in which the criteria are combined 

in different ways. The native-oriented intermediate group is composed of Huistecos 

in native dress whose participation in municipio affairs is high, in village 

affairs low, since all of them also maintain houses in the old village* The 

acculturated intermediate group is composed of Huistecos in ladino clothes 

whose participation in municipio affair» is low, in village affairs high. 

These groups have a certain internal unity; they are not merely categories 

of people who happen to share the same sociocultural characteristics. Membership 

is not based on kinship, although it is relevant in that each lineage, with only 

two exceptions is entirely within a single group. Ritual kin relationships, 

with very few exceptions, are established between members of the same group. 

Perhaps the most important feature is the manner in which the groups channel 

social interaction. In all cases, interaction within group boundaries is higher 

than interaction across. The groups are not differentiated to the extent that 

they have an internal structure with leadership, etc.; nor can they be considered 
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as factions» Yet they have separate identities as distinct entities, and 

membership can be defined unambiguously in the sense that each family can be 

placed in one and only one group.. Using family heads as a basis of placement, 

the group sises are: the core group, 18 families; native-oriented, 11; acculturated, 

10; and the fringe group, also 10. 

That the level of social integration in Talcue is high, in spite of the 

existence of sub-groups, can be partly explained by the position and influence 

of the president. He is the most influential man in the municipio, a persuasive 

orator, and a master at manipulating relationships with ladinos. His colonia 

is the only one in Huistan where the entire male population can be mobilised 

for community activities such as the working of the school plot and visiting 

important fiestas in nearby villages. 

The process by which current changes are being realized is related to 

three facets of the social organization: the sub-group structure, the role of 

the president, and the decision-making process. The most important stimulus 

for change is the National Indian Institute, which is conducting a comprehensive 

development program in the Highland region, working in the fields of education, 

health, agriculture, and transportation. The native curing system was in a 

state of deterioration throughout Huistan, and especially in Yalcuc, before the 

Institute entered the scene. In Yalcuc many people no longer used the native 

practitioners, combination diagnostician-curers who practice within the context 

of an elaborate belief system about the causation of disease and have a repertory 

of cures fitted to the requirements of different types of illness. Most such 

people visited female curers among the ladinos in the town center, or acculturated 

Indians of other municipios. Don Alonso had been using the doctors in the 

closest urban center for 15 years, in cases of serious illness, although no one 

else followed his example. Beliefs about causation of disease, especially 

the complex associated with witchcraft0  had not changed much; but there was 

increasing recognition that the medicine man9» repertory was becoming icpover- 
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ished and hi* techniques less effective» The health program of the Institute 

was introduced in Huistan with the establishment of a clinic in a village near 

Yalcue in 1951» In Yalcuc itself a medical post was opened in September, 1957» 

and staffed by a young man, a member of the core group, who was trained at the 

clinic» 

In considering factors which influence the acceptance of innovations in 

the realm of health, it is instructive to compare the installation of latrines 

with the use of medical facilities. Representatives of the Institute proposed the 

installation to a meeting of heads of families» Such meetings are the standard 

method of making decisions about matters of community concern. The pattern is 

that proposals be presented by or through the president, be more or less thoroughly 

discussed, and be accepted or rejected unanimously, usually in accord with the 

inclinations of the president» Such was the case with the decision about latrines, 

The influence of the president and the pressure of public opinion helped pro- 

duce near unanimity —- only three men failed to sign up» Although they were 

accepted on an individual basis, the essence of the decision was that it was 

a decision on a course of collective action and a single decision which did 

not need to be repeated. The decision to approve the construction of the medical 

post and to furnish labor for it followed the same pattern. In these two matters 

the solidarity of the community was expressed. 

Decisions about the use of the available medical facilities take place 

in a different situation* They are concerned with individual action, and they 

must be made repeatedly. In this matter sub-group membership overrides community 

solidarity as the crucial factor„ Here are some figures based on attendance 

during the first eight months of the medical post's ops ration: 

In the core group, 89# of the families uned the facilities» 

In the native-oriented group, 64¡£» 

In the aeculturated group,, 50%, 

In the fringe group, 2Q£ „ 
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Although records of the nearby clinic do not begin until 1955» interviews indicate 

that in the early years the situation was the same as that revealed in the avail- 

able récordes only members of the core group attended from Yalcuc, and some of 

them with surprising frequency. 

Let me summarize before proceeding. When the decision about an innova- 

tion is a collective, single decision, the influence of the president and the 

solidarity of the community produce unanimous acceptance (or rejection, in 

other cases not discussed here). When the decision is individual and repeated, 

the reaction to the innovation is varied, and the variation is related to 

membership in sub-groups of the community» These groups are an aspect of the 

social organisation, not merely categories of people which the investigator 

is able to distinguish. 

One more problem requires some attention. Why is it that in general 

the less acculturated people are eager to use modern medicine, while the more 

acculturated are reluctant? First it should be pointed out that the difference 

in acculturation is not great: it is basically one of identity. The members of 

the less acculturated groups seek to maintain their identity as Indians: they 

dress like Indians, they act like Indians, they hold municipio offices and 

participate in municipio fiestas» The identity of the more acculturated groups 

is not so clear« They consider themselves to be Indians, yet they do not dress 

like Indians, in some ways they do not act like Indians (for example, they 

shake hands among themselves, which Huistecos never do), they do not hold 

municipio offices, and they seldom go to fiestas. I suggest the paradox that 

the core group, in particular, is progressive because it is conservative. It 

seeks to conserve a basically Indian way of life; therefore, it is willing to 

accept certain innovations, such as modern medicine and improved agricultural 

practices, which make life easier and strengthen its position in the attempt 

to maintain its traditions» This attempt is now, as it has been for over VX) 
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years, a struggle against the encroachments of local ladino culture. The ladino 

advance in Huistán involved extensive acquisition of land: before 1936, most of 

the municipio was ladino-owned» and the Indians worked as serfs for the large 

ranches» Today there are no large ranches or serfs, but small ladino ranches 

still occupy all the best land in Huistan. And the cultural threat of the ladino 

is still a major fact of life for Huistecos: local leaders in education in 

particular express their goal as "breaking the ancient tradition1» of the Indians., 

The National Indian Institute is a major new influence in the Highlands 

of Chiapas with the goal of integrating the Indian into the national life. 

Many Huistecos consider it no less a threat to their way of life than local 

ladinos« Even in Yalcuc, which has cooperated more than any other village in 

the Highland area, there is no understanding of the final goal of the Institute; 

and if there were, there would be no interest» The members of the core and native- 

oriented groups are strong in their conviction that they are Indians and should 

remain so<> They view the improvements offered by the Institute as bulwarks for 

their own culture in the struggle against local ladinos. This is the reason why 

basically conservative Indians are eagerly accepting innovations. 
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A  FRAME  FOR  CULTURE-IN-ENVIRONMENT 

STUDIES 



Human Communities in Their Natural Setting 

There follows some attempt to grapple with the formulation of 

propositions that display relations between several communities and 

their bioiftet¿c settings,, These propositions order a few details in the 

transect ¡ind may or may not be more universally applicable. They are 

believed to be researchable,. 

The following terms need to be defined at the outset: 

biome "the natural em^ironment'', habitat, ecolog- 

ical niche; includes climate, topography, Boil,, 

flora and fauna 

biorcetic pressure the effect of the biome or its parts on hunian 

activity; such «iffecta may be direct or mediated 

by other parts of the biome 

manipulative techniques the toolB and skills used to modify the 

biome for human ends 

domains of value    enduring preferences which condition behavior 

with reference to the biome but which condition 

many other kinde of behavior as well; such 

values are, for example, "subsistence--but-not- 

surplus" and "participation in political deci- 

sion-making"1 

J... Individuals in communities perceive the Home as a partitioned set of 

^pace-time events» A major criterion for such partitions is the difieren- 
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tial suitability of the biome for the domains of value that men in the 

communities would have it serve„ 

1.1 In general,, biometic partitions are representations which reflect 

perceived differences (contrasts) of succese-over-f allure ratios in that 

domain of value which happens to be focussed upon. 

Iu2„ T^e boundaries of biometic partitions are divisions in space-time 

events which are conceived as points at which biometic pressures in inter- 

action with manipulative techniques differentially reinforce contractive 

success-over-failure ratios» 

1,3., The set of all biometic partitions of <%. human community may be 

called the biometic structure» 

¿„ The biometic structure will probably be partitioned in most detail 

in that area which is highly repetitive and which provides alternative 

'contrastive) choices <, We shall refer to this area as the "core" of the 

biometic structure» The selection of a piece of land for planting„  for 

example,, is highly repetitive; in Aguacateniingo, where men tend to plant 

many scattered plots at several altitude levels, this is done many times 

each year.. Alternative choices are present, and the choice of one pint 

over another makes a difference in the yield. Partitioning in this area 

is detailed* plots vary in terms of 1} length of fallow; 2) amount 

of "cultivo" (fertilizer, plant and animal) worked into the soil; 3) rich- 

mess of the soil as apparent in the wild vegetation; A.) degree of slope, 

with implications for ease of workability a¡ad for drainage; 5) distance 

from the community» 

2„1 In contrast, on the "periphery" of the biometic structure repetitive- 

ness is low and/or choices are few, and partitioning is not so detailed,, 

Erosion, for example, is relatively non-.repi»titive, and partitioning does 
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not take it into account. Rainfall, though repetitive,, presents few choicest; 

one can either plant before it rains or aftar, and once planting is finish- 

ed there is nothing one can do to bring rain or to ward it off„ (Ritual 

control of rainfall in the transect seems to be relatively weak,,) Hence 

partitioning in this area is fairly simple; one plants 1) before the 

rain,, on the basis of long-term regularities as expressed in the calendar; 

if the rain comes within about forty day» after planting» the seeds get 

the best possible start and grow well; or 2) after the first raines „ when 

moisture is assured but when ground is difficult to work, seeds get a 

late start, and seed or young plants may rot in wet soil.» 

2,1,1 Where repetitiveness is low, directional change in pressure will 

not be distinguished from non-directional variation. The change in 

secondary growth from bush to sod happens i;i isolated areas and infre- 

quently, and it does not seem to be perceiv,sd as a trend „ 

2..1*2 Where alternate choices are few, the ;iturcture will be continu- 

active with one or more other cognitive structures, (see 3) 

3o The relationship between the partitions of the biometic structure 

and their relevant values is correlational (necessary) rather than 

causal (sufficient); there is a positive association between the parti- 

tions and the goods sought after, and the boundaries of the partition 

express limits beyond which such positive association does not hold, 

A piece of land is good if it produces a substantial corn harvest, bad 

if it does not; soil is good not because it contains certain minerals 

or because it is limestone rather than volctinic, but because it "works* 

to produce food» 

3ol The partitions in the core of the structure probably express necessary 
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re.lations; the partitions on the periphery of the structure probably express 

less than necessary relationse 

?. 2 Informants" explanations of the structure probably attribute both 

necessary and sufficient character to the aet of all partitions,, 

3 3 Ths sufficient aspect of the explanatiomi may be general to more than 

one cognitive structure» 

:„4 The sufficient aspect of the explanation may be more heavily emphasized 

(¡here  the necessary aspect is less clearly understood» 

3-5 The sufficient aspect of the explanation may be more heavily emphasized 

:.-n  the peripheries of the sturcture, the necessary aspect more so in the 

Such events as drought,, earthquake,, flood, and epidemic are explained 

-•s castigos de Dios; this type of explanation is common to the area of 

interpersonal relations, where a murderer»a untimely or unusual death may 

be considered as a divine punishment for hi» misdeedso All of thease events 

are non-repetitive or relatively so (hence on the peripheries of the struc- 

ture) and little understood in associational terms, and they are attributed 

s.  sufficient cause. 

k*  An inventory of terms in which the biometic structure is partitioned 

includes at least the following: 

la Items which "occur in nature", some a) neither domesticated nor culti- 

vated* others b) domesticated but not cultivated, and others c) domesticated 

and cultivated. These items may be edibles, medicináis, construction 

materials¡, decorative substances, combustibles, materials for the manu- 

iacture of clothing, tools, household utensils and ritual objects,, 

2., The settings for the cultivation of domesticated plant and animal. 
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specieSo 

3,  The settings for living sites, cemeteries, recreation facilities, 

factories, defenses, marketsa 

kv  Natural forms for spirit-beings and the setting for spiritual habi- 

tation. 

5< Boundaries for settings (rivers, ridges, escarp-plain juncturesf 

valley edges) and links between settings (paths)* 

5. Biometic structures change through time» Such change is a reflex of 

a) the relative independence and instability of some biometic pressures 

with regard to communities* attempts to manipulate them; b) the effects 

which communities exert on the biome; and c) the changing domains of 

\falue of the communitieSo 

5 1 In general, informants will be unable to report the relationship 

between biometic structures at different points in time if they have 

changed, and they will be unable to identify processes of change in 

the present sturcture„ Such relationships and processes will be "a-cogni- 

tive",. 

5,2 Biometic structures in their entirety will probably not clearly dis- 

tinguish •'Rocio-cultural-linguistic" boundaries. However, some partitions 

or sets of partitions may be farily good indicators of such boundaries; 

see especially 4o5 above„ 

» Some of the partitions in the biometic structure are susceptible to 

rapid change in a direction congruent with some value domain if a) biome- 

tic pressures change significantly; b) the manipulative potential of 

the community changes; and/or  c) the domain of values changes» Such 

partitions might be called "productive"» Example» of each are the 

followings a) change in biometic pressure—Increasing scarcity of land 
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due to population growth and/or encroachment of ladino finqueros caused 

people to move from Ozchuc to Chanal; a minimum change in the biometic 

structure must have been the amount of land from which choices could be 

made* b) change in manipulative potential—The controlled use of water 

has increased productivity on the valley land of Aguacatenango and has 

made possible the commercial exploitation of the sugar cane operation at 

Pujiltiko c)  change in the domain of values—The political decision to 

improve the means of transport and communication between Chiapas and 

the rest of Mexico and to redistribute land to landless farmers is 

associated with the disappearance of many local trade items (esgo, palm 

h3ts) the raw materials for which were neither cultivated nor domesticat- 

ed o At the same time, people became increasingly aware of the possi- 

bilities of subsistence agriculture, and different biometic pressures 

than before, became salient» 

7- While the change of a biometic pressure, a manipulative potential, or 

a domain of values may make some partitions productive ¡,  the biometic 

structure aa a whole will remain fairly stable through time» The pucc«>8fi~ 

failure ratio for some partitions will change the frequencies of choices 

among alternatives, but all alternatives will probably persist side by side, 

In Teopisca? for example, some farmers use tractors, but techniques for 

preparing the ground for planting in the eoonunity as a whole still include 

the digging stick and the ox-drawn plow» 

7-1 The structure will be maintained because the newly productive parti- 

tions are marginal» The tractor is used in Teopisca only by a few» largely 

because of its costo Irrigation agriculture receives heavy investment in 

Aguacatenango, but the water supply varies from sufficient for all to 

adequate for none in a short cycle of years (four or five)o 
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7,2 It may be that there is a single biometic structure,, at one level,, 

for all the highlands of Chiapas—-or, to put the matter another way,, 

that all the biometic structures of the several communities share the 

same basic partitions at one level» Possibly the range of alternative» 

overlaps and the ones chosen are in complementary distribution with 

regard to one or two variables such as wealth or political power» A nan 

in Aguacatenango works community land but also owns a small Tinea" in 

tierra calientej the owner of the finca Tuliuica raises cattle commercially 

but clso plants milpa using sl&sh-and-burn techniques» 

8 The variation in the biometic structures of the subsistence agricul- 

ture communities in the transect (the Indian towns) is largely a varia- 

tion in pressures; manipulative techniques iind domains of value are 

quite similaro 

8.1 We have documented a few cases, at leas% where isolated individ.us.~ls, 

families ¡> and larger primary groups have maintained manipulative tech- 

nique» and values but moved in space to improve pressure characteristics 

'the down-slope movers)a 

8.,.?. If we take a long historical perspective, however, movement of 

peoples will best be understood in terms of one or mora of the three 

variable» discussed in 6 and following,» 

B,3 Movement of people in general is associated with many features that 

fall beyond this weak description of one stimeture» 

9, In the subsistence agricultural communities in the transect, some 

decisions are made on the basis of the defining characteristics of the biometic 

structure. More decisions are made on the l>asis of the defining character- 

istics of other structures but include entailing characteristics of the 



biometie structure» Some decisions are made that take no account of 

this structure at alio 

9.1 The description of the sacio-cultural reality of the transect will 

be complete when we can systematically display a large sample of such 

decision-making,. 

Ouane G» Metzger 
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MEASURES  OF  DIALECT  DISTANCE 

I N 

TZELTAL-TZOTZIL 



Measures of Dialect-Distance In Tseltal-Taotail 

The data for the present brief study vere gathered during the 

spring and summer months of 1997 by members of the field team of 

the National Science Foundation sponsored project of the University 

of Chicago's Department of Anthropology. This project aims to study 

the relations between man and nature among the Maya-language speak- 

ing indigenous peoples of the highlands of the state of Chiapas In 

Mexico. The transect cut out by the Chiapas project for intensive 

study from a variety of points of view is relatively small (only 

100 by 20 kilometers), but extremely varied both as to natural envi- 

ronment (the altitude varies from about 2500 to about 8 500 feet) 

and as to human habitation (peoples who have previously been labeled 

Ttottil and those previously labeled Tseltal occupy various parts 

of the transect). Among staff members of the project team are a 

geographer, a botanist, an archeologist, two social anthropologists 

and a linguist. The project serves as a training ground for a 

number of student assistants. 

As a part of the data-gathering operations of the project, an 

intensive dialect distributional survey is planned for the summer 

of 1958. The survey will cover not merely the geographical dimen- 

sion in the transect but also the social differentiation dimension. 

Informants will be so chosen as to represent both horizontal and 

vertical distributions. As spadework toward the preparation of a 

suitable questionnaire for such an Intensive survey, a preliminary 

survey was carried out last year. The preliminary survey made use 

of Swadesh's 100 and 200-word "basic" vocabulary lists coupled with 
a list of an additional M>0 "cultural words". To these 600 words 

were added (in a few instances) more specialised vocabularies cover- 

ing the geography and the flora and fauna. 
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Map 1 (Illustration No. l) vll show you the geographic placing 

of the principal occupied spots in and adjacent to the transect. 

The black dots represent localities from vhich vocabularies for the 

preliminary survey vere obtained. The encircled numbers represent 

separate informants.  List 1 'Illustration Ho. 2) presents a full 

listing of the vocabularies gathered in the preliminary survey. 

You will observe that not all the vocabularies vere taken by the 

same person* Those vhich I took are marked vith my initials. The 

others, marked by their initials, vere taken by students vith only 

a brief orientation session on Tsotsll-Tzeltal phonemics. 
Some vere 

also recorded on tape and vere subsequently phonetically transcribed 

by a different recorder. The totality of this data will be used to 

work out a minimal questionnaire of maximally contrastive items for 

a saturation study of the dialect variation in the project transect. 
The present brief study will illustrate a number of questions 

vhich have arisen in connection vith the (A) gathering and (B) 

interpretation of such dialect datat 

(A) (1) In vhat vay Is the effect of differential previous train- 

ing of recorders reflected in the materialst 

(2) In vhat vay are special psychological or sociocultural 

peculiarities of informants reflected in the materials? 

(3) Is the effect of different degrees of informant or 

recorder bilinguallsm notevorthyt 

(B) (1) Do the lines of greatest differentiation as indicated by 

percentages of shared retentions coincide or differ vith those 

indicated by maximal bundling of lsoglossest 

(2) Do lsoglosses of phonetic features behave differently 

from those marking phonemic features or individual lexical Itemst 

(3) Hov adequate are features of these various kinds as 

distinguishes of individuals vlthin dialect areas? 
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The answer» to some of these questions are obviaus enough to 

be phrased as hypotheses for cheeking even against the present 

scanty data* 
(A) (1) Where phonetic virtuosity is at a premium, relatively 

untrained recorders vlll produce underdifferentiated materials. 

Where such virtuosity is not important, the results of using such 

materials will not differ in any important respect from those 

deriving from materials produced by better trained recorders. 

(2) Psychological or sociocultural peculiarities o£ informants 

should be so pervasive as to be reflected on all levels in all kinds 

of materials and in all uses to which they are put. 

(3) Different degrees of informant or recorder bilingualism 
should affect all basic vocabulary in the same way, and should not, 

therefore, make unellcltable any special portion of it. 

(B) (1) Lines of greatest differentiation, both those resulting 

from counts of shared retentions In basic vocabulary and those 

resulting from bundling of isoglosses should coincide. 

(2) Isoglosses of phonetic features should subdivide areas 

marked off by isoglosses of phonemic features.  Isoglosses of indi- 

vidual lexical features should show less coincidence with lines of 

greatest differentiation in basic vocabulary as a whole than do 

those of phonemic features. 

(3) Phonetic features and individual lexical features should 

be most useful in singling out individuals within dialect areas. 

I should like, at this point, to express my gratitude to 

Yvonne Hajda and to Marvin Mayers, without whose assistance (both 

in transcriptions from the tapes, and in distance counts on the 

vocabularies) I should not be here. 
Since vocabularies for all informants were available only for 

the first 100 items, I limited myself to these, both for the basic 

vocabulary and for the selected features for lsogloss mapping. 
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Each of the 19 100-word vocabularies vas conpared with each of 

the others and distances in centuries were calculated.  The results 

are presented, both in percentages of shared retentions and in dis- 

tances to the nearest 100 years, in Chart 1 (Illustration No. 3)« 

On this chart the towns (and the informants within them) are arranged 

in an arbitrary geographical ordering from NW to SE. 

This arbitrary ordering reveals discontinuities in the relative 

ordering of towns (and informants) which have been remedied in Chart 

2 (Illustration No. k)  by rearranging the nineteen Informants in 

order of amounts of divergence.  The rearrangement raises a number 

of questions and observations. 

Following the rearrangement of the figures In Chart 2, an 

attempt was next made in rearrange the informants on the map in 

order to put them all in relative order of distance one from another. 

Hap 2 (Illustration No. 5) vas prepared as a base map onto which 

to enter the isoglosses representing the principal differences 

among the informants as revealed by other features fphonemic, pho- 

netic, and individual lexical). Minor variations in individual 

items were normalised out and the features were plotted as Indicated 

on maps 3, k$  5, and 6 (Illustrations No. 6, 7, 8, and 9 respectively). 

Reviewing the charts seriatim, we may see what each suggests, 

before attempting to summarise and to answer the questions or to 

confirm or reject the hypotheses. 

On Chart 1 (illustration No. 3), we see that the minimum 

distance is 100 years and the maximum 1500.  The first is between 

two barrios in San Bartolo (14 and 17) and the second between one 

of the hamaltlk barrio Chanal Informants (!»•) and the informant from 

the barrio of San Sebastian (19) in San Bartolo.  The 100 year spread 

is from two vocabularies recorded by me, the 1500 year spread between 

one vocabulary recorded by me (k)  and one recorded by another field- 

worker (19)* Neither time distance is geographically surprising* 

with Chanal at the north of the transect and San Bartolo at the 

extreme south.  The other two hamaltlk informants, however, are only 
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8 centuries away from (19)* and (4) is thus singled out as a Bpecial 

problem*  There may have been an unusual number of wrongly answered 

Items from this informant, since he seemed to either (l) know 

little Spanish or (2) be so eager and anxious to please as to give 

the first item that occurred to him»  This informant was physically 

crippled; he seemed mentally withdrawn, as evidenced by the fact 

that he was BO soft-spoken as to make transcribing his tape extremely 

difficult. 

jji&ewise aoerrant because of 

unusual amounts of separation are (8) (Amatenango) recorded by mn, 

(10) (Aguacatenango) recorded by bm, and (16) and (Id) recorded by 

Jvb and ar respectively. 

On Chart 2 (Illustration No. k)  we see that (k)  again stands 

out, as do (16) and, to a lesser extent, (18).  The biggest break 

comes between (k)  and (l), setting off (1, 3, 1 "+-15-16-17-13-19) 

(San Andre's, Talcue, and San Bartolo) against all others, and 

within these San Andre's and Talcue against San Bartolo as a whole. 

There is a smooth progression among the others on either side, but 

neither the Tzeltal dialects nor the Tzotsil dialects internally 

keep strict geographic order. Whether the differences are large 

enough to be indicative of geographic movement is an open question» 

On Map 2 (Illustration Ho. 5) (^, 8, 16, 18, and 19) are 

widely divergent.  (1 and 3), (lfc-15-17), and (16-18-19) are all 

linked together, as are (5, 6, 7) and (9, 10, 11, 12, 13).  These 

approximations bring together informants who are widely separated 

geographically and their relative linguistic ordering is not that 

of their geographical placement. 

On Hap 3 (Illustration No. 6) plotting the normalized phonemic 

Isoglosses for /i/ /a/ /o/ /u/, 4 out of the 3 vowels, shows that 
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a bundle of lsoglosses coincides with the lines of greatest dif- 

ferentiation betveen Tzotzil and Tzeltal as indicated on Hap 2. 

On a strict phonemic count, nine out of the twelve must count as 

a single Isoglosa, but, on a functional load basis, each of the 

nine certainly bears its weight* 

On Map h  (illustration No. 7) we see that three lsoglosses 

isolate (3) (Yalcuc), and that tvo of these three are structually 

linked, opposing both semivowels /wjy/ In Yalcuc to fricative /h/ 

elsewhere. 

On Hap 5 (illustration No. 8) we see that a major split again 

separates (l, 3, lb-19) from (2, and 4-13)> but that each of these 

halves is again sub-divided by a series of phonetic differences. 

We see, moreover, that three individual informants are singled 

out as unusual for their phonetics (11, 18) or phonemica (Ik).  The 

phonetic differences on the right (Tzeltal) are between voiceless 

and voiced, voiced and fricative, on the left between (glottallzed) 

nasals and (glottallzed) stops and nasals, and between these and 

plain nasals (or otherwise simplified forms). 

Finally, on Map 6 (illustration No. 9) the Individual lexical 

items show the same bunching of lsoglosses between (l, 3» 14-19) 

and (2, 4-13), except that here the picture is much more complicated, 

with fanning out of lsoglosses on both ends. Some Tzeltal items go 

vith Tzotzil (N), some Tzotzll items with Tzeltal (S), some items 

are found on both sides of the major split, but do not exhaust the 

Inventory on either side, and some items are found only in (1) and 

(3) »« over against all the rest. 

Now, attempting to answer the questionsi 

(A)  (1) Differential previous training of recorders seems to be 

reflected in the distance counts and in the phonetic lsoglosses but 

not in the lsoglosses of phonemic contrasts nor in those of individual 

lexical items. 

(2) Informant (4) is perhaps lsolable as a special psycholo- 

gical case in the distance counts, and (10) as an informant with 

sociocultural peculiarities on phonetic (and phonemic?) grounds. 



(5) No effect of differential bilingualism is observable 

(unless it be in number U). 

(B)  (l)  Lines of greatest differentiation on distance counts 

match most closely those of phonemic isoglosses (but also coincide 

with the principal individual lexical breaksi 

(2) Isoglosses of phonetic features split up the whole area 

more finely than do those of phonemic features, but less haphazardly 

than do those of individual lexical features. 

(3) Both distance figures and individual phonetic features 

distinguish particular informants as individuals. 

And the hypotheses i 

(A)  (1) The fact that vocabularies 5, 6, 3, 10, 16, Id, and 19 

were recorded by relatively untrained individuals is reflected in 

the phonetic transcriptions in Illustration No. 8 for these inform- 

ants.  They are not, hovever, aberrant in unpredictable fashions, 

and their aberrance does not Interfere seriously with their class- 

ification.  Lack of phonetic training shows no effect on the dis- 

tribution of the phonemic isoglosses and relatively little on the 

distance counts.  Surprising to me, however, was that it was 

possible to identify, even with such small effects, the relatively 

untrained recorders.  The glottochronological tool is a more sen- 

sitive one than we might have suspected. 

(2) The aberrances which are notable in the distance counts 

seem to be due at least as much to psychological and socio-cultural 

peculiarities of particular Informants (4, 10) as to inadequate 

training on the part of the recorders (5, 6, 3, 10, 16, 18, 19) 

(as compared with kt  and 11, prepared by a trained recorder, but 

equally aberrant).  The special qualities of particular informants 

show up again in Illustration Ho. 3 in the Isolated blocks (11, 

Ik,   18) within the phonetic subdivisions.  The first and last of 

these records a pronunciation heard nowhere else in the transect. 

Number (l) is attributable to a role assumed by JP for communicating 

with ladinos (non-Indian outsiders).  Number (18) may conceivably 



be a bona-fide Tzotzil phonetic and phonemic variant (or it may 

be phonetic only and in part attributable to the recorder). 

(3) Different degrees of bilingualism seem to have had no 

effect on the overall results with any of the instruments. 

(B)  (1)  Lines of greatest differentiation» both those resulting 

from counts of shared retentions and those resulting from phonemic 

isoglosses, do coincide in their entirety.  Some of the phonetic 

isoglosses and some of the isoglosses for individual lexical items 

follow the same lines» but a great many of these diverge in various 

ways.  Basic vocabulary and phonemics are thus neatly opposed to 

selected vocabulary and phonetics, the former more conservative, 

the latter less so. 

(2) Isoglosses of phonetic features do sub-divide areas 

marked off by isoglosses of phonemic features.  Some few phonetic 

isoglosses happen to coincide with phonemic Isoglosses.  Phonetic 

isoglosses sometimes subdivide very finely or isolate individual 

informants.  Isoglosses of individual lexical features do show less 

coincidence with lines of greatest differentiation in basic vocabu- 

lary than do those of phonemic features. 

(3) Phonetic features are useful in singling out individuals 

within dialect areas, but individual lexical features much less so, 

since these latter tend to criss-cross in a bewildering variety of 

ways.  The distance counts serve not only as useful rough estimates 

of dialect distance, but also as surprisingly sensitive Instruments 

for the singling out of individuals (informants or recorders) pecul- 

iar in some striking way. 

Bach of the instruments has its own special advantages^ léxico- 

statistics for general distance counts and relative distributional 

statements, isoglosa plotting for finer sub-divisions and specifica- 

tion of individual peculiarities Indicated by the lexicostatlstlcal 

figures. Dialect geography will certainly benefit by the addition 



of lexicostatistical techniques, and cultural anthropology will 

benefit by the application of both to a specification of socio- 

cultural groups and of individuals vithin such groups.  It may 

eventually be possible to construct sensitive linguistic Indices 

to socio-cultural differentiation which will come to be indis- 

pensable tools to the cultural anthropologist. 

hlorma.* A. McQoowr) 
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List 1 :   Tzeltal - Tzotzil Vocabularies 

Basic Vocabularies 

(100 «Basic Minimal 200 - Basic Full 201 - Cultural) 

Town 

SAW  ANDRES 

OXCHUC 

YALCUC 

CHAMAL 

CHANAL 

CHANAL 

CHANAL 

AMATENAN00 

AMATENANGO 

AGUACATENANGO 

AGUACATENANGO 

AGUACATENANGO 

LAS ROSAS 

SAN BARTOLO 

SAN BARTOLO 

SAN BARTOLO 

SAN BARTOLO 

SAN BARTOLO 

SAN BARTOLO 

20 CHENALHO 

51 OXCHUC 

82 OXCHUC 

Barrio Informant Recorder 

me 

mes 

Tapete ítems 

600 

600 

SAS nam k 600 

hamaltik SJH nam 1 100 

hamaltik NGK mg 100 

hamaltik AGL mg 100 

•alantik MEG nam k 600 

DL mn 100 

JL nam k 600 

% bm 600 

JP nam k 600 

SH nam h 6Q0 

PC nam k 600 

Pimienta BfL nam 100 

San Pedro PC nam 100 

Convento MS Jvb 200 

Convento MT nam h 600 

Convento BH ar 100 

San Sebastián FJ ar 100 

Others 

VLC nam 2 140 

Tzunun HGL nam*) 1375 

Aurora ALG nam f 11 
1375 
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THE SMALL SCALE ECONOMY: THE CONTEXT OF 
ECONOMIC CHOICE 

Manning Nash 
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In the anthropological study of the economies of peasant and 

primitive societies three kinds of general problems are recurrent.  The 

first and most pressing task is that of estimating magnitudes of economic 

activities.  Most of the small scale economies in which field work is 

done are only partially monetized, and it is a considerable task to describe 

empirically the level of economic activity and to quantify it.  Providing 

the field study generates the basic data on the level and flow of goods and 

services, tke other analytical problem remain.. What is the mechanism or 

social organization which accounts for the given level and changes in that 

level? As a rule the market is not the predominant allocating and coordin- 

ating organization it is in larger, complex, monetized economies.  The 

stipulation of the framework of economic activity leads to questions 

concerning the relationship of the economic sub-system to the total social 

system.  This area of the relationship of economy and society is most 

properly the core of anthropological concern.  For after all, social anthro- 

pologists are committed to descriptions, analyses, and perhaps explanations of 

cultures and societies as natural systems, not to economic, political, tech- 

nological, artistic, or religious phenomena per se.  These substantive fields 

of human activity are avenues to the understanding of whole social and 

cultural systems. 

By an examination of the economy of peasant Indians in the state of 

Chiapas, Mexico,  I hope to show, in part, how the structure and function of 

a small scale non-Western economy is described in the course of field work, 

and to indicate how the more general questions of social and economic organiza- 

tion are raised in the process. 



In southeastern Chiapas, Tzeltal and Tzotzil speaking Indians are 

the predominant population.  One Tzeltal community is that of Amatenango 

de Valle. Amatenango is a municipio situated just off the Pan-American 

highway some 44 kilometers south of the region's largest Mexican city. 

Amatenango has a reputation as a wealthy and independent community.  Its 

people call themselves TzontafeiL  they wear a distinct costume; their mode 

of speech is dialectically distinct from neighboring Tzeltal speaking com- 

munities; they are nearly endogamous; they have economic specialities; a local 

civil administration, and a particular calendar of sacred and secular festi- 

vals.  They are a corporate community, united by blood and custom, living on 

their own territory, with an ethnic distinctiveness which sets them apart in 

their minds, and in fact, from their Indian neighbors and the superordinate 

communities of Mexicans which surround them. 

Amatenango makes its living by cultivating the soil, cattle raising 

and by producing pottery.  Agriculture is carried on by men with a relatively 

low level technology.  The ox-drawn plow, the machete, the digging stick, the 

sickle, and a net bag make up the tool kit.  A simple irrigation system of 

ditching serves some of the land, and some land is rotated between milpa 

crops ( corn, beans, squash) and wheat. Fertilizer is not used, but some 

nutrient is returned to the soil when cattle are turned loose in the fields 

after harvest, and when the fields are burned to clear them the ash is left. 

Seed selection is not rigorous.  The agricultural complex also includes 

garden plots near house sites, as distinct from field lands.  The garden 

plots are used for milpa also, but their chief economic significance lies in 

the growing of chayóte, a squash-like cucurbit, and its root which are sold 

to other communities.  The maguey plants, lima and avocado trees supply domes- 

tically used produce. 



The agricultural basis of the community does not, by itself, 

maintain Amatenango at its expected level of living.  Pottery making is 

an important component in meeting the customary standard.  Of the 278 house- 

holds in the town center of Amatenango, only two or three are not engaged 

in the production of pottery for sale.  Pottery making is a community 

specialization, not an individual skill.  All women who are born in, and 

grow up in Amatenango know how uj and do mstee pots. At least this holds true 

for the four basic kinds of pottery, water containers, carrying jugs, 

small and large bowls, and jars.  Although women are the makers of pottery, 

the pottery is not considered, and is not, strictly a women's product.  Men 

bring the firewood necessary for the firing of the pottery,and men take the 

pottery to points of sale.  Pottery requires male and female cooperation, 

and women feel that pottery is a joint product dependent upon male aid. 

Some of the more specialized kinds of pottery (pitchers, comales, incense 

burners, perforated pots) are made by many, but not all, households, and 

some items sold almost exclusively to Ladinos (as non-f.ndians are called in 

the region), like flower pots, or charcoal burning braziers are restricted to 

a very few families. 

The technology of pottery making is simple and inexpensive.  As the 

skills come to the women potters in the process of being socialized into 

Amatenango and so provide every household with the art, so the technology is 

priced within the reach of even the poorest household in the community.  In 

making pottery, no wheel, or mold, or oven, or purchased materials are required. 

Pottery is a hand industry.  The clay, the temper, the pigment, the scraping 

stone and the wood used in firing, all come from communal resources and are 

open to every member of Amatenango equally.  No payment and no special 

permission is needed to use these resources.  Community membership gives free 



(except for the labor involved) access to the materials of pottery making. 

The purchased part of technology (a steel blade for sraplng, a smooth board 

for resting pot bases, a burlap bag or skirt under the potter's knees, net 

bags, pots to hold water and pigment) cost under three dollars. 

There exist wide variations in the output of different pottery making 

households. Estimating the range of variation in output and finding the reasons 

for output differences became the first field task.  In a preliterate culture 

devices for recording quantitative information need to be invented by the 

2 
investigator.  A chart, with drawings of the various kinds of pots together 

with a calendar was placed in four households.  In one household a daily record 

covering the entire year was obtained, and in the other three households lesser 

periods, ranging from several to one month were recorded. This information 

is supplemented by observations on pottery making in several dozen households, 

and is checked against the complete census of the community, so that the 

typicality of the sample can be judged. At any rate, the problem of getting 

the gross community output of pottery was not the major research interest 

(though a reasoned and plausible, estimate could be. constructed from the data 

in hand). The problem was to approximate the limits of output variability 

and to pin these down to a set of factors which could be called the determinants 

of production. The determinants of production, when known, would then indicate 

the "controlling mechanism" regulating the pottery industry, and by extension, 

the economic life of the community. 

Figure I is a composite picture of the production of one of the most in- 

tensive producers of pottery in the community.  The solid line represents common 

household pottery made all year around, the dash line is household pottery made by 

many, but not all households; and the line of dots is pottery made only on special 



order or occasion.  An inspection of Figure I shows that pottery making tends 

to reach its peaks just prior to the major festal occasions in the community 

and in surrounding communities.  This follows the expected pattern.  Since 

pottery making is a cash raising activity, sold in an impersonal market, the 

festal occasions are the times when Amatenang-jeroi need money, and they are 

the times when the largest demand from visitors to a local fiesta may be 

expected.  This is not the time of maximum price of pottery.  The first 

determinant of output then is the rhythm of sacred and secular celebration 

which require cash outlay. 

Within the pattern of orienting effort to the festal calendar, there 

is a climatic and seasonal rhythm reflected in output figures.  In the rainy 

months less pottery is made generally than in the dry sunny times of the 

year.  However in January and February, dry sunny months, there is high wind 

which complicates the drying of pottery (because the pottery must be kept 

under leaves to keep moisture in it until it is ready for firing) and hence 

reduces output in those months.  This general pattern of seasonal flux is 

common to all households, and so is the peak and trough pattern of production 

along with fiestas. 

Figure I establishes the general rhythm of pottery production, and 

Figure II compares differences in the level of production among three house- 

holds (the week8 of the year can be compared for the households). Household 

#6 outproduces Household #14, and Household #13 outproduces both #6 and #14 

(the numbers refer to a map and census of the community which is not here 

included).  Each of the households is differently constituted in numbers of 

potters in it.  Household #13 has four potters (two young women, one middle 

aged, and one old).  Household #6 has two potters (one young and one middle 

aged women), and #14 has two potters (one young and one middle aged).  There- 



fore the sheer number of hands which can be mustered in #13 is greater 

and helps explain its greater output.  Furthermore #14 and #6 have small 

children, under three years of age, in the household, and #13 does not. 

Child care and household maintenance compete with pottery making for a 

woman's time, so the small child is a further brake on production in these 

other two households. 

Inspection of Figure II shows that four women produce more than twice 

as much as two women (even adjusting for children).  Part of this is an 

"economy of scale." Pottery production has some assembly line aspects.  Women 

work on a part of a pot, making bases, then they turn to making bodies, then 

to making necks, and finally to putting handles on the pot.  Between these 

operations the pots are partially dried.  If there are four women, the 

division of labor is better, and relative efficiency of the producing unit 

rises.  Beyond four, not much increase occurs.  But the differences in out- 

put between #6 and #14 are such that sheer numbers of hands will not serve 

as an explanation.  The factor of relative efficiency, or of skill, is so 

nearly matched in these households, that it does not really enter as a factor 

in the account of production differences. 

If the households are ranked in terms of landholding, or land at 

the disposable of the household, it becomes apparent that there is a connection 

between the wealth of the household and its level of pottery output. Wealthier 

households produce less per woman, than do poorer households.  The motivation 

to work at the top of the bent is stronger in poorer households, because 

alternative sources of income are less, and more of the family's subsistence 

must come from pottery making.  Land, of course, needs men to work it, and 

household #13 has but one old man, and he can not work much land, or lay 

claim to government grant lands (ejido) of any considerable size. 
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In richer households (in terms of land and cattle owned) there is 

sufficient milpa raised that corn need not be bought, and the need for 

continuous cash income is not so pressing.  This also has a circular effect: 

richer households tend to be able to keep more children alive; with more 

children to care for, women devote less time to pottery.  Conversely poorer 

households depend upon pottery income, have fewer living children, and less 

experience with prolonged periods of little or no pottery production. 

The rate of output is determined on two levels: 

1. that common to the whole society (technology, resources, 
seasons, and social cycle) 

2. the organization and wealth differences among producing 
units (number of women, number of children under three, 
number of men and amount of land and cattle owned) 

These second level determinants of production continue to be 

operative because of the whole social and economic organization of Amatenango . 

The units of production are households, and the households are kinship units. 

As a kinship unit, membership comes only by being born or marrying into the 

unit.  The household unit, with its kinship mechanisms of recruitment sets 

the size of the "labor force" available for pottery making.  No one hires out 

to do pottery for wages, since pottery making is only part of a woman's job as 

a member of a household (and even if a wage were paid it could not cover all 

activities and still yield anything to an employer).  Amatenango's kinship 

system is one of nearly perfectly balanced bilateralism. What attracts a man 

or woman to live either with his or her parents in the same household (after 

marriage) is a combination of personal tastes and wealth of the household 

So wealthier households can attract either sons-in-law or daughters-in-law 

to live with them, and have a slightly larger labor force potential.  But 

the absence of wage labor in a household production system limits any given 

unit's ability to expand in pottery activities. 



Furthermore, since pottery production is household organized, there 

are activities competing with pottery making. The chief task of a household 

is that of maintaining itself and supporting its members., Economic 

activities are but one field in which maintenance needs are met.  Internal 

family social relations, the socialization of members, sickness and curing, 

religious activity, social status, and dispute settlement are tasks partly 

centered in the family and household organization. Economic activity, be 

it pottery production or agriculture, is a means to implement some of the 

other aspects of family and household goals.  It is not an instance of 

conflicting standards when a woman with small children stops pottery making, 

but rather a case of clear priorities. 

Some anthropologists have compared a household to a firm, and tried 

to see how, given its resources, it moves to maximize production.  I think 

the analogy badly grounded in most instances and certainly erroneous in 

Amatenango. The context of economic choice in Amatenango places calculation 

in the framework of a multi-purposed social organization, which unlike a firm 

cannot liquidate, if it makes poor calculations. Households, or more pre- 

cisely the members of them, in Amatenango, are as acutely aware as we are of 

relative costs and are keenly sensitized to economic gain. When marketing their 

pottery they flow to San Cristobal Las Casas, or Comitan, or Villa Las Rosas, 

or other points of sale in accord with price differentials. They closely question 

men returning from the various places as to prevailing prices and act accordingly. 

Price is on every tongue and is a topic of unending interest. Amatenangueros 

are "rational economic actors:  in the sense of bringing means and ends to- 

gether, only their ends are values other than (or in addition to) maximization 

of a given single magnitude.  In Max Weber's terms, they exhibit Wertrationalitat, 

where firms in a competitive market economy can be expected to exhibit 

ii 

Zweckrationalitat. 



The households, of course, form a social system.  And the social 

system operates so that households orient to the prevailing value system, 

on the one hand, and remain fairly equivalent in wealth, on the other. 

Social or economic classes are kept from polarizing.  Figure III gives a 

land distribution chart based upon self reported wealth.  This suffers from 

underestimation and deliberate concealment of assets, but serves to 

approximate the shape of the real distribution of land.  Land is the best 

index to wealth.  Inspection of Figure III shows a clustering of the 

fortunes of the people:  there are few rich and there are few poor.  And the 

rich do not expect x>  found dynasties, nor do the poor expect to carry 

poverty over generations. 

The features of social life which account for the relative economic 

homogeneity of the community can be conceptualized in the notion of a 

levelling mechanism.  Levelling mechanisms are ubiquitous  devices in 

peasant economies of the scale of Amatenango.   Not only do they insure 

a "democracy of poverty" but they serve to inhibit economic expansion of 

any given unit within the society under the threat of expulsion or sacral 

retribution.  The levelling mechanism rests first on the absolute level of 

wealth in the community.  Amatenango's low level technology and its restricted 

land base impose severe limits on the wealth of the society as a whole, and 

for households and individuals a correspondingly low level of wealth. No 

household is so rich that the spectre of poverty is not a real possibility 

in the wake of long illness or a sustained run of bad luck.  Given a relatively 

low level of absolute wealth, the inheritance mechanism tends to fragment 

such estates as are accumulated.  In Amatenango inheritance is bilateral, 

which equal  inheritance for all of the off-spring (although there are special 

prerogatives of women in inheriting houses and house sites, and of men in 

receiving horses and cattle).  Land tends to be evenly distributed. 
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The process of inheritance scrambles land holdings among sons and 

daughters even before death of the head of a household.  Reinforcing the 

technical and economic levelling factors are other social means inhibiting 

accumulation of wealth or capital.  There are a series of offices a man (as 

a representative of a family) must serve in.  This hierarchy of civil and 

religious offices is a drain on work time, and uses up some of the resources 

of the household.  Its offices are unpaid, and since a man must serve in 12 

such offices before he is relieved of communal service, they are a continuing 

cost all through his adult, productive life. 

Another social mechanism reducing accumulation is the institution of 

the alférez.  The alférez office, of which there are four to be filled every 

year, is a ritual and sacred office filled by a younger man.  The cost of this 

office is, in terms of Amatenango's wealth, exorbitant.  The alféreces 

expend more than the annual income of even the richest Amatenanga>D in 

feasting a group of neighbors, relatives, and officers of the hierarchy, ix 

the great consumption of liquor nú:  the renting of the special costumes. 

Before the Alférez feasts weeks of preparation for it occupy the household. 

Women are making pottery to use for the cooking the larger amounts of 

special food, and can not make pottery for sale.  Men of the household spend 

their time making liquor in the hills near Amatenango.  And members of the 

bilateral kindred come in to aid in the pottery making and liquor distilling. 

Undertaking the post of Alférez leave the family in reduced straits and with 

depleted assets. 

Alféreces are selected by the officials of the civil and religious 

hierarchy, and the selection is almost strictly on ability to pay.  So the 

richer households have this levy against them in consequence of their 

prosperity.  In a community like Amatenango it is nearly impossible to conceal 

one's wealth--the cows and horses one owns are visible, the land cultivated 
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are public knowledge, and the health of one's children is? a reliable 

index to adequate diet.  Strong negative sanctions—witchcraft gossip, 

«nvy/ would be consequent on a refusal to accept the post of Alférez when 

it was proferred. 

These things together: 

1. low level of technology and limited land 

2. fragment of estate by inheritance 

3. time and resources expenditure in communal office 

4. forced expenditure in ritual by the wealthy 

combine to keep the fortunes of various households nearly equivalent, and to 

maintain the shift of family fortunes throughout time.  In addition, the 

business of marrying is expensive, and uses household resources.  Nobody 

gains goods in exchanges like marriage payment, or alférez feasts, or 

payments for dispute settlement.  The use of liquor as the medium of payment-- 

the completely consumable good—precludes accumulation. 

Not only are households in a situation where maximization of an 

output or income dimension is unfeasible because of their social structure, 

but should a given household decide on the course of maximization or be 

lucky or exceedingly skilled in its economic operations, the "levelling 

mechanism" come into play to minimize differences.  In short Amatenango 

present a socioeconomy where wealth is not easily turned to technical and 

economic uses, but is drained by the social and religious constitution of the 

culture. 

Behind, and sanctioning, the social and religious organization of 

Amatenango is a system of pervasive belief in witchcraft. Witchraft befalls 

those who violate the norms of familial and household harmony, who do not 

get along with neighbors, who are rich but not generous, who refuse communal 
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obligations, who become outstanding in some dimension which violates 

the corporate nature of the community or upsete  its tendency for economic 

homogeneity. 

Amatenangooros perhaps would not formulate the principles of witch- 

craft in this manner, but they certainly behave as if their actions were 

in fact governed by these premises. Witohcraft as a means of sanction is not 

an easy thing to live with, and at least one Amatenangaero is killed every 

two months for being a practitioner of witchcraft.  But the tension between 

economic expansion and social coercion is apparently not so strong that 

the system appears in immediate or even remote danger of falling under its 

own weight. 

Amatenanguaros are on the whole a relatively cheerful, easy going 

people, and apparently not given much to mental troubles or to psychoses. 

They have, at least the men do, a high preference for leisure as against 

work outside of the traditional agriculture.  This fits well with the opera- 

tion of the levelling mechanism and its inhibition on accumulation. 

Amatenango men do not work much in the nearby lowland plantation economies of 

the Mexican coffee and sugar cane growers.  They prefer to spend their free 

time hunting field rats, or rabbits, or just sitting in their patios and 

drinking. 

A few conclusions on the nature of the problem of raising the level 

of wealth or the "economic development" of communities like Amatenango may 

be hazarded in the Ight at vat. foregoing analysis of the structure and function 

of the small scale economy. 

In Amatenango, and in other peasant communities of which I have 

knowledge, economic motivation, economic understanding, or calculation of a 

course of action in rough terms of alternative costs are not lacking (what- 

ever they may be in some communities in, say African.  Technology is simple, 

and technological skills are not highly developed, and the educational and 
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literary basis for their development is not present in the community, or readily 

available to it. But the large obstacles to growth are in the areas of 

capital, credit and social organization.  If my analysis of the factors 

underlying output is correct, then household units of production are 

relatively inefficient as a social basis for economic expansion, and a social 

and religious system which inhibits accumulation, or drains accumulated re- 

sources into non-productive channels is not a propitious context for economic 

growth. Witchcraft, and its associated belief pattern, is the largest, most 

formidable obstacle to economic growth in a community like Amatenango. 

I have attempted to specify the social and cultural features of 

economic choice in a small scale, non-Western society. By starting with 

the quantitative, economic facts of daily life, it is possible to trace out 

the aspects of society and culture which set the framework in which individuals 

and social units seek their ends. The kind of analysis done in social 

anthropology, if it follows this procedure, converts the facts of economic 

choice into social choice.  The conversion of economic choice into social 

choice stems from the extension of relevant context of choice making to the 

non-economic spheres. What appears as "capricious" or "traditional" from a 

strictly economic perspective, makes sense in the wider context of choice. 

In small scale societies, the facts of interconnection of economy and 

society and their reciprocal interaction need not be bracketed away in the 

abstract language of formal economic analysis, nor do social units and 

cultural norms need to be divorced from their economic consequences. Economic 

anthropology is not so much the reformulation of the principles of economics 

as it is the small scale model for the empirical stipulation of the kinds of 

social contexts in which economic principles operate. 



Footnotes 

Field work was carried on from July to September, 1958, and from July to 
December, 195°. I am indebted to the Graduate School of Business, University of 
Chicago, the Instituto Nacional Indigenista of Mexico, the Department of Anthro- 
pology, University of Chicago, and the National Institute of Mental Health for 
their support of the field work. 

2 
I am deeply indebted to June Nash for devising the charts. She shares 

equally in the gathering of data here presented, and her advice and criticism 
of this manuscript has added substantially to whatever merit it possesses. 

3 
The concept of "levelling mechanism" is spelled out in M. Nash, 

Machine Age Maya.Free Press, 1958 and in "Some Social and Cultural Aspects 
of Economic Development." Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol. VII, 
January lMS^BÍprU 137'-50 

u 
Hoyt, E., "Economic Sense and the East African Impressions of a Visiting 

American Economist," Africa (1957) pip-' - 165-69. Perhaps an anthropologist's 
impressions would attribute tfOfti economic sense than did Professor Hoyt. 

C. S. Belshaw,  Changing Melanesia,Oxford, 195U, develops a parallel, 
conception of "social choiceT" 
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Figure III 

Size of Landholdings, by households 
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A  PRELIMINARY  EVALUATION 
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INSTITUTIONALIZED  SOCIAL  CONTROL 

AND  ITS  CONTRIBUTION  TO  CULTURAL  PLURALISM 

IN  THE 

HIGHLANDS  OF  CHIAPAS 
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A Preliminary Evaluation of Institutionalized Social 
Control and its Contribution to Cultural Pluralism 
in the Highlands of Chiapas^ 

In the present paper I will examine the institutionalized mechanisms of 

social control in a Tzeltal community with reference to the degree to ivhich they 

have "encouraged" or "discouraged" the absorption of these Indians into ladino 

culturee A general point I hope to make serves as a necessary corrective to the 

point of view expressed by Freed (1957i55) who besides asserting that acculturation 

may be equated with cultural disintegration suggests that an ethnic group will 

be assimilated unless it makes «a conscious, organized effort to preserve those 

aspects of its culture which it values most highly»w(Ibid) In contrast my view is 

that a wperpetuative~rational nativistic movement* is a special case of resiste1 acs 

to acculturation» To set up ideal type cases for a general •theory" of accultura- 

tion with reference to the variation found in this type of nativistic movement 

prematurely closes off many fruitful avenues of inquiry» One such avenue is 

summed up by the following propositions The traditional patterns of social 

interaction may be preserved,, not for manifest considerations of an ideological 

nature, but for such functional considerations as power, status, and maintenance 

of group life in a threatening milieu. 

The Indians we studied in Chiapas have no perpetuative rational nativistic 

movement yet they have maintained a style of life which remain» distinctive from 

that of the ladinos» These Indians do not appear to me to be intent upon maintain- 

ing any set of central values» In fact there are some aspects of ladino culture 

which they value and would wish to make their own. I will examine one aspect of 

the social organization of the town which appears to contribute to its continuing 

autonomy, namely the institutionalized mechanisms of social control., 

In the first section of the paper, I will briefly describe the relevant 

socio-cultural aspects of the town, after which the relation of the tovm to the 

larger political entities of municipio, state, and nation will be described„ In 

the second section of the paper I will offer a description of the traditional 
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modes of social control and will review an attempt to change these modes. In 

the third section I will summarize the materials and suggest some hypotheses whose 

generality extends beyond the case under consideration. 

A Brief Summary of Some of the Socio-Cultural Aspects of Aguacatenango. 

Aguacatenango is a closed grid-iron community of Tzeltal speaking Indians 

lying on the southwestern scarp of the highlands in Chiapas. The town has a 

population of about 1,000 people. The only ladinos who stay for any length of time 

in th8 town are 3 school teachers. Around the central plaza of the town are 

grouped the public buildings; the church, the cabildo (town hall) and the store. 

The church is the physical expression of the religious center of the town» 

Within it are housed a series of representations of saints, the principal one of 

which is the patron of the town (Virgin of the Nativity). The saints have the 

power to secure the well being of the town and its individual memberc. They do 

not rule wisely, however, unless they are celebrated with ritual and rejoicing. 

There is a formal organization of mayordomos invested with the reaponsi oi-lity to 

oversee the ceremonies of the saints. Individuals, too, may seek guidance and 

aid from the saints. They go to the saints with gifts of candles, incense and 

money in time of need. 

Besides the cult of the saints housed in the church, there are particular 

aspects of the environment outside of the town which are thought capable of doing 

good or evil and thus are propitiated. The caves are said to have "owners" (chauk) 

who can steal peoples' spirits but who also can aid in growing crops and in 

hunting. In turn, animals can be personifications of naguals—spirits of men 

who can kill or disable their enemies. Specified plants have powerful curative 

effects when properly incorporated into the ritual of curing, the practitioners 

of which are the curanderos. 

The community is the largest unit for which the members feel a sense of 

solidarity. This solidarity is founded in part on certain characteristics 
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which are unique to the community: persons within the community dress in a 

distinctive way from all of the neighboring Indian and ladino communities; 

their speech is sufficiently apart from the other dialects of Tzeltal to make 

them aware that theirs is a separate speech community,. Community endogamy and 

'a relatively large amount of operating autonomy in political and religiouB matters 

tend to enforce this alsoo 

Community solidarity is also founded on the quality of the interaction that 

takes place between members of Aguacatenango and members of other communities— 

either ladino or Indian. While interaction within the community tends to be 

functionally diffuse, interaction outside of the community tends to be 

functionally specific, most characteristically economic» In the case of inter- 

action with ladinos there is furthermore a strong status distinction in favor of 

the ladinosa 

Formally recognized social classes are not present in Aguacatenango although 

there is some difference in the distribution of wealths Any surplus tends to 

be redistributed among the members of the community at times of fiestas rather 

than being focused upon the purchase of new goods * 

Localized groups of people tend to be related patrilineally» Sons live with 

or near their fathers. Daughters marry out of this group but generally live 

within a few blocks of their parents« Two types of household may be distinguishedo 

Ihe extended household has three generations of patrilineally related males 

living in it while the nuclear household has only two generationsa    For most of 

the day to day decisions the oldest male in the household has jural authority 

over all its members» It is he who directs the economic organization of the 

household and controls the allocation of scares goodss He controls whatever 

property or other durable goods the household may own» 

While the individual households have a certain amount of jural and economic 

independence, we must return to the local group and the neighborhood as the 

spatial units of associations! interaction» 
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¡    Generally the closest affective ties between individuals outside of the 

] household are those between kinsmen who live in the local groups» These I will 

1 henceforth designate as lineages» Important affective ties are also formed 

¡ between lineages which are spatially contiguous-  Nor are these two classes of 

i as8ociates completely distinct since it is not uncommon that neighbors become 

I affinal relatives» 

The lineage is the primary reference group for anyone of the patrilineally 

related kinsmene. Advice may be sought from the oldest male member of the kin 

group* It will probably be he who is spokesmen for the lineage in the matters 

of interest or cooperation between some or sJJL of the lineages in the town.. 

However fl his decision making powers are limited in that for each matter at hand 

his view must be that expressed by all the heads of households within the 

lineage» 

Between the household and lineage and the community there stand territorial 

subdivisions which divide the town into two sides or barriosu    While the full 

functioning of the barrios has not been wholly clarified, I can set forth the 

following minimal characteristicss they tend to be endogamousj the land in the 

town is divided roughly into two halves and the members of each barrio work 

only in the half that ••belongs" to the barrio; four or five of the most respected 

principales (elders) in each of the barrios form a Mboard of governors" for the 

towno Among their duties as advisors, they rule on who is acceptable for the 

cargos (offices) in the municipal governments 

The daily political decisions of the town are made by the ayuntamiento, It 

has sixteen members whose titles are as followsj Agente Municipal; Suplente; Juez 

Primeros Juez Suplentet Sindico Municipal; Jefe de Cuartel; Regidor 2/o; Regidor 3/o; 

üSgidor 4/0; and seven Comisionados» The first nine members constitute the 

decision making body» the last seven are the 'hands and feet»of the government, 

Porforming errands and services as requiredo 
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The daily political decisions may be conceived of as maintenance decisions» 

They fall in three areas in each area of which there exists an unwritten code 

of rules which is generally known to all adulta in the town^ In the area of 

law the ayuntamiento adjudicates in those cases of private or public delicts 

which are brought before them by either the plaintiff or defendenté Not all 

infractions are brought before the ayuntamiento; some are settled by the persons 

involved and others are taken directly to the ladino court in Venustiano 

Carranza a 

The second area is that of public works and tax collection,» The ayuntamiento 

is responsible for the upkeep of public buildings„ trails and a piece of land 

which is farmed as a source of community income» They are furthermore respon- 

sible for the collection of the limosna, a tax which is levied on a3I house- 

holds preceding saints» days* fiestass The major portion of the limosna is 

spent by the mayordomos of the church and is turned over to them once collectedu 

The third area is that which relates the town to the ladino world* The 

ayuntamiento is responsible to send vital statistics to the cabecera (county 

seat) of the municipio (county) each month„    It is responsible to see that 

the taxes are paid on the ejido lands. It furthermore represents the town when 

special requests are made by ladinos; when engineers wish to resurvey the communal 

land, when politicians want the people of ine town to vote in an election, etc. 

The ayuntamiento cannot make political decisions which would change the 

unwritten code of rules nor can they make decisions which commit the people to 

action or expenditure of scarce goods outside of the maintenance areas. To 

understand how decisions are made outside of the maintenance areas is to 

understand the ultimate sources of power in the town0 

Persons are recruited into the ayuntamiento for particular jobs in terms 

of the relative amount of experience they have had and in terms of the skill 

Nith which they have discharged their previous cargosn    Experience in turn is 

defined in terms of which cargos one has held,, In the past and to some extent 

jift the present, skill has been defined in terms of how well one performed the 



maintenance functions» This in turn depended upon how well one could judge 

"character", anticipate action and adjust differences detween individuals,. 

The new slate of officers is approved each year by the principales a men who 

have taken *<n of the cargoso These men aleo form a council of elders which 

mediates each extraordinary decision which must be made by the town as a unit» 

Like the ayuntamiento,, the organization of religious functionaries is an 

age-ordered hierarchy» Of the fourteen mayordomos (two for each saint's day), 

those of San Sebastian and Santa Cruz direct the activities of the others, 

and these are characteristically old men» Other saints» days for which there 

are mayordomos are Todos Santos, San Martin, San Antonio, Virgen da la Natividad, 

and Virgen del Rosario*. The mayordomos as a group are responsible for the 

upkeep of the church, the maintenance of the priest, and the discharging of the 

various duties associated with the celebration of thd saints» days (ringing of 

bells* firing of cohetes, public drunkenness, etc»)0 Contrasted with that of 

the ayuntamiento, the function of this group almost entirely involves the 

manipulation of objects rather than people, and the skill most highly enjoined 

is an operating knowledge of the procedure for the religious-festive celebrations„ 

This contrast holds good even to the extent that the ayuntamiento recruits 

the new mayordomos and levies the limosnas. The civil and religious organiza- 

tions are closely interrelated» For any particular individual„ recruitment tends 

to be first into one and then into the other with three- to four-year rest 

periods ^ betueen cargos. As seen by ladino eyes, Aguaciitenango is an insigni- 

ficant political entity in the state of Chiapas„    It is an agencia in a 

municipio the cabecera of which is Venustiano Carranza» Neither does it 

contribute in nor (until recently) has it been a recipient of the benefits that 

the state and nation can offer* The modification of the "until recently»» 

clause means that since the time of the Revolution the continued existence of 

the town has been guaranteed by granting to these subsistence agriculturalists 

4 portion of land» Also, certain kinds of exploitation of the Indians have 

been prohibited and in general the "external'» peace has been maintained» 
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As seen by state and federal government officials, Aguacatenango is a 

peaaant community of "inditos" whose internal and external affairs are 

governed by lawa promulgated by ladinos. In turn violations of these laws 

are punished by agents of the government—policemen, public prosecutors, judges, 

and jailors» This view is, of course, false to fact as we will try to show» 

It is my view that Aguacatenango has maintanied substantial political autonomy 

just as it has maintained considerable cultural autonomy» 

The Mechanisms of Social Control Operative in Aguacatenango* 

In the discussion which follows, we will organise our material in terms 

of a frame provided by Radcliffe-Brown (1952:212), the relevant conceptual 

distinctions being between "public delict" and "private delict" and between 

"penal sanction* and "restitutive sanction"* The concepts of public and private 

delict are set forth to substitute for the concepts of civil and criminal law, 

which do not seem to Radcliffe-Brown to be perfectly applicable to preliterate 

societies0 He uses the concepts as followst 

In any society a deed is a public delict if its occurrence normally 
leads to an organized and regular procedure by the whole community 
or by the constituted representatives of social authority, which 
results in the fixing of responsibility upon some person within the 
community and the infliction by the community or by its represen- 
tatives of some hurt or punishment upon the responsible persono 
This procedure*.«may be called the penal sanction..„(Ibid,) 

In the procedure of a law of private delicts a person or body of 
persons that has suffered some injury, loss, or damage by infringe- 
ment of recognized rights appeals to a constituted Judicial authority, 
who declares some other person or body of persons within the community 
to be responsible and rules that the defendant shall give satisfaction 
to the plaintiff, such satisfaction frequently taking the form of the 
payment of an indemnity or damages, A private delict is thus an action 
which is subject to,»» a rertitutive sanction. (Ibid. 213) 

Aguacatenango is especially interesting when viewed in the above terms because 

there appear to be relatively autonomous means for handling public as opposed 

to private delicts» In contrast to what one might suppose, serious public 

delicts appear to be handled somewhat more "'informally" than private delicts,, 

I shall describe two phases in the operation of the "law-ways" is» 

Aguacatenangoo The first9 phase S, I consider as stable in comparison to the 
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second, Phase U» Phase S covers the year* between the Carrancista revolution 

in Chiapas and 1954» while phase U includes the years of 1954 and the following 

ones* 

Phase Ss In the years which followed the revolution, Aguacatenango 

maintained a considerable amount of political autonomy from the state and 

the nation» Ms was in part a result of the fact that the town was in the 

municipio of San Bartolomé and the cabecera was a full day's walk or ride away„ 

The town was little visited by ladino officialdom» In part, also, it was the 

result of the presence in the town of a literate Indian who could assume the 

responsibilities of town secretary, a job normally held by a ladino appointee» 

The town contained within itself the highest authority to which a member could 

appeal in cases of intracommunity private or public delicts., Cases between 

Aguacatenango and other communities were sometimes handled as were intra- 

community matters (when the other party was Indian) and sometimes in the ladino 

courts (when the other party was ladino )o An interesting exception is the 

case of conflict over land, in which ladino civil engineers employed by the 

federal government, rather than the courts, played determining roles., 

Cases illustrative of the operation of social controls during this phase 

are as follows: 

I, In the early part of phase S, persons who had originally migrated 

from Aguacatenango to a portion of the town's land in the hot country proclaimed 

their independence from the town and claimed as their own a considerable portion 

of the town's land» The migrants also claimed houses on this land which the 

people of the town still used when they went to tierra caliente to work» The 

raen of Aguacatenango gathered and went to tierra caliente to fight the men of 

EL Puerto (the offshoot community), A "stick war" ensued, the men fighting with 

machetea and clubs for a day, and the result of it was that the men of El Puerto 

Nere driven off the land they had claimed; however, the battle did not finally 

settle the matter „ 
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In 1937-8, Cardenas made a trip through Chiapa3 and on his way to Comitan 

made a stop in Teopisca, a nearby market town» The Indian secretary of 

Aguacatenango asked permission to speak with him and then requested that he 

settle the land dispute» He suggested that each side be given half the land 

in question; the president agreed and the matter was closed» 

2„ A finquero, owner of La Palizada, a hilltop area near Aguacatenango, 

suddenly prohibited the people of the town from using the water from a 3pring 

on his land (a privilege they had formerly enjoyed)» The Indian secretary 

pleaded that this order be rescinded to no avail» The finquero was ambushed and 

killed by "unknown'* assailants shortly thereafteru As it worked out, this 

action was unnecessary as it was only a short time until the land was confis- 

cated by the government in the course of land reform, 

3o Two men went hunting with shotguns and crossed onto the land of a 

neighboring finca„ Soldiers who happened to be at the finca that day detained 

the man and confiscated their guns„ Under cross-examination,, one of the men 

confessed to having stolen some cattle owned by the finquero» The soldiers 

released them and they returned home. Next day the soldiers came to Aguacatenango 

with the finquero to search for the meat of the stolen cow* None was found, 

but the soldiers insisted that the ayuntamiento be responsible for paying for 

the missing cow» The Indian secretary made a hurried trip to San Bartolomé and 

there obtained a court order that the finquero present himself there in order 

to settle the matter,. The finquero was afraid to go for fear he would be killed 

and so the matter was dropped» 

These three cases show some of the ways of handling disputes between the 

community and outsiders„ Direct action on the part of the community as a 

'"hole appears to have been common when many members of the community were 

threatened, and resort to outside authority was in general a secondary measure 

only» When outside authorities came in, the town seems to have united in 

protecting the local offender even when only a few individuals were involved0 
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While we do not have a full sampling of public and private delicts within 

the community, the cases presented below give some notion of the social 

organization of lawe 

4„ A man became very sick, and his kinsmen, in consultation with the 

curanderoa accused a particular individual of causing the sickness by means of 

witchcraft* The alleged witch, fearful for his life, sought the advice of the 

principales in the ayuntamiento» They suggested that he try to cure the sick 

man0 He went to the man,8 house and tried without success., He was beaten by 

the kinsmen of the disabled man, after which he fled from the community „ 

5o, An epidemic of measles struck the town four years ago, and more than 

seventy children died within three months» When the disease was at its peak, 

the rumor spread that a black goat had been seen in the street and that it had 

disappeared into the house of a Lorenso Ms A group of men gathered, went to 

Lorenzo's house with guns and killed him. They went on to burn down his house 

and drive his wife and children out of town* His brother, who rushed to his 

defense, was wounded in the armB This brother tried to enlist the aid of the 

ayuntamiento in finding the men who had killed Lorenzo 0    The ayuntamiento did 

not help him, and the Indian secretary counselled him not to go to the ladino 

authorities „, He proceeded to do the latter, however, and the authorities in 

San Bartolomé agreed to investigate the case and punish those who had been 

party to the killing* They also advised him to leave Aguacatenango permanently, 

as they could not guarantee him protection, ÍMs he did» He is unhappy living 

in Teopisca, although his relatives come to visit him often, but he is afraid 

to return to Aguacatenango because a story has spread that he is a witch» 

During the same epidemic, a second man was driven out of town as a witch, 

This man, Sisto, came from Chanal and had lived in the community for several 

yearn¿ His house was the place of worship of a certain saint which he had brought 

"ith him and which spoke in a mysterious way0 When the disease came, the people 

^id that he had a devil rather than a saint in his house and a group of men 
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went to kill him. He cut his way out of the back of the houae and escaped to 

Aniatenango where he has lived since that time» During our stay in the community, 

he came back to petition the ayuntamiento for the right to settle in the 

community again. He followed the customary procedure and presented several 

litres of aguardiente. They accepted the liquor and granted him permission to 

settle in the town. He chose to settle in the barrio opposite to the one from 

which he had been driven» He paid his limosna for the coming fiesta. He did 

not move in immediately, and there were public denunciation» of him by the 

people of the barrio from which ho had fled» People said that he was a witch 

and that he eats children, and they promised to kill him should he return,, 

6„ A boy from barrio 2 proposed to a girl from barrio 1, and she accepted 

despite the fact that she already had a novio in her own barrio» During a fiesta, 

nhen people were drinking, boys from barrio 1 began to argue with the boy from 

barrio 2., The latter was joined by companions from his side and in a very short 

time men, women, and children had gathered from both sides» There was a lot 

of shouting and people pulled out the fence poles of the school to brandish 

in the air. The men threw their sombreros in the air and shouted insults. In 

time, the excitement died down and no -one was hurt except one young man who had 

a swollen jaw from a blow with a pole» 

7. In the year that Octaviano was presidente, a man came to borrow the 

coaimunity branding-iron to brand a horse. He wanted to take the iron to EL 

Puerto, but Octaviano said that he should bring the horse to Aguacatenango» The 

man came back in a few days saying that his horse was now in the community; 

Octaviano gave him the iron. The next day word came from Pinola that a man had 

stolen a horse and had been caught in the act of branding it with the Aguacatenango 

brand. The man was fined 60 pesos in Pinola and released» Instead of returning 

to Aguacatenango, he fled» The ayuntamiento ordered that the man should pay 

another 60 pesos fine to them for having abused the privilege of using the 

community branding iron» When the man did not return, they put his brother in 
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jail and confiscated his saddle and shotgun» His wife soon came to pay the 

fine, after which the brother was released and the confiscated goods returned* 

The cases above are illustrations of one private delict (A.) and three 

public onesj the private one was handled by the kinsmen of the individuals 

concerned, while the public ones were settled either by means of direct action 

by the community or by formal action by the ayuntamiento. More light on the 

operation of justice in Aguacatenango can be gained through an examination 

of the changes attempted and the degree of continuity maintained during phase U* 

In 1954» the Indian secretary retired» He was replaced by a ladino 

schoolteacher, who performed his job in such a way as to be re-elected for the 

two succeeding years,, In the third year, a man was elected presidente who was 

a compadre of the teacher and, more important, who respected the opinion of the 

teacher more than that of the elders in the villagea Together he and the teacher 

decided to "improve" the town» In general, the reforms followed a pattern the 

sources of which can be traced to certain views of the teacher. These included 

1) a legalistic interpretation of ladino law, which supposed that people who 

commit crimes are morally bad and must be punished by force or threats of force; 

2) a belief that Indians could be made "good citizens" only if they could be 

forced to go to school and pattern their lives on the ladino models; and 

3) an opinion that Aguacatenango should become more tightly integrated into the 

ladino political organization whose operating center was San Bartolomé» 

The teacher had begun to operationalize these views some years earlier 

when he encouraged the younger men in the cjmmunity to insist that they be 

given responsible cargos in the ayuntamiento» This reflects his opinion that 

the old men were too conservative and did no work for progress» The office of 

presidente began to be held by younger men in 1953» presumably under his influencea 

«ith a compadre as presidente, the reform began in earnest» People were for- 

bidden to resell aguardiente in their homest  because this was against the law 

4nd also because it encouraged prolonged drunkenness after the fiesta had passed» 
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The ayuntamiento invited (!) soldiers to come once a month from San Bartolomé 

to aid the government in enforcing the peace* For offenses which were committed, 

fines were raised and serious offenses were referred to the ladino authorities. 

The presidente openly made moral judgments of offenders and tended to support 

his more acculturated compatriots against those who were more conservative. He 

engaged in negotiations with ladinos concerning the purchase of land, and he 

paid a bribe to an engineer (with the community's money) in one of these 

situations,, 

The people of the town appeared to accept the changes until the end of 

the yearo It was at this time that the presidente»s life was threatened^ In 

the October annual election, he was not re-elected, as the teacher had hoped, 

and the teacher was not reappointed secretary» Furthermore, one of the first 

acts of the new ayuntamiento was to advise the secretary of education in Tuxtla 

that the teacher should be transferred to another town* The old Indian secretary 

was supplicated to come out of retirement and resume the responsibilities of 

secretary, and he did so. The new ayuntamiento called a meeting early in the 

year and asked the people for a mandate, saying that they did not wish to 

make enemies of their neighbors, but to serve the town» In all of these acts 

we think we see a retrenching of the political organization and a reaffirmation 

of the traditional modes of justice» 

The following cases seem to demonstrate both the radical elements in the 

administration and the conservative reaction of the townspeople to the judicial 

innovations o 

1. A man found that his pig was missing, and after searching all day for 

it he found the carcass in a field nearby» It was apparent that the pig had 

been shot, and some of the flesh had been taken,, The man reported the matter 

to the president* and asked that the culprit be founda The presidente, knowing 

that only a few men in town had shotguns, set out with a few other members of 

| the ayuntamiento to make a systematic search of the houses of these men0 In 

the second house they visited, they found the remains of the pig» The owner 
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of the house admitted, after some discussion, that he had killed the pig, 

though he claimed that he did not know that the sow had an owner» He agreed 

to go to Jail, and there he stayed overnight. The following morning he told 

the ayuntamiento that a friend had shared in the killing of the pig» The 

presidente sent comisionados to bring the accomplice to the cabildo. He refused 

to come, and only after the presidente and the senior members of the ayuntamiento 

went to request it did he agree» The two men were immediately fined in equal 

amounts for the cost of the sow^ 200 pesos, and their shotguns were confiscated o 

Then they were released» Public opinion was that the fine was too high, and 

when the presidente*s life was threatened it was rumored that the threat came 

from one of these men» 

2* Early in the year, a man lost a colt. He hunted for it for several 

months and finally found it in the yard of another man» He brought the colt 

to the cabildo and asked the ayuntamiento to call the man in whose yard he 

had found it» Two comisionados went out and came back with the man, who claimed 

that he had bought the colt from a youth in La Palizada (a neighboring community) a 

Comisionados were sent to get him and came back with his .father, who denied that 

his son had stolen the horse» The father was put in jail until the son should 

arrive o The latter came the next day, confessed ¡, and was put in jail, the 

father being released» The ayuntamiento expected to settle the matter the 

following day, charging a fine of the thief and then releasing him* 

The situation developed somewhat differently, however» Three soldiers 

arrived from San Bartolomé that day, making an inspection tour of Indian towns 

in the area to see that no crimes had gone unpunished» Upon learning that a 

hoy vas in jail for stealing a horse, they insisted on taking him to the cabecera 

for a trialj he eventually received a five-year sentencea The man who bought 

the stolen horse was also threatened with a trial because he could produce no 

hill of sale; he finally paid a fine of 250 pesos and returned home,, 

Some months later, the boy who was in jail in San Bartolomé implicated three 
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other youths in the theft» The boy*s lawyer wrote a letter to the ayuntamiento 

asking the presidente to put the other three boys in jail until they raised 

800 pesos between them; 50 pesos of this was to go to the ayuntamiento for the 

service, and 750 was to be delivered to the lawyer to get the boy freed„ This 

time the comisionados brought back one of the other boys and the father of 

another; neither had sufficient money, so they were put in jail overnightj The 

next day relatives arrived with 200 pesos for each of the youths* In the mean-, 

time» the father of the first boy took counsel with the former Indian secretary 

in Aguacatenango, who was experienced in getting townspeople out of jail» The 

latter advised the father not to take the money to the lawyer, as he would keep 

ifc without guaranteeing results» Instead, he was to deliver it to the public 

prosecutor, with the understanding that the boy would be freed in return* 

The disposition of this case was viewed as unjust by people in the 

community, the length of the jail sentence seeming particularly disproportionate 

because "it was a very little horse1*» 

3* A man brought hia bull to the cabildo to show the ayuntamiento that 

its tendons had been cutc¡ Some days before, the bull had gotten into a neighbor's 

milpa, and the owner suggested that this would be a likely person to have done 

the cutting» The presidente called in the owner of the milpa, who denied 

any knowledge of the affair» He said that he had not driven the bull out of 

the milpa and blamed a young boy for this» The boy was called and he also 

denied knowledge of the tendon-cutting. Since there were no witnesses# the 

ayuntamiento did nothing and the man took his bull home» 

4& As a result of continual difficulties with cattle from Pinola breaking 

into the fields at the border between the two towns, the men of Aguacatenango 

decided to put up a barbed wire fence between them* Each family frnH contributed 

10 pesos toward the cost and a turn at the work of putting it up. Before the 

job was completed, six rolls of wire were stolen» The ayuntamiento investigated 

the matter and found at length that the thief was a ladino from Pinola,, They 
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went to him and asked for compensation, and he denied any knowledge of the matter* 

When soldiers came on an inspection tour a few days later, they learned of 

the theft and agreed to look for the offender. They took with them to Pinola 

the presidente, who was to identify the man» They came upon the suspected 

thief during a marriage fiesta for his son, and again he denied having stolen 

the wire; however, this time he admitted that he knew who had done it» The 

thief was found and both he and the informer were taken to San Bartolomé, where 

they paid an 800 peso fine and were released. None of this money was returned 

to Aguacatenango in compensation for the loss of the wire; the presidente wrote 

to the governor in this regard (with the advice of the teacher) but received 

no response* 

5» A man was shot to death while sleeping in his house„ By the following 

evening, the ayuntamiento had decided who the guilty person was. Discovering 

that he was not in town, they decided to take his wife to jail. At ten o'clock 

that night the people of Barrio 1 (in which the suspected murderer 3.ived) heard 

a woman begin to wail» Such people as Octaviano, who reported the case to us, 

as dared to leave their houses saw the ayuntamiento dragging a screaming woman 

through the streets to jail» Octaviano felt that this was unsanctioned and 

indeed reprehensible behavior on the part of the ayuntamiento, and he attributed 

it to the influence of the teacher. 

6. A pig owned by an acculturated man in barrio 2 broke into the milpa 

of a man from barrio 1. The owner of the milpa advised the owner of the pig to 

keep it closed up in a pen» Soon afterward, the pig returned to the same milpa 

and the owner of the milpa shot it. The owner of the pig brought charges 

against the pig killer, saying that the fine should be large enough to cover the 

cost of the pig. The presidente agreed and required a substantial fine from 

the other party. An elder in barrio 1 told us that the judgement brought against 

the owner of the milpa was too severe; in terms of traditional lawM the own^r 
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of the pig should have paid half the cost inasmuch as the pig was trespassing,, 

He asserted that the decision reflected the fact that the plaintiff and the 

presidente were friends o 

7* The presidente received an anonymous letter toward the end of his 

term saying that on the day he relinquished his office he would be killed* The 

threat was real enough to him that he went to San Cristobal to seek the advice 

of the federal agent in charge of Indian affairsa The agent drafted a letter 

to the governor of the state and told the presidente to report the matter to 

the authorities in San Bartolomés When the presidente returned to Aguacatenango,, 

he became afraid to do as he had been advised; he felt that this action would 

probably bring soldiers to the town to try and find the threatener and that 

such an occurrence would alienate people even more* He believed that he was 

expected to settle the matter within the community. At length he decided to 

notify the authorities in San Bartolomé and sent a comisionado with the 

threatening note and a copy of the letter the Indian agent had sent to the 

governor. He also sent the names of two people he suspected of being party 

to the writing of the note. 

An order came back from the cabecera that the two men named should report 

there the following day» These man, the defendants of case 1 above, went 

before the presidente in San Bartolomé and denied that they had written the note, 

pointing out that neither of them could write? They admitted that they felt they 

had been unjustly fined, but they expressed a complete lack of interest in 

getting even with the presidente on this account; they said that God would 

punish hinu The presidente in San Bartolomé heard their case sympathetically, 

agreed with them about the fine, and suggested that in the future they should 

bring such cases to him and they would be treated more leniently. 

A week passed with no more light on the matter, and then two shots were 

fired through the presidente*s house one nighto At this point the anthropologist 
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became sufficiently alarmed to go to San Cristobal to ask the aid of the 

state agent for Indian affairs. He came out to the town twice to talk to the 

people; he indicated that he could find out who wrote if he wished and could 

back up his investigation with the armed force of the state, but said that instead 

he would only remind the people of their responsibilities under the constitution. 

They were required to respect the presidente while he was in office» and if he 

misapplied his authority it was their right to come and seek outside help. 

On neither of these occasions was anyone from barrio 1, traditionally the less 

progressive of the two, present at the meetings 

The inauguration of the new officers passed and the old presidente was 

not killed0 All seemed to be in peace» A few days before we left we encountered 

the old presidente in San Cristobal. Upon inquiring if he had received any 

further threats, we learned that he had not—but he had had to come to the 

city to seek the aid of a diviner, as someone had stolen his cow. 

In case 3» & pattern of the administration of justice appears which is 

probably traditional; in all the other cases, traditional modes are transformed 

either through the direct influence of the reforming group or indirectly, 

through the intervention of ladino authorities invited in by the progressive 

presidente. In each of these cases the transformation has been so great as to 

be perceived as injustice by many people. The tacit acceptance of the abortive 

murder plot in case 7 1B indicative of the character of public opinion of the 

presidente. 

Summary and Analysis» 

Traditional justice in Aguacatenango is handled by two social structures, 

one kin-based and the other territorial» These structures, the lineage and the 

community, operate in this area in precisely parallel ways0 Each reserves the 

right to settle eases of serious injury or death of its members; for example, 

witches are punished by kinsmen of the deceased if there is only one victim and 
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by the community as a whole if members of the community are threatened. Each looks 

to the ayntamiento as an arbitrator in cases of private delict in which other 

equivalent units (lineages or communities) are involved. Certain powers are 

delegated to the ayuntamiento in public delicts which are not serious in nature. 

The muncipal government, or ayuntamiento, has two aspects—a domestic and 

a foreign» In the domestic area, it prescribes restitutive sanctions, and 

sometimes small penal sanctions as well, in private matters which are called 

to its attention. In the foreign area, it considers cases brought in from 

outside the community} these are defined as delicts, public or private, by the 

plaintiff and not necessarily by the community. (Outside the community, horse 

stealing is a public offense; within the community, it is a private offense, and 

if i* occurs between Indian and ladino (the Indian being the thief) it ¡nay not 

be considered an offense at all.) In these cases, the sanctions it prescribes 

are imposed upon it by ladino law or ladino power; they may be penal, v;here the 

law is with the accuser, or restitutive, where his case is weak. 

Between the traditional Justice of the town and ladino justice as applied to 

the Indians in the town, there appear to exist areas of conflict. Some of the 

sources of this conflict include the following: 

1. There is a conflict of jurisdiction» The community has institutionalized 

ways of handling intra-town public and private delicts, some of which the state 

claims to monopolize  (For example, murder and theft.) 

2. Ladino authority does not recognize the category of private delict in 

many cases in which the Indians do. (For example, it consider» murder and theft 

public and not private affairs.) Thus Indians may receive what appear to them 

to be strong penal sanctions (prison terms) in offenses which in terras of 

traditional justice demand only restitutive sanctions. Penal sanctions irtply a 

Kioral judgment of a more serious nature than restitutive unes. 

3. Ladino justice does not recognize the right of the kin ;*roup or the 

. community to settle those private or puolic delicts which involve serious injury 
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or death by means of direct action with resort to violence»    Nor is ladino justice 

neutral on this matter, it actively punishes such attempts „ 

k« This raises another important area of difference, namely that of the 

definition of what constitutes a public or private delict.    Thus ladino justice 

does not recognize the "successful" practise of witchcraft as a delicto 

Thus ladino justice does not recognize certain offenses which the Indian 

considers important, and it punishes other offenses in a way which the Indian 

sees as unjust and unpleasant» 

Beyond the individual offender's concern for his own person, there is a 

general feeling among the law-abiding as well as to what is appropriate or 

righto   Each incursion of ladino justice seems to be viexved as a threat.    The 

community maintains a united front against outsiders who come with complaints; 

whatever the crime, there were no witnesses.    Members of the community do not 

normally report each other to the ladino authorities.  (The case of the presidente 

is noteworthy precisely for this reason») 

The extent to which this behavior is a conscious effort to preserve the 

cultural values is not clear.    Part of the motivation is probably individual 

self-preservation; no-one wants to be responsible for a member of the community's 

prison term, as reprisals can be expected.    An important part of it may be 

resistance to loss of autonomy as a community.    Finally in contrast to ladino 

justice the traditional law-ways tend to "equalize the life chances and life 

risks of its (the community's) members.  (Wolf 1957*12) 

I have tried in this essay to illustrate how the mechanisms of social control 

"participate" in maintaining the social and cultural autonomy of a particular 

Indian town in Chiapas.    It does not seem to me that it is economical to attempt 

to fit this case into the type case of a perpetuative rational nativistic 

»ovemento    Instead, the conservative aspects of the ongoing process of social control 

&& to arise not out of a conscious attempt to preserve central values but rather 

Pragmatic considerations of an individual and social nature.    The distinction 
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between culture, as a system of beliefs and values, and society, as an ongoing 

interactive process between individuals, is commonly reco¿?iized. It is my 

belief that each may have a certain degree of autonomy and that the social 

system can remain stable while a large portion of the system of beliefs and 

values changes» Where the beliefs and values do not take the form of an 

ideology—in which case they are defended par se in a rational movement like 

the ones Freed describes—they may be e roded away as people choose the most 

congenial of the alternatives presented t o them. At the same time, t he traditional 

patterns of social interaction «ay be preserved, for such functional considerations 

as power, status, and maintenance of group life in a threatening milieu,. I suggest 

that this is the case in AguacatenangOo It would seem that any consideration of 

the process of acculturation should include a recognition of this possibility» 

Duane I-Ietzger 
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Qxchuc is a highland Indian community of Tzeltal speakers in 

Chiapas,, In the census of l°bO, nearest to the time of study its popu- 

lation was 303U Indians and I4UO to 5C0 Ladinos, The municipio is a vacant 

town type described by Tax (1937) with a ceremonial center surrounded by 

several parajes or local settlements,, Community endogamy reserves many 

customs which distinguish Oxohuc from neighboring Tzeltal and Taotzil com- 

munities,, My initial intent was to survey the group of Tzeltal communities 

including Qxchuc, Cancuc, Chenalho and Tenejapa to see if I could construct 

a regional type based on regularities in the social structure» or, alterna- 

tively, define the structural principles underlying these social structures. 

After reading the available literature, I decided to concentrate on Oxchuc 

Data on this town has been collected by Villa Rojas in 19U2-U (191*6 a, b) 

and by his students in 19hUo Using this relatively complete data for a 

paraje with some material on the community-wide organization, I have 

attempted to analyze the community as a system of interdependent parts in 

order to characterize the stricture and functioning of the kinship system 

within the larger socio-economic setting,. 

I0 The Local Group 

The primary local group of Qxchuc is the paraje,, Yochib, the 

paraje in which Villa Rojas and his students worked primarily, contained 

1*9 households with a population of 306„ The houses are scattered in the 

cornfields farmed by the resident Indian owners,, There is a tendency to- 

ward grouping of patrilineal Indian name groups (see Figure 1)„ This 

settlement pattern reflects the preferred patrilocal residence and patrilineal 
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Figo 1. Yochib household settlement patterns» grouped by patri- 

lineal Indian and Spanish name groupse 

('/N s= Patrilineal Indian name groups 

»-»»J*; = Spanish name groups 
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Table 1 
Population census of Yochib* 

Male Female 
0-5        25 27 
6-10       18 11 
11-20      2k 23 
21-30      15 20 
31-10      18 23 
Ul-50       8 5 
51-60      5 k 
OVÜT          3 1 
Unknown     1 1 

T3T"m Wv 
«Compiled from field notes of Ana Chapman, 1QUU„ 

inheritance of landD    Table 2 shows the percentage of family composition 

of nuclear and extended types in Yochib0 

Table 2* 
Family typ* 
Nuclear families 

Han, wife, no children 
Han, wife, children 
Man, 2 wives, no children 
Kan, 2 wives, children 
Widow, children 
Man, wife, children not own 

Extended families 
Man, wife, married son and wife 
Man, wife, married daughter 
Widow, married son 
Widow, married daughter 
Man, wife, married son and 

married grandson 

Number Per cent 

U 
1? 
1 
5 
2 
2 

"IT 
6 
2 
6 
1 

1 

8.2 
38.8 
2.0 

10.2 
Jl.l 

12c 2 
U.1 

12.2 
2.0 

•Compiled from household census of Ana Chapman, op.clt. 

Of the 16 extended families, 13 «re sons living with parents.    The 

three cases of married daughters living with parents, can probably be ex- 

plained by the year's service to in-laws performed by recently married men. 

The ideal pattern of patrilocal residence is, then, still adhered to. 
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Through the mechanism of patrilineal inheritance by male offspring 

only, land is retained in contiguous holdings by brothers and their sonss 

If a roan dies without leaving a male offspring his land reverts to his brother 

or, if he has none, to a child of Ms father's brothers^ If his sons are 

small at the time of his death, they and his widow return to her patrilineal 

group, the land passes to the father's brother who farms it until the son 

comes of age and returns to claim it„ The current practice of selling land 

is scrambling these patrilineal holdings0 A distinction is made between 

land which is inherited from one's father and that acquired after one reaches 

maturity0 The widow of a man who has acquired land during his marriage now 

often claims that land and her rights are currently being supported by 

titles granted by the municipal officials» (p„ 500)* tfe are not given 

any specific data, on number of land sales which would enable us to state 

more exactly how far contiguous landholdings by patrilineal groups have been 

broken up0 

The ritual focus of the paraje is found in the aeries of caves 

located in each» There the cabildos de milpa, men of age and respect in 

each paraje, carry out ceremonies and other devotions surrounding the planting 

and harvesting of crops» Villa Rojas points out (1QU7, b, p0 579) that 

"This mystic devotion to caves has its origin in t¿» belief that it is from . 

them that lightening comes to punish and disperse the natural elements (hail, 

winds, storms, etcQ) which frequently injure and even destroy cornfields»" 

The duty of the cabildos is to mollify these natural elements to benefit the 

crops» They collect money for the performance of ritual and mass at planting 

time from the heads of families within the parajes» The amount donated 

«Reference to page number only indicates source is Microfilm 
Collection of Middle American Cultural Anthropology (Villa 
Rojas, 19U7a)0 



varies according to the amount of lands owned, from £0¿ to vloOO„ Ritual 

interests centered in the paraje are thus firmly rooted in the production 

interest of the landowning group,, 

II, The Kinship System 

Kinship Terminologyo The terminology of Oxchuc is classifieatory, with 

lineal terms extended to collateral relatives» Parallel cousins are called 

siblings, father's brotr.ersp father (plus an untranslated suffix) and 

mother's sisters, mother (plus same suffix)„ All of the grandparents 

and their spouses on both sides are called mam and yame0 The Omaha feature 

of extending mother's brother terminology to mother's brother's children, 

a recurrent feature in the area (Uuiteras, 19U8) is present herea 

I have ordered kinship terms in the lineage diagrams below to 

determine whether there is significant terminological difference for rela<= 

tives indicating emphasi» on one sides 
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A preliminary view of the two diagrama indicates a wider extension of the 

same term, kican, in the mother's lineage than any term in the father's 

lineages    This lumping of relatives on the mother's side may indicate the 

less differentiated response to her relatives than to father's relatives 

due to less contacto   The fact that in none of the 19 genealogies given by 

Villa Rojas were terms for mother's .father's sister's children, or for 

mother's brother's children's wives elicited also suggest a lesser acquaint- 

ance with this groupo 

While these points suggest patrilineal emphasis, the following 

terms show bilateral tendencies,.    The same grandparental term is applied to 

both paternal and maternal relatives and this is true also of the grand- 

child terra,,    In ego's generation, parallel cousins on both sides are called 

sister and brother and cross cousins are given the same term0 

The historical explanation for the kinship terminologies of this 

area has been reviewed by Metzger (19$7)o    I shall therefore review only 

briefly the explanations for similar systems found elsewhere and their rele- 

vance to the Oxohuc case,    Omaha systems of terminology are found primarily 

in patrllineal kinship systems in which there is a elan structure, often 

found divided in moieties (Sol Tax, 1955, 279-82)e    Radcliff Brown sees in 

an Omatik type of system the extension of the principle of the unity of the 

sibling group to a much larger groupo    The current tendency for mother's 

brother's daughter to be called kjflcan rather than mejun. a term closely 

related to ma (mother) may, as Uuiteras points out (19U7, 12) indicate that 

the increasing occurrence of cross cousin marriage necessitates avoidance 

of terms implying incest with substitution of a term which implies more dis- 

tant relationship»    Eggan has considered the possibility of cross cousin 

marriage in a letter to Villa Rojas (October 1$, l9U3)s 
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"The fact that parallel (clan) cousins through females seem 
to marry more frequently than would be expected by chance, 
seems to me a hint that something besides crcs-cousin mar» 
riage is involved. It suggests that the preference may be 
for marriage witi somebody who is clan-related in any waye 
You mention this as a. fact, too0 

"Another pretty strong possibility is that the tendency may 
be to marry somebody of one's mother's clan.    Five of your 
cases are marriages of a girl to a man of her mother's clan 
000The kinship system provides evidence to support this 
view, since the terms for cross-cousins can be interpreted 
to mean  'man of my mother's clan' or  'son or daughter of 
ay clan' and 'woman of my mother's clanH

0
n 

Since there is no further statistical support from actual marriages, I shall 

not speculate more on the problem,, 

The kinship chart of an old female Indian has been included to 

show what may be an older pattern of terminology (Figure 3)o    The age dis~ 

Unction for siblings was even more discriminating than the current terms 

silel and ihgin indicate,,    The eldest brother is Silel, second oldest spatil 

silel, and the youngest of the group of brothers older than ego was called 

sutiSo      This same informant u?es the term mel-wiT which is not explained 

but may again indicate the exact seniority rank of sister»    She applies the 

same term to father's sister, who is married to a man called baj tatic, 

probably a term implying more respect than bal0 

Kinship behavior.    I have attempted to abstract from Villa Hojas' field 

notes characterisations of relations between relatives0    The account will 

probably stress conflict situations since the field worker did not attempt 

to get a complete account of dyadic relations but reported many conflict 

situations.    Some relationships will not be described for lack of data. 

Parent-child»    This is one of the closest relationships enduring 
even after children attain adulthood and marriage.    The importance 
of the bond is revealed in the fact that the child's sickness is 
often attributed to the sins of his parents or to fighting between 
his father and mother which is thought to upset the basic harmony 
and well-being of the household (p. 283).    When the father dies. 
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the mother usually retains Im,ature children until they are 
able to work in trie milpa»    Despite the emphasis on patri- 
locality, a woman retains close ties with her parents, visiting 
them frequently throughout their life»    This bond is retained 
both because marriage is usually contracted within a short 
radius making her family easily accessible, and if she were 
not allowed to visit,  her husband would fear witchcraft 
exercised by her parents far inhibiting her visits» 

Husband-wife: 
have a wife0 

It is considered essential for a mature man to 
Kach of the 13 saints who figure in Oxchuc 

prayers have a wife (U8U), and it is considered shameful for 
a man to have his wife leave for maltreatment»    Polygyny is 
fairly common (12„2;í of families in Yochib, Table 2)„    The 
second wife is usually obtained with less ceremony, but with 
the same, though fewer, gifts to her relatives binding the 
agreement,,    She is also called "kinam"--wife, but has less 
authority than the first wife (p„ 156)»    Most cases of poly= 
gyny seem to be based on sexual attraction, but the wife is 
an economic asset,if her husband has sufficient lands,because 
of the increasing emphasis on the household as the cooperating 
work groups (see work group discussion below)„    Wives may do 
all agricultural work when the husband is at work in the fincas0 

Marriages are brittle and frequent separation is the rule,, 
A woman expects abuse from her husband, particularly when he 
drinks, and it is said that a womanwho has not received abuse 
from her husband in this life will surely get it in the after 
life (po 100). 

Wife~co~wife:    There is frequent disagreement between t he two 
wives,,    One man whose children by his first wife were sick, 
was told by a pulseador (deviner) that the sickness was caused 
by the second wife, and resulted from the ill-feeling between 
the two women„ 

Father's brother-Brother's sont    This is tie most important 
relative to a child after his parents0    If his mother separates 
from his father to live with a man of a different name group,, 
he will in most cases be adopted by this man (p„ 213)0    Even 
if he stays with hismother immediately after the death of his 
father, a child will be reclaimed by his father's brother when 
he is mature enough to work in the fields,,    He will expect to 
inherit his father's share of patrilineal lands from his father's 
brother at this time0 

Father's brother-Brother's daughter»    Father's brother may claim 
his brother's daugher after his death when she has reached mar- 
riageable age, thus acquiring the year's bridal service and gifts 
of liquor and food exacted from the suitor»    The father's brother 
may administer punishment to .-.he girl for misbehavior before or 
after marriage,, 
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  ent-Grandchild:    This is apparently a close tie, es- 
pecially between father1* mother and son's children0    She 
frequently cares for the child, and Villa Rojas has seen a 
grandmother offer a dry breast to quiet and divert the child0 

Mother-in-law-Daughter-in-lawi    In the affinal relationships 
arise the most frequent cases of conflicto    A mother-in-law 
is frequently Jealous of a daughter-in-law having sexual 
relations with her husband (in two of the tha cases recorded, 
everyone ridiculed the possibility , p„ 115, 1$5)o    In an 
unusual case of a mother-in-law having good relations with 
her daughter, a sickness she acquired was blamed on the 
daughter-in-law by the pulseadores who usually expect this 
relationship to be the source of conflict (p„ 126)„    A mother- 
in-law may expel her son's wife from the house for failure to 
have children or for other cause (p. 111)8 

Father-in-law-Son-in-law;    A son-in-law fears a father-in- 
law, particularly if he has not fulfilled his marriage obli- 
gations of turning over the liquor which is expected in two 
installments (pB 278)c    A son-in-law may accuse a father» 
in-law of "eating" the souls of his children who die, for 
his failure to show expected respect and deference„    His own 
family may chastise him if his father-in-law finds fault with 
him (p. 115)o 

The unresolved conflicts, particularly in the husband-wife relation- 

ships and between relatives related by marriage, but also found between bro- 

thers, parents and children, appear to be rampant in this witchcraft domi- 

nated society,.    Villa Rojas reports that during the dry season, many of the 

celebrations terminate in fights: 

"In family relations it is frequently observed states of resentment, 
suspicion, rancor or frank antagonism between intimate relatives 
linked by fraternal, paternal, conjugal or other equally close bonds0 
This is much influenced by the existing ideas on witchcraft0    The 
sin of adultery occurs with relative frequency, there being cases 
in which a man has carnal relations with the wife of his brother and 
even between a father-in-law and daughter-in-law," (p. 98) 

Prayers are said over the liquor to be imbibed at any fiesta, asking that 

there be no fights and if there should be, that there be no severely wounded 

personso 

Relationships beyond the nuclear family0 Compadra-eo is not an important 

relationship in Qxchuc (p„ 220)c There is a casual request, usually to a 
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friend, when the baptism of the child is imirdnent. There may be a banquet 

for the compadre tendered by the parent of the child after the baptism, 

and this may be reciprocated later by the compadreo It is considered a 

lifelong relationship between the godparent and godchild, since the padrinos 

are expected to attend the child's weddinp,, wake and burial, and the child 

to reciprocate at the burial of the compadre (p0 223)„ 

Ties outside of the family and affinal relatives are extended to 

people bearing the same Spanish and Indian surname, and to a wider group 

with just the Spanish surname in common„ The sentiment of kinship between 

members of the same name group was reported by Bishop Landa in early post- 

conquest tines: 

"ooothe Indians consider all of the same name related, and treat 
them accordingly.o oThus also no man or woman marries another of 
the same none, because this was for them a great infamy." (Quoted 
in Redfield and Villa Rojas, 1939, p. 113 fn„) 

Roys points out that the Maya family name, which was perpetuated in the 

male line, survived the Conquest, but the old pagan re-names were abolished 

and replaced by Spanish Christian names when the Indians were baptised 

(Redfield and Villa Rojas, op. cit„. 113 fn.)<, 

I have tried to determine from Villa Rojas1 field notes (1) whe- 

ther the sense of kinship with people of the same name group indicates 

solidarity of the lineage and is an important feature in the social struc- 

ture and (2) whether the clan functions as a group in kinship and community 

affairSc 

There is no term which applies to the lineage as a group. The 

kinship terminology for both father's and mother's lineage (Figure 2) 

indicates no more than a two generation depth for the term applying to 

men and women marrying into tie lineage, with men marrying into grand- 

parent's generation and into the first descending generation having a 
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separate terra,, Although Villa Ho jag refer3 to all people of the same name 

group as an integral group, two of nis informants considered some members 

of their Indian name group as separate (pG $02, $0k)0    There is no indica- 

tion of conceptualizing the perpetuity of the lineage as a corporate group 

through lineage genealogies as one finds in African groups with a highly 

developed lineat;e principle (Forte3, 1953» p»  26) o When Villa Rojas des« 

cribes the "lineage" functioning as a ¡jroup, the participants include only 

brothers in addition to the members of the household group (p0 107)» 

Redfield, after reviewing the field data, arrives at the same con» 

elusion,, He states that there do not exist lineages in the sense of a 

lineage principle (Villa Rojas» 19li7, a, p„ Ui7)„ Tais does not imply 

that lineages may not have been part of Qxchuc social relations in the 

recent pasto 

Villa Hojas has elicited the term chapomal and tijinabal applied 

to the wider group linked by  Spanish surname only (p0 lU7)o Members of 

this group refer to their "chapomales" as significant relations although 

the exact genealogical link is not always known*,  The same term is found 

in the neighboring municipio of Cancuc, and there the term is also applied 

to brothers of grandparents (Culteras, 19U7, p. 11)o Each Indian name 

group belongs to only one of the wider Spanish name groups, or clans*0 

Both the patrilineal name groups and the clans are exogamous,, There is 

evidence of both the 1evirate and the sororate in the choice of second 

spouses (po 177)o 

«The clan of Qxchuc does not fulfill the conditions stated by 
Murdocks contiguous residence and known genealogical ties, but 
I prefer this term to that of sib because of its traditional under- 
standing in the literature on American Indians (195&, p0 68)0 
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The clan is not a corporate unilineal group0 There are no clan 

heads» However, there are in every clan a series of men who, because of 

age» service in the civil^religious hierarchy,, or ability in curing and 

divining, or a combination of the three characteristics, have acquired 

prestige,, I prefer not to call them leaders of the clan as does Villa 

Rojas (19U7 b, p„ 581) since they do not lead the group but rather uso 

their control over man and the supernatural only when called upon0 The 

clan regulates marriage through exogamy0 It is a reference group from 

which one selects men of prestige in divining, in cases of conflict when 

arbitration is necessary, or in marriage ceremonies0 

IIIo The Organisation of Activities 

The function of the family, patrilineally related households, and 

clan in structuring relations in the community will become clearer with a 

description of the activities in which they are involved,, The areas in 

wi.ich significant social relationships are established and perpetuated 

range from economic production to formal festivities marking rites je 

passage of members of the kin group0 I hope in this section to clarify 

not only who interacts with whom on what occasions, but to show how this 

interaction reinforces the solidarity of the group,, 

Work groups,, The agricultural cycle of Oxchuc begins with the burning of 

the fields preparatory to planting,, The majority of men work alone or with 

the domestic groupt their wives and children over seven (p„ 5l6)0 A few 

Indians exchange labor, helping in turn those who help them (p0 5l5>)o The 

exchange group is chosen from among brothers, fathers, or fathers-in-law, 

neighbors or friends, and compadres (p<> $18)„ If the man must be at the 
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plantations at the time of cleaning or sowing, he may hire someone, often- 

times from a neighboring town, for 2$f a day0    The pay is the same for 

relatives as for non-relativeso    The second clearing is primarily the work 

of women since men go to tie plantations in Augusto 

Sowing is surrounded with greater ceremony„    The Great Mass is 

held prior to planting,,    Groups of four to ten men plant together the milpa 

of each household heads    Like the work groups in clearing the fields, one 

chooses first brothers and brothers-in-law, and then from among neighbors 

or compadres (pB 520)„    Villa Rojas observed that after the communal planting 

almost everyone was planting alone a small piece of land in corn,    He be- 

lieves that there is an unstated but prevailing norm restricting the public 

planting to a maximum of 50 or 60 mazorcas of com, and those who wish to 

surpass this plant alone another 15 to 20 mazorcas,,    In this way they avoid 

incuring the envy of neighbors,,    The tendency to store corn apart from 

prying eyes indicates again the fear of making public knowledge of one's 

possessions (p0 530)0 

The women are excluded from the work of planting the milpa, but 

may help in sowing chilea    They also assist in the harvestings   Relatives 

beyond the household group who assist in the harvesting may be paid 250 »' 

day o      How frequently this is done we have no idea from the available data. 

However, it appears that there is no exchange labor in harvesting, and that 

the household, or consuming unit, is the group primarily involved,, 

Housebuilding is men's work exclusively»    The cooperating group 

is primarily made up of brothers and brothers-in-law.    If clan brothers— 

those with the same Spanish surname—are called in, they receive 25l a 

day as with any hired labor (p„ 5UU)„    A young man, building his house for 

the first time, may receive help from his father0      The same work group is 
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called upon when the thatch roof is changed (p. 55?)o 

In the work group the primary cooperating group is that of the 

nuclear household with secondary cooperation between brothers and brothers- 

in-law»    With brothers and brothers-in-law cooperative relations are recip- 

rocated,,    Beyond this group, even though the relationship maybe clan 

"brothers" wife's brothers, maternal uncles, etc help la paid for by the 

customary rate of 25/ a day0    There is some evidence that the group of 

reciprocally cooperating men may be more narrowly delimited now then for- 

merly»    Ospina (p. 61) notes that one of his informants said his grandfather 

worked land with brothers, sons and nephews, not stating whether the nephews 

were father's brother's sons only.    If this were the customary work group, 

the lineage principle appears to have structured cooperative relations in 

the recent past0    There is no indication in the work groups that this is 

currently true0    The fact that clan brothers are paid the normal wage rate 

when they work for a man indicates that the clan too fails to provide a 

basis for economic cooperation0 

The narrowing scope of economic cooperation is reflected in the 

emphasis on individual ownership and rights over lando    A document of 

1871 indicates the former land holding custom: 

"„«oand as formerly it was the custom in this pueblo to set 
aside land for the brothers of each family, ejide land should 
be parcelled out likewise so that in the future there should 
not be fights with the neighbors as customarily happens.," 
(Villa Hojas, p. 501.) 

In contrast to the communal land ownership and work formerly prevailing, 

individual ownership and cooperation limited to the household group is not 

only practised but has become a recognized value„    One of Villa Rojas* 

informants, commenting on the change to individual ownership, said:    "Per- 

haps it is better thus, since when the land is divided among several, fights 
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arise frequently „QoMoreover, with each having his own lot, it is better 

since one can let the land rest from time to time..0" 

The transition to individual ownership and control has not been 

fully assimilated, and the fight,a arising between relatives reveals the 

disagreement between older customs and current practice,, Sales of land 

are bound by these customary strictures: (1) preferably sold to patri- 

lineally related relatives (for if sold to affinals breaks up family 

holding as though it were sold to outsider); (2) land which is inherited 

cannot be sold unless all offspring of common parents agree to it, but 

land acquired by oneself can be sold j (3) strong pressure against sale 

of land by anyone with male offspring, and a feeling that the purchasor 

should yield control over land if at a later time the son can buy itj (U) 

land which a man and wife bought during their marriage may be (a) sold 

(sometimes forcibly) to husband's brothers by widow or (b) retained by 

resorting to authorities in the cabacora or in Las Casas, the regional 

government center, for any official document of ownership,, 

I have discussed the ownership and control over land at length 

because it is a crucial index to the extent and strength of kinship bonds0 

Worsley has shown how, with fragmentation of lineage lands and greater 

economic independence among the Tallensi the traditional unity of the 

homestead is breaking down (1956, p0 U3)c In Oxchuc the same process of 

increasing emphasis on individual ownership and production units limited 

to the household reveals the waning importance of kinship structures beyond 

the nuclear family» 

Ceremonial participation. The marriage contract initiates a series of ob~ 

ligations which involve not only the immediate families of tne girl and 

boy, but are extended to the important figures of the girl's clana The 
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father of te boy, or, if he is dead,  the mother, older brother or older 

married sister, in that order, make?. ths request tc the girl's father 

(p0 1$6)0    If the girl's father is dead, even if the mother has returned 

to her natal home, • girl may be sent to the father's brother's home to 

* arrange the marriage (p„ 168)„      In some cases the tatab of the clan as» 

sumes the role of her guardian„    It is not clear what this man's genea- 

logical relationship is, but in all cases cited by Villa Rojas he is an 

important witch (p0 117)o    The customary gift of liquor and food is turned 

over to her representatives both at the first petition and at the marriage 

ceremony o    More Important, the year's service required of the boy is given 

to her father or paternal uncle„ 

The wedding guests should include beside the immediate families 

of the boy and girl all of the clan men of the girl in the local paraje, 

and the important men in the distant parages0    It is especially important 

to invite the important witches of her clan who out of pique may cause 

miachiefo    They are often invited at the first petition as wello 

The obligations of a man to his wife's family do not end with the 

wedding ceremony„    In his year of service he gives food to the family and 

to the important men of her dan who know how to pulsear or cause illness 

(202) in three presentations,,    At the end of the year there is a fiesta 

usually larger than the marriage ceremony to which the boy brings trago, 

tortillas, eggs, etc    This second ceremony may be delayed because of 

lack of money, but if much time transpires it is feared that the girl's 

family will use witchcraft against the couple„    Cases «re cited of children's 

"Disagreements may arise as to who should take advantage of the role of 
guardian if the father is deado    In one case, a brother was angered because 
his sister remained with her stepfather who, her mother claimed, had the 
right to bridal service because he was of the same clan (p. 106)»    In 
another case, the boy worked three weeks for the girl's paternal uncle 
and three weeks for her brother in the year's period alternately to avoid 
conflict (Po 168)„ 
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death resulting from witchcraft of the girl's family (202)o    The final 

ceremony takes place about 30 years latsr, a custom beginning to die out» 

In one case observed, all the woman'9 near relatives had died so the liquor 

was given to a surviving distant relative of her clan„ 

Wife capture is practiced to avoid the obligation of a year's ser- 

vice 0    This only happens when a girl does not have a father or older brother, 

and even in these cases, the clan of the girl must be taken into account 

and their compliance gained by gifts of liquor,,    In the capture, the boy 

may be supported by his father, by friends, and sometimes by men of the 

girl's clan, (po 165) o    One old informant said that capture was only recently 

practiced, and had started after the President of Education became an im- 

portant figure in the paraje (p„ 165)o 

We have little information on ceremonies surrounding birth in Villa 

Rojas' reporto    The father selects the name of the child, usually that of 

a member of his patrilineal group who has died.    It is considered a good 

practice to choose the name of a good diviner, or that of children of a good 

diviner, to ward off evil (pp. 207-8)„    In a case of difficulty at birth, 

the diviners of either the husband's or wife's clan are sought to find out 

who the culprit is and scold the witch who caused the mischief0 

It is at the curing ritual that the structural obligations of the 

society are best revealed.    As in difficulties, diviners from either the 

patient's or the spouse's clan, or if it is a child, of either parent's 

clan, are called in.    It is felt that the more diviners present the more 

effective the cure will be.    Each witch asks the following questions, re- 

vealing in the relatives they refer to and the situations they question what 

is expected of a person as a member of the society: 

First ask patient about domestic matters:    do you get on 
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well with husband or wife? Have you had any quarrels with 
your parents-in-law? Have you had any illicit sexual rela- 
tions? (lave you spread about in neighborhood any intimate 
facts about your home? Have you denied any services to 
relatives or friends? Have you fulfilled social obligations? 
Have you invited to celebrations all you should by custom? 
Have you abused any friends? (pc 257) 

Sickness implies (1) personal guilt for violation of the moral • 

code or (2) failure to meet expectations of the society, thus bringing 

about the exercise of witchcraft against one0 The crucial areas of con- 

flict, the husband-wife relationship and the in-law relationship, are 

inquired into first as the most likely source of the difJiculty» Despite 

the general feeling that witchcraft can be exercised only within the clan 

(p, 261) conflict between neighbors is a recognized area of inquiry in the 

divining sessionso People ammend the statement that witchcraft doesn't 

occur between clans to say that it is harder to cure if it occurs between 

clans (Pó  )o 

At death Villa Hojas tells us the lineage takes precedence over 

the clen0 However, even on the occasion of funerals, the structural pria» 

eiplea ordering relations appears attenuated, although the closer affilia» 

tion between male relatives of the same Indian name group does appear 

stronger at this time0 

Several funerals are reported, but only in one case was a mature 

man with many kinship and community ties involved. Since funerals of child-' 

ren and less important figures require less attendance and preparation, I 

shall describe only the funeral of this man and try to abstract the struc- 

tural obligations imolvedo 

The task of guiding the spirit of this man in the funeral pro- 
cession was given to an old clan member, assisted by cabildos 
de misa of the clan and a member of the deceased's Indian name 
group» 
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Men of his name group remained in the house from the time 
of his death and contributed a bottle of liquor each,, Women 
who had married into his patrilineal name group arrived early 
after the death and sat near the dead man wailing,, Men who 
had married sisters of the dead man appeared on the following 
day and contributed 2 bottles of liquor„ On the second day 
neighbors came for the height of the fiesta0 

Following the fiesta, men of the Indian name group remained0 
along with some men of prestige and cabildos of the clan, the 
brother of the widow and the past alcalde of the wife's clan0 
These men opened the grave„ Following the burial, a brother 
of the deceased and his sister's husband made a shelter over 
the grave (ppc UU6~8o)0 

Three groups emerge at the funeral of this important mans (1) 

brothers and sons of the dead man (2) women who have married th±3 first 

group and (3) sister's husbands» Only special members of the clan attended,. 

They did not act as a group but performed special roles assigned by virtue 

of their age or the office they heldn 

At other funerals reported, the participants do not appear to be 

defined by patrilineal kinship tiesQ Neighbors, compadres, and patrilineal 

relatives enact the roles of guiding the spirit, opening the grave, and 

assisting the lamenting closest of kin„ 

In the funeral described in detail the roles of the patrilineally 

descended relatives and the persons related by marriage, we see the first 

evidence of the lineage acting as a distinct group,, The persistence of 

the custom of burial of all males and unmarried females of the patrilineal 

group on lands formerly owned in common suggests further that this group 

may have bad a stronger corporate identity than is now apparnnt in other 

contexts,. If a man dies away from his paraje, his body is brought from 

that place to be buried on his inherited lando Even with the current em» 

phasis on individual rights over land, as spelled out above, the inherited 

lands still are considered in some respects group property of the patrilineage0 



Ritual surrounding the dead in the celebration of Todos Los Santos 

reveals the limited extension of descent reckoning,, The food brought to 

the graves is first dedicated to grandparents, then fathers, then children 

of the male head of the family„ Following this, food is dedicated ir,\ the 

same order to the deceased relatives of the wifec Relatives beyond those 

known in a man's lifetime are not venerated as progenitors of a larger 

group feeling a common identity0 It is significant that the husband and 

wife are the only participants in this offering, and that it is not a co- 

operative act of all living male offspring to common antecedents (p0 Uii2)0 

The kinship structure revealed by the economic activities and 

ritual participation can now be summarized» 

(1) The primary cooperating group is the household, composed 
of a man, his wife or wives, and children living with 
him0 This is also the consumption unity, and all produce 
is individually stored and the quantity kept secret,, Com- 
munal labor exchange is still practiced at planting with 
a basic core of brothers and sons, but with inclusion of 
friends, neighbors, or compadrea0 

(2) The increasing emphasis on individual rights over land 
underlines the economic independence of the nuclear family 
from the patrilineally extended group,, 

(3) The clan emerges as a groi:p defining exogamy at marriage, 
as well as a reference group from which one calls upon 
the services of men of prestige and diviners0 

(U) The closer identity of patrilineally related people is 
particularly marked at funerals„ burial customs also 
suggest that tnese relatives may have had a stronger cor» 
porate identity in the pasto The concept of lineal descent 
is limited to the generations one knows in one's lifetime 
-"three or four at moat—and does not link collateral 
relatives to a past common ancestor» 

IVo Community Social Organization 

Although moat of the data was collected from a single paraje, 

reference is made to the community civil and religious organization which 
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euts across the local parajes and kinship groups. 

In Oxchuc the two calpules are the primary division ordering res» 

ponsibilities to the community„ In Figure h  I have tried to show visually 

how the traditional civil-religious hierarchies organized by the calpules 

are related to the ayuntamiento, the local representation of the national 

government, and to the Catholic church» 

It is unclear exactly how membership in the calpul is determined,, 

It is not a geographical unit, in that all inhabitants of the same locali- 

ty do not belong to the same calpul» but there is a fictitious line in 

front of the church dividing the ceremonial and official center, or caba- 

cera into the chin (small) and mukul (large) calpul0 Civil and religious 

officials tend to locate themselves in that part of the town in which 

their calpul is located when they perform service to the community0 It 

is not clear whether membership follows kinship identification: Villa 

Rojas cites one case (p„ 18) in which an individual chose to change cal- 

pules to prove that membership is voluntary, but this is not sufficient 

evidence to deny that the majority tend to identify with the calpul of 

their father, or according to some other rul<s0 

The cabildos de milpa are not part of the hierarchy, but carry 

out at the local level of the paraje the task of collecting funds and com- 

municating decisions to the neighborhood group belonging to their calpulo 

The mayordomos^ unmarried youths who clean the church and perform services 

at fiestas, receive orders from the capitanes of the fiestas and from the 

sacristan who is the community representative of the Catholic priest. The 

regidores» ranked in importance according to which fiesta they were in 

charge of in their previous rol» of capitán, receive orders primarily from 

the ladino regidor and sindico in the ayuntamiento,, Above this level all 
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present and past officers are considered to be principales„ The top level 

officials of each calpul initiate moat community-wide action0 Of these, 

the dzunubiles are considered to be in charge of the morals and good cus» 

torn of the calpul,, They are chosen for this office because of proven 

abilities as diviners, and as such they are charged with warding off sick- 

nesSo The chuycales are specialists in church affairs, conducting mass, 

novenas and are responsible for the upkeep of the churcho The catinab8 the 

most important official in each calpul, is chosen from among principales 

and Is a man of ability in divining and of a persuasive personality0 The 

catinab is assisted by a man of similar abilities called okilcabil» This 

top level administering group, consisting of the catinab, the okllcabilj, 

the dzunubiles and chuycales, is charged with praying to the Gods and saints 

to prevent famine and sickness; with punishing principales, witches and 

pulseadores who have violated their roles; with electing persons to fill 

roles in the lower levels of the hierarchy,, 

The office of president in the ayuntamiento is filled by an Indian, 

fulfilling an act passed by the Mexican government in the thirties to give 

greater independence to Indians over local ladino officials0 He fulfills 

many of the functions properly given to the alcalde, whose activities are 

now limited primarily to prayers0 Kis role is anomolous in relation to 

the age-graded traditional hierarchy. Chosen on the basis of his ability 

to speak Spanish, he is usually a young man„ Despite the high office he 

holdsj he is directly accountable to the catinabo He and other candidates 

for the ayuntamiento are suggested for the office by the catinab with the 

advice of the principales0 

The ayuntamiento is linked to the calpules below the leadership 

level primarily through the regidores appointed by the calpul» They make 
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up the police force under the authority of the ladino police commissioner,, 

The separation of local traditional civil-religious hierarchies 

from representatives of the national government is typical in the region,, 

Cámara reports a "nearly perfect adjustment between the traditional politi- 

cal system and the modern Mexican government" (19i>2, 273)o However, he 

reports that the traditional leader of the hierarchy has been replaced by 

the presidente municipal» and since he does not reach the post traditionally, 

the, system is disintegrating (p„ 275)« In San Pedro Chenalho, Guiteras 

also shows how the role of the Presidente has interfered with the traditional 

age-ranked hierarchy (ms., pe 83)o In Oxchuc the old office of alcalde 

has been retained as a ceremonial post, and the municipal president is 

directly dependent on the catinaba Despite this, Villa Rojas notes that 

the calpul organization is beginning to break downG The small calpul lacks 

a catinab, an office which has not been filled since the former incumbent 

was killed,, Even the fear of witchcraft, used as a threat by principales 

to those who refuse to accept office, is not sufficient to overcome resis- 

tance to accepting other roles in the calpules,, 

In all the communities cited, the disintegration in the traditional 

hierarchy stems from the conflict of authority in the area of social controle 

The ayuntamiento depends upon the sanction of law backed by the force of 

regional and rational authority0 The leaders of ths calpul depend on the 

sanction of religion and morality based on respect accorded to age and the 

fear of witchcraft. 

The present conflict noted by Villa lío jas in Oxchuc seems to me 

to be part of a more fundamental proceas in which social control functions 

are being invested in ever wider authority structures» The primary unit 

of social control is the patrilineally related group with common Indian and 
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Spanish surname,, In principle, witchcraft can be used only by people 

within this group (p„ 261), although accusations of witchcraft between 

neighbors are common0 The secondary unit of sooial control is the clan0 

One appeals to elders and diviners from among this group in cases of ill- 

ness, the outward sign of moral turpitude. The community-wide representa- 

tives of the calpul and the ayuntamiento are the third level of social 

controlo 

It is in the last level that Villa Hojas describes the most con- 

fusion in defining who should settle a dispute,, However, I think that 

fuller analysis of conflict cases would reveal an order of preference in 

the choice of authorities determined by the nature of the case0 I noticed 

a tendency for those who wished to go against traditional principles, par» 

ticularly in land disputes, to turn to the ayuntamiento rather than the 

Indian authorities» Without a greater number of carefully analyzed casesj, 

I cannot state more exactly the principles involved,. 

Conflicts in the area of social control raise the problem of 

the degree of social integration of the community0 This will be examined 

from the aspect of Internal adaptation "seen in the controlled relations 

of individuals within the social unity" (higgan, 19$5, P» 82, quoting 

Hadcliffe-Brown)0 

In Oxchuc, as in most small societies, reciprocity is the basic 

principle ordering social relations (cf„ Levi Strauss, lQU9)o Reciprocal 

relations are based on a notion of equivalence» The emphasis on not 

exceeding a customary standard of living may have strengthened the custom 

of fulfilling obligations with liquor, the completely consumed good0 

rfitchcraft is the sanction against those who try to live better than their 

neighbors,, Land rent, bride price, curing services, when paid in liquor. 
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avoids upsetting the economic equivalence of members of the community0 

Liquor, in addition to being the principle medium of exchange, is 

the principal medium of social intercourse in Qxchuc0 A myth about the 

origin of liquor illustrates the function it serves in the community0 It 

is said that formerly Jesus Christ was a harsh judge, imposing hard penal» 

ties for any misdeeds in the community.. One day Saint Thomas, the patron 

of Oxchuc, caused liquor to flow from Christ's elbow, and gave it to man 

as a gifto From that day, punishments were less severe, and people learned 

the joy of conviviality0 The institutionalized custom of yajg E<as be yotan 

(bring into accord) makes it possible to gain the favor of persons of high 

status—witches, diviners, cabildos and other political religious function» 

aries, by buying liquor for them (p„ 137)o Liquor serves to mend friend- 

ships broken by fights (pp0 380-90) „ Liquor, l,n other words, miikes possible 

reciprocal relations between people of unequal power in relation to man 

or the supernatural,. 

Social integration, achieved through the medium of liquor, may 

have concealed an underlying dissatisfaction in 0xchuco The relatively 

rapid conversion of over $0% of the population to Protestantism in the 

'UO's (Slocum, pD U92)  suggests that there were many unresolved conflicts 

in the community0 Presented an alternative which undermined authority 

based on fear of witchcraft, they chose conversion,, Other congruent fac«= 

tors had contributed to the collapse of the internal controls,, Witchcraft 

was never considered effective beyond the limits of the community, and 

many young men who went to the finca were accused of trying to escape 

social responsibilities as well as earn money0 Social control has now 

passed from the older diviners to young literate protestant leaders (Slocum, 

Po 1*92) o 
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V„ Summary and Conclusion 

In Oxchuc the kinship system at the time of Villa Rojas* stay 

seemed to exhibit a shift from an emphasis on descent associated with the 

Omaha type of terminology to a kinship system characterized by greater 

flexibility in descent grouping (see Spoehr's analysis of polar types, 1950, 

p, 8),    In the social control function, in the composition of the work 

group, in the participation in ceremonies, I have tried to show some of the 

identities of interest which go beyond the lineal groups, uniting neigh- 

borhood groups and wider networks of relationships on non-kin bases,, 

¿ith the breakup of land holdings and the control of the kin passing to 

community authorities, Oxchuc was approaching the kind of community called 

a "deme" by Murdock (1950, p« 62)t    "Except for family ties, the strongest 

identification is with the community which is viewed as a consanguineal 

unit in relation to other communities as a seto" 

The kinds of ties maintaining authority and control in the kin- 

group, aye and ability in witchcraft, were extended throughout the communi- 

ty „    In the civil religious hierarchy, authority and prestige based on 

these characteristics reveal the manner in which social ties of a kinship 

nature united all persons of the community (see Ec Pritchard, I9I4O, pe 

255)o    tfith the expansion of social relationships to a community «wide net- 

work linked to a national government, social control based on age and 

witchcraft was beginning to weaken,.    The final blow to traditional authori- 

ty came with the Protestant conversion,, 
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TIE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THUEE TZLLTAI. COí^,U?:ITLíS: 
OIA'.IA bYoTUiü  lí'  CiUlTCJE 

Barbara Metzger 

I.   The Communities.. 

The three communities which are the subject of this study—Oxchuc, Cancuc, 

and Aguacatenango—are located in the highlands of the state of Chiapas, in 

southern ilexico.    As will be seen on map 2, the towns are separated from each 

other in different decrees—the first two by only ten kilometers of footpath, 

the former and the latter by some forty-five kilometers as the crow flies and 

presum<-¿bly by riany more on trails and roads.    Oxchuc is at a somewhat higher 

elevation than Cancuc, but between Oxchuc and ¿i<-uucatenango the highlands grade 

off in a aeries of broad shelves which end in a plain stretching southward from 

San Bartolomé de los Llanos to the coastal mountains.    The stronghold of the 

state's Indian population is in the highland area; here are found    ost of the 

coinmunities in which fea;,  if any, people speak Spanish and iv which other aspects 

of the indigenous way of life are well-preserved.    i3eyond Aguacatenango—which 

is, in a sense, on the ed e of the hi 'hlands—to the south, all-Indian communities 

are scattered and few.    Here Ladinos (Spaniards and iiexicans of Spanish speech) 

have settled in great numbers, for here the climate and the terrain are    .-.vorabie 

for large-scale production and distribution of cattle, corn, and c - e products. 

Indians continue to live in this area as distinct sub-communities, but few are 

monolingual in the indigenous language and much of the old life-style is gone., 

All three of the communities to be exam-ncd here are Indian towns; only one 

of then has a ladino population of even noticeable size,    copulations have been 

estimated, or enumerated by the field workers on whose notes and publications 

the present study is based.      For Oxchuc, Villa gives 3000 in 19h2, of which 

uOO^oo were ladinos.   (ViMa 19U6), iror Cancuc, ¿uiteras estimates f>00~1000 
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in 19U5> and reports that the number of ladinos is negligible*    (üuiteras 19)46) 

In Ajuacat.enango, we counted IO3I4 in 19E>¿>;  eleven of these, the three school- 

teachers and their families, \tfere ladinos,  (iietz^er 19i>6)    Data on the number of 

monolinguals in the indigenous language is not available, but in all of the 

communities the proportion of such speakers is probably fairly hi^h. 

In all of the communities, the language spoken is a dialect of Tzeltal, 

one of the languap.es of the Maya family*    The distribution of Tzeltal ¡ipeakers 

with reference to the i laya area as a whole is indicated on map I*    Their position 

with regard to relative time-depth of separation from a proto-Maya stock has been 

suggested by 'iJorman McQuown;  he places Tzeltal with Tzotzil and Tojolabal in one 

of the family's ten sub-stocks and says that this group and the Gholan and Chun 

sub-groups axe the most iimovatinr of the ílayan languages, with reference to the 

number of proto-contrasts retained.     (¡IcQuown 195>6:19h-i>) 

The physical appearance of the three communities shows certain variations 

on a bi'Sic pattern.    Houses are built of mud and thatch,  frequently in family 

groups surrounded by a common fence»    In A^uacatenango, these house-compounds are 

aligned on streets which run in the compass directions and converge on the town 

square; except for several outlying settlements (all within ten minutes' walk 

from the center),  the whole of the population lives in this cluster of houses. 

In Oxchuc and Cancuc, on the other hand,  the town proper consists of the church, 

the municipal building, the school, and a few stores,.    In this center live the 

lauinob and thoss Indians who are holding political office at the time,,    The 

bulk of the population is scattered over a wide area in house-clusters composed 

°£ the members of two or three related extended-families.    The latter pattern 

of settlement is common all over the Chiapas highlands, the former being rare 

among Indian towns. 
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All of the communities are based on subsistence agriculture with simple 

tools» (The plow is used only in Aguacatenango and here to a limited extent.) 

Corn, beans, and squash are the major crops. Some part of these coranodities is 

sold or» more often, traded for such staples as coffee* sugar, salt, and chiles 

as well as for clothing and tools. '..hile commerce is present, however, the goal— 

and perhaps the only reasonable expectation, given the technology and the terrain- 

is not production for sale of surplus, but rather a comfortable, but not conspi- 

cuous, living. Attitudes toward accumulation of wealth are much like those which 

Wolf describes for the closed-corporate peasant society in. Central America 

(Wolf 19i>7)> it is frowned upon, feared as an indication of witchcraft, and 

avoided, and it is counteracted by the requirement of large expenditures in the 

maintenance of public office. 

iSconomy anc1 material culture point to common life-experiences, and language 

and social organisation (the latter to be treated in detail below) bespeak a 

common origin u Further evidence for a common cultural base can be found in the 

area of belief. Caves are of great importance in folklore and in present-day 

religious observance; it is here that ceremonies at planting and harvest frequently 

take place, their object being to propitiate or give thanks to the owner of the 

cave (called chauk, lightning), who has control over the natural elements which 

affect the crops. Crosses, seemingly divorced from their usual Christian conno- 

tations, are important religious symbols. In the highlands„ each small settlement 

has one, often in or near its particular cavej, an A;Tiaoatenango, there are crosses 

set at the compass points on the hillsides around the town, and they are tho, ght 

of as protectors of the community. Outside the area of religion, there is a 

strong belief in ííitchcraft vtiich constitutes a dominant theme in all of the 

communities.» witchcraft is accomplished by mi;ans of a :¡iagual, a spirit under 

the control of the witch which walks abroad in the shape of a small animal or, 
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sometimes, a tiny human and eats the spirit of the victim. Without a spirit, 

one falls ill and eventually dies unless the curandero (a man skilled in the use 

of herbs and ritual for curing) can recover it in some way—usually involving a 

confession of the misdeed which invited the witchcraft and/or the naming of tl» 

witch. One makes himself vulnerable to witchcraft by having too much money, by 

insulting someone who has a nagual, or by breaking some other rule of ¿-ood 

conduct. (In Oxchuc, to wear ladino clothing is enough to invite witchcraft.) 

While the similarities in the cultures of the three communities are many 

and detailed, each maintains a distinctive style of dress and a feeling of 

separateness akin to that which Tax has found in Guatemala. (Villa lQU6:5j 

i ax 1937) The separation of Aguacatenango and the others is physical as well as 

psychological- In Aguacatenango, Cancuc is unknown, and Oxchuc is referred to 

in terras of a nearer community, Chanal, whose inhabitants came from uxchuc one 

hundred years a^o.  (The latter is called "big Chanal".) No-one goes to Oxchuc, 

and since the two communities face in different directions for most of their 

commerce (only rarely converging on San Cristobal), meetings are few. This 

separation is reflected in the language. A count of the possible cognates in a 

200-word list (one of ílorris Swadesh's basic vocabularies) obtained in Oxchuc 

(Slocum 1°5.3) and in Aguacatenango yields a nuriber indicating 85>0 years of 

separation of the two dialects. (The count was done by Norman HcQuown.) 

between Oxchuc and Cancuc, on the other hand, the separation is psychological 

cóíy» The lands of the two communities are contiguous. Oxchuqueros rent land 

from people of Cancuc and trork for them for pay at planting and harvestj many 

enterprises bring people of the two communities together almost daily. Still the 

small distinctive features (some of which we will rote in the discussior of social 

organization) are maintained. The communities remain enriogamous and apart» 



Some of the permutations of the common culture link üxchuc and Cancuc, 

on the one hand, in contrast to Aguacatenango on the other. The differences in 

social organization which aro the subject of t'::iis papor' are the most noticeable 

or these- In addition, there are such things as the use of aguardiente (a distilled 

su^ar-cane product) instead of the traditional corn-beer, chicha; the use of the 

calzón (the long cotton trousers common among Indians all over ¿iexico) instead of 

the reportedly older knee-length -'arment for men; the increasii g use of ladino 

dress, especially by the younger generation, in contrast to Lhe strict proscription 

of such behavior in Oxchucj the absence of polygyny, bride service, and child- 

marriage» All of these differences suggest a greater degree of acculturation in 

Aguacatenango» We should like to be able to assert firmly that this is the case, 

for the study which follows assumes and ciependu on a general direction of change» 

We cainot do so, however?  for lack of comparable histories for the three communities. 

The only fairly clear indication of a difference in intensity of contact with the 

outside world is that a road now passes Ai/uacaHenango and connects it with commer- 

cial and industrial centers (bringing jobs., money, new consumer goods and relation- 

o 
ships), while no road has yet been built to Orohuc or Cancuc.  The presence of 

a good-sized resident ladino population in Oxchuc and of seasonal labor on the 

coffee fincas in Oxcbuc and, to a lesser sxtea.t3  in Cancuc complicates the situation 

and makes an evaluation difficult 

The case for acculturation is strengthened by an appeal to linguistic data. 

It has been the experience of linguists that words are borrowed, as are other 

cultural forms, in a situation of contact between two societies, and that more 

words are borrowed in an intense contact .situation -¿han in one which is less so* 

l&rzog 19hl)    The study of changes in th-3 native languages of immigrant groups 

has su"a,«p*«y' +.ha+ ?.s the proportion o£  oxJ.inguals increases, the pronunciation 

°i borrowed words will more closely approximate the pronunciation in the lending 

language,, (Haugen 1950) Thus, if Aguaca^enango has been in more intense contact 
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with ¡lexic.an-Spanish culture than the ether ccanunities , we should expect to 

find wore Spanish loanwords and a closer approach to Spanish pronunciation in 

its dialect than in the others.    In order to see If this were the case, we 

compared 518-word "cultural vocabularies" obtained in Oxchuc and ^.-Tuacatenan^o. 

We found forty-eight loanwords in the AguacatenanT
O list and twenty-ei^ht in the 

üxchuc; of these, twenty-nine (60,,) of the A^uacatenango borrowings were perfect 

or nearly perfect (i.e., mishandling only one phoneme)  reproductions of the 

Spanish, while this was true of only leven (25/--) of the loanwords in the Jxchuc 

list.    (A complete list of the borrowLr-gs can be found in a paper in a recent 

student journal.    (iietzger 1957•)    Thate findings acid support to the suggestion 

that many of the cultural differences between Aguacatenan; :o and Oxchuc and Cancuc 

are due to a greater intensity of contact with Spanish culture in the former 

community. 

II.   The Problem. 

We propose to examine and comparo the social structures of these three 

communities, pointing out certain features of each as indications of movement 

away from a structural type which all toree on. se shared. Hecause our study must 

be, for the present, almost entirely (¡ynchronio—the available historical material 

being too general and particularly linited with regard to social structure—we 

can by no means claim that our commun:.t1.es represent steps in a single process- 

•hen we have come to understand their differences, we can wake certain suggestions 

about process which may je useful in i'ueure ressearch. It is toward this kind of 

statement that we aim in this study. 

We have already amply justified +h-í assumption of common beginnings for these 

groups. The organizational type whicJ ne think they once shared is what ihirdock 



c.GJ.   a "formal Omaha",  the defining charafterist'ics boirj* patrili-ical descent,, 

•j  r local residence,,  and a cousin-tivnsi role- ;,   v'ú-.-h oi'-i'rri'ies   roiH:rat.'-ur. a»d 

•rus .'.~?Ch viith iSSibiirrrs and  :'c:Cv with :>(J;    ( jr with do  •i.-in J,   for a  íV: -.le xi:;o). 

X r ock 1^U9J236,  23y-iiO)    The frequently as.-ocjr;tod features of bi.f ¡rc.-.te 

,!i...l teral teins for aunts  'aid  ni>:.r,.fis>   r oi-soror.')}  .. ol ,;•<;:/,  pitr.ilii.;.'.:;"!   e>:!.(-r.¡¡ion 

of  i: rest taboos,  end patri-clans  are  i.-.rt   ->!   1-b.t-  ...:.::rc;j   structure»    :.u<-.h a 

5-; ,ii tion  is closely   approached   in   ;>-C:iiie an!   Gv cat;v  ajni   field data rakes it, 

ol a;   that the present direction of chai! e  ji   those ai'd closely relaten t;r>>ups 

is ai ay from this type arid !.,t toward  :ii„     In   nyu acal-enanco,   remnants  of  the 

er.••!: -jr structure are apparent  in  an  adaptatio    which   is quite different;  althoeyh 

t).   í jf!" which still d ifítinyuishes  the ".r? and   JCh fror'i other kinsmen  ir>   .^xchuc 

ii-     -incuc is not in use here,, there are those in the cumuii'lty who remember 

i;  ii i heard it in their youth. 

The a,?,e of this antecedent structure is a problem which, need not greatly 

re m us in the work at hand and which available; materials are inadequate to 

?L!V  .    However» since knowledge and informed opir ion in this area can supply a 

ec t' icfc within which to view the cases we shall present, we shall briefly set 

•i n the salient points*    The only discovered ;¡ateríais earlier than 19h2 that 

^e 1  :ith the kinship terminólo.•„',' JJi these :«ro'jps are a nineteenth-century 

-i t: jjiary which lacks all of the critical teri-is'   and an inconclusive report 

n a ,'aotail croup done in 1< 86,    Citing the latte.j,   .luiteras  (19i>6:c)  reports 

'1 t  'the term Jwom for mother's brother, distinguishing him from father's brother 

i it >t;, and its reciproca}, kichok,  distinnuiahirif; hire from I^o's brother's 

1  ^' :'en (junichon)  indicate a former unilateral liystera,—,"  «     As she points 

•v-i>   :his suggests the present Omaha pattern but is  incomplete*     ~!ehond tliese 

•° ^"i3., the literature has  thus far yielded   fairly good  indications of ui'ili.ne- 

-1 ^   in certain of the groups in the i-iaya i'am ly,   i/u v. no li^ht oi- the ori/ins 

1 ti -¡ Omaha terminology•    liggaa l.i93íí)  reports:  that a unilateral organisation 
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sue'.i a<; that sugge\d,ed by ear l.v   ; 'iianish  • ouices is consistent and frequently 

associated with a cro.j3-oousir -narria.ie termSnoloi'.y like the early liotul.     Villa 

(19!??) argues that the Lacandon,, isolated as they are, are in a unique position 

to retain aboriginal Maya features^-  and hence he projects the patrilineal named 

residence • groups re: crted by Tos: ser into prehispanic. times; unfortunately, 

Tozaer's data on kinnhip terminology is incomplete, but as far as it    oes there 

iü no cu/yestion of Omana-type distinctions..    Materials such as these at least 

sty :ert a bate oa wi:io:i ;.n  Jwaha system could have ;:>een elaborated as the principle 

oí'  inilif t:-'.l:ity developeru    Sine? this structural type has been considered a 

function of vxtveKti patrilineality (Vihitc 1939''569"7Q)» the possibility of such 

a base ¡'.alces s©nse out oJ' the present situation.. 

Of th-2 development of --laya recial organisation as a whole, Kurdock suggests 

the following r-o:iel: 

Al  ons time they /the Hayaj  pjasumaoly had a social structure 
reserab?vin;r iliav:, of the rest of liexieo,  a ad which is still preserved by 
the kindred Huasteca but they advanced one step farther and actually 
achieved a patrilineal organisation»    This was presumably due to greater 
patrilocalization.     In addition to patrilacal extended families, which 
are repoi'fc-'.d for si oh lowland tribes as  "hoi, Chontal,  and Chorti, genuine 
localized patri-eli.ns emerged in most if not all of the highland tribes. 
Although the fact sopoors to have escapea general attention, both ancient 
¡3en modern sources clearly attest the prBrence of exogamous patri- 
Lineages everywhere  in the lowlands with the single possible exception 
of the Chorti,  raid true exogamous patri-sibs have survived among  such 
higiC.and tribes as the Cakchiquisl, /Jam,   Quiche, and Tzeltal.    For the 

••••lost part the original Hawaiian kinship terminology was not altered, 
perhaps because; of tlirs insufficiency of time, but the Tzeltal evolved 
•'taha teraunoloyy and thus acquired a social system of the most fully 
•leve'loped patrilineal sort,     (i-lurdook 19!?$s9i>) 

"bile we would phrase this more tentatively, the general outlines of the scheme-- 

patrilineal tendencies all over the area,  culminating in Oiuaha termii oloyy only 

11   "-lie Tzeltal (•-T7.ot/,,i.\) groups—do vo v:.olem>s to what ira known»    Such a model 

b;-'r;'   ::> •.::• ¡:.:>v-:;  3  ti• \'u"i-,-:;ry   !:.;-:u ry  vup.jos •>.   ;.hat ths Omaha terminology was at 



one time widespread amonj?; Maya.,  tor it seems unlikely that it x.juld then have 

disappeared without a trace in the .Juatemalaa highlands, where the ancient calendar 

survives in detail (Hash 195?)  and the greatest number of proto-Mayan phonemic 

contrasts is retained (l-.c.Quown 1956,.    The fad:,, previously noted, that the 

TzeltaJL-Tzotail are at the innovating extrema In the linguistic Kroup indicates 

that they were isolated enough from the rest o:' the Maya to lose many of the 

proto-contraatsr  such a situation might hive buen conducive to kinship innovation 

as well» 

The changes away i'rora the Omaha type which can be seen in Qxchuc, Cancuc, 

and A: niaoat cnanto are particularly interest!, i;.;; because anthropological opinion 

has oeen that Omaha terminologies do nor, cha;)K«<.    In Tax's work on the Fox, we 

see an Omaha terminological system associate! with a fully bilateral exo amous 

family group and an absence of extension of  caiship terms throughout the clans 

(the latter functioning as cult societies an 1 nothing more),     (Tax 1955)     (A 

potential chanye in termínelo./.y  lies in the   cadency to think of vEWi as a 

siblinui-in-lav even though she is still callo;i FS-)    Mead, working with the 

Omaha, finds that while the breakdown oí' the cvl.an syste*. and the scattering of 

the tribe has led to a shrinking of the applioi.tici of kinship terms and related 

behavior,  "the kinship system which was carefully recorded forty years ar;o is 

still in use, not changed in any detail"»    (Jtesd 1932:79)    Nett traces historical 

changes in the usage kinship system and finds.;, with regard to  behavior, a shift 

to neolocal residence, a trend away from fou *- lineage exogamy,  and a loss of the 

special relationship with the mother's  brother*     In the terminology she finds 

°nly what seem minor changes—a loss of aye distinctions between siblings, the 

use of the diminutive rather than the parent LOTTO for íBü, IIS,   and VB  (especially 

ln~- focmar),  SMC a ¡>;env.r;.:'!. t-n^orvnlcrty and d .;;;frr^smer/;; over the teims for ;"3'rand« 

par-ent-'   siblings (the latter con¡ú&t3B.v; wit\ '• a u^croase in ths ir.portance of 

the pa-¿íii;ineal claws")»     rfei.-i; l!^?:lüctó.) 
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The only published evidence for a change from ümaha terminólo y to another 

type is Vreeland's study of three Mongol communities.     (Vreeland 195U)    He explains 

an apparent shift from an Omaha prototype to a Dakota structure in terms of the 

development of clan communities in combination with a preference for marriage 

with women of one other sib.    Krader, however, points to historical evidence that 

the Mongols had something other than an Omaha system»    (¡trader 195$ 136?)    Hia 

classroom remarks indicate that the system was different in that it had no terms 

for cross-cousinsj  in about 1200 a designation for tuese relatives became necessary 

and a variety of adjustments were made among tlie Mongol tribes, some adopting 

Omaha terminology and others something else,, 

A recent and as yet unpublished stud;/ of social structure in three Tzotzil 

communities seems to provi.de the first unassailable evidence of change in an Omaha 

system.    (Guiteras 1956)    The antiquity of the structural type for the i'sotsil 

is supported in some measure by historical materials  (cited above).    In Sac 

Pablo Chalchihuitán, the Omaha terminólo-;/ i» found complete (see chart 1) and 

is extended throughout the sib although sib exogamy is no longer practiced and 

there is no longer a local gro\ip which could b? called «t clan.    In San Pedro 

Chenalho, sib exogamy is still in force, but. in one half of the vi?JLage HBCh 

are terminologically equated with siblings and in the other half the sibliug 

term is extended to FSCh as well as the above» everywhere there is a tendency to 

call IB "uncle"  (i.e.* the same as FB)n    In Cb.aun.ila, the entire structure is 

bilateral—inheritance, exogamy» terminology~Híith 133 equal to FB, I-iS the same 

3s FS8 all cousins the same as sibling, and BC'.i equivalent to SCh.    A trend toward 

a bilateral, generational system is clear in the series» 

To a certain extent, our three Taeltal communities show parallel changes 

*n terminology and associated structures*    Their similarities and their differences 

are instructive,, 
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III.    The Social Structures:    Continuity and Change,, 

The organization of Oxchuc and Cancue is the same with minor exceptions, 

and so for the ;;,o3t part they can economically be treated together.    Closely 

related families are grouped into patrilii eal linea.es, each with a Tzeltal 

surname»      Each lineage belongs to a grouping which both students call a clan 

but which they report as "non-localized" with only one exception; this must,  in 

mrdock's terms, be called a sib„    The member:? of the sib consider themselves 

related but cannot trace the genealogical connections; kinship terms are extended 

throughout and exogamy is strictly maintained,,    In Cancue,, the sibs have name» 

and rnyths of origin; in Oxchuc, the sib is designated by the Spanish surname 

shared by all its meinbers and no ori in myths have been discovered»    Beyond the 

sib is the calpul (Oxchuc)  or culibal (Cancue), a non-exo^amous and perhaps once 

endogamous unit of which membership is by individual choice but usually follows 

the paternal line»    The calpul contains membe:*s of all the sibs, but lineages are 

found in one or the other of the two calpules and not in both.    Traditional 

division of the town area into sections correiiponding to the calpules suggests 

that they were once localized, but now member;} of the two calpules live side by 

side. 

Of these units, the lineage is the primajiy land-owning one and the Kost 

important one in daily interaction, cooperation in work, mutual aid, and the 

ceremonies at death.    The sib functions in marriage;    in ^>y.  :.:;c, the boy arranges 

the natch with the twirl's ¿.arents and the wedding consists of a feast and drinking 

party for which he provides the gooas and which is attended by the leading members 

of the girl's sib; in Cancue, it was formerly the custom toarran e one's marriage 

with the head of the girl's elan,  but now the boy makes the arrangements with her 

parents»  accompanied by a member of her sib an a kind of spokesman.    Sister 
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exchange between siba (bilateral cross-cousin marriage» usually classificatory) 

is comron but apparently r>ot preferential.    Sib members help each other, adopt 

orphans and shelter runaways, and participate in drinking parties at tines of fiesta. 

In Cancuc, the sib is the highest unit of social control, Members (especially the 

elder, but others also with the help of the patron s aint)  being able to punish 

the moral failings of others in the sib by means of the nagual.    (Quiteras l°li7) 

In Oxchuc, the nagual of any old man, whether in one's sib or not, can punish, 

and so the calpul also functions in social c ontrol.    The calpul is the political 

and religious unit, with a hicararchy of office» through which each individual 

passes, and it acts as an intermediary between the people and the ladino-dominated 

municipio government»    The settlement of disputes x:hieh cannot be handled by the 

lineage or sib comes to the calpul, and few disputes ,:o higher.    The calpul claims 

the land of a dead lineage and apportions it among the other lineages and is thus 

also a land-owning £roup. 

Certain changes in organization have been implied above and others are present 

in the field materials:    1) a loosening of the residence rule, bringing opposite 

calpules to ether and scattering families even though matri-patrilocal residence 

Í8 still preferred and widely practiced;  (whether or not the sibs were once 

localized is an open question); 2) some loss o:f sib functions—as in marriage in 

Cancuc and in the statements of Oxchuc informants that just being of the same 

clan does not entitle one to help and that no-one will work with you unless there 

is money in it;  (Villa 19U6:10£); 3) much buying and selling of land (lineage 

lands can be sold with the permission of all the members), the land bought 

by an individual being considered his own and not  that of the lineage; Oxchuc 

informants said that long ago brothers used to work together on common land, but 

now each man has his own and works alone; U) a tendency» only in Oxchucs to look 
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to all older men as equally powerful and wortiy of respect; Villa states that 

since the calpul is no longer a territorial ur.it, people take disputes to which- 

ever of the principales (old men) is available at the time, regardless of relation^ 

ship or cal|.ul affiliation (Villa l°U6:2?)j S) in Qxehuc, further weakening of 

the calpul-offices are left unfilled because ro-one can be found vho will accept 

them. 

In the kinship terminology, the most interesting of the changes in progress 

is one not suggested in the ethnography, and it occurs in the terms for cross- 

cousins. First of all, while the terms for cross-cousins and cross-uncles and 

-aunts are properly generation-overriding, they are peculiar ir that the MB-SCh 

is self-reciprocal- This seems to be uncommon in Omaha systems, and the absence 

of self-reciprocity in the early Tzotzil terminology suggests that the situation 

may representa change from the more usual desijjnation of these two classes of 

relatives. It suggests that a once-assymetrical relationship became symmetrical 

in a way significant enough to effect a terminological shiit." Unfortunately, 

data on behavior between pairs of relatives is largely lacking; there is data which 

tends to equate MB and FB, and there is nothing to surest an equivalence with 

SCh or any other specialization» The mechanics of this change—if it is such— 

are lost in the past, as the situation seems wall-established (all the informants 

agree). The Cancuc system, in which iPS's grandchildren are GCh WQUO iB's grand- 

children are IB and ¡MS, is in all probability ¡self-consistent (i.e., if terms had 

been sought for the grandparents' siblings they would probably be reciprocal); 

nevertheless, the fact that there are two kindu of kichan (see chart <¡a),, some 

having children called 3Ch and others whose offspring are called MB and MS, 

seems a weak point in the system» One might e.cpect further changes in terminology 

either to erase the difference or to express ^-j,, 

y 
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Because of the self-reciprocity of IB -SCh, the two sets of cross-cousins 

are designated by terms which are very similar, differing only in the terms used 

by a female ERO for r'3Ch and by any Ego for I-H3D. It is in these tenas that inci- 

pient chanre is apparent, uuiteras rotes "a marked tendency to designate by ire.uis 

of the term kichan not only the n-ale descendents, but also the female, of the 

mother's brother in the male line.»«which results, due to the rule of nelf«reci- 

procity, in the designation by a female Ego of kichan for the father's sister's 

children, in substitution for the kal-jun used by a woman for this class of 

relatives".  (GMteras l°U7il2) She adds that the mother's brother's daughter's 

children are not considered relatives and that the inconsistency which exists 

here if their mother is called me-»jun disappears when she is called kichan. 

(This statement is inaccurate in that the children of a kichan are considered 

relatives, but the closeness of the relationship is distinctly less than with 

siblings and so the najor point is still valid») In Oxchuc, also, there is a 

suggestion of a strain toward equation of the cross-cousins in three of the 

nineteen genealogies (the only three which show the HBD, male speaking, and either 

the FSCh or the IIBD, female speaking). Une, a male, calls MBD kichan; one of the 

wcraen calls i-IBD me-jun but her brothers kal (same as FSCh) and explains that sh« 

would call them all kichan if they were her a.-o; the other woman calls her FSCh 

kal because her fS taught her to do so but thinks that ;ihe should be calling him 

kichan» The terras elicited by Castro ten yeans later from five informants (of whom 

one was a woman and three were from Qxchuc and one from Cancuc) show a part of 

this change accomplished—.FSCh is kichan for both the male and the female Ego—- 

but the system is assymetrical in that MBD remains me-jun-.  (Castro 1955:20-23) 

If Castro's material can be trusted, it indicates that the change in the 

FSCh terras» woman speaking, was the primary one0 In this case, one could relate 
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it to the general uncertainty among women as to the application of those terms 

v/hich distinguish by the sex of the speaker.. Several women call their older 

brothers bankil rather than shilel, and nearly half call their own children 

nichan, one or two giving kal as an alternative; one suggests kal/nichan as an 

alternative designation for brother's child. This may reflect a eneral simpli- 

fication in terms which is perhaps evident altio in the shortening of the system 

in the area of MBD's children—a lessening of interest in genealogical reckoning» 

It is also possible, but not clear» that the functional significance of these 

terms is decreasing; one of the terms given by Pineda (1888) and absent here is 

kishlal, youn.srer sister, the reciprocal of shilel, and the loss of this term and 

the instability of its reciprocal are perhaps related» On the ether hand, the 

informants may have misunderstood the investigators and given male-speaking terms 

instead of their own* 

With particular reference to the FSCh terras, an additional explanation io 

possible» If a part of the driving force for change is the attitude o." ladinos 

toward the indigenous kinship system— ind, indeed, there is some evidence that 

ridicule was important in driving indigenous surnames underground in Aguacatenango— 

then one vjould expect that those generation- en erriding terms which conflict most 

seriously with relative age would be the most subject to censure from outside» 

Hence there would be pressure to call FSCh something other than "son" or "daughter" 

while the HBD tern, being somewhat different from "mother" to the ladino*s ear, 

might temporarily survive „ 

None of these explanations is strong enough to stand by itself* Perhaps the 

¡tost fruitful line of reasoning starts from thu other side of the traditional 

kinship diagram» with 1-iBDo Bilateral cross-cousin marria a is attested for both 

groups. Tlds means, first of alla that it is ¡iwkward to refer to l-JBD, who is a  ^ 
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potential mate, as "little mother".,    ¡iurdook fives tfood statistical evidence for    v 

his statement that incest taboos tend to apply to all relatives called by the same 

term as sexually tabooed primary relatives.    (llurdock 19U°:2o7)    kgfan agrees that 

systems which class the mother's brother's daighter vith the mother "effectively 

prevent mutrilateral cross-cousin marriage"..    (üggan 19í>6:1í03)    The presence of 

cross-cousin marriage means alfjothat the two kinds of cross-cousins are equivalent 

from Lgo's point of view and are often the sar»« person.    (Perhaps the disappearanc® 

of the special terra for I-BWi in Cancuc is associated with the fact that she ia 

frequently a FS first.)    This situation exerts  strong pressure for identical 

terms, and the extension of kichan to cover a]JL of them without distinction as 

to sex of the speaker is an economical way of producing this effect» 

It has been assumed that cross-cousin ran ¡- iage is relatively new on the basis 

of the widespread association between the old kind of terminology and the sexual 

taboo.    If it is, one of the things that night  have brought it about is a decrease 

in the number of clans into which to marry anc the consequent inert ir.e in the prob- 

ability that one's wife will be a clan relative of one's mother»    Qxchuc has six 

clans, but two are so small as to be nearly extinct»    Cancuc has only three clans, 

a fourth having merged with one of these in the memory of living peopleo 

One other important terminological change has been suggested above.    This is 

a tendency, in Oxchuc but apparently not in Cancuc,  to apply kinship terms which 

express the referent's a^e relatiTe to Ego rather than his precise genealogical 

relationship.    ( This has an organizational correlate in the above-mentioned 

tendency to regard all old men, without reference to relationship, in the same way.) 

One informant calls his older sister's husbonJ tatik ("sir," "mister"—-a general 

respect term applied to non-relatives)  instead of bal and uses a unique term— 

bc.jtatil-~for his father's sir  :;r's husbandj both of these seam to reflect a 
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reluctance to class older men with siblings-ir.~law.. Another says that the child 

of a nichun is also nichun unless Ego is old, ir; wbich case he says "grandchild" 

instead - A third informant has been cited abcve—-the voman who called her mother's 

brother's son "child" on the basis of his relative age» According to Juiteras, 

extension of kinship terms in Cancuc consistently overrides both generation and 

relative agej except for siblings of the nuclear family,, all "clan" siblin s are 

called "older sibling"» This is consistent with the fact that ¿social control by 

7 
the elders is still kept within t he clan» 

The increasing concern for age in the desijnation of relatives is particularly 

interesting in the light of the data on Aguacatenango., for in this system it 

assumes a dominant role. Looking first at the terminology, we i.ota thats 

1) All consanguineals in Ego's own generation and the descending generations 

(except his own children and grandchildren) aru siblings-., distinguished by sex» 

sex of speaker, and age relative to higo in the same v;ay as in Oxchuc and Cancuc. 

(See chart Ua„) 

2) Of the consanguineals of the first ascending gene-ration» parents' siblings 

you:n(/er than parents, regardless of the sex of the connecting relative, are siblings, 

distinguished in the same ways (including age ;"elaiive to iógo) as bgo's own 

generation; parents' siblings older than, pararais are referred to by the. general 

reupect term (distinguished by sex) or, perhaps wore coanonly, by the diminutive 

of it* One individual uses grandparent terms for r;ost of these people, who appear 

to have been considerauty older than bis own fatherj he refers to the one living 

brother of his father by a term unique as far as our sample goes, one which 

expresses both the referent's great age and ti«: fact that he is younger than 

%O'B father* (maroalbankil; maroal means "old"*) 
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3) On the second ascending generation, the only terms ir general use are for 

own grandparents, and these are the same on both sides , Only two of our ten 

o 
informants, both special cases , could name an/ of their grandparents' siblings. 

Both of them referred tothese as "uncle older than parent", a usa e consistent 

with the designation of brother's grandchild as "younrer sibling"» 

U) Above this generation none of our .encalo ;ies extends,. 

Thus age relative to Ego and (on the first ascending generation) to the 

connecting relative are major organizing principles., iielative a ;e overrides 

generation throughout the system, with the terms for lino's direct lineal ascendants 

and descendants standing cut in that they alone are unaffected by the age distinc- 

tion* The sex of the connecting relative is nowhere a consideration» Lineality- 

collaterality distinctions are ignored on Ego's generation, while on the first 

ascending generation parents are merged with their siblin s only when the siblings 

are older and the alternative terms are used far both.. Sex of the referent is 

distin aiished for all relatives older than Kgo and for no one younger. Sex of the 

speaker is distinguished for older brother, child, and grandchild. The greater 

number of distinctions among older relatives gives the impression that the society 

faces up, so to speak, and this is highly consistent with-the general pattern to 

be sketched below» 

The affinal terms are more nearly generational.» The sibliisg-in-law terms of 

Oxchuc and Cancuc are used only in one's own generation, while spouses of parents' 

siblings are apparently called "parent':; sibling older than parent" regardless of 

the relative age of the connecting relative, and spouses cf descending-generation 

siblings are called "sibling" (usually younger). On the ether hand, one informant 

uses consanguineal terms for certain affinal relatives in his own generation; 

*n each instance, the relative- is so much older thin-. Ego that a same-generation 



al ir,ni m?y haré eeoí'.e-J  iürirespectful,,    One iríonuant used consanguineal terms 

f;r £.11 siijI:Lng8-in-]aL.if   :aid another said that   the vise cf these terms is declining. 

.lúe  might ;-;U<2SG that  the s:t.blii->¡;-i:n-law temifj are sxi ply slower in responding to 

•';he pressure;; under wnich i.'ne rest of the system has «han ed and that they, too, 

will scr.ie'iay be replaced by sibling terms with  their recognition of relative a ¿re. 

i\: o/.".'i.f'ormity with ths  sssontial seps.rateness of lineal and collateral relatives, 

the terms  far 3o-in-Ltl .0-iivl:  and parent-in-law are restricted in application. 

(One informant, «ays th.rfc. the cinld-:Ln-.\uw terms are extended to members of these 

people-'s families.,    This may have been true at one tin», but now these people are 

normally can¿iadres~--ritual kinsmen—due; to their par-ticipation in the wedding 

ceremony,   •inc. the oumpadre tewi overrides the  .íinship term in reference and 

addressi.) 

The :u-iij)ortance of the c o ¡rapad re r«.'i afcionsh i:p sheds some light on the use of 

the other affinal terms..    Siblir^'E and their spouses are very commonly chosen as 

girinos for one's children»  and the use of th<2 compadre term for these people 

ra-;he:r severely limits the use of the siblinE-'Ln-law term,.    In this vray» ritual 

kinship may perhaps fi:i-thei* weaken a terminólo ioal system which is already 

eroding for other reasons,,    from another point, of view, it appears to be an adjust- 

ment to the cj"j£ion of the old social {structure.     It seems to    e used in A,:uaca- 

tenan¡.;o to tighten existing consan.r^iineal and affinal bonds and, when rion-kin 

are invite.:  to be padrinos, to create a kin-lil:t3 relationship with people outside» 

To the extf-nt to which accul-iurative pressure ;j> ato^iizirjp, the compadrazgo ia 

an opposing tendency, and it has the advantage of fitting well into the local 

culture and  at tbt; same time being something thi.t th-3 ever critical   ladino can 

i-a ex-stand,  approve, and ewi share,.    In addition,  the use of compadre terms 

Fí-vides a method   "'' making  -inf:1,'-. ^efe-r-Büce moi-.-:: specific in a kinship system whose 

•;:.-::.; orí ,!o.n.;^;: .l.i i.eato vi:  :-.¡.   c,l i, crti:. nc:.,     (Ot-l-i:.1 alternative ciesi-nations which 
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<¡ cxJAiran  of Oiiií's  ;s. 
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/en better are teknonyaous terms, very frequently used, 

-.I-, soem to :;c in fairly  cora:.un use with reference to 

• ;:;:r'.c-r:itnr,:i "sibling;1' .)    That the compadrazgo occurs here 

til and j.£-  v/p.alc in 0:ct:h\ic. and completely absent in Cancuc 

¡ra-'uent o:'  l.hu three.,  smy-justed by the materials above, 

; w;-,i.x-t of -.he original social system»    The decree of 

.•;..,'.K.v.-.-ri.io;.  i:.-?   bhri •¡n::i.: ".ir'r.ion  .is pc.vhaps  r:i. áial/  considered   ( >uiteras 1952:101) 

;•, ¡."-(.'iii/n :.>::j'2"  of :K-.I'.- ...i" • > r a ¡:, i or:.,  not  cuy  in thai;  i";:.  is  the: rasult of varying 

•.i . ,•-¡-¡.i:u;*s of  r.oivóijfiT.  * S.'.h  l!'.a idea,   hut also a:.» x-he tej-ns suggested here» 

"'h:   ¡-•.:,::';,em::u,,!-i of '• aaa-ip •'••erius  la wide    If ve» coníüLJcir as such the use of 

!-C;!K::.:>'J. i'tf-per.;!.  '¡;o:.'nz<  ita'a,  ruma)   :.*<M* all aid people and  the occasional us© of 

bcaaia  to snot:' aaapoeve  for aa unrelated older raa of Ego1 fs generation.    However, 

th-: ' crr.v US ±iv\xt:nÍL,wéi oj'  je;iv:aloí;;;'.c:u relatioi'.'^Mp are apparently extended 

bc-V'.'iiv¡ thr 11 ;.':.i;r: of chart aa  mily ae ernldren of grandparents*  siblings (even where 

aa a;a:<; iv;; the- uoimeotiK;   r a.la t i •.*•:"• :is auki'o«ni wherever these individuals have at 

Irav.  -jue suraai ;e in couaaa ¡idth tac     !-'hus iiu-'racia Percíü considers as kin her 

¡''i-••'"•Or,  uho is a iiendKj .aaia-a. bub aat this man's children,, who are i-iendez Juarez 

Í.t-Jiiii;.-.- the sj.:;'(!r.:sa of thai:* mother a:; their aar:o:nc¡)»    üa& also thinks of FHBCh— 

'.•j.p/..;-.e s\\V\\;:¿t\z- ::-:•• Iferxiíú-.ü<ü..ri-•• --at. reLa^a-esj, but cha can give; no Tzeltal kinship 

>'"S•:••'•: ic i':i.i t..^.-:i=    "¿.'hiJa   .".;•.".• 3ack -:a   :  common <-va: name seems to sort out non-relative» 

':::.. Each  '..asee,''   aiu- posae:';;;:.Ian of a common curnaae decs net  in itself sif-nify 

i';J.a ti ox ..¿hip.     ¡vlthcu^i!   the- noláer-a  of a Spaniiih  surname, are referred to rather 

j-oov.sly ,j£  «lb'?':i,h'.:t,e' on ueaisior:, groups are roco nizeti within each of these names 

i-!iLet) are £pj*£te3 not relatad.,    .Fa- aple of the ¡¡;t.r.'e surname marry with impunity 

•.!}•  of all casíü?}*  although  the priest tells them that this js like marrying one's 

si•••.!ing¿ except in cihyyi-'h .i¡'i?.Tia;;e. which is raia-j, this presents no problem, and 



couples áe.siriís r a church weddin--  siuiiplychan e tiie sunviine of the bride for the 

A putriDineal bias in su^ested by the data froj.i the abova  informant,  and this 

•sj[\.esiion ,-ains support .'.'rom the «.¡camination of the kinds of grandparents whom 

people remember*    CnV :.>m; informant knows'the names of all' f our grandparents, and 

bare the uor;e:'i s sam;¿nii.E; ,;ero unknown or une-.rLair¿>    Two people remember three 

graíidparontE--t\;o paternal anc  0:10 .maternal;  four people remember only the paternal 

5r;u"idpar:::)ta by na:-ne, one onl.;'  the: .maternal   'rariijfather,  and    wo none at all.    For 

tvju oí' the ¡Ji-corníl-oul,   cases¿  the-; maternal r-randparento had died whenthe ..other 

viaa very ycuv;;; or had remained  in a distant town; here the tendency to r er.ember 

the name oí only those relatives whom one knew personally my explain the situation. 

nevertheless,, the remain r •   sa..es cannot he so explained and may point to the leaning 

toward the p.-.trilinoal i.h.'.c.h one would expect   in a ¡;roup with this bacligroujad. 

The uowarod orienta;.Jon. noted above is evident i:   the use of the ;- rardnhild 

term,.    All of the women who were a-siied knew ho; to say "grandchild", although none 

was a   -randmother.    in contrast.,   wo older men with grandchildren did ,-ot know the 

term and said  so; a third and a fourth menéalo .y included only siblings and parents' 

sibling;, the informant:;; not beinp  interested ;¡.n giving more data if they possessed 

it;  a fifth K.JG obtained  i/nrough the wife as an interpreter and it is : ot clear 

¡¡oí? ru:c:h was liar .cnowleu^o rather than hu- h1 ^band's,    '..e got th¿ terms for grand- 

child, wale speaking,,  from women..    T.-.is evidence is only suggestive,  but it looks 

a:3 if men  nave considerably loss  interest in genealogy than wom-.jn and less contact 

t'ith and 511 tercet in o h-.lorsn beyond,  their «m immediate offspring,    while the one 

grandmother whom we know vellcctf as an afiec donate mother-surrogate,  her.husband 

speaks to  Las  --randchildxen only  to reprimand   :hem -and conceives this as his 

proper rcle..        Our impression  is thav. :::ei. are primarily interested ±r   other men— 

their adult  sons»   their peers,  and   •. he:u" elder;:;,. 



Turning from t.he ter-n-U'olory to the behavioral aspects of the social s tructure, 

w.  neto a mutber of features ."orrespoririiiv' to the aye principle w?¡:icb has seemed 

oLir^nanto    The top t.osit:i.ons in the conrnunity--political ard religious—are held 

by old    en;  enc: *;ori{5  u¡.-  'ihro'.'-h  :i hierarchy oí* o-fices to chief   ¿ue've ar.c then 

sfcttlcE: uowr.   'or ':.he r«t;v:, UJ.' one's life to yive advice and directions and to 

receive respiot, <". tfert.-nci.; ,   and  obedience-     A ,yroup of these men,  selected  oy the 

c..M.-iniui'ity and called ¿r.í.!!ílij" l-lSl'  uakes all decisions affecting the community as 

a whole,,     i'hiije ¡i«n art;  thouyht of in   ,ermü oj' their a es relative to each other; 

one informant   -ro.iped  thi   ton , rin.cH
(:--.les i:.-t<> three a,'engracies .and suy ested that 

the respect dm-.- each of these increased fro:.H youngest to oldest»    Within the 

füi'vi.V,  the °^ ma:'  -IS waited o;i ana t.reateu seriously;  it is considered most 

^.proper to arrue .••ith hJ ;¡ or .speak uo him sharply "as if he were your equal". 

In yocial ga*:.herin.o.st  the oldest :r.an present- ¡>ays a blessing over each bottle of 

liquor be:-, oro :i.t is opened.,     (The ..n.'thropoiap; 1st attending one of these ^athei-ings 

w; 3 placed :';n the systeir- hy comparison of ftis age with that of everyone else so 

tb:.t the  ...roper kinship  t;erii:? —commonly extended to drinking partners of whatever 

surname-—""Guild be ii.ppli.ed,)    I.hen two people  r.eets the younger bows his head for 

í'ie elder to   ",:>ur.h by •;•].•;;••  el' •jr^abiiiir.i  this   is done both by  people of the saine 

se; and b.' i >2n tc v.-oribn aid women to .-.en,  and so. .étimos the age distinctions 

seen: to b-s exceedingly fine,. 

Vie do not suggest ihatthooe customs ai-e unique,    Ive see them as significant 

only in that they ate here dissociated from tine unilineal kin groupings which 

structure their expression in other Tzeltal communitiesj here they are applied 

society-wide.    Corporate-  - iiilineal    roups E.ectn to be absent or attenuated in A,"uacaten« 

igo„    úeíscent r^mainr. patrálinca.":. u?ltho\: h there is a yrowin." tendency    fostered 

the so'.o - .::.     ••.;  u-,   >     -J\  •• >:     '•;•!«  . .••••:.'-..-;.r r i-ur-nait.e to the signature on official 

'• •'••r.-,...do/..    :i'n.-..- ; ,i     -: '.•.••\ •'.:. ü/itíp ! •.• if.:-  but   r ¿¡comas clear with the additional 
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hi-juledge that each lin'.-:a ,CJ his p 'ii.eltal name which descends from father to 

-.o.   and which soeiis to define the- exogamous ur.it,,    It is probable that kinship terms 

ai:--"- extended  thj-oujauut   I..<.•:'..';  'unit.,  ¿iut   the reticence of all informants on the 

subject of these na¿oec! ; rnips has ;nade it impossible for us to get this kind of 

data,    Carriage  1:3  aj'^ónii-x.,.  after the boy hai   chosen a girl,  between the "families" 

of the boy and  nirl-~i-i';v.ch may mean the linetge but which seems rather to be 

restricted to the  nuclear family of each»    The lineage, insofar as we can infer a 

lineage froie kr -r,-:r> blOi.d  r.ies.,  is localized tv a considerable extent.    (Oi\e infor- 

mant spoke o.? s. Piirei. "group" to the east, ones around him^ one to the south, etc., 

and such groupings can be soon in census and .settlement pattern data»)    The fact 

that the town is closely i;cfcled makes  it increasingly difficult with each jeneration 

to maintajn stric'i same'-h:nuiei¡old~.:.r•c<:mti:".iOV3 patrilocal residence; in addition, 

factors oí an incMvidu?! o ature ^uver .ui„ w:¡.th the result that many more households 

ars neolocal tb.aii. pati-ilo;.¡i.'. -¡nd m-ucbers o£ a nuclear family can be found widely 

scattered,,  Host married U3?i and waviy married vomen,  however, live in the same or 

adjoining bj^.cks as thei.v unblanys,  parents, ¿and parents' siblings.    The rule of 

marriage vithln the barrio  (which corresponds to the calpul-culibal and is 

ideally and üU¿ endo;-ramuu5J.;  narrows th-; geographic range of marria;;e choice to 

such ui extent  Ui^c husband and wife  tend to settle near both their families in 

many case.-.*    .?hus residence becomes mere complex than a one-word destination can 

express.i    Patrilocal residence eont.imiarj to b<:! the ideal pattern although it is 

no longer an unbreakable vule,, 

It is not clear tha: the lineage <wns land.. In Oxchuc and Cancuc, the lineage 

steps forward to claim the land when a wan dins without sons, and since ve have not 

observed this situation v.e   caanct be sure what the lineage in Aguacatenango would do. 



,¡i  ¿o know th-.t daughter's (¿o J ot inher.lt axi:': that a widow may inherit a house» 

0: :; informant reports that his brother"£5 widow  asked nun for permission to sell 

tie hous& •'.ho had inherited,.    However,, this happened many years ago, and no concept 

oi lineage land-o-iriürslrip hay bean otherwise expressed in our presence»    New land 

cones under cultivation every year,; the poorer lane, which is "owned" by the town as 

3. '..hole,  is siirplv  taken by the first coiners ¿,  while the irrigable land in the valley- 

is .'ither bouphi /.mm present owners or,, if it. has been communal, apportioned by 

thi town £ over no .eri t to ijv.iiv k'nalst .and not apparently to group3o    Recently, land 

h.'.!:; been bought or; the ut":.;es of toion \r   each of the two barrica for the exclusive 

at.,! of their laatibe^B, while in tho irrigábl.-'   -.rea the holdings of members of the 

Í.KO barrios ';r.? separate and  are vatert-i by separate «anals.    The concept of rights 

tc the land is o'.Usar ,jibh regard to the. purchase,, which is apparently a new depar- 

ture;   .Ln the ca.'.-e of the land alUa-idy in use,   Lt seems more likely that exclusiva 

use is mai'itaiaed by   the   dLstrust aid c,niiio;;i.t.y which exists between the two 

bar:-ios tc such an t:a:tent that o>\e would not want to own a field among people from 

"the other side;i„       Hence we can acy that th? barrio is a land-owning unit, strictly 

speaking,,   ">nl • in  its most recent aspect;,    By and larje,, agricultural and residen- 

tial land seen? to be conceived ¿in belonging to tte individual and descending to 

his son.-,  i'.r, ir iivHi'als, 

The grouping of linea; ¡its into oibp is another tiling about which we cannot be 

sure,.    It :1s certain that the Spanish earnar,!.- <ioes nob now define such a unit, 

although tr:ere is a sug estion that it might once have done so in the remarks of 

one or two informants tc the effect that all Hernandezes are brothers but do not 

work together any  nore,  or  that it is cause .for shame to marry someone with the 

s;. e surname.    The posf?"":'.v: Vi'vy :r:>maj.rj  that   i J-..eage.s are grouped into sibs without 

f1-  ¡fence to   :r.    . "^.riii-U.   -u?^.    ¡u-:  i.'•.. r   •:! .uc.     If  a T.ieltal-named sib  has   -one 



underground, so to spfiakj with the lineage names, we may have observed extensions 

o:' kinship terms wxtLrui it ¡.-.nú inc.drproted them as extensions to non-kin because 

the participants denied xei&tionship,.     In addition,  such a ;:roup mi;ht still be 

exogamous.    Such a situation would undermine the whole interpretation presented 

híí?:e„    Having rec.oyrdasi.-*!.   this fact,  we propc/ae   to   push  it to the back of our mind  In 

what follows in order tbtx some kind of definite statement can be i-ade, to be 

proved or disproved as ou:r understandiay yrows»    Our decision may be justified to 

some errtent by the suggestions ;;;iven above and by the unlikelihood that an elaborate 

system of denial could be sustained by a people not nnach given to dissimulation» 

Although the lineage still exorcises social  control in the form of moral 

pressure in intra -lineage matters„  the settlement of disputes and the punishment 

of wrongdoing, where these cross  lineare boundaries, seem tobe largely in the 

hands of the municipal government  and   ,ot the kin-groups involved»     (The barrios 

have no political-religious cr judicial f.motions.)    J'hirder and witchcraft are 

exceptions, being punished by kinsmen of the victim, but robbery, breach of promise, 

assault, and trespassing are brought before the ayuntamiento for arbitration and 

application o.: penal or rebtitutive sanctions-    In recent years, the penalties 

imposed by this group hav« been backed up l y the» possibility of appeal to outside 

authority-•-especially  einci> the decision  to place a young man who speaks Spanish 

and is interested in "progress" in the major outward-facing position in the 

political system—but it is perhaps significant, that the top political office, 

that of chief jud^e, has bise;-. hel:i tor two yaafs in a rovj by curanderos (who, as 

a class, are said to have naguales),    In general, however, witchcraft is conceived 

of not as punishment for wx-on;_i, as in Oxchuc a;id Cancuc, but as the ill-»;i 11 of 

sane enemy—a man jealous ••. <" on.-'s material we.iD.th,  for example» or desirous of 

Wie's wife.    Witches   :¡.—; vr.\ .c.-c¡<i'.'.y  I-?VJ.1^ p:<>D'.l3 we»s shacked when we suggested 

'*''.'  the cura:ac^¡ro5—JC ..1 ;ú-::\r   H:.¡\.•..• •••..•¿••.1  ..».U men--mi|tht know how to causa illhess 



a? vé) 1 ai' cuma ir,, fucli pt.'Up: <;.•  ;;.r» nr t infrequently Hi.! ¡id oír driven out of 

town.» They need Oí uíú;tn¿:r ve>  ative- tor oii mwnj indeadj, a noted witch of recent 

years was a middle agea iminigróJBt i mm a rather dietant community.-, It is interesting 

to reflect that vtxx.1 e Ciaii.c-r&si pr^yents witchcraft as inseparable from the "clan»» 

and atocia! control, ViV.i.3 cite? «ora» cawes of witchcraft by non~welanw membera and 

by people «ho are angry with others for no socially-defined reason» The situation 

in Aguacatenango seems to carry out this trende 

Thus the uxiilineal group retains the function of marriage regulation, it 

leaves social control boyará the lineage to the local government, arrangement of 

marriage to th» nuclc-ar fannly,, and property--ownership to the individual* 

While the lineage is localised to pome extent„ it is not exclusive., Ego's 

neighborhood usually includes both patr-ilineal and matriiineal kinsmen as well as 

some non-relatives1 while h* i» gr-oying upj if he marries and settles in the same 

neighborhood0  it comeo to include also hi» affinal kin». The group within which Ego 

viait», siaeks companions', for tripa p gets help» in building a house or clearing a 

field,, drinks during fiestas» and gova  hunting, find» padrinos for his children, 

«xchangeg food on All Saints" Day., and go** tc funerals is by and large this neigh- 

borhood group,. A recognition of this fact makes it easier to understand the termin- 

ological, system with it» bilateral extensions..: 

The change in the social structure in ii.giaeateaango can be sunmarized as 

1,\ an attenuation of some of the corporate features of the uniiineal kin group»- 

lard rights, other rights and duties hald a» if by a single person with regard to 

the society,» right» and duties with regard to members but not outsiders (Radcliffe~ 

Brown 1952x35)—=but retention of others—perpetuity» through the lineage name and 

the concept of descent* Associated with this phenomenon are 2) a transfer of 

cortain functions of this group to the individual (land-holding), others to the 

nuclear family (marriage arrangement)0 others? to the neighborhood (mutual aid, 

daily association/,, and ?.ti.vl. otiis. r.+ to th* .IcieaJL government (formal justice); 

3; a changa í.TJ. UW  íainiím -v v.:.ic-n-:rií¿%:,  ¿i. 'i.s&nt  in part as? a consequence of the 

abovei chaogí«¡, and 4 ' an 'BOC;»«/':..on  >i* t.b<> '-n^iavlor appropriate* toward elder» of 



one's lineare  and  sib apa   t o-jaro. ii:\i  headers  o:.' the baririo   to other old people 

as well.    This latter :L¡S C. function of the l:y¿;> of autonomy of these rroups in 

that once the boundaries oí' oii<.- ¡¿lb,, for exampl.e.. bet:an to weaken, the power 

(exercised through naguales)  of old r.-en can expend aa:t*o:;s their, and all old men 

come to be equally feared.,    The pp'aciínp of p.rii cipales ir tenue» of relative age 

nay once have corresponaeo   ¿ > rlifferivuaes in c;wer among them,  and in this case 

the relative ages of yoiuv/.&'•'* people m;w   'aave ensue to be conceived of as measureB 

of pow«r on this same iDoae.l..     >Va"h.'-ip.-? the cba-'ige.'j in the kinship terminology can 

be understood in some such terms as  these» 

On the other hand.»  one; i-.au fit a   ^enern.i -.increase :-.n the awareness of age 

into a series of chau.es of a different so.rt—bt;¡-;iiinin^..  again, with the cross- 

ncusin terms,.    With  the atrophy of -A)-- linea- •?. a:.-: a corporate group, the distin- 

guishing features of members of one: s xaother s  lineage and of the other lineages 

connected x-hrough one4s father's ::i ¡i,?.r .and ->n<!!s mother's sister would become 

less apparent,  and in the ab;ie.ira of fraqucji';• ]*eal~cros3-cousin marriage (which 

we assume,  of course, onl.y for the tiak-*-. of the argument)  there would be little 

behavioral reason for net e:«end.ijjp   sibling te:rms to the oross-oausina—--especially 

since they would no longer be eqaat id with the wore distantf cliissificatory 

crona-cous ins -svho are still candidaves for ;Rur;*j<igc..    Then, presumably, all of 

the kichan terras in the original .'system would react to the change;  bCh mi:;ht 

come to be called "sibling"' and MB    wight belong baiikii (in some sense "balancing" 

K>. vjish) and all child; 2x1 o.f b£ui!_:;ruj 'eiblingu" as well.    If KB were an old man, 

it would be disrespectful to rail l--:-c "broth •üC-" and a respect terra trould be 

applied»    As the practical diffe:":im.:e.; between KB-FB, MS-F3    decreased with the 

decline of the lineage a? ;   f<ric-i;•«:,i 1 ••••• uniit, the siblJ.ng-or-respect terminology 

com« to b; ••ijci;'?'-!-.;--'   -;-.-,•••-:•• -;:'•;••> ;v:>•?>•:.•-   ..3.-?fUidiiií?; r.eneratioru     (Líuch an Slight 
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extension would be unimpeded by a tendency to merge H and liiS, F and FB as the 

similarities between these people lessened under the same influences»)    Thus the 

present terminological system is understandable in terins of 1)  an extension of 

sibling terms to cross-cousins made possible by the weakening of the lineage 

principle in social organization,, 2) a further extension of these terms based 

on their self-reciprocity .and the tendency to override generation inherent in 

the system, and 3) their application to additional relatives on the first ascending 

generation as bilateraiization of kinship grouping and behavior proceeds. 

From this point of viiiw,,  it is possible to make a connection between this 

system of terminology and thai; oí1 Oxclrsc ana Cancuo by suggesting that as the 

sib gives way to acculturaiive pressure# class if icatory cross-cousin marriage, 

while continuing to be practiced, will oease to be thought of as such in that 

kinship terms will no longer b*- arpli©'•    Since real-cross-eousin marriage is 

reportedly very rare,  the barrier to ertensior:  of sibling terms will no longer 

exist and these tenas may be so extended*    At this point it is possible that the 

first ascending and descending nen°rntions will*, be treated in the same way as 

in Aguacatcnangoj however., there is a Ü ikelibciod that these terins will already 

have been adjusted on a generation pattern due -co the fact that IE and SCh, 

though kichansá will rarely if ever be marriage partners for Jigo since "husband 

and wife always belong to the sains generation''„     (Guiteras 19li7J 17) 

This hypothesis also makes some sense out of the difference between the 

Tzeltal and tho Tsotzil terminologies,,    If cross-cousin marriage had not existed, 

or had disappeared earlier¡, in the Tsotzil groaps, we would expect to find sibling 

terms readily extended to the cross-cousins as the solidarity of the sib decreased. 

In the absence of the SHIí •-reciprocal i'or iiB—SJii, these terms could be extended 

without causing  sny :-. :Vjustn:BP,;.s <•.;•! ay r-ondina  n-.ci descending generations.    The 
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erasing of other distinctions across these generations as their functional 

significance lessened might result in the generational system that ¿uiteras reports. 

The major weakness of the hypothesis lies in the fact that it assumes that 

certain principles—the overriding of generation, self-reciprocity, and the equi- 

valence of relatives called by the same term—will remain in operation under 

changing conditions* At l?.ast in the Chenalhc structure, and perhaps in many of 

the others, certain changes do not force others in the predicted way because the 

third of the above principles is not in operation—or perhaps operates so slowly 

that its effect is counteracted before it is complete.  (<lere FSCh, the children 

of a wish, are calleé "sibling", but FSDCh, also children of a wish, rewain 

"sister's chi-ld11.,) Thus the hypothesis is useful only to the extent to which 

other thing's remain equal» 

Even if this were not the case, there is clearly no substitute for detailed 

knowledge—both historical and comparative-synclironie—in an attempt to discover 

the mechanisms of structural change» with the data available at present, we can 

explain relative degrees of change (in terms of degrees of acculturative pressure) 

but not its directions o A hypothesis like the above will serve a purpose only 

if it can make more interesting and fruitful the intensive research which must be 

done» 

What we have learneda then, from this study ici that, contrary to previous 

findings,, Omaha terminologies sometimes do change. Having looked at a number of 

variants on an assumed Omaha-type system, and having examined two in detail, we 

have discovered that the weakening of the lineage principle in both behavioral 

and terminological aspects of social organisation is an important common feature. 

The response of the other parts of the system to this situation is varied and 

seems to depend on factors for the most part unknown,. The fact that these 
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systems have changed in different ways, genara.txonal and otherwise, while conform- 

ing to Murdock's prediction of bilaterality (fcuv^dock 19h9:  250)  is interesting 

and significant in itself^    Explanations for th.sse differences—find, indeed, 

for the fact of change in these systems and ret in so many others of their kind— 

must come latero 
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i-lotes 

1„ Oxchuc vras studied over a poriod of eighteen jr,oi'ths, 1QU2~UU, by Alfonso 
Villa Rojas (Villa 19U6). Garicuc is the subject of a three-;.onth study by 
Calixta uuiteras Holi.ies in 19U5-6. Duane and Barbara rietzger gathered the data 
on Aguacatenango during the period from Septeitber to February 1956-7. 

2. We do not assume that roads of necessity offeet acculturation, for v;e have 
observed that Amatenango, neighbor to Aguacatiaiango and on the IJan-American 
highway, is in many ways wore conservative than the latter, tfather, we have here 
been convinced by our informants that change lias come with the road, 

3„ Pineda (1888) gives no terms for cousins and does not specify the sex of 
the connecting relative for "un<ile", "aunt", "niece", and "nephew". His terms 
for father, mother, siblings (with one exception to be discussed below), children, 
spouses, and most of the affinals are the samo as in Uxchucj, Cancuc, and Aguaca- 
tenango. The terms for father-in-law, grandp;irents, and grandchildren are 
different (nial, mam, mam respectively;, making the terms for these relationships 
completely reciprocal rather than partially so, as at present), but we hesitate 
to look upon these as indications of change in our three communities because the 
exact source of Pineda's material is not specj-fied» 

k*   The reference is to Arte de la lengua Tzotzlem o Tzinacanteca. Biblioteque 
Mexico-Guatémalenne,vp. 128. Códice regalado al abate Brasseur de Bourbourg, 
Vinaza 220. Biblioteque Nationale de Paris> Microfilm Biblioteca Fray Bartolomé 
de Las Cases, San Cristóbal de Las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico, pp. 20v. and 21. 

5» In Oxchuc, certain of these lineages are subdivided into branches which are 
considered aparte, separate from each other., ¿ind which own land separately and 
pass it down arong themselves. These are perliaps the result of fission of the 
orig.inal lineages. 

6» One feature of the Chalchihuitan terminology seems to foreshadow self-reci- 
procity in this relationship. The wife of ono's mother's brother is called 
chich, the reciprocal (HSCh) being chichol. The latter term can be broken 
down into probable constituents: chich + ol, 'child", woman speaking» Thus the 
terms are nearly self-reciprocal, modified onJy by the distinction for generation, 
and the relationsldp may have been corres^ondijigly symmetrical. The relation of 
this situation to the IB - SCh terms is, of course, problematic. 

7. This tendency for relative age distinctions to override genealogical enes 
is found also in Chanal, a 15>0-year-old offshoot of üxchuc. For this community 
we have only a list of kinship terms, no genealogies, from one informant, and 
we do not include it in the study proper for this reason. (However, see chart £.) 
One informant says that once one's bankil beccmes a principa.1, one stops using 
the relationship term and calls him tatik as a. sign of respect. 
The Chanal system is interesting also in that the two kinds of kichan found in 
Cancuc (see page Hi) are still present, but here the grandchildren of the father's 
sister are called kichan rather than "grandchild", bringing about a uniformity 
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across the first descending generation which i£¡ not present in the above. Here, 
also, I'BD is kichan; we have no terms for the female Ego but suspect that they are 
the same on the basis of self-reciprocity. This terms for grandparents • siblings 
and their descendants follow the Omaha pattern,, í-ÍBWi is wish, suggesting that 
she may, as has been proposed* be a FS at the siame time; however,, we know nothing 
about cross-cousin marriage here o MB is me-jurt—a peculiar extension which may- 
be a step toward bilateralization and may on the other hand be simply a mistake, 

8. One of these is a descendant of the town's leading family, and her Brand- 
parents' siblings are known to nearly everyone in town, although nearly all are 
dead o The other married a woman related to him through his paternal grandfather's 
brother and the genealogies were explored before this was done to make sure it was 
proper. 

9. This is not at all clear, being based on the one genealogy for which w e could 
jog the informant's memory with the names of the relatives in question and also 
on the occasional reference by other informants: to "brothers" who did not appear 
on their genealogies. Our method—an attempt to descend from grandparents' 
siblings—prevented us from eliciting this grot.p of relatives o 

10. In the light, of Apple's hypothesis (Apple 195>6), it is interesting that the 
one grandfather we saw playing with a grandchi3d is a man who has given up all 
authority over his sons. The grandfather previously mentioned is still in command. 
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CHANCJDK PROCESSES OF LEADERSHIP RECRUITMENT 

IN SAN BARTOLOMÉ DE LOS LLANOS, CHIAPAS 

Arthur J. Rubel 

In 19i>7, a field project designed to study the relationship» be- 

tween society, culture and natural environment over long time periods 

was inaugurated. The project expresses the continuing interest of the 

Department of Anthropology of the University of Chicago in the high- 

land areas of Chiapas, Mexico» The field work is being carried out 

under a grant from the National Science Foundation. 

A small transect, which included several Indian groups represent- 

ing two different Mayan dialects, was carved out of the state of Chiapas <> 

This area ranges in altitude from two thousand to seven thousand feet 

above sea level, with plant coverages differing by altitude. The muni- 

cipal unit which will be discussed in this paper, San Bartolo»» de los 

Llanos, lies between two and two-and-a-half thousand feet above sea level. 

The following municipios surround San Bartolomé: Acala, Totolapa, 

Nicolás Ruiz, Teopisca, Las Rosas, and La Concordia. A large municipio, 

San Bartolomé itself boasts almost 160,000 hectares, most of which were 

received from the Spanish crown in the form of two land grants. In 176° 

the populace received 1,300 caballerías of property as a royal grant, 

and in I81i9 the town was given title to a smaller amount. In both in- 

stances the title was vested in the community—i.e., lands were com- 

munally owned. All lands within the municipio today are divided into 

two general classes, tierra baja and el r ^dregal. 
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The lands of the municipio are watered by two great river systems. 

The Río Grijaiva enters the municipal boundaries from Las Rosas, flowing 

in a westerly direction until it enters the terrain of Acala. While 

coursing through the municipio it is fed by two smaller streams, the 

Dorado and the Concordia» The second of the two great systems is that 

of the Rio Blanco. The Blanco flows south-westerly, entering from 

Teopisca, and empties its waters into the Grijalva at a place called 

Pajarito. A number of smaller tributaries, which for the most part 

carry water only during the rainy season, are found in the municipio. 

The relationship of river water to patterns of land use and social rela- 

tions between groups in this municipio is extremely important, 

At least as far back as 1778 the population of the municipio could 

be classified as heterogeneous. A census reported in that year (Juan 

ílaria llórales) lists I*,333 "Indians," Tih  "Whites^" and 10? "i-ieetizos," 

with 167 "Kegroes and Mulattos."  In part, such a mixed population may 

be understood by the fact that until the last decade of the eighteenth 

century the municipio was a cotton-growing and -exporting center of prime 

iniportance. A resident labor foroe was attached to several cotton gins 

in that period (Juan Maria Morales). In fact, Gout and AvendaSto Company's 

gin continued in operation until the first years of this century» 

Contemporary San Bartolomé' is divided into two ethnic groups— 

Tzotzil-speaking Indians and Ladinos-~and into two socio-economic classes- 

peasant and non-peasant» All Indians of San Bartolomé* are peasants 

(canpesinos)$ and most of these Indian campesinos work lands whose title 

is vested in the community. Some Indians have joined and participate 

actively in other types of land-holding groups—ejidos--founded during 
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the agrarian reform movement of this century. Those falling into the 

category of ejidatarios, members of an ejido, are not considered by our 

informants as part of the Indian community, and for the purposes of 

this paper we follow this classification. 

In San Bartolomé' one is either an Indian or not. Members of each 

ethnic group recognize one another by the language they speak or the 

costume they wear. 

The life of the Indian community rests on a subsistence economy 

based on the cultivation of maise, be&as, squash, chile, and tomatoes. 

These provide the staples of the diet; small surpluses of these crops 

provide the meagre cash handled by the populace. The deliberate raising  r 

of a large surplus to sell is not approved by the moral code. However,   ! 

for the performance of a public ceremony a surplus is distributed in the 

form of food to the rest of the people. 

Although the Indians share some religious activities with the 

Ladino group (e.g., mass is attended by Indians and Ladinos together), 

Indians uniquely celebrate certain rites of rogation at the nearby peak 

of Cerro Ch'ulwits. Furthermore, they commemorate certain saints* days» 

for example, San Sebastian and San Pedro IlaVtir—by peculiarly Indian 

festivities. Among the TzotzLl only, certain characteristic relationships 

exist between man and nature, as well as between man and the supernatural. 

A few Indians speak and read Spanish, but the great majority speak 

only Tzotzil. Indian men and women dress in costumes characteristic of 

this municipio. In those residential areas which are more isolated 

than others from the Ladino neighborhoods, the Indian women tend to do 

their daily chores unclad from the waist up. Such a custom was probably 
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nore general in this warm land until the last part of the nineteenth 

century» At that time, Morales reports, measures were taken by the 

priest, in collaboration with the Ladino authorities, to insure that 

these women cover their breasts when in public, as well as requiring 

a head covering for church. So repressive were these measures that a 

portion of the Indian group fled the town to live in isolated fashion 

near their fields (ibid.). 

In years past most of the Indian women shared the art of weaving 

the locally grown cotton, though today relatively few practice the craft. 

Another craft practiced in San Bartolomé' was the weaving from palm of 

the especially heavy sombreros which characterized the men of the muni- 

cipio.  This skill also is diminishing, and most of the younger and 

middle-aged men purchase sombreros manufactured outside the region and 

sold by Ladino merchants. This has resulted in a sharp drop in trade 

with the Gomitan area, from where most of the palm was imported. Only 

a very few women make pottery, and none weave baskets. Both of these 

classes of items are traditionally traded from the Amatenango people for 

chiles, totiques, squash, and maize. To the best of my knowledge, no 

Ladinos practice any of these home industries. 

The Ladinos in the municipio may be divided into two socio-economic 

classes. The less affluent segment shares some social and cultural 

characteristics with the Indian campesinos. These similarities are due 

mainly to their agricultural occupation, the low level of technology, 

and a common poverty. Ladino inhabitants of the municipal seat, the 

cabecera, live closer to the town plaza than do Indians. The immediate 

borders of the plaza are occupied by the non-peasantsj further afield 

are the less pretentious houses and huts of the Ladino peasantry.. 
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The subordinate class of the Ladino group is landless. In general, 

it depends either upon lands in tierra baja which are for rent, or else 

upon the communal lands which lie mostly in el pedregal. Those renting 

in tierra baja use plows and teams, also rented. Ladinos cultivating 

the pedregal lands use techniques similar to those used by Indians. 

An iron-tipped digging stick flhawata) and the all-purpose machete are 

used by Indians in that pedregal land which presents a relatively open 

face to cultivation. In the areas more broken by formations of volcanic 

rock, the barreta and luc are used together. The latter's hooked form 

is suited to the close quarters near these outcroppings of rock. 

The clothing of this campesino Ladino group is purchased from local 

merchants and indistinguishable from rural Ilezican costumes in general. 

These Ladinos are generally illiterate, and speak only Spanish. The loca» 

tion of their residences—between the outer peripheries of the town (the 

Indian-occupied barrios) and the finer houses of the non-cultivating 

Ladinos close to the plaza—illustrates their socially intermediate 

position in the municipio. 

The group of Ladinos living closest to the plaza is engaged in 

commerce, public administration, and the professions—medicine, law, 

and pedagogy. This group is generally literate and Spanish-speaking.. 

A few are able to bargain with the Indian women in Tzotzil as the latter 

make their daily rounds with such small items for sale as tortillas, 

fruits, eggs, etc» (There is no regular market, as it is known in other 

parts of the Republic, in San Bartolón»») Members of the dominant Ladino 

group make regular visits to such provincial cities as Tuxtla Gutierrez 

and San Cristobals and most of them have some acquaintance with Mexico 

City, if not through personal experienco, then through the newspapers,, 



radio, or movies» The social circle of the more affluent has contact 

with like circles in other near-by cabeceras, as well as with many 

persons in the state capitol and in San Cristobal» 

Although they are few in number, those Ladinos who live on ranches 

and raise cattle on privately owned lands are of great impórtanos to 

inter-group relations in San Bartolomé. The need of these stock«raisers 

for more land to sustain larger herds of cattle has been indirectly 

increased by the completion of the Pan American Highway, with a feeder 

road into San Bartolomé» These new communication facilities^ leading 

to such population centers as Tapachula, Puebla, and ¿Mexico City, have 

increased the sales value of cattle far beyond anything previously 

known. The open-range technique of grazing, and the prohibitive cost 

of barbed wire for most agriculturalists (locally considered the only 

adequate fencing against trespassing  cattle, horses, and mules), have 

pitted cattle-raisers against the peasants» The fact that town-dwelling 

Ladino dominants have investments in private lands in the municipio, as 

well as their friendships with the wealthy cattle-raising families, pits 

these two segments of Ladinos against the Indian and Ladino campesinos» 

Tlie erosion of many aspects of Indian culture through so many years 

of close contact with Ladino life, as well as the common dependence upon 

subsistence agriculture, no private land-holdings, general illiteracy, 

and an orientation to local rather than national problems, has led to 

some^ general likeness between Ladino and Indian campesinos. In addition, 

the fact that members of these groups either share neighborhoods or live 

close to one another reinforces such similarity. (Cf„ Tax, 19l*lj fied- 

field, 19390 A current policy by which Indian and Ladino cultivators 

may work adjoining milpasa  cooperate in building enclosures for their 
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fields, and at tines the inclusion of Ladinos and Indians in the same 

structured field groups (grupitos) further lessens differences. The 

declining importance of cultural differentiation and the increasing 

importance of the common threat to the lands have helped make San 

Bartolomé" a unique type of municipio in the highlands of Chiapas (de la 

Fuente, Relaciones Étnicas en los Altos de Chiapas). In view of the 

comparative materials relating to inter-group relations in the region 

(ibid*), and the comments expressed by the Bartolomeños themselves» 

it seems highly likely that previous inter-group relations were such 

that each of the ethnic groups in San Bartolomé existed as parallel, 

functioning entities. The nature of changes found here raises the 

question of whether the role of leadership lias also changed in the muni- 

The following sections present a discussion of some functioning 

aspects of the Indian society, concentrating mainly on the manner in 

which leaders were recruited and the attributes wliich a leader was ex- 

pected to possess in the raory traditional Indian society of San Bartolomé» 

Some of those elements continue to assert themselves in the dynamics of 

the contemporary society, whereas others are rapidly being forgotten 

and can be recalled only with difficulty by the inhabitants. 

Homans (lo$0) provides a convenient framework in which to consider 

leadership. 

The leader is the man who comes closest to realizing the norms 
the group values highest. His embodiment of the norms gives 
him his high rank, and his rank attracts peoplej the leader 
is the man people come toj the scheme of inter-action focusses 
on him. At the same time, his high rank carries with it the 
implied right to assume control of the group, and the exercise 
of control itself helps maintain the leader's prestige. This 
control he is peculiarly well-equipped to wield by reason of 
his position at the top of the pyramid of inter-action. He is 
better informed than other men, and he has more channels for 
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the issuing of orders. He controls the group, yet hs is in a 
sense more controlled by it than others are, since it is a 
condition of his leadership that his actions and decisions 
shall conform more closely than those of others to an abstract 
norm. Moreover, all these elements* and not just one or two 
of them, come into leadership; all are related to one another 
and reinforce one another for good or ill. (pp. 188-189) 

In this paper, "position" is interchangeable with Linton's "status" 

(Linton, 1936; p. 113)o "A status, in the abstract, is a position in a 

particular pattern. A status, as distinct from the person who may occupy 

it, is simply a collection of rights and duties." In this paper we bare 

chosen to use position for status because of its implication of location 

in a system» In later sections of this discussion it is seen that cer- 

tain social positions remain the same in name, although changing circum- 

stances also change the "rights and duties" earlier appertaining to them. 

"When he {the individual^ puts the rights and duties which constitute 

the status [read position] into effect, he is performing a role. Roles 

and status are quite inseparable, and the distinction between them is of 

only academic interest." (Ibid.) 

The Indian community was characterized by a number of structured 

groups, each of which had a leadership position. Rising from smallest 

to largest, the groups were: the nuclear family, the rtrupito, the 

barrio, and the entire community. 

Most of the daily activities pursued by an Indian in San Bartolomé' 

are accomplished in the company of, or in cooperation with, others of 

his bilateral kin group. A household always includes a set of parents 

and their unmarried children. In many instances it will also include 

either a married daughter and her family, or a married son with his 

family. In a few instances more than two nuclear families may be found 

living in the same household; that is to say, several married children 
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with their offspring, and spouses, or several siblings with their own 

nuclear families» In Barrios Convento and San Pedro Mártir, the resid- 

ence patterns were as follows: 

Parents with unmarried adult children £? 

Parents with married son, his spouse, and children   22 

Parents with married daughter, her spouse, children Ik 

The nuclear family is an autonomous socio-economic unit. A father 

and his unmarried sons cultivate the lands together (women do not par- 

ticipate in field work). Each family maintains a storage bin for har- 

vested maize, and keeps its grain apart from other nuclear families. 

A son continues under the authority of his father until he is married.. 

Ideally, at that point in his life cycle he becomes independent of his 

father, socially, economically, and otherwise. He now should begin to 

cultivate his own milpa, and the crop is to be used by himself for the 

sustenance of his own wife and children» In cases where married sons 

or sons-in-law live with a parent or parent-in-law, each labors in his 

own milpa and maintains his own nuclear family with the harvest. In 

actuality, all the cases I observed wherein strenuous chores were 

undertaken—-e.g., the roofing of a house, the cultivating of a milpa— 

the task was almost always accomplished alone or with unmarried sons. 

In those cases where more than one adult married man was engaged in a 

task, their relationship was of employer-employee type, with payment in 

money or kind. 

Material from the genealogies indicates that relatire age is a 

major rule for the ordering of relationships in Indian society. Ego, 

-*A total of 130 households were canvassed. Uf these, only 91 pro- 
vided data which showed reasonably clearly who lived where» 
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whether male or female, addresses persons older than self in terms of 

respect, which override formal generational differences. Thus, a male 

e^o addresses his father's and mother's brothers, as well as his own 

brothers older than himself, in terns of respect, using the general term 

banquil. Similarly, he addresses his father's and mother's sisters, as 

well as his own sisters older than himself, as vix. If ego is female 

the principle remains the same, the term changing to ximal. The kinship 

terminology of San Bartolomé   characteristically extends kinship terms 

to unrelated persons, depending upon their known or inferred age relative 

to the speaker. Thus, a young man will address his male elders as banquil 

if they are known by him to be, or are thought to be, of the same general 

age as himself» Those of greater age are called by the respect term tata. 

Children are addressed by the terms nan and totin, and in many cases 

informants could not recall the names of youngsters who were their cousins* 

The greater concern with ascending generations than with descending sug- 

gests the greater social importance of the former. When questioned about 

kinship relationships, informants almost invariably showed a lack of 

interest, boredom, and great restiveness. In contrast, these 3ame inform- 

ants showed keen interest and remarkable memories when questions were asked 

about their associations in the grupitos. Men who had difficulty respond- 

ing to questions concerning second cousins answered with celerity to 

intricate questions about the relative location of milpas of members of 

their grupito. Such impressions suggest that the role of kinship in 

ordering social relations plays a secondary part to that of neighborhood. 

The relation of an older man to a younger in this society is of a 

respect nature, symbolized by the kin terms in use. From experience, an 

older man is better informed than a younger in matters concerning the 
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planting and care of crops. An orphaned young man, married and vith 

children, told me that he was planting his milpa in a certain location 

because it was near an older, unrelated nan of his acquaintance: "He 

is tata and will show me how," was the explanation» 

Although field evidence demonstrates that in actuality there is 

little cooperation between milperos, whatever their kin ties, and that 

married sons do in fact drop from the family's economy, nevertheless 

there remains a close relationship between married sons and their fathers - 

(See Appendix A.)  The number of father-eon and paired sibling neighbors 

in the milpas is significant in view of norms calling for the independence 

of a man from his father upon marriage. In the light of comparative 

material (Villa, 19li7; Guiteras Holmes, n.d.; Chunbiner, n.d.) it is 

possible that the people of San Bartolomé might once have been organized 

into lineages, as are these neighboring groups. 

All members of the Indian community possess, or have recently lost, 

a double surname. The first surname is Spanish—e.g., Hidalgo, Velasquez¡, 

Espinosa; the second is non-Spanish—e.g., Coctum, Im, Sip. Persons 

in the community are thus named Bartolomé' Hidalgo Coctum, Ilanuel Velazquet 

Im, and Jose Espinosa Sip. A great number of the second surnames, 

sobrenombres, are names of animals, plants, or places found in the 

vicinity. Following are examples of these sobrenombres, with Spanish 

translations. 

Penpen 
Chaven 
Xinich 
Initara 
Pasaraut 
Guac 
Hoi chi 
Mis 
Sip 
Chaal 

mariposa 
chipilín 
hormiga 
iguana 
quis (a larva) 
tortilla 
cabeza de venado 
gato 
garrapata 
manta para la cabeza 
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Chenec 
Cotón 
Xic 
Motul 
Ocosingo 

frijol 
tejón 
gavilán 
arroyo motul 
un pueblo 

Any suggestion of a special, familiar relationship between animals 

or plants and those possessing their names was categorically denied by 

members of the community. Nor was there any evidence of a pattern of 

avoidance between a person and the object whose name he shared* 

Each of the Spanish surnames subsumes a number of sobrenombres; only 

rarely will a sobrenombre be found to be subsumed under more than one 

surname. Thus, in the attached list, only ibrt of the former (indicated 

by asterisks) are found to repeat themselves under two surnames. This 

list, gathered.during the household census of Barrio San Pedro Mártir, 

portrays the rather high ratio of Indian names—sixty-three—which are 

subsumed under a small number—sirteen-~of Spanish denominatives. Al- 

though it is considered highly improper for two persons bearing; the same 

sobrenombre to marry, more laxity is permitted those with like surnames. 

Surnames 

Calvó 

De la Torre 

Espinosa 

García 

Gómez 

Hernández 

Sobrenombres 

Soy, 
Nuctam 

Tucutan 
Chenec 

«Paalam 
Sip 

Guaeh 
Cots 

Las 

Ocosingo 

Tsunum 
Xinicb 
Cotom 
Mobat (Vobat) 
Veraaoeo 
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Ilidalgo 

Jimenez 

Martinez 

Mendoza 

Morales 

Perez 

Ramírez 

Solano 

Vázquez 

Silvanu 
Coctum 
Tulue 

Jahil 
Ma 
Balom 

Guac 
Ichiii 
Ch»o 
Qxlas 

Id 
Ua 
Botosat 
Oren 
Cumhol 
Pooril 
CajhuaLin 

l3i« 

Inac 
Cucilu 

Tucutan 
Co oe 
Chajol 
Tena 

«Palas 
«Penpetn 

L'ehta 
Xlawe 
Unchikiin 
Eche 
Yuc 

Chu«h 
Ucum 
Chinamit 
Voti» 
Chaal 

•a-Penpen 
Lave 
Munich 
Tulan 
Jol obi 

«Mi 

Velázques Molal 
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From this point these materials and those from the more highland 

regions of Chalchihuitán and Ghanal are no longer comparable. Whatever 

function these names played in the past to unite people into extended 

kin groups no longer operates in San Bartoloné'. Groups of people with 

the same sobrenombre are generally from the same barrio» so that it can 

be said that the Palams are to be found in Barrio Convento, and the 

Chaals in Calvario. But neither the Palams as such, nor the Chaals as 

such, act as a name group» There are no corporate activities associated 

with any of the name groups in this municipio. Beyond the nuclear 

family, no corporate group interposes between the barrio and the individual 

except for ths grupito. (Cf. Gaiteras Holmes, p„ 206») 

Metzger comments, "In general association and reference groups tend 

to be more locality-oriented than kin-orienteds and there seems to be 

an increasing 'individualism1 in that people have viider choices in the 

area of association." But folkloric references are quite clear in the 

implication that a civil congregation of the scattered Indians occurred 

at some time in the historic past. The tale referring to the founding of 

"kke cabecera is as follows» 

Those people who founded this town came from Guatemala. San 
Bartolomé', when he arrived here, built the first church to be 
found here, that of San Pedro Mártir. He then brought all the 
people who had been living disseminated in the monte together 
to form a población. There were no poblaciones" here before 
his arrival, it was all aonte. All of the people whom he 
brought together spoke the same language. San Bartolomé 
wanted all the people around him because he liked to be sur- 
rounded by compaay. 

It is likely that the clustering of patrilineally related milperos is a 

vestige of an older pattern wherein patrilineally related families lived 

in separated rancherías. 
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In the light of comparative material from the highland Chiapas 

region, it seems that the grupitos of San Bartolomé resemble in some 

forms the parajes of Qxchuc (Villa, 19U7) and the cabiltos of Chanal 

(Qumbiner, n. da) in that they are groups of people farming specific 

areas of land to which they are tightly linked by traditional bonds. 

However,the grupitos of San Bartolomé appear to be associated with a 

piece of land through their membership: in the specific barrio which 

holds usufructuary rights to that land area. A grupito wanders over 

the land area associated with its barrio, but does not claim the land 

for itself. On the other hand, the parajes of Qxchuc and the cabiltos 

of Chanal seem to have more specific allegiance through natural landmarks 

(e.g., caves, hillocks) to sites of land than do the grupitos. The dif- 

ference may well be a function of the decreasing amounts of communal 

lands with access to water supplies available to the Bartolomeños. For 

almost all of the riverside lands have been lost to Ladino landholders 

or government-administered ejidos. 

Therefore, it is highly significant that the one grupito of which 

we have record as occupying land with easy access to potable water is 

inhabited the year round by viable family units. The grupito is headed 

by Manuel Hidalgo Coctum (Barrio Calvario) and is situated on the banks 

of the Rio Blanco at a site named Yuchen Grande. In this rancherxa- 

grapito the population more nearly suggests the patrilineal orientation 

of those of Qxchuc about which Villa writes (supra) than any of the others 

less fortunately located with regard to water. All other grupitos of 

which we have record are composed of -maleBj mothers, wives, and daughters 

remain in the cabecera close to a regular water supply. The membership 

of this unique prupito is as follows: 
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1. Manuel Hidalgo Coctum 
2. Manuela Velazquez . Im 
3. Manuel Hidalgo Coctum 
U. Candelaria Gomez Ni 
J>. José Hidalgo Coctum 
6. Catarina Martínez Tzonon 
7. Manual Hidalgo Coctum 
8. Rosarla Mendoza   Cotac 
°. Sebastian Hidalgo Coctum 

10. Carmen de la Torre   Chatox 
lio Domingo Hidalgo Coctum 
12. Antonia Vázquez   Is 
13. Miguel Calvo .Xawin 
lit» Bartola de la Torre   Chatox 
15» Domingo Calvo   Xawin 
16. José' Calvo   Xawin 
17« Carmen Vázquez Chaal 
18. Bartolo Gómez lli 
19» Sebastiana Solano Tuac 

Head of the grupito 
Wife of 1. 
Son of 1. 
Wife of 3. 
Nephew of 1. 
Wife of 5- 
Brother of 1, father of 5. 
Wife of 7. 
Brother of f>, son of 7. 
Wife of 9, distant relative of 6. 
Brother of ?• 
Deceased wife of 11. 
Ho data. 
Wife of 13.  ;'• 
Brother of 13 and 16. Bachelor. 
Brother of 13 and l£. 
Wife of 16. 
Brother of 1*. 
Wife of 18. 

Although each of the five barrios into which the municipio is divided 

tends to be strongly endogamous, census materials (Barrio San Pedro Mártir) 

show no significant residential preference between the alternatives 

presented—following marriage, residence may be established with either 

of the spouse's parents, or a couple may settle in a place apart from 

either set of parents. It is here contended that in a situation such as 

San Bartolomé, wherein most of the Indian population lives in the cabecera, 

and where each of the five neighborhoods disapproves of marriage to out- 

siders, a choice of residence locality is relatively unimportant. For 

although a young couple may choose to live with, or next door to, the 

woman's parents, the husband will be within five minutes' walk of his 

parents' home, and vice versa. It is noteworthy that in the only grupito 

which we know to have easy access to drinking water, Yuchen Grande, 
t 

associations tend to be more kin1 -oriented than locality-oriented. This 

is logically so, for its membership includes six men related in the patri- 

line who, with their wives, make up well over half the total population. 
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Tbere is one more grupito we should consider because of the light 

it throws on changing leadership patterns. Manuel Espinosa Palam, a 

young man of Barrio Convento, remembers how in the recent past the 

grupito of which he was a member contained only men related through his 

father. The grupito was headed by his father, Pascual espinosa Palam. 

Other members were Domingo and Bartolo, both brothers to the leader of 

the grupito, and the seven nature sons of these three older men. The 

grupito was headed by the informant•s father, although the oldest member 

was his father's brother, Domingo. Although Domingo's ascribed rank 

through age was greater than his brother's, the latter's relative status 

was heightened by his membership in the council of Principales. Further,, 

the latter's ability to read Spanish placed him in a position by which 

he could control more information than the older man, and provided him 

with a tool—bilingual ism—which is apparently one of the currently 

essential attributes for jefe of a grupito. (The only jefe de grupito 

of whom we have record who does not command a minimum of the national 

language is the above-mentioned Principal , (¿anual Hidalgo Coctum. But 

the latter delegates duties relating to such problem areas as negotiating 

with Ladino cattlemen, or arranging administrative matters with the 

State Forestry Service, to his son, Manuel, who is bilingual.) 

In spite of forces bringing new patterns of association into being, 

fathers and their married sons still tend to cultivate adjoining milpas. 

The father, as an older man, wiser through experience, guides the activities 

of his unmarried sons. The respect alloted an older man, supplemented by 

the weight that experience lends his counsel in matters of agriculture, 

maintains his position of leadership, but the continued success of his 

tactics confirms the correctness of his position. Homans ably phrases 
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it as follows: "The social rank of the leader helped bring it about 

that his decision was followed, but a decision, if successful in the 

eyes of the followers, in turn confirmed his rank." (Homans, p. 187 ) 

The simple economy and the unchanging traditional slash-and-burn method 

of cultivation help to sustain older men in positions of leadership. 

The impingement of such foreign, or new, elements as treating with the 

State Forestry Department have created problems of communication which 

most of the older men are not equipped to handle. Problems of this 

nature are managed by heads of grupitos to which families belong. To 

the best of our knowledge, all but two jefes de grupito are bilingual» 

(The exceptions are the head of the grupito in Yuchen Qrande, and the 

Ladino, Jose Cordoba.) 

The municipio of San Bartolomé, including the cabecera, is divided 

into five barrios; Convento, Senior del P020, San Pedro Mártir, and the 

two smallest units, Senor del Calvario and San Sebastian» Each of these 

barrios was, and to some extent still is, a traditionally semi-autonomous 

unit. In the past, say the inhabitants, it was a case of "cada quien 

cuida a su barrio." Stringent measures were taken by the young men of 

one barrio in case of encroachment by those of another. Furthermore, 

each of the barrios farmed lands whose cultivation was restricted to the 

use of that group» The lands claimed by each of the barrios were admin- 

istered by its own Principales. When one wished to cultivate land 

associated with another barrio, he was required to petition the Principales 

of that unit. This situation of inter-barrio hostility has been largely 

broken down by Ladino reformers and politically-oriented Indians who 

have attempted to weld the barrios into a single unified group. However), 

there remains today a strong sense of association between members of a 
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barrio and the lands traditionally cultivated by them» 

The major regions which are today cultivated by Indian campesinos 

are distributed in the following manner: San Pedro Mártir cultivates 

lands in the Chipilinal and Jextontic regions of the municipio. The 

men of Convento use the lands in Aacalton, Vega Chachi, and Vega del 

Paso. They also share the Pajalton and Chelmuyo regions with the 

barrios of Calvario and San Sebastian. It is reported that this kind 

of doubling up of barrios in the same lands is a new element caused by 

the general shrinking of communal lands. Calvario and San Sebastián 

are the smallest of the five barrios in population. The Indians of 

Barrio Senor del Pozo lay claim to the Jechovel area for their milpas. 

The actual relationship of barrio allegiance and the lands claimed by 

a barrio ia in fact quite close. 

The fission of leadership between the acknowledged jefe of Yucbsn 

Grande and his son reflects the growing importance of the rift between 

the younger, bilingual Indians and the older, monolingual, tradition- 

oriented men. As young Manuel Hidalgo Coctum said, there are some things 

"which are too difficult for the Principales to manage. The older men 

cannot read or speak Spanish, they are not equipped for such problemsI" 

At one time San Bartolomé's Indian community was vertically struc- 

tured by a socio-religious hierarchy. At the base were a number of 

youngsters who performed the menial duties associated with municipal 

organization. These mayorcitos were the "hands and feet of the authorities," 

and their chores consisted of running errands, sweeping the floor of the 

municipal office, and carrying messages to and from the authorities. 

The mayorcitos entered the channels towards leadership positions at 

about the age of twelve. From then on their life was organized by a 
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series of offices of increasing responsibility until it culminated in 

the position of Principal . The ladder is today so out of use that 

even men who passed through the ranks have difficulty in recalling 

their order. As it has been reconstructed, the organization of social 

duties was as follows: 

Civil Offices 

.-Eriucip. 

One Alcalde 
Sis Regidores 
One Mayor 
Twenty-five Mayorcitos 

fleligious Offices 

Alfereg 

Priostes 
Banquilales 
Maltomares Primeros 
Maltomares Segundos 
Sacristanes 
Músicos 

The available information does not indicate whether the religious and 

civil offices were linked in an ascending chain of alternating posit ions., 

or whether each was separate and parallel. 

Each of several saints in San Bartolomé were cared for by four religious 

officials: serving under a Prioste veré a Banquilal and a first and second 

Ilaltomar. Those saints which were cared for in this way were San 

Sebastian, Calvario, Sta Cruz, Cahualtic (Santa Tierra), Jalalraetic 

(Candelaria), San Bartolomé, San Pedro Mártir, Pascual, Sta. Catalina, 

Virgen del Rosario, Sta. Rosa, and probably others. Primary responsibility 

was undertaken by a Prioste, who made the major expenditure in the feast 

which was offered to the image and which involved a distribution of 

surplus maize and capital in the form of earnings from the sale of a 

fattened animal or other proceeds gained during the year of the Prioste1s 

duties» Most of the proceeds, however, seem to have been from surplus 

aaaize which was grown during the year by the Prioste in charge of the 

image. The four officials obligated to the saint's care for a year were 
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known by that image's name for that poriod. A man who was one year a 

Maltomar Segundo would at a later phase of his life assume the obliga- 

tions of TI Maltomar Primero, with increasing importance in the socio- 

religious life of the community and with attendant increase in position 

and respect. 

As a man moved through the hierarchy, gradually ascending from 

one level of responsibility, respect, and authority to another, he was 

also growing older» But in the lower socio-political positions, al- 

though a man acquired position and respect in the community the higher 

he rose, his authority seems to have been restricted to those who served 

as his immediate subordinates. There is no evidence, for instance, that 

a Prioste could make a decision which was binding upon another member of 

the community (e.g., a person not in the hierarchy, or a mayorcito) 

because of his position in the hierarchy. On the other hand, the more 

responsible positions an individual assumed, the more clearly manifest 

was his concern with the public welfare, the more respect was accorded 

him by the community, and the more authority the system vested in his 

decisions. In San Bartolomé one of the most pervasive social values 

was the limitation on the accumulation of individual wealth and the re- 

striction of the utilization of surplus to public ceremonials. Further- 

more, private ambition for power, which pursued avenues other than those 

mentioned above, was held in check by two devices of social control: 

envidia (envy), which led to illness, and witchcraft. Social values were 

nowhere else so explicit as in the process by which an individual filled 

the series of positions leading to community-wide respect, responsibility, 

and authority, culminating in the exalted role of a Principal „ 
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The socio-religious hierarchy performed two services for the main- 

tenance of an on-going social life. In the first place, it was through 

this system that the necessary ritual observances were discharged. 

Members of the hierarchy were agents delegated by the whole community to 

perform these rites. Also, interaction between individuals or groups 

in the society was controlled by the presence of a highly regarded group 

of officials whose settlement of disputes was supported by socially and 

culturally legitimized authority» Secondly, the hierarchy functioned as 

a training ground for future high-level loaders. Starting in his pre- 

teen years, a man passed through a series of positions of increasing 

responsibility and publicly demonstrated his ability to exercise authority- 

Homans says, "The leader is the man who comes closest to realizing 

the norms the group values highesto" (Homans, p» 188.) San Bartolomé' 

provided a clear pattern for advancement to leadership.. At the highest 

level of leadership, the society no longer relied solely upon the respect 

engendered by either advanced age or high office» Authority supported 

the decisions of the Principales, backed by the sanctions of a super- 

natural world which v:as an extension of the Bartolórnenos" social universe.. 

Such authority was restricted to the "good" men of the community; the 

power which came with authority was bestowed upon those whose passage 

through the socio-religious organization had shown then to be persons 

least likely to abuse it for personal advantage. So awful were these 

powers that the Principales, intermediaries between man and nature, 

were literally enabled to move mountains. The following story describes 

the mediating role of these ritual elders and the powers they controlledu 
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In days of yore the elders and the Principales were powerful, 
and they used this power for the sake of the community. In 
those days they used to move whole mountains,, and they moved 
the neighboring peak of Laja Tendida to its present site. 
The/ knew how because they controlled naguales represented by 
lightning bolts, clouds, and thunder claps, but now no one is 
powerful enough to accomplish such feats. Before the elders 
and Principales used to be able to straighten things out for 
the pueblo, but no more. In those day3 the elders and Prin- 
cipales used to be able to go to the sacred mountain to get 
things for the benefit of the people. In those days we had 
everything, we were very rich, everybody was good, we had only 
Indians in the community thenj there were no Ladinos here- 
in those tiioes the Principales used to go to the mount for 
everything} they knew how to get what they wanted. 

In the final analysis, the welfare of the people rested upon a 

balaice between the secular and sacred worlds. So long as the problems 

raised fell within the scope of traditional experience, over which older 

people had more control than younger, there was little need for changing 

the mechanisms by which leaders were traditionally recruited. 

In the years following the revolution (1°10~1917) against the 

Porfirio Diaz regime, a determined effort was made by successive national 

governments of Mexico to bring isolated regions into the national web of 

communication. Ambitious projects were undertácen by the national 

government to construct roads, airfields, and schools throughout the 

country aid were designed to link the patrias chicas of the hinterlands 

to the national stage- An essential part of the governmental programs 

was to shift many local administrative decisions away from district and 

municipal authorities, thus orienting the localities to Uexico City. 

Local politics were to become increasingly dependent upon the nation's 

official party, Partido Revolucionario Institucional. Special attention 

tías paid by the national governments during the past twenty-five years 

to the problems raised by enclaves of Indians who were effectively isolated 

.from other groups by distinctive cultural patterns, monolingualism, and 
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poverty» Changes in the manner by which leadership was recruited in 

San Bartolomé cannot be understood except with reference to the social 

revolutionary programs which have swept liexico in the past half-century, 

but the special way the changes occurred there must also take account 

of the dynanics of the municipio's social life. The change there was 

a ineetin; of the ways between national governmental aspirations and the 

aspirations of the local Indians» 

Early in the twentieth century a strong man, Bartolo Chaal, arose 

from the council of Principales to become a jefe politico in San Bartolomé, 

Chaal's bilingualism, as well as a striking ability to manipulate Ladino- 

type political symbols, enabled hiia to amass great political and social 

power in the region» Whatever may have been his own personal ambitions, 

this jefe político was one of the Indians in the municipio responsive 

to the new ideological wave from Mexico City» By his internalization and 

utilization of sopláisticated political cues and symbols (cf„ Wolf# 1?5>6, 

p» 1073), Chaal secured powerful political support from the national 

government. The "goods" in this transaction flowed both ways, for the 

Indians were led to regard the official party of the nation in a new 

light* It was to be in liexico City that the battle to retain the communal 

lands could be won. The Indians responded by sending delegations to the 

capital to plead the case of the community before the nation's highest 

leaders o 

Chaal, one of the first delegates to go to the national capitíll, was 

the first innovator of whom we have record in San Bartolomé. His tactics 

were those of a strong man; nevertheless, his previous passage through 

the traditional system by which authority was legitimized seems definitely 

to havs gained him support for hi;; novel use of authority. It is said by 
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present inhabitants that the Principales' council was split in its 

support of Chaal's assumption of an extraordinary leadership role in 

the municipio. His personal strength was contrary to the traditional 

diffusion of authority; but, on the other hand, his strategy promised 

a solution to the problem of the disappearing communal lands. Chaal 

was the agency through which the national government could secure local 

support for its programs of directed change, and at the same time this 

leader was enabled to get powerful aid in national circles for the solu- 

tion of local problems. 

During Chaal's reign as a powerful leader, the Indian ayuntamiento, 

consisting of Hayorcitos, Regidores, Alcaldes, and Principales, con- 

tinued to function as administrator of certain areas of social and reli» 

-Tí.-VIVí life in the municipio. The jurisdiction of this Indian organiza- 

tion was by now seriously challenged in such areas as the administration 

of the communal lands and the settling of civil torts. The Ladino 

ayuntamiento, located in an office directly across the plaza from the 

Indian seat of government, was making serious inroads into the traditional 

jurisdiction of the Indian authorities. Nevertheless, until the arrival 

of a crusading Ladino school teacher naned Zamudo, both Ladino and Indian 

ayuntamientos maintained separate, but more or less equal, offices on 

the main plaza of the cabecera. 

At the height of the agrarian reform movement which was sweeping 

the Republic in the 1930's (cf. Whetten, 19hQ¡  particularly his Chapter 

VII), a federal teacher assumed a post in the San Bartolomé school. 

Zamudo identified himself with the problems of the peasants of the muni- 

cipio, as contrasted with the priaary concern of Bartolo Chaal with 

Indian problems o Zamudo embarked on the creation of a local campesino 
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front, including Ladinos and Indians. Unification of the peasants 

into a political action group based on class required the overcoming 

of hostilities and suspicions between members of each ethnic group, but 

it also necessitated the fusing of the five hostile barrios. An inform- 

ant said, "Before a man could not settle on a sitio or put up a house 

in a barrio other than his own. You could not work a piece of land 

belonging to another barrio unless permission was given by the Principales. 

When Zamudo came here he awakened the naturalesI    Wow we are united, we 

are all one puebloI 

One of the first acts of Zamudo in his new post as federal teacher 

was to open the federal school to Indians as well as Ladinos for the 

first time. In reference to this act, a .middle-aged Indian commented: 

"I am like a beast, I cannot read, and I cannot write. Before none of 

us could speak Spanish. Now we don't speak it perfectly, but it is better 

than it was before» Look at my sonJ He, for example, can recognize his 

signature from afar." In a further move aimed at enabling the Indians 

to engage more qiickly in inter-group activities, the school teacher 

inaugurated a vocational school which taught such subjects as blacksmithing, 

barbering, and carpentering» Participation by Indian and Ladino young men 

in these classes permitted young Taotzil-speaking persons to learn con- 

versational Spanish. 

The additional opportunities provided young Indian men to learn 

Spanish dealt a blow to the traditional pattern of office-holding; for 

although an older man who had passed through the succession of religious 

and secular duties was accorded due respect and authority, those roles 

requiring the use of Spanish in dealing with the Ladino world wore passed 
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to Spanish speakers, who tended to be the younger men. Today, for 

example, Barrio Convento is represented by a total of seven Principales» 

This group of seven is sometimes described as being divided into the 

young Principales and the old Principales.  The latter are Iliguel 

Mendoza Youl, Feliz Vazquez Tulan, and í&guaL Mendoza ¡-Jartinez. 

All are monolingual, respected men. The younger four are Bartolomé 

Martínez Buexta, Juan Vazquez Uin, Francisco Vázquez Uin, and Domingo 

Martinez Huexte. The cabecillo, or head, of the seven leaders ia reported 

to be the young man, Bartolomé i-Jartinez Huexte. He says, in explanation, 

"I order all of the six other Principales because I understand Spanish, 

and the older men don't understand it as veil as I. The Padre calls me 

in and tells me what he wants done, and then I carry this thought to 

the Principales. It is because I understand Spanish that I order the 

others." 

In another highly significant move, Zanudo set out to put into 

practice locally what was then an important ideal of the national revolu- 

tion—no work was to be performed by others for an individual without 

remuneration. The major effect of this edict was to strike at the tra- 

ditional Indian value of obligatory service to the community. This ruling 

by Zamudo nullified the social-leveling system by which individual time, 

energy, ambition, and capital were devoted to community welfare. There 

were no longer clear-cut, culturally defined, channels by which the com- 

munity could recruit its leaders. In a final blow, the powerful Zamudo 

closed and padlocked the door of the Indian ayuntamiento. 

All, however, was not destruction during this history-making epoch 

of the municipio's life.  It has already been mentioned that the five 

barrios began to overlook their differences in the face of the threatened 
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loss of the communal lands to Ladino landowners and cattle-raisers. 

"Ya somos unidos! Ya somos un pueblo!" Of even more importance than 

the unification of the five barrios in sentiment x/as the sharing of the 

communal lands with Ladino campesinos» Its effects are proving to have 

a remarkable influence upon a number of facets of Indian-Ladino relation- 

ships. In the past, the Indians had tended to concentrate upon those 

lands remaining to them after usurpation by others. The communal lands 

were an integrating force in their life. Under the guiding leadership 

of Zamudo, a peasant group was organized devoted to the administration 

of the communally-held lands. This association, known as Bienes 

Comunales., includes Indians and Ladinos, those peasants cultivating 

communal land. The entrance of a group of non-participating members 

into an active role in the administration of the lands formerly held by 

the Indian corporate community completed the process of change that had 

been occurring since the time of Chaal. The openness of the new society 

is signaled by the plethora of leaders and the variety of ways by which 

leadership is achieved in the contemporary social life. 

The control of users of the land was no longer to be achieved by 

the sanction of institutional envy (envidia) and witchcraftj nor was the 

land to be protected from outsiders by the control of spiritual familiars 

loyal to the municipio. In the first place, the Ladino peasantry, members 

now of Bienes Comunales, were not motivated by the same values as the 

Indians. They were not concerned with the problems created by a crop 

surplus on the part of an individual, nor with its distribution to the 

group during festivals. Furthermore, their failure to observe such moral 

injunctions did not bring with it a fear of either of the sanctions, envy 

or witchcraft» In the second place, tho  threats to the remaining 
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communal lands came not from other Indians, but from sophisticated 

Ladinos who scoffed at the dangers of familiar spirits such as naguales» 

A legal suit in a local Ladino court of justice usually proved more 

than ample in the face of the spiritual powers the Indians had been 

wont to call to their aid. 

Notwithstanding the pledges of unity between the respective barrios, 

each of these units continues to be represented, though in attenuated 

form, by a corps of Principales. In general, these men are middle-aged 

or older and had passed through at least some of the traditional offices 

before the arrival of Zamudo. The more sacred duties of this group have 

persisted over tdJite, and it now concerns itself mainly with religious 

matters, working closely with the resident Catholic priest. In religious 

activities the Principales held undisputed Jurisdiction. It is now a 

qualified leadership, however, for only seldom do they initiate activities 

in the community; most of the time they serve as intermediaries between 

the priest and the barrios they represent. Nevertheless, they remain 

important in the community, and on special occasions, such as the 

traditional processions to Cerro CHulhuits, they secure the services of 

the clergy» 

In more secular intra-community affairs, the jurisdiction of these 

elders is challenged by a number of competing forces. Each of the 

barrios is also represented by a duly appointed or elected representante 

(we do not know which means is used). As the Principales seem to con- 

centrate on the religious side of life, so the representantes seem to 

concentrate on secular issues, acting as intermediaries in relations be- 

tween the Ladino municipal, government and the barrios. Several of the 

most prominent representantes have participated not at all in the tradi- 
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tional system of leadership recruitment. 

Representative of the new type of leader actively competing for 

positions with the older leaders is Vasquez i-iunich. He is an Indian 

who works communal lands and, in addition, owns a small piece of land 

on which he has planted fruit trees and on which he grazes his pack 

animals. A representante of Barrio San Pedro ¡lartir, and presently 

serving as the only Indian member of the municipal government—the post 

of sixth regidor is usually reserved for an Indian representative now— 

he has never participated in the traditional recruitment system of the 

Indian community. Once I told him that his son had just been thrown 

Into the bote; the charge was wife-beating, Munich thanked rne for the 

message and then strode angrily into the municipal palace. By the time 

we met again, the grapevine had corroborated the fact that the son was, 

indeed, an inveterate wife-heater. Vázquez Munich said that he told the 

municipal president, an eminent Ladino, "What do you think you are doing? 

You have treated me just like any Indian! You shall see, I, too, have 

powert" Vazquez Munich, of course, does have power, based not upon 

ascribed power or position in the Indian community, but rather on his 

political relationships extending beyond the municipio. This representante 

holds nominal titles in regional associations of peasants, and thus is a 

valued ally in local politics to state, regional, and national peasant 

or aiizations. The new leaders falling into a class with Vazquefc Munich 

barter their local influence with the community as an opening wedge for 

action programs of state, regional, and national groups in return for 

personal power. 

Another of the new type of leadar of the Indian community, José Lavó - 

is also bilingual like his neighbor llunich» Jose' Lavé is currently 
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president of the Bienes Comunales group, and is reputed to be one of 

the most influential leaders in the Indian community. Lave has gone to 

Mexico City several times as a delegate of the peasant group in r.atters 

concerning the disposition of the comnunal lands. As is true of Munich 

as well, the walls of his hut are hung with signed photographs of the ex- 

President of the Republic, Ruiz-Cortones. Among his possessions may be 

found nominations to several regional peasant action associations, as 

well as to other quasi-governmental confederations of peasants with head- 

quarters in the state capitol. He is respected by Ladino and Indian 

campesinos and is sought as an ally by powerful Ladino land-owners in 

their struggle to obtain additional grazing lands for their herds at the 

expense of the peasantry. His position is reinforced by bis being 

accorded the tata usage by the younger men. 

The new leadership role in San Bartolomé' requires men who understand 

two social systems, rather than just one. The new process by which 

leadership is recruited among the Indians emphasizes tactical success 

rather than the embodiment of social and cultural norms. So far have the 

criteria for leaders changed in recent years that non-Indians have con- 

fidence, respect, and, at times, leadership among the Indians. Some of 

these influential persons do not have formal rank and consequently are 

less able to initiate action or to back up their counsel with authority. 

To this class of influentials, Indians tend to bring problems of a per- 

sonal nature. These influentials have value to the Indians precisely 

because they are literate Ladinos and understand how Ladino society 

operates. 

I-Iario, a Ladino of about thirty, plays this type of role in San 

Bartolomé,. The owner of a small piese of land on which he grazes cattle* 
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he is sought after by individuals in time of personal or family 

crises, For instance, when an Indian is put in jail by Ladino justice, 

the family may come to Hario for counsel as to how to get him out. 

Mario thinks of himself as a protector of the Indians and, as do all 

of the Indians' friends, treats them in patronizing fashion. Hario is 

hopeful that the government will install an office of Indian affairs 

(Asuntos Indígenas) in the cabecera with himself as its agent. He is in 

open competition for this potential post with another Ladino, Cordoba. 

Jose Cordoba is one of the most influential of the peasants in the 

municipio» As a member of a number of regionally-organized agrarian 

groups, he has an unprecedented position in the local caapesino group, 

and his decisions affect Indian as well as Ladino „ A Ladino, he series 

as secretary of the Bienes Comunales group, and the major part of the 

job of communicating between Bienes Comunales and the outside world is 

his. Further, most decisions concernm; the administration of the lands 

both within and without the group's memberships!» dependent upon his 

interpretation, as a literate person, of the national agrarian code. His 

control of pertinent information, his familiarity with the organization's 

sole means of communicating with national and regional agencies—the 

typewriter—and his fluent command of the national language ensure; hiin 

a vital position in the group- Córdoba is a leader in the Bienes 

Comunales group, and, through this, of the Indian community as well. 

In his position of secretary he initiates much vital action in the 

campesino group»  For example, he was instrumental in organising the 

local pa asant vote during a recent election. This strategy succeeded 

in electing a delegate to the state legislature whom the local campesinos 

now regard as their own legislator. The first concrete return on this 
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strategy was a "gift" to Bienes Comunales of its typewriter, gained 

through the intercession of "our" delegate. 

Of all the leaders discussed above (with the exception of Ilario), 

Cordoba lias been furthest from embodying the norms of the Indians.. 

His position as elected secretary of the Bienes Comunales group, and 

the fact that he is a jefe of one of the largest—sixty-seven members— 

grupitos, of which only two besides himself are Ladinos,  testify -¿o the 

respect he is accorded by the Indians. He it; a young wan, but more 

important, he is considered beyond the range of generalized kin termin- 

ology. He merits neither the respect term tata nor even the more egali- 

tarian banquilo Furthermore, he has no connection with the traditional 

method of leadership recruitment» Cordoba's success depended upon his 

abilities as a literate Ladino and an adroit manipulator of his relation- 

ships with the Indians. He retains this position by the careful control 

of the flow of communications, i.e., restricting the use of the type» 

writer to hiiiself. His literateness and his contact with regional 

agrarian leaders provide him with more information than anyone else in 

the group. His continuing success as a leader in the local land question 

confirms his position» 

Although both Cordoba and Mario seek the governmental post oí' a¿ent 

for an Asuntos Indígenas office (which to the best of ivj  knowledge is 

not even in the plannin.; stage), Mario's position is strengthened by his 

wife's influence and leadership in the municipio. This woman, a Ladina 

from San Cristobal, generally aligns herself on political or social 

issues with the campesinos. She is president of the local women's 

auxiliary of the Confederación Nacional de Campesinos, as well as director 

of one of the two state-supported Centros Alfebetizantesa found in the 
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cabecera. She serves as confidante for some of the Spanish-speaking 

Indian women, advising then on personal and family matters,. More import- 

ant for the (¿hanging pattern of leadership recruitment is the role she 

plays as an ally of the Indians when there is difficulty with the Ladino 

government. For example, she, like her husband, is often appealed to 

by Indian families to secure the freedom of someone incarcerated by 

local courts. She not merely exhibits personal interest in a case of 

this sort, but acts as an a^ent of the CNC. Although that organization, 

and especially its auxiliary, wields little power in the municipio it- 

self, its functionaries are linked to the ever-powerful regional and 

nationiil units» As power continues to shift from local decision-making 

bodies to supra-municipal forces, the outcome of local battles depends 

upon the ability of the protagonists to gain the ear of state, regional, 

and national personages. Mario's wife is respected and sought as a 

counselor because of her understanding of Ladino ways and because of her 

allegiance with non-municipal powers. This Ladina performs this service 

willingly for the Indians, creating a personal following among a poten- 

tially powerful political force, the Indian majority of the local car,>» 

pesino group„ 

This paper has discussed the changing procedures whereby leaders 

are recruited by the Indians of San Bartolomé de los Llanos, in Chiapas. 

There was a time when a highly formalized structure, related to the social 

organisation and normative value system of the Indian community, func- 

tioned to recruit, train, and provide leaders for the society. Passage 

through a hierarchy of social obligations assured the group leaders most 

closely- embodying its norms. The extensive time necessary to pass 



through this structure provided older men, whose very age merited respect, 

for essential decision-making roles. A system of sanctions, which were 

dependent upon spiritual forces aligned with the community and whose 

manipulation was thought to be controlled by the "good" men—those most 

closely embodying the norms of the society—functioned to maintain the 

social system in a state of dynamic equilibrium. 

The lessoning isolation of the Indians, due to the building oí a 

road and an airfield which provide relatively easy access to the rest 

of the Republic, and the growing threat to the communal lands by Ladino 

cattlemen with new markets to supply, led the Indians to seek new solu- 

tions to new problems. The concern over the diminishing lands has 

helped to make the Indian group receptive to governmental programs eman- 

ating from post-revolutionary Léxico City. The national government's 

programs for minimizing local boundaries—patrias chicas and Indian 

enclaves—through the construction of communication facilities, as wall 

as its agrarian reform laws which helped to establish the national govern- 

ment .'is the ultimate source of authority in matters concerning the dis- 

position of lands, found a ready reception in San Bartolomé'. 

The major attribute sought for in new leaders is the ability to 

speaks read, and write Spanish. As leadership roles became more specific- 

ally demanding, the community has witnessed a growing separation of sacred 

and secular duties» The old leaders (Principales) are now devoting them- 

selves almost exclusively to affairs of a ritual nature, while the new 

types of leader (representante and Ladinos) devote themselves to problems 

of relating the society to the Ladino worldo 

Arthur J„ Rubel 



APPENDIX A 

arupitos in San Bartolomé 

Each of the following diagrams portrays the layout of an area 

shared by a single grupito, The diagrams represent clusters of milpas 

within a large plot of land worked and shared by a group of men, gener- 

ally from the same barrio •> Each of these sketches were drawn by a key 

member of the grupito, its head or a highly knowledgeable participant. 

Using rough outlines, we have concentrated on father-son and brother- 

brother relations existing between milpa-neighbors. The Roman numerals 

indicate significant dusters, the Arabic numerals identify each of the 

participant individuals» The restricted time for field work precluded 

more detailed accounts of the relationships in thes e representative 

grupitos; we submit that with more information the relationships between 

neighbors will show themselves to be more, not less, close and meaningfulo 

1x1 Diagram...IJ cluster I, the individuals are: 

lo The informant and jefe of the grupito, Huexte'. 
5. His brother, Sebastian Martínez Huerte'.. 
h-   Brother of 1 and J>, Domingo Martínez Huexté'. 

The milpas (2, 3) separating Bartolomé' (1) from his second 
brother, Domingo (U), are occupied by a brother-in-law (2) and 
a godson (3), respectively, of the jefe and informant. 

Cluster II includest 

7o An older man, Bartolomé Vazques Chaal, and his brother (9), 
Marcos Vázquez Chaal„ 

llu A Bon of (9), Marcos Vázquez Chaal, and his first cousin. 
8o A son of Bartolomé (7)« (8) has taken the mother's surname 

in Ladino fashion, rather than retaining his father's 
sobrenombre; thus he is listed as Bartolomé' Vazquez 
Velazquez, instead of Bartolomé' Vazquez Chaal,, 

VJe have included Cluster III (which includes two brothers, Manuel 
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Hidalgo Coctum and Domingo Hidalgo Coctum  [lit, 15], as well as 
another  [lój whose name we do not know), although the informant 
volunteered the information that this cluster worked neighboring 
ndlpas but "were not really members of the grupito."   This is 
noteworthy,because of over twenty-five men listed in the diagram, 
these two (II4 and 15>) are the only ones of a barrio other than 
Convento (they are from Calvario). 

Cluster I of DiagrarriJEI includes: 

1,.    The father, Bartolomé Vazquez Munich. 
7»    His son, Antonio „ 
o„    His younger son, Bartolo» 

Cluster II: 

11a Francisco Gomez, father. 
lo» Emilio, his married son. 
9. Porfirio Gomez—although the informant did not give 

specific relationships,, we tentatively include (9)  in 
this cluster as either a brother or son of (11). 

Cluster Ills includes two brothers (16, 17), both of whom are 
listed as Bartolo Silvano. 

As in Diagram I, all members of the grupito belong to one barrio, 
Sail Pedro Mártir. Only Pedro Mendosa Paxil (2) claims birth out- 
side that barrio, but he is married to a barrio native * 

In ni£gram_IIIj cluster I, are found the followings 

3. Bartolomé Velasquez Im, neighboring upon the milpa of 
his son Hanuel (U) and the more distant milpa oí another 
son, Sebastián (17). 

U„ Manuel, son of 3.       .. 

Cluster II s 

So   Domingo de la Torre. 
60   Bartolomé" de la Torre, brother of 5» 
7 a Godson of the father of ¡> and 6. 

Cluster IH* 

8» Domingo Calvo» 
9. Miguel Cal*», brother of 8» 

Cluster IVi 

10o Domingo Hidalgo. 
11, Manuel Hidalgo, brother of 10„ 
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Cluster V: 

13. Sebastian Martínez Hueacte. 
111. Bartolomé Martínez Huextó, brother of 13* 
19. Domingo Martínez Huexte', brother of 13 and 1U« 

Cluster VIJ 

15» José Gomez Ocosingo. 
16o Manuel Gámez Ocosingo, brother of 1$o 

Cluster VII: 

17o Sebastián» son of 3. 
20. Santiago Velazquez Im, son of 17. 

Except for twelve of the listed «embers, all these men trace them- 
selves to Barrio Convento. It is interesting to see that numbers 
8, 9»  and 10, as well as 11, from Calvario, appear to be on the 
outskirts of the grupito, as do the other two members from Calvario, 
79  and 30» Individual£~26 and 27 (both of Barrio San Pedro Mártir) 
and 28 (Barrio Calvario) join with Pedro Espinosa Siip (29) and 
Sebastián Ramirez Coc (30) to form an outer fringe of the grupito's 
milpa pattern» 

Diagram^IV, cluster I: 

5» Jose' Solano. 
6. Jose, son of 5. 
7. Bartolo, son of fi, brother of 6. 

Cluster II: 

2. Sebastián Vazquez Ucua , father-in-law of 5. 
1. Chaal, compadre of 2. 
U„ Son of 2j 2 and U are separated by the single Ladino (3) 

in the group. 

Cluster III: 

9. 
Juan MendozaPPoxil. 
Son of 8. 

Clusters I, II, and III are considered within Chaalrs grupito, but 
as distinctive from the rest of the grupito. The informant says of 
the B miaiibers that they are "otra raza, otro punito, otro cuadrillo," 
and we have, accordingly, separated them from A. 

In the B section, cluster IV, Chico Chuueh (11) is the father of Jcsé 
Vazquez (10). The seemingly isolated 12 is Chico"" s wife's brother, 
with 13 listed as a "medio-cunado»" 



Diagram I. 

Grupito of Bartolomé Martínez Kuexté 
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The informal t in this case was the jefe del grupitoy Hueste'. In all 
instances the milpas, as drawn originally by him, had boundaries 
touching their neighbors. They are separated here Tor greater clarityo 



Diagram II. 

Qrupito of Bartolomé Vazquez ¡hinich 
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During this interview the informant, jefe of the grupito^ was not 
paySng close attention. Quoting from the field journal: "The 
informant was most anxious to end the interview»" Probably there 
are more significant clusters than are included here, 



Diagram III» 

Grupito of Bartolomé Hidalgo 

The informant,  attending one of the 
Centros AlíS-bet izantes, does not use 
a sobrenombre.    The land worked by the 
gjipito lies'in an area known as Canté. 
Of his~grupito, he says:    "Somos 
compañeros.    Se trata de banquil, 
totin, tata„    Somos vecinos de la 
milpa,," 

JQí£l 



Diagram IV« 

Qrupito of Bartolón» Vazquez Chaal 

This grupito contains eight men of Barrio Calvario 
and five of San Sebastián.    Numbers 1 and 3, and 
8-13 inclusive, are of the farmer barrio; the 
remainder belong to the latter.    Trufino López (3) 
is the sole Ladino member, but his residence in 
Barrio Calvario adjoins that of the Jefe, Chaal» 
The grupito works land in an area named Pajaton. 
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Section  27 

PRELIMINARY  ETHNOGRAPHIC  REPORT 

O N 

HUISTAN,  CHIAPAS 



Preliminary Kthndgraphio Report on Huistán, ChiaDas 

The municipio of Huistán,  in the heart of the highlands of Chiapas, 

is  located directly to the east of the'city of San Cristóbal de Las Casas, 

the Dolitical and economic center of thia mountainous  region.    Huistán borders 

on the following municiDioss    Tenejapa to the northwest, Oxchuo to the north- 

east ,Altamirano to the  east, Chanal to the southeast,  Las Casas to the 

southwest, and Chamula to the west, a  narro"/ arm of which seoar^tes Huistán 

from ias Casas,    The cabecera  is  located in the west central section of the 

municipio, three hours by horseback from San Cristóbal along the main trail 

to ox°huc.     A roid, built by the  Instituto  Nacional  Indigenista   (INI) with 

the co-operation of the Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Obras Públicas, begins 

at the Pan-Americnn Highway seven miles  southeast of San Cristobal and  runs 

in an eastward direction to Chanal,  sometimes within the borders of Huistán, 

sometimes without.     An extension to connect with the north-south, Ocosingo- 

lltamirano-Comitán road is  under construction. 

The outstanding geographical feature of Huistán  is the Río  Huistán, 

v/hich begins near the center of the murioioio at the conjunction of two 

small tributaries  and flows  eastward past  Altamirano  and into the  lowlands, 

becoming the Río Teaconejá after it passes the boundaries of Huistán. 

The northern, western, and  southern borders of the municipio  corresoond 

roughly to the ridges   enclosing this  river  system.    The cabecera,  near the 

headwaters of one of these tributaries,   lies  at an altitude of anproximately 

6500 feet.    The  immediately surrounding ridges rise to  altitudes  of above 

8000 feet. 

*This  report  is based on two  months of field work  in the village of Valcuc 
and a week-end trip to a  fiesta  in the cabecera of the municipio.     Since the 
cabecera and the municiDio  have the same name,   I will  rwfer to the one ns the 
"cabecera" and to the other as the "munioioio" or as  "Huistán."    The renort   is 
not a  summary of the data   I have collected, but rather an attemot to organize 
it as a basis  for future work» 



It   is  beyond my competence to  comment  in any detail on the ceo locica1 

setting of Huistán.     Aa  is the rest of the highlands,   it  is an area oredomin- 

«ntly of limestone and  shale, with occasional  rocky cliffs and Deaks but -'ith 

relatively  little e-xDosed rock elsewhere.     In the highlands as a whole, 

rivers and  streams are relatively rare:     much of the drainage is  underground 

through crevices  in the  limestone.     Although subterrnan drainage occurs   in 

Huistán, there are numerous  small  streams,  draining  into the river, on both 

sides of the valley.    Village water  supplies  are of four typrss     oonds, often 

in limestone  sinksj   streams;  springs;  and wells. 

Vegetation varies with density of population.    The heavily oooulated 

?;estern half of the municioio contains  relatively more fields and meadow, 

and  relatively  less  forest, than the  lesser populated  eastern half.    The 

forest  is predominantly white pine and oak.     Erosion is  oresent but does not 

appear to be a  serious  problem. 

The area of the municipio   is  222  square kilometers or about 80  square 

miles.    The population is given as  7383  in the  1950 census,  6723 or 91o/o 

being Tzotzil  speakers.    Thus the population density  is  33.3  oer square kilo- 

meter or 92.3  oer square mile.     A further breakdown, of doubtful utility since 

the total of the  sub-divisions   is considerably  less than the total Dooul^tion, 

is the following;     Soanish monolinguals,  965; Tzotzil monolinguals,  "761; 
2 

bilinguals, 411.      The discreDanoy here is no  doubt the result of inadequate 

census figures, not of the particular linguistic   situation in Huistán, which 

is, apparently, that the  inhabitants of the eastern third of the municioio 

Population and area  figures are taken from Carlo Antonio Castro, 
"U  Lingüística  en el Centro  Coordinador Tzeltal-Tzotzil,"  América  Indígena, 
Volume  16,  Number 2, April,   1956. 
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speak Tzeltal.     Such is the situation nccording to the  linguistic  mao of  INI 

and my informants  in Yalcuc.    The peoole who presumably soeak Tzeltal *re 

revueltos; that   is, they have switched to  ladino  clothes.    They are not  con- 

sidered Huistecos by my  informants.    The Tzotzil-speaking population is 

composed both of Indians who  maintain the native costume and of those who  hive 

abandoned it   in favor of  ladino  styles.    Of those  I h«ve seen, a  majority wears 

the native style. 

The municipio   is  sub-divided  into  colonias,  each of which contains one 

or more parajes.    The secretario  municipal  enumerated  fourteen colonias: 

the INI map shows seventeen sub-divisions,  none of which is   identified, and 

lists  84 parajes,  some of them containing *s  few as two   families.    The 

parajes which I have seen are all villages   in which the houses are more or 

less  irrgularly scattered, often at considerable distances  from each other. 

The cabecera, which contains the palacio  municipal, the church, and nerhios 

fifteen small stores run by  ladinos,  is  laid out in the traditional grid 

pnttern around a central plaza.    The ladino  population is   largely concentrated 

naar the center, the  Indians   living  in the peripheral  sections, which  do  not 

entirely follow the grid pattern.    There  is a  significant  ladino  segment  in 

at  least one oaraje,  perhaps  in several more;  and there are a number of 

ladino  ranches  in the valley» 

Iluistin offers what appears to be some of the best agricultural land 

in the highlands, and therefore has been attractive to   ladinoso     I would 

tentatively infer that  in the oast, namely before the time Cárdenas,  ladinos 

owned the bulk of the land  in the municipio.    This  inference  is based on 



four facts:     l)  Huistecos have the reputation of being poor, and in the days 

before highways and before the increased use of mules, of carrying much of 

the region's commerce on their backs.    2)   I have specific  information about 

the existence of one large finca.    3) There are still  ladino  ranches  in the 

valley.    4) There are several  ejidos  in the municipio.    The above-mentioned 

finca was  Finca  Shuncalá, which twenty years  ago occuoied  lands of Huistán 

and Las  Casas.     In  1936-37 the ejido of Huajam, within ivhioh  is the village 

of Yalcuc, was founded on lands  expropriated from the finca.    The territory 

of Huajam lies adjacent to the south-central  section of Huistán, but within 

the boundaries of Las Casas:    yet the ejido   is a colonia of Huistán.     It 

the time of the founding, three families   lived in the area which was to  become 

Yalcuc;  one originally from Chamula, one from Chanal,  and one which had  lived 

in the locality for a   long period of time.     All the new settlers came from 

Huistán:  some from the cabeoera, a few from other parajes, but most from 

Huajar Viejo, where they had been mozos working for the owner of Finca  Shuncalá. 

The main products of the finca were corn, beans,  and horses  and cattle   vhich 

grazed freely over the mourtains. 

According to the teacher  in Yalcuo, other communities were formed on the 

lands of Finca Shuncalá, among them two colonias of Huistán which  lie to the 

east of Huajam:   Los Mozos and tíl Carmen Yalchuoh.    Both these communities 

are among those reDorted to be composed of Tzeltal  speakers who  have switched 

to  ladino  dress.     Another relevant case is the ejido  of Yashtinfn, to the 

west and south of Huajam.     It   is a colonia of Las Casas, but  is composed of 

People    ho  identify themselves as Huistecos, and who are identified as such 

by people  in Yalcuc,  even though they nov;  dress   in the  ladino manner.    The 

people of Yashtinfn were formerly mozos working for  ladinos in nearby Bjido 

Pedernal. 



The Colonia of Hua.jam 

Huajam  is  located on the too of the ridge which forms  the  south side 

of the valley of the Río  Huistán.     It  is a strio of land about four miles 

long and an average of one mile wide, running  in a northwest-southeast 

direction.    The official  ejido  mao gives the area as  1136 hectáreas, which 

equals  2738.3 acres  or 4.28  square miles.    The village of Yalcuc, the only 

settlement of any kind  in *-.he colonia,  lies at an altitude of 7500  feet  and 

occupies an area of somewhat   less than one square mile  in the most northern 

section of the ejido.     Houses  are widely scattered: the only regularity  is 

in the  greater concentration in the center of the community.    The school and 

the teacher's house are  located on the eastern  edge of the main concentration 

of pooulation, and the medical post of INI  is a   little  farther east.     Comisario 

Alonso Vísquez  lives  near the center of the settled area, beside the main 

trail between San Cristobal and Chanal.    The  road between these towns  passes 

through the northern oart of the village.     Sitios are not  fenced or demarcated 

in any way,  except  for fenoes which are  sometimes  placed between sitios and 

train trails,     iiome houses  are  in milpas,  some among trees,  and others   in grassy 

areas.     Some households have but one buildings  others  have a kitchen and one 

or more separate buildings  for sleeping quarters, and a   few have storehouses. 

The terrain of Huajam is  rough without being rugged* the mountain oeaks 

are merely steep hills and the  sinks and valleys  are not deep.    The settled 

area  is no   less  uneven than the rest of the colonia:   I know of no  olace within 

the area   itself from which all the houses   ore visible,,  even leaving out of 

consideration two  small grouüs of houses whloh are entirely seoarate from the 

rest of the village.    The uninhabited area, called the monte,   is rather 

intensively cultivated  in the section which  lies on both sides of the main 



trail  and within a   half hour's 'walk from the village.    Perhaos  half of this 

section  is or has bean under cultivation.     In the  IPSS  accessible  monte there 

«ire a   few  scattered milpas  and   lots  of forest,  some of ".'hich contains white 

nine with trunks up to three  feet   in diameter.     Sections of  forest   ire ooen, 

with grassy floors,   and almost give the appearance of n  Dark.    Other sections 

have  some undergrowth,  but there  is  no heavy brush exceot  in abandoned fields. 

The water suooly  is three-fold»  a  nond for animals and  for washing clothes; 

a nearby well, built a  couple of years ago by  INI,   for drinking 'vater;  and a 

small soring   in a cave for  drinking water when the well dries up  in the 

dry season» 

Social Structure in Yalcuc 

The pooulntion of Yalcuc, according to the teacher's census of 1956, was 

227 people  living  in 46 families,  in averace cf 4.9 Dor family.     My census 

is  still  incomplete  in that  some babies and perhaps  some elders are missing, 

but  it   is  oossible to report that  sines  1966 three new families  have been 

formed and two others  have recently moved away,   leaving, a total of 87 families, 

including the teicher's.     "Family"  in this   sense means a  simóle nuclear 

family;  a  partial nuclear family (one parent  deceased); or a  oartial  extended 

family,  including,   for example, a widowed parent, an unmarried  sibling,  or 

orphaned children,   in addition to the basic  nuclear family.     In a   full-scale 

extended family of more than one nuclear family,   each of the  latter is 

counted as a-seoarata family.     Such is the system which the teacher imolicitly 

followed when taking his census, and such seems to be the  system which the 

people themselves use.    Pooulations  arc given in numbers of "familias" or 

jofes de familia," based on the concept of family presented above» 
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Table  1 (seo  Aop«ndix)   is a   list of households,  excluding the teacher's 

since  his  family  is   ladino, v/ith the honda of comoonent  nuclear  families 

listed  under  heads of  extended  family households.     By the definition  I  have 

chosen,   families   live  in the  same household   if they use the same kitchen. 

This  definition  is   essentially arbitrary,  but  it would bo unreasonable to 

include  in the  same household related families which  live in ndjacent  comoounds, 

because then ona would  have to   formulate a  purely arbitrary soace criterion 

of adjacency.    There «ire 38 households  in Yaleuct   6  extended  families, 

39 nuclear or partial  extended  families» and 3  partial  nuclear families* 

All of the   litter are widows'   households,  one of which contains a   son who  is 

old  enough to   support the family.     He is Felipe Alvarez,  and  is   listed as 

the head of the householdo     From the point of view of  individual families,, 

14 out of 46  live  in extended family households. 

There  is  no  unitary  rule of residence,  either  in conception or  in practice. 

Some informants  say that a  newly married couple  lives  ."ith the man's  family! 

others say that they  live  in a  new house of their own»  or that they  live 

wherever they want to a    The fact that Yalcuc  is a  relatively new village,, 

foundod after  some of the present   inhabitants were  married,   complicates 

the process  of tabulating residence preferences  (seo T«ble  1).    Technically, 

all  couples who   came to Yalcuc  switched to  neolooai   residence,  unless  they 

came with a  relative who   serves as a   frame of reference  for a   differnnt   residence 

choice.    But the table  is concerned with residence  in Ynlcuc,  not   in some 

other village:  and tabulating; original  immigrants without accompanying  relatives 

as neoloeal would bias the  results  for Yalcuc  toward neolocility.    Moreover» 

the choice to  move to   the new  village may very well reflect  a  desire  for  land 

of one's own rather than a  desire to  move away from the parents who   stayed 
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behind»    For  example,  Sebastian Alvarez was married when he came to Yalcuc 

at the time of the founding, and none of his  relatives came.    Thus He"is 

considered an irrelevant case, because there is  no  one in Yalcuc  in reference 

to whom a  residence choice can be determined.    On the other hind, Pedro Cruz 

was also  married when he came»  but  his  father also came,  and his wife's  family 

did not,  so   he is classed as patrilocal» 

Table  1 gives the residence choice of each family.     Summarizing, we have 

the following  results:     patrilocal,   12;  matrilocal,  5;  neolocal.  4;  fratrilocal¡ 

3;   irrelevant,  2;  and unknown,  20.    The number of unknown cases  is  high because 

there are many women whose relationships are not yet  clear.     Most of these 

cases ara very probably patrilocal or irrelevant.    There have been several 

recent changes  in residence which are interesting, because they  show, among 

other things, that three of the four known neo local cases are recent-    Carmen 

Hernández got  married and  established a  neolocal households     His brother 

Vicente formerly was patrilocal:  he recently built  a  new house, after almost 

ten years of marriage,  and moved away from his wodowed mother's household o 

Mercedes Pérez  made the  same sort of switch by a  slightly "different orocess» 

she moved to  an abandoned house from her father-in-law's household after he 

died and after her husband was murdered.     Agustín Bo lorn,  now matrilocal, 

formerly was patrilocal:  he used to   live next door to  his  father, but the 

Utter moved away to  another village and he 3tayed  in the village of his wife. 

Martin Cruz,  now unknown,,   formerly was avunoulocals  he has moved from the house 

adjacent to  his  father's brother, and is now  listed as unknown because the 

relationships of his wife are not clear to  me. 

The residence situation can be conveyed more adequately by a  brief 

description of actual cases-     Alonso Vá*squez occupies the office of comisario, 
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the most   important  political office in the colonia,    "ithin his compound, 

which consists of a  large kitchen building, two houses  for sleeping, and a 

storehouse,   live his wife, a married daughter and her husband and their three 

small ohildren,  nnd a  son and his wife.    A short distance down the trail 

lives an older daughter with her husband,   Nicola's Gomez,  her son and his wife, 

and four younger children.    A sixth child recontly married Manuel Cruz  and 

established patrilooal residence in the household of his father.     Another of 

Alonso's daughters   lived next  door to him until her death, whereupon her 

husband went to   live in Huajam Viejo and  her two young sons   stayed to   live 

with Alonso.    His other daughter is the wife of Vicente Hernandez, who  is 

mentioned above.     At present  nineteen individuals,  almost   10 o/o of the 

population of Yalcuefi  live within the comisario's household and a closely 

related one. 

Another large group  is composed of the families gathered around Santiago 

iopez.    His own household  includes his wife and a  son and his wife and child- 

On one side lives another son with his family of six, on the other side two 

daughters and their husbands,  Manuel and José Vísquez.    Two other  sons married 

into the village of Naoite, a paraje of Tzeltal-soeaking  Amatenango.    This 

is an understandable move on thsir Dart,  since the lopez  family originally 

came from Tzeltal-speaking Chanal. 

A. third  important  family group reveals  even more variety in its  residence 

pattern.     Sebastian Cruz  is the father of the six Cruz  Santis brothers and 

their three sisters, and the  father's brother of Martín Cruz, the formerly 

avunculocal case mentioned above.    The residence choice of Miguel mayor  is 

unknown because I don't know the relationships  of his wife, but  Alonso   liv-s 

close to  him.    Pedro's  house is  significantly distant from thitt of his  father 
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but  it  is oatrilocal because  his -wife comes  from another village o     His 

newly married son  lives  in his  household, and his younger brother Nicola's 

in the adjacent  house.     Miguel menor lives with his  father-in-law,  Miguel  Ara. 

I don't know where Tomiis, the youngest brother,   lives,  but   I susoect  it   is 

v.'ith his  father.    One sister  is the wife of Pedro Visques Pech, who  has a 

neolocal  households  another is married to  José  Ara,  son of Viguel,  and   lives 

in the latter's household» the third lives  in another village.    Thus within 

one lineage there are examples of all the standard types  of residence. 

Descent  in Yalcuc   is apparently oatrilinealo     I have not  yet done much 

work with genealogies  so   it   is not  possible to give any details about  descent 

or any information about kinship terminology.     Ahe basic  surname passes   from 

father to children.    The  ladino  system of using the mother's ontrilineal  surname 

as a  second   surname is also   in use, but apparently  it   is used only or Primarily 

because it  is   encouraged by  ladinos.    1'his statement   is based not only on 

general knowledge of social struoture among the Tzotzil   Indians, but also on 

the attitude of the people  in Yalcuc.    The very few men who give both surnames 

without  prompting are all  young men who  have recently been to   school, where 

I suspect there  is considerable indoctrination in  such matters,     livery man 

seems to know the name of every other man in the village, but  many do  not know 

the second  surname of many others.     Not  all official business  in which lists 

of names are  involved requires the use of both surnames.    The two are used in 

school records and the teacher's  census, and in some of the INI transactions 

in the village,    ^he basic   surname only is used when lists are made concerning 

intra-village matters*   for example,  reoords of communal work oerformed. 

All  informants  deny that they use the system which is used by certain 

other Tzeltal-Tzotzil  groups,  namely, the use of two  oatrilineal  surnames? 
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the second is the lineage name, the first  is the name of a group of lineages 

called variously a  clan or name-group.    Perhaps there is more to the name 

systeir  in Yalcuc than appears on the surface, for when speaking among them- 

selves, the men refer to two of their number by Tzotzil  surnames which are 

distinct from their Spanish surnames. 

There is a  large number of patri-lineages represented in Yalcuc, but they 

are shallow and their functional importance cannot yet be assessed.    Many of 

them have only one adult male member, as can be seen in Table  1.     In considering 

lineages  in Huistá*n,  it   is  neoessary to keep  in mind the particular history of 

the municipio.    1'he foundation of ejidos and the consequent  movement of people 

has almost  certainly contributed to the dispersal of lineages.    Thus the 

existence of a   large number of lineages  in one paraje may be  a  comparatively 

recent phenomenon. 

The  lineages  are exogamous  in that  none of the present marriages are 

between members  of the same  lineages.    There is  no absolute Drohibition against 

marrying someone with the  same surname,  since the  fathers of Feline  MvaVez 

AlvaYez and Sebastian Santis  Santie did just that.    There do  not  seem to be 

any particular marriage preferences.    There is one case of marriage into the 

mother's  lineage  (Sebastian Gómez married his mother's  father's brother's 

daughter), and three other possible oases which will be investigated.    There 

is one case of brother-sister  exchange (between the Cruz and Ara families), 

and two cases  in which two  brothers married two  sisters (Santiago  l<ioez's 

two  daughters  married brothers, and two of his  sons married sisters). 

The village has become largely  endogamous.     All of the younger men, 

with the  exoeption of a  few cases  in which the origin of the wife is unknown 

to me,  have married women of the village.    Of the women who  have reached 
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maturity within the past  few years  in Yalcuc, only one has married a  man from 

a different village.    Of course these remarks are made without regard to  families 

which have recently moved away. 

My information on compadratgo  is  limited.     It  is  said that there are 

andrinos  for baotism, confirmation,  evangelios, and marriage;  but  ^ do  not 

have  enough cases to  indicate the  extent to which individuals have all  four 

tyoes.    The teacher, although he has been in Yalcuc only four years,  is 

compadre of almost  all the adults  in the village,  and does not  hesitate to 

mention the  fact.     Most probably the number of his compadres  reveals more 

about  his own values than about the importance of compadrazgo to the  Indians. 

They also  have compadres among themselves, to what  extent  I do  not know. 

I have the imDression that an important asoect of social  structure in 

Yalcuc   in the existence of distinct  sub-groups within the community.    The 

selection of criteria  for defining groups  is an arbitrary intellectual process, 

and several come readily to mind:  costume, degree of Spanish-soeaking ability, 

method of earning cash income.    The use of any one of these criteria would 

yield sub-groups which are significant  in some respect.    The problem is to 

discover those criteria which define groups that are significant within the 

social organization and relevant to the processes of change  in the community. 

The problem his  merely been oosed»   it has  not been solved,     k preliminary 

solution is proposed at the  end of this  report. 

Local Political Organization 

The top political post  in Yalcuc  ia the office of comisario, and he  is 

the representative of the colonia  in the municipio government.     In addition 

there are three committees,  each with president,  secretary,  «nd treasurer* 

Comité Kjidal, Consejo  de Vigilancia  del  Kjido, and Comité de Educación. 
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The teacher, who  is oresid*nt of the Comité üjidal,   is  oerhaos the  second 

most important political figure in the community,  although it  is difficult to 

judge his  functional  importance or the real attitudes of the Deoole toward him. 

He is an interesting study  in himself:  suffice  it to   sny here that,  judging 

from expressed attitudes and observed behavior,  he  is a tyoe c»s.e of the 

authoritarian orrsonnlity.     tie  identifies hi.lself strongly with the community, 

and affirms that  his goal  is to promote the   velfare and orogress of its  ueonle. 

f.fare important thun the oolitical  structure  is the process of decision- 

making.    The people of Yalcuc are in a situation in which many conscious, 

collective decisions about  innovations are necessary, whether the innovations 

are presented by  INI or suggested from within the village, oerhaos by the 

teacher.    V.ithin the p«st year two major additions  have bern trade to the 

landscape of the villages   latrines and the  medical  oost.    The  former "/ere 

accepted by almost all families after INI  introduced the  idea, and the latter 

was requested by the people so they would not  have to go  six miles to the 

nearest clinic  for medical treatment.    The post was financed by  INI, and the 

men of Kalcuc  contributed  labor.     A. less noticeable addition, but oerhaos 

no   less  significant,  is  a very small  store 'vhich was  recently constructed 

near the school.    The store was built by the men of the community and is 

considered to be community oroperty.    The teacher says that three  men contributed 

the capital for stocking the  store and do not want their names  revealed for 

fear of witchcraft, and that he runs the store and  distributes the orofits 

to the investors.    The oossibility that he contributed much of the caoital 

himself should not be  discounted.     An offer by INI to  furnish more caoital 

and to bring the  store  into the INI co-ooerative  store system was   rejected on 

the ostensible  grounds  that the srall   ootential  market justifies no  such 

expansion* 
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These  situations are not  entirely comparable, but there are  significant 

common features.     In the construction of both  latrines and the medical oost, 

an individual decision to  expend a certain amount of  labor and/or money was 

necessary on the part of every man.    The  store did not  require so  much of a 

collective effort.     I  do not know the processes by which such decisions were 

made, but  some observations about pending  innovations, buying a   loudspeaker for the 

school  radio  and re-roofing the  school with tile,  suggest the probable course 

of decision-making. 

Decisions about  such changes  are ostensibly made  in a  meeting of adult 

men in the  school»    The proposal, at   least  in these two  matters connected 

with the  school,   is presented by the teacher.    The comisario   leads a  discussion, 

which in the case of the  loudspeaker was  extensive,  in the other case oerfunc- 

tory.    There is no voting?  subsequent action is based on a  consensus of ooinion. 

A consensus about the tile was  reached quickly and   individual contributions 

vere collected  immediately,     '.ty suspicion is that the function of the  meeting 

is to  ratify a decision which has already been mide by the  leaders  in the 

course of one of the many earnest discussions which  I have seen among the 

comisario, the teacher,  and the presidents of the committees o    The fact that 

I h«ive heard of no attempted projects which failed because of  lack of Popular 

support  indicates that the  leaders are well aware of what  is  feasible before 

they olan a course of action. 

Types of Costume 

The most  striking of the many differences which exist  in Yalcuc  is the 

difference in modes of dress.    Members of each sex have three styles  from 

which to choose.    The man's  native Huisteco  outfit  consists of white pants 

which are usually described as  diaper-like,  hanging  dewn to the knees   in back 
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and coming up between the  legs to be fastened around the waist by a broad 

red  sash with white pin-strioesi  loose fitting white shirt, ooen under the 

arms  and down the  sides,  sewed at the seams with blue thread and slipthtly 

embroidered  in blue on the sleeves  *>nd neck:  a  small h«t, of woven oalm and 

with a flat  crown, which perches on ton of the  head, and which has a  red wool 

band around the crown and trailing in back for fiesta wear'  a rather short tan 

ooncho which is tied on each side at the bottom; and/or a heavy striped 

blanket of natural black  *nd  vhite wool.    The poncho, also of wool,   ie never 

worn for fiestas.    The native costume for boys whose marriage has not yet been 

arranged  is a  long  shirt,  styled  like the man's, which hangs down to the knees 

and ties «round the waist with a   red sash or a cord.     «?en who dress  in the 

ladino   style wear either calzones and camisa   (the general term for shirt, 

which in this uaage means the  loose-fitting shirt which is v/orn with calzones) 

or V.estern-style trousers and  shirt, and with either a   ladino-style hat. 

The native costumes are woven of cotten and tailored by women in Yalcuc, but 

I have seen men embroidering their shirts,  and they make the hats.     Poncbos 

are woven in Yalcuc by women,  and blankets ourchased from ChamuIns. 

I have  little  exact  data on the use of huaraches.     Alonso V^squez  consis- 

tently wears the type which has a   low heel guard.    There are several other 

styles which apparently are worn or not worn regardless of choice of costume. 

Alonso  is the only man who always wears huaraches. 

The woman's native costume  ia a  long wrap-around  skirt of dark blue 

cotton,  secured at the waist with a heavy red and yellow or red,  black, and 

white wool sash which is wrapped around  several timesia white cotton blouse, 

styled like a  poncho, but with a   longer slit  in the neck and with blue embroidery 

around the necfcjand a white cotton rebozo with a blue border woven in and 
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ambroidered with two  or three small, brightly-co lored ,  star-like figures 

randomly placed.    The rebozo   is  short and  is thrown over the he«id or shoulders 

rather than wrapoed around.     Babies «re carried in a   longer rebozo of olain 

white cloth.     Rebozos and blouses are woven in Yalcuc,  but  I have never seen 

the dark blue skirt  material being woven, and so  far have neglected to ask,, 

The  ladina  style for women is a  cotton print dress  or a  skirt and blouse, a 

slip,  and often an aoron.    The skirt  is cotton orint or a bright   solid colors 

the blouse  is usually white,  and  either button-down-tho-front or "oeasant 

style with a -lot of embroidery or strips  of orint cloth  sewed on the cuffs, 

tons  of sleev«s,  and neck.    The  ladina rebozo   is dark blue or black,  sometimes 

with a white fleck.    There  is  an intermediate costume which consists of the 

dark blue skirt  and the  "oeasant" blouse, usually accompanied by a   ladina 

rebozo»    Probably this  style  should be classed as  ladina.     It  is  used by 

«Doroy.imately 25 o/o of the women in nearby San .'/ateo,  a  oaraje of Yashtinin 

in 'which all the men dress   in  ladino clothes»    Moreover,   1 have the  imoression 

that  it  is used by few  if any of the wives of men who  have maintained the 

native  style in Yalcuc,  but this  latter point  should be checked  before 

the  style can be classed unequivooably as  ladina.    Only once have  I  seen a 

woman wear huaraches. 

Table  1 shows the manner of dress of male heads of families and of their 

wives or  females heads,   in the casa of two  widows.     For males totals  are 

native,  23;   calzones,  ti; trousers,   ID;  alternating,   1;  and unknown,   2. 

The alternating case  is the young male nurse,  Manuel Cruz, who works  during the 

".'eek in an  INI clinic   in another village, and staffs the medical oost   in Yalcuc 

on Sundays-     During the week he wears  shirt and trousers,  and on Sundays the 

Huisteco   suit.    The  distinction between calzones and trousers  is Drobably not 

significant, and  in the discussion the two  categories will  sometimes be 
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treated together and the  ladino  style.    Totals  for females are native,   10; 

blue skirt,  9;  print dress or skirt, 5; and unknown,  21. 

Within each grouo of father and sons, of brothers, or of males  in extended 

family households,  costume   is unvaried, being entirely native or entirely 

ladino, with one  ey.ceotion.     Four of the Vasquez Pech brothers wear  ladino 

clothes; the  fifth and oldest, whose wife comes  from the Cruz   lineage, a 

stronghold of mtive costume, wears the Huisteco  suit.    The  limited data  on 

female dress   indicates that husbands and wives always dress  similarly, as far 

as the broader categories of native and  ladino are concerned and assuming  for 

the time being that the  intermediate woman's style is  orooerly classified as 

ladina  (see Table 2).    V.ithin the  ladino category,  a  majority of the wives of 

both calzón- and trouser-waaring men wear the blue skirt  style  (see Table 5). 

Making a  Living 

l*nd tenure  is  partly determined by the ejido  status of the colonias 

land cannot be bought,  sold, or rented.    Use rights are assigned to   individuals 

by some combinations of factors of influence and need or 'villingness to work. 

These rights, as well as the ownership of houses, are said to  descend oatri- 

lineally.    There  is an abundance of land, but a  shortage of good,  convenient 

land: the  latter seems to be concentrated in the hands of a  small number of men. 

In the more intensively cultivated area of the monte, all  land,  even timber 

land,  is assigned to an individual.    A. man can cut timber on another's  land if 

he obtains permission from that person. 

A major segment of the economy of Yalcuo  is the production of food for 

subsistence.    The chief subsistence crops  are corn, beans, and squash.     In 

addition there are a  few  small peach trees,  some cha Jiote vines, and a  few 

gardens of cabbage.     Most  families have at  least of few chickens: they eat 
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«Eg° "nc* verv occasionally »  chiclean, and soil  eggs and chickens when they go 

to San Cristobalo     A few  families have turkeys.     Some families  have a Dig or 

two, to  furnish m«at  for a  feast or to  oroduce some additional cash income» 

Some families have a few  sheep» they are primarily for wool, but occasionally 

a  sheep  is   sold, and rarely one  is  eaten.     A number of men have oxen for olowing, 

«ind a   few have horses which are used orimarily as pack animals.     Dogs are num- 

erous*  they serve as nets und as hunting dogs. 

One of the remarkable things about Yaleuo   is the relatively great   imoortance 

of hunting  und the slight  «mount of game.     A man seldom goes  into the monte 

without  his   .22 rifle or escopeta,  and he seldom uses  it.    Only once have  I 

seen a bag  of game:  a  n^rty of four '«ent out one morning  esDecially to  hunt, 

and came back with two   rabbits.    But there  is much talk about hunting,   and 

much interest   in game animals  in the United States.    The men, with wistful  eye 

and nostalgic tone, talk nbout the good old  days when they  first  came to 

Yalcuc, and one would  see two or three deer near the village most  every 

evening.     During  daylight hours   I have seen no   live wild mammals  except two 

mice.    Evidently squirrels are rather plentiful, but hard to  shoot,  since the 

air plants  in the oak trees   furnish very effective cover.     Driving through the 

woods at  night one usually sees a  rabbit or two who  is  fascinated by the oar 

lights.     Various birds,   including the dove and the blackbird, are considered 

game animals and  are eaten if bagged. 

The two  major sources of cash  income are wheat and  labor on coffee olant- 

ations  in the coastal region of Chiaoas.    Men leave for the olantations  in 

October or November and stay until  December or January.    Wages are six or 

seven pesos daily,  and the  cost of roundtriD transportation and   living  exDenses 

en route  is about  (175.     Men usually say that they come home .«;ith #300. 
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This year only four men, olus the sons of two of them went  from Yalcuc.    One 

of this  grouo, and perhaos another, ".-ears the native costume.    Although 

working on coffee plantations  is no doubt a  strong  imcetus for switching to 

ladino clothes, the  stimulus  does  not ODerate in all cases, at   least  not 

immediately. 

At   least  eight men,  and orobably several more,  olant wheat.    By far the 

largest producer is Alonso Vásquez.    The two basic  requirements  for wheat 

farming are oxen for plowing and plowable land.     Most of the monte is not 

Dlowable:   even in cleared  land, there are too many  rocks and often too  many 

stumps.    The meadow  in and around the villase is plowable,  and  it   is here that 

most of the   vheat  is planted»    Within the confines  of the settled area, there 

is at  least half as much  land  in wheat as  in corn.    Of course  it would be 

possible to  olant wheat using only a hoe to break the  soil, but this   is oracti- 

cally orecluded by the amount of labor involved. 

Planting is accomplished in October and November, after the heaviest 

rains  have  stopped but while there is  still significant  precipitation.. 

Contour oloxving  is  always  practiced,  presumably because  it  is easier  for the 

oxen to  olow on a   level.     A field  is slowed several weeks before planting, 

and plowed again after seed Í3  sown by hand.     Some fields have rocky sections 

where the  soil  is broken by hoeing.    Fields are harvested  in April, May, or 

June:   informants do  not agree on the month, or oerhaos the harvest extends 

over three monthso    ¡.tost  if not all of the harvest  is  saved, without threshing, 

until fall, when the price is  higher.    Wheat  is threshed by driving a team of 

horses or mules over  it, or by flailing  it with long,   flerible Doles»     It  is 

winnowed by throwing it  into the air on a windy day.    The only other tools 

used are a oole with a  natural  fork of two or three prongs which  serves as a 
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nitchfork,  and a  flat  shovel hewn out of a pine olank»    Men do almost all the 

threshing and winnowing.    Sometimes women stand around and watch,  oiok uo 

stray grains of wheat, and once I saw a woman drive the team for a  little 

while. 

There is only one variety of wheat, culled trigo    breve.     Most   estimates 

of the reaping:sowing ratio  range from 4:1 to  6:1.     I have not  measured any 

fields  so  cannot yet  give an estimate of yield Per acre. 

Volume units are used to quote quantities of wheat and corn.     A. cuartilla 

is  four  liters,  a tercio- is  sixteen cuartillas, and a  carga, or mula  loud,   is 

two tercios.    The price of wheat varies seasonally between ¡JlOO and $120 a 

carga,  and corn varies  from $80 to j>96.     Men in Yalcuc usually sell wheat  in 

quantities of one  or two tercios at a tim»,  «ven when  it  is hauled to market 

by l*ndrover. 

Every man in Yalcuc plants corn.    Those who have oxen olow whiohever 

they can of their miloas,  some who  don't  rent them and DIOW by the day. 

Milps3 are plowed two or three times.     If a  milpa  has  not been used the year 

before,  it may be plov.-ed once in the fall, again in January or February, and 

just before planting  in March.    A milpa which has been used the year before is 

plowed after harvest,   in January or February, and again before planting. 

.Milpas which are hoed are aooarently hoed only once before olanting.     Most of 

the milpas within the settled area are plowable, as are  some of those  in the 

nearer monte.    Corn is  olanted with a  digging stick.     It  is  reoorted that 

three or four seeds  are placed in each hole, and that perhaps all, perhaos 

only one or two, v/ill sprout.     In the better milpas most bunches contain three 

stalks:   in the poorer ones there are many small,  single  stalks which do  not 

bear ears. 
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In the middle of November the work of the hmrwest begins in miloas near 

the houses.     Husking  is aocomolished with the «id of «  srmll bone blade which 

is used to separate the husks at one end.    They are nulled aoart with the 

hands,  «nd the ear is  removed with a twisting motion,    '.ornen helo  in carrying 

the ears to the house, where they  ire Disced in the oatio to  dry a   little in 

the  sun.    Kernels are  oicked off by hand, by both sexes, and out   in baskets  or 

bags  for storage  in the kitchen, the attic of the  sla«oing  house,  or a 

storehouse.    There are four types of earst    white, yellow, black, and sootted. 

Milpas  in the settled area  are used two to four vears  in  succession and 

are allowed to  lie fallow  for four or five years.     In the monte a  milpa  of the 

true monte type, full of rocks and stumps,  is used only once every five or six 

years.    As  far as I know, only Don Alonso practices fertilization:  he moves his 

ox pen several times a year. 

Squash and beans are also planted in milpas.     A few squash are used when 

they first become  rioe  in the falls others are left until the corn harvest, then 

Dlaoed on house roofs to dry.    Bean pod3 are nicked just before corn, by 

women sometimes with the help of men, and dried in the patio until they oop 

ooen.    Then they are flailed with a  stick and winnowed in the manner of wheat, 

with men *nd women working together on this task.    The beans  «re dried some 

more,  for a half a   day or a  day, and stored  in the manner of corn.    There are 

two basic tyoes of beanss botil, the scarlet runner beam *nd frijol chiquito, 

similar to the common baked bean in the United States.     It  is said that beans 

are worth S7.50 a cuartilla, just three times the orice of corn at  its  lowest. 

Another important aspect of men's work is cutting lumber and building 

houses.    The standard house tyoe  is a square building,  measuring from ten to 

twenty feet, which has a   high four-sided roof with .vide eaves and a  short 
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ridge  pole,  and *  dirt  floor.    The basic  frame consists of four oak poles  *t 

the corners; on this  basis a roof frame of pine pol«3   is constructed.    The 

more  substantial  houses  h*ve walls of vertical, h«»nd-h«'.vn nine bomrds which 

may be as wide as two   feet, and which are  lashed to the  frame with vines. 

Many houses  have walls of tejamanil, the  long,  narrow pine shingles '.-hich are 

usually nbout three  feet   long.    One house «nd the abandoned ohapel  have walls 

of plain wattle-and-daub; the teacher's  house and part  of the school «re wattle- 

and-daub covered with  lime plaster.     Almost all roofs  are tejamanil.     A few 

cookinf, shelters which serve as kitchens for families -which have but one 

substantial building, and two abandoned houses,  have  roofs of straw.    The new 

medical post  is a  log cabin with a tile roof. 

There is an Alternate house type,  rectangular with a   relatively  low, 

tv.'o-sided roof, whose occurence sometimes seems to   indicate  low  economic 

status rather than a preference for a different type.    Of five families who 

have such houses,  oerheps two  do  so because of poverty, three apparently 

from preference.    All except one of the  latter,  a  doubtful case, belong to 

the group characterized by  ladino clothes. 

Almost every family has a  sweat house.    They are made of logs or boards 

plastered with mud and have a  rounded end of stones and mud and a  protecting 

roof of straw or tejamanil.    The great  majority of sweat  houses are built  into 

the wall of a house, with the entrance from inside the house. 

The fall of the year, after the corn ia ripe,   is the time for outting 

lumber and tejamanil.    New houses are built  during the time of the corn harvest, 

after the rains have stopped; at  least they were this year.    Trees are felled 

with axes and split with wedges made of green oak.     Boards are trimmed with 

axes,  shingles used untritnmod. 
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In the village as  a whole, men do  aDoroximately half of the work of 

gathering firewood,  although oractices vary greatly by families.     Men with 

oxtn    0ften haul  in tree trunks and do  moat of the choDoing *nd  splitting; 

sometimes the wife wields the axe.    Otherwise the tendency  is  for men to cut, 

8olit, and carry wood:   for women to  gather kindling and firewood which cnn 

be acquired with a  machete» 

Men usually work alone  in obtaining firewood;   in plowing  fields and 

outting  lumber they usually work  in groups with as rr.any as  five members» 

Out of 21 groups,  most of them engaged in olowing,   7 were oomoosed of one man, 

11 of two  or more men related as brothers,  father and  son,   father-in-law and 

son-in-law, or a combination of these, and one group was  two brothers-in-law. 

There were two grouos of four each in which only one of the men was not  related 

in the above ways to any of the others.    Men who work together usually trade 

work:  a  man helps his brother plow the  latter's field,  and his brother helps 

him plow his  field»    The trade is not necessarily  aven:  Alonso Vasquez and 

Santiago Lopes get more help from their sons-in-law than they give. 

%• data on women's work is not detailed, but the broad outlines of the 

women's side of the division of labor are clear. Only women orepare and cook 

food, wash clothes, clean house, and weave cloth. Women handle most of the 

care of children and of the animals around the compound (chickens, turkeys, 

pigs, and dogs). They haul most of the wat«r: occasionally srrall boys haul 

wnter, sometimes for the teacher, and at times adult men, on order of the 

oomisario,  have carried water for me. 

Horses, oxen,  and  sheen are cared for mainly by small children,  sometimes 

as young as  eight.    They take them to oasture and to water at the oond.    On 

occasion men or women  do these tasks. 
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The daily schedule doss not vary greatly from season to  season, but of 

course the content of activity does,  especially for men.    The peoole arise about 

five or six o'clock: the sun comes up at six during the equinox, and at  seven 

the shortest day of the year.    One informant said that when they «re -vorking 

especially hard they sometimes  get up while it  is  still dark.    Breakfast  is 

oreoared and eaten,  and the men may  leave immediately «fter.vard  if they are 

working  in the fields or the monte.     During the slack time of year  in the  fall, 

they may stay around the house until mid-morning and then go out  hunting for 

a while.    The mid-day meal  is usually *t  noon,  according to  all  reports;  but 

school  is  not   let out until one o'clock.     If a man goes  far into the monte he 

takes a  lunch and may return in the middle of the afternoon and eat some more. 

Men working in nearby fields  either have their wives come <»nd eat with them'or 

they return home for  lunch.    At any one time of year '.':omen h^ve a greater choice 

of activities.     In the morning they usually carry water,  do  the washing, and 

sweep the house and patio.    Waving is done  either morning or afternoon. 

There is often Binoke coming from kitchens most of the afternoon.    Social activity 

for women takes place in small groups gathered in someone's patio  either 

rroming or afternoon.     I have not noticed much interaction or conversation 

among women washing at the oond.     L*te afternoon is the men's time to socialize. 

Most  every day  some n;en come to the school to play basketball or to watch  and 

stnok» and talk.    Often there is a meeting which most or all of the tren attend. 

The group breaks up at sunset and the men return home for a  swent bath with 

the family and  suooer.     After supoer the family sits  around the fire until 

eight or nine o'clock and then goes to bed. 

I    I 
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Religion and the Ceremonial Cycle 

The Deople of Yalcuc h«ve the reoutation of being  Rood Catholics, and this 

reputation seems to be justified.     Alonso Visque*  is a  friend of the Driest 

who   lives   in Tenejana and serves Huistán, Chanal, and other rnunicioios;  nnd 

he and Pedro Crur went to Mexico City with the oriest   in the soring of 1957. 

There is a distinct  effort to be married by the priest and to have children 

baptized and confirmed.     Before and during the time of Tod<?s Santos religious 

services were conducted at the sohool by the teacher or his  daughter. 

Major ceremonial occasions  in the municipio  are the Change of Officials on 

January  1, the  fiesta of San Sebastián on January 20, Carnaval the week  end 

before the beginning of Lent, the fiesta of San Isidro on May 15, the fiesta 

of San Pedro on June 29, the celebration of national  independence on Seotember 

15 and  16, the fiesta  of San Miguel, the patron saint of Huistin, on September 

29, and Todes Santos on October 31 and November  1.    No  informants have mentioned 

Holy V.'eek so  I cannot yet  estimate its  importance.    This year an additional 

occasion of great  importance was the visit of the bishop from San Cristobal 

to dedicate the church bell in Pedernal.    The entire Donulition of Yalcuc, with 

very few exceptions, went to Pedernal for the day»   and there werr  few others 

present   in native costume.     It was »lso an occasion for baptism and confirmation. 

Tho teacher was padrino for fourteen children from Yalcuc. 

The patron saint of Yalcuc  is San Antonio, and there is a   locul  fiesta 

on his  day, June 3.    Ilia image was formerly kept  in a  chapel, but h*s been 

moved to the comisario1!! house. 

In Yalcuc Todos Santos  is observed orimarily in the cemetery, which  is 

small because the village is  relatively new.     Families with relatives buried 

there go with pine boughs and flowers to decorate the crosses on the graves, 
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candles to burn beside the crosses, food of «11 tyoes  for the sustenance of 

the souls of the dead, and trago for the men to drink in order to produce an 

alegre atmosohere for the returning  souls,     "omen kneel individually or in 

groups over a grave; there are periods of silence and periods of wailing 

which may last for over an hour.    The men seem largely oblivious of the women: 

some of them play guitars or violins, the others sit around and talk, and they 

all drink according to their taste, which varies greatly. 

This year the fiesta of the patron saint  in the cabecera was a dismal 

affair,  since the rain hardly stopped during the two  days I was there. 

Saturday the major event was horseback riding around the plaza all afternoon, 

and much ritual drinking, by a group of officials dressed in extremely gaudy 

costumes.    Other officials participated in ritual drinking,  most of them to a 

lesser extent.    The prisst came from Tenejapa, and there were two masses 

Sunday morning, one attended primarily by Indians, the other by ladinos» 

In the afternoon there was a  small procession carrying a oicture of San 

Miguel around the plaza.    Both days bulls were brought  into the plaza and 

there was much excitement at the prospect of their being ridden, but the rain 

interfered.    Chamulas curne to  sell apples and oranges, and a  few to  sell the 

wool blankets which are part of the Iluisteoo costume.    Tenejaoanecos  sold 

fruit and peanuts.    As far as  I could tell, all trago was sold  in the ladino 

stores.    Ladinos and revueltos attended in significant numbers and participated 

fully in the drinking and the procession.    Peak attendance of oerhans  1600 

occurred Saturday afternoon. 

National  independence was observed in Yalcuc by a   long program of patriotio 

recitations and dances by the  school children and music by imported  ladino 

musicians on the evening of September 15.    The next  day there were games and 
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and dances by the children, and on both days a considerable amount of drinking 

by the less temperate members of the community. 

Sub-groups and Culture Change 

A. common feature of contact situations  is the existence of a continuum 

of decrees of aoculturation.    The investigator is able to  define two or more 

grouos and to  rank their from "least acculturated" to "most acculturated" 

or frorr1 conservative to  progressive.    Such an approach would be applicable to 

Yalcuc  if one assumed that the man who wears  ladino clothes and -vorks on a 

plantation for a few months  is more acculturated than the man in native costume 

who uses oxen and a DIOW to  produce wheat.    Yet both these men are acculturated 

with reference to the ore-Columbian base line, and they may differ significantly 

in other ways. 

Perhaps a more fruitful aoproaoh would be to define grouos on the basis 

of criteria not  limited by considerations of acculturation, and then to see 

if such groupings have »ny relevance for present-day processes of change. 

It  is  logical to assume that the core group  in the community can be defined 

by the sociocultural characteristics, using only those characteristics  in 

which there is  significant variation in the community, of the key man in the 

sooial structure,  Alonso  Visque*.    Some rather easily isolated characteristics 

i are native costume, cash income from wheat or at  least the eschewing of 

plantation labor,  strong Catholicism, and active participation in community 

and municipio affairs.    Other men who olearly share all of these characteristics 

«re Alonso'8 son, Guadalupe,  and his sons-in-law,  Miguel Ton and Nicola's 

Orfmet; the latter's son.,  Sebastián; Alonso's brother Pedro and his son, 

Nicola's; Pedro Va*squez Pech, of a  different Visques   line; the Crui  Santis 

brothers and orobably their father,  Sabastiín;  Miguel Ara and his  son, Jose's 
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and Manual García.    There is at  least one other man who shares all but one 

of the criteria: Pedro González ^/ears calzones but  definitely belongs in the 

oore group.    This grouo has a certain residential concentration in the center 

and the southwestern segments of the community. 

A. fringe grouD differs with respect to all of the above-mentioned criteria. 

It  is characterized by ladino clothes, the absence of wheat raising and the 

presence  in some cases of cash inoome from plantation labor, weaker Catholicism, 

less participation in community affairs, and no participation in municido 

affairs.     It  is composed of at  least these men:    Juan Loner and his  son, 

Marcelino; the two  Santis Paree brothers; the three Hernandez Párez brothers; 

and Felipe Alvarez.    Three of them, the López men and Miguel Santis,   live a 

quarter of a mile to the northeast of the nearest house in Yalcuo; the others 

live on the very eastern edge of the village. 

At this point  it  is  imoossible to  specify whether or not there is only one 

intermediate group, since the necessary data  is  lacking on some men.    There 

is one clearly distinct group comoosed of Santiago  López;  his  sons,  Aurelio 

and Uermilo; his sons-in-law, Manuel and «Jose Vásquez;  and their brothers, 

Agustín and Heron Vásquez.    These men all dress  in ladino clothes, plant 

wheat as a cash orop, are active in community affairs, but do not participate 

in municipio affairs. 

There  is not  enough data to placa the remaining castss,  except  for the two 

men who disturb the neatness of the above scheme.    Sebastián Alvarez wears 

the native costume and is active in community affairs, but  derives his cash 

income from working on plantations. .Miguel Vásquez,   Alonso'8 brother's son. 
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is also  active and works on plantations, but wears  ladino clothes.    Probably 

some of the lesser known men are also ambiguous  in that they do not  seem to 

belong to any of the groups defined so far.    Nevertheless, these groups reflect 

some sort of empirical reality; and more imoortantly, they seem to olay signi- 

ficantly different roles  in current orocesses of change. 

All of the recent changes which are visible to the naked  eye have already 

been mentioned:    the vroll,  latrines, the medical cost, and the store.    Of 

the five families who  do not hav* latrines, two are widows'  families, two are 

families  in the fringe group,  and one is the family of a man who dresses  in 

the native clothes but who  is an ambiguous case as far as the sub-groups are 

concerned.     According to the survey of the male nurse,  almost all families 

which have latrines  use them regularly.    Yalouo  is the only village in the 

zone served by the INI center in San Crlsto'bal in which a  majority of families 

have latrines» 

The medical post was completed in the summer of 1957.     I moved in the 

middle of September, and it was first opened for business the second --veek of 

ry stay.    It  is staffed by a young male nurse and  is open only on week ends. 

During the first nine weeks of use,  18 different peoole visited the Duesto for 

a total of 24 consultations.    There are two  interesting  sets of figures on 

the clients.    There were four young children, four adult males, and ten adult 

females.    Twelve are from families in the core group, three from ambiguous 

families in which the head wears the native costume, two are wives of men who 

wear ladino clothes, and one is unknown to me.    Half of the core group clients 

are relatives of the nurse. 

It  is a difficult task to obtain information about native medioal prsctioes 

for two  reasons:    the people are reluctant to divulge information ibout 
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esoteric matters In general; and now that medical practices of some oeople are 

changing rapidly,  they hesitate to reveal the existence of "old-fashioned" 

methods of treatment.    For these reasons the   statement by severa]   informants 

that there are no curanderos  in Yalcuc  should not be taken at face value. 

Nevertheless,  it very Dossibly is true.    The informants   say that there used to 

be two or three curanderos, but they were old men and are now d-ad.     In the 

one case in which I know a curandero was oonsulted,  for the treatment of one 

of the women of the intermediate group, the client went to a   ladino curandero 

living in the outskirts of San Cristóbal.     In another case involving a baby 

in a fringe group family,  it was said that the man went to another villeg» 

in Huistán to  look for a curandero.     I do not know if treatment was  initiated; 

in any case, the baby soon died. 

The core group in Yalcuc, the group which seeks to maintain its  identity 

as Huisteoos,   its  relation to the municioio,  and its ties to the  land,  ia 

the group which participates  most actively in the  INI health program.    The 

members of the fringe group have participated only  in so far as they have 

•coeoted  latrines,  and very  few peoole who  dress   in the  ladino  style have used 

the services of the medical post. 

Type of costume is one criterion which has been used to  define sub-grouos. 

As such,  it  ia taken as a constant.    Actually it  is an asoect of culture which 

is subject to change,  although I cannot say whether or not change  in mode of 

dress  is proceeding rapidly at the present time,  as it   is among men of the 

neighboring municipio of Oxohuc.    A change of costume is important because it 

reveals a change  in how one wants to apoear to the outer world, and it  is 

nrobably one of the first steos  in the change of self-identity from Indian to 

ladino.    The inhabitants of Yashtinin all   dress  in the  ladino  style,  but they, 
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as well >is the revueltos  in Yalouc,  emphasize to me that they are Huisteoos. 

T.hls does not necessarily reveal anything about the way in which they actually 

conceive of themselves, because they know that  •*• am an anthropologist who has 

ohosen to  live in a more-or-less Indian village, and this knowledge may influence 

their expressed attitudes.    The common attitude among  local  ladinos is that 

revueltos dress as they do because they do not want to  look like Indians, 

*nd this  is no doubt a part of the explanation.    Other factors,  such as the 

economics of weaving, might also be important. 

The brief considerations of culture change presented here all   lead to an 

over-all  impression which  is certainly conjectural and not  suooorted by much 

data but which is  perhaps worth stating exDÜcitly.    There «ire two cultures 

iinoinging on the oeoole of Yalcuct     local  ladino culture, with at  least  rural 

and urban sub-cultures»  and the way of lif» represented by INI.    There are some 

indications that the people who are supporting the INI  efforts are those who 

have changed least  in the direction of ladino culture.    Although this hypo- 

thesis may apply to  individuals in Yalouo,  it does not  suggest that  in general 

more ladinoized people or communities reject the innovations proposed by INI, 

since in Yashtinfn l«trines  heve been accepted in part and a  oressurized water 

system is under construction. 

Frank C. Miller 



Head of hous«hoId 
/ / 

Felipe Alvar»» Al-varea 
Sebastian Alvarez Santis 
Miguel Ara Ycó 
José Ara García 
Miguel Cruz  Santis menor 
Agustín Polom Pérez 
Sebastian Cruz Gómez 
Alonso Cruz  Santis 
Miguel Cruz  Santis mayor 
Nicola's Crue Santis 
Pedro Cruz  Santis 
Manuel Cruz Ton 
Tornas Cruz  Santis 
Martín Cruz Ycó 
Manuel García Vásquez 
Nicolás Gómez Santis 
Sebastián Gómez Vásquez 
Pedro González Gómez 
Carmen Hernández Pérez 
Diego Hernández Pérez 
Vicente Hernández Pérez 
H (ir mi lo   López  Díaz 
Santiago  Lopez Díaz 
Aurelio  l<ó*pez Díaz 
Marcelino  Mpez Gó'mez 
Juan López  Santis 
Marciana Pérez Patzistán 
Mercedes Pérez Santis 
Alonso  Santis  López 
Miguel Santis Pérez 
Pedro  Santis Pérez 
Sebastián Santis Santis 
Alonso Ton García 
Alonso Ton Santis 
Nicolás Vásquez ufo shan 
Agustín Vásquez Peoh 
ilerón Vásquez Peen 
Manuel Vásquez Pech 
José Vásquez Pech 
Pedro  Vásquez Peoh 
Miguel Vásquez Santis 
Alonso Vásquez Yoó 
Guadalupe Vásquez Huet 
Miguel Ton García 
Pedro Vásquez Ycó 
Miguel Ycó Santis 
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Anoendix 

Tabla 1 

Costume 
Residence Male Female 

Unknown Trousera 
Irrelevant Native Native 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Patrilocal Native Unknown 
Matrilocal Native Unknown 
Patrilocal Trousers Blue skirt 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Fratrilocal Native Native 
Unknown Native Native 
Fratrilocal Native Native 
Patrilocal Native Native 
Patrilocal Alternate Native 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Unknown Unknown Unknown 
Patrilocal Native Unknown 
Wot rilo cal Native Native 
Patrilocal Native Unknown 
Unknown Calzones Blue skirt 
Neo local Trousers Blue skirt 
Patrilocal Trousers Dress 
Neo local Trousers Blue skirt 
Patrilocal Calzones Unknown                              j 
Unknown Calzones Blue skirt 
Patrilocal Unknown Unknown 
Patrilocal Trousers Blue skirt 
Unknown Trousers Unknown 
Unknown  -— **lue skirt 
Neo local Dress 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Unknown Trousers Unknown 
Unknown Calzones Unknown 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Unknown Calzones Unknown 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Patrilocal Calzones Blue skirt 
Patrilocal Trousers Dress 
Mat fci local Calzones Dress 
Fratrilocal Trousers Dress 
Neo local Native Unknown 
Unknown Calzones Blue skirt 
Irrelevant Native Native 
Patrilocal Native Native 
Matrilocal Native Native 
Unknown Native Unknown 
Unknown Native Unknown 
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Mon 

Tabla 2 

Viomon 

Nut iva UdiT» 

Nativo 10 0 

Ladino 0 12 

Tabla 3 

Man 

Woman 

Blua skirt  Dress 

Calzonaa    4 1 

Trousers    4 3 
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INTHOIOUCTION 

The analysis of the spatial digtxdbution of individuals 

in a social gx>oup has been a legitimate concern of anthropolo~ 

gí.3¿3 for as long a period as anthropology has been a science. 

After the development of the genealogical raethoc., it 

bt came evident that genealogically related individúala grouped 

ard organized themselves in space, following certain principias 

which were of a more generalized application than residence 

.ít,3 O If o 

Several universal formo of residence were soon discovered 

aril named, and their description interested many an anthropolo- 

gist* Among them, Lowie (1920;: 157» Hivers (1924)., Kirchhoff 

Í2iy¿>2) s  Kroober (1938) and Hoebel (1939:446) presented especially 

de í;E..1. let', descriptions» 

The theory developed by a whole generation of anthro- 

pologists crystallized, finally., in the work of i,iurdock»3 "Social 

Structure." This classic and controversial book made several 

her-ristls contributions to the field» It tested, on  the one hand? 

¡'•h- validity of statistical anc-.lysis for ¿ross-cultural research. 

It established la a different form the interlocking of sub-systems 

*'i;¡£"-.in r. social system v<rhich "functionalist" anthropologists have 

kjH'Othefcizod by displaying the interdependency of oertaia modes 

of residence with certain types of kinship terminology, inceut 



rrlos ana  techniques for the femnsmissior. of property rights. 

On the other" hand,, Murdock» 3 boot opened s. new road for 

those students interested in the problem of taxonomy,, The work 

obviously suffered from the ambiguity of th© data presented in 

the anthropological reports on which it was based» The classi- 

fication of residence types, as  utilized in the past, was shown, 

fcc bo defective for the purposes of modorn research» The termi- 

nology of the field was too all-embx'acing.:, ambivalent ir. meaning 

ai.d diffuse in  application,) Murdoch: himself was well aware of 

thia problem, and suggested a preliminary- revision of the termi- 

nology»  (Murdock, 1949SJL6-189 33-  ) 

A series of articles was published as a result of f¿ur- 

dc..sk»s opening up of the field* Titiev (1956) and Faror. (1956), 

among others, utilized Murdock s hypothesis in reviewing and ex- 

panding some problems of correlation between the development of 

ar.. Omaha type terminology and the emphasis on patrilocal rosidoncec 

As a result of the controversies aroused by the subject, 

Murdock himself (1955) wrote a new article wherein he pointed out 

the necessity for a new typology of residencep and suggested two 

criteria to be utilized in future research?  (1) the usefulness 

o) considering the individual' a Ufa cycle and the variations of 

residence that accompany it; (2)   the need for understanding the 

individual's goals in making residential choices,, 

Among the British social anthropologists concerned with 

methods for the analysis of social structures Meyer Portes (1949) 

independently of Murdock, approached the same problem of residen- 

tial analysis in a different fashion. Pcrtes had in mind a con- 



oyóte,  time-d.lmon3ional analysis of socrU.l structure. He examined 

the problem of ;joelo-structural, analysis from the point of \iev 

OJ' quantifiable data and he singled out space and time as the 

dimensions that delimit social activity,,  Ha felt that relations 

befrueoa  the tv/o dimensions wors measurable and were susceptible 

to statistical analysis» Only through such quantitative analy- 

sis, Fortes suggested* could o:ie construct the socio-structural 

abstraction from the "concreto reality" of everyday social llfe0 

Portes goes on to apply his own ideas in the specific 

description of two cases of residence variation among the Ashar;.ti, 

ar.d his results prove useful not only for the e.nalysl3 of resi- 

dence and types of residence groupings, but al«o lor understand- 

ing the development of the snail social units (e.g0 the domestic 

groups) of a community, and for an approach to problems arising 

from the study of diversified social groups which are under- 

going changeo 

Goody and others, using Fortes' methodology and techniques 

(Goodyj, eda:1958) with admirable skill, have developed Portes» 

Initial idea and have tested It in the fieldo 

Among the American anthropologista, the Goodenough (1956) 

Fischer (1950., 1958) controversy has been highly fruitful in 

calling the attention of anthropologists to the need for a nsw 

typology of residence» The Goodenough and Fischer articles showed 

hen; two investigators can arrive at totally discrepant conclu- 

sions about ths frequency of different "types" of residence in the 

sa:;ie community with the same census methods but with ambiguo as 

definitions of residence patternsa 



Fortea (1958) considered this controversy the result of 

overlooking the time factor in the census analysis-, and he 

thotighb that "the source of the apparent discrepancies is the 

noglect by both investigators of the developmental dimension" 

(Fortes 1958:5) of which he spoke ten yours ago (j949)„ 

The result of the Goodsnough-Fiaeher controversy is the 

publication of Fischer's new typology, a typology which will 

avoid the ambiguities of the old one, by offering a different 

sot of criteria for classification,, 

Four main propositions are given by Fischer (1958), as 

followss 

lo To defino marital residence in terms of incividueils 
gather tiian couples» 

2a  To report residence for all individuals in a community 
not just married ones» 

5.» To defino a person's residence in terms of the composi- 
ción of the household or? other residential reference 
group at the time of his entry rather than In terms of 
its current composition., 

4„ To spaclfy the level of social integration of the resi- 
dential reference groups household, 3ub~community op 
community,, 

The first proposal is concerned with two sets of terms current 

in anthropological literature and used iEterchangeably in most 

crises;  (a) patrilocal and vinllocal; (b) matrilocal and uxori- 

leaalo 

In  the new typology matrilocal and patrilocal refer to 

residence with the individual*r parental generation, while usori- 

lcoal and virilocal refer to residence with the spouse of either 

se::, l,Oe residence with affinr.1 relatives of Ego's own gener-atlono 

The second proposal emphasizes the already established 

need for statistical analysis of relevant census materials, as 



j,;virdock and Portos had recommended in. their previews statements., 

Ja-irriage is certainly a crucial element .'..n determining choices 

o:." residence,, The reason i3 clear: marriage leac.s to an actual 

ov  incipient apl.it in one or both of the spouses' natal families 

and hou3oholda. But there are other social factors, such as, for 

example, placo of birth, which are equally importtnt in making 

residential choices, and it is a matter of considerable interest 

to understand the rules that organise residential settings for 

umiarried—as well as for married—people in a comnunityo 

The fourth proposal brings out the importance of the 3ize 

oí" the residential reference group»  Sociologists interested in 

the study of ¿mall groups have indicated the Importance of sis© 
1 

of the group for variations in social interaction.  Anthropolo- 

gists usually deal with communities which fit perfectly the socio- 

logical definition of "small g:-?oups0" Those communities are 

units of socie.1 activity characterized by face-to-face inter- 

actions a common set of norma controlling the behavior of all 

irdividual neEbers, group solidarity, and a particular system of 
2 

internal status differentiation*  Residential groups„ conse- 

qvently,, are "small gro\ips"j moreover they are reference groups 

o.l the membership type (Soe Morton's definition in J.lerton, 1950 

^^ *** Social Theory and Social Structure)» It is obvious, there- 

fore, that the alignment of kinsmen residing in such a small 

reference group as the household, will clearly lea i to differences 

•'"Articles dealing with the subject are, acung others, 
Siramel (1950), Bales and Borgatta (1955)„  Hare et alo (1957, 
¿Ulls (1954)„ 

2Por the definition of "small groups" see 3hils (19 ), 
Strodtbeck (1954) and Homans (1950). 



of type e-nd frequency of social interaction compared with the 

interaction of individuals residentially spread ovar a neighbor- 

hood or a. whole community» 

Fischer's set of procedures provides a frame for study- 

in,? such variations, by describing residential alignments in 

terras of "at least three level* of social interaction"í the 

household, the sub-community and the community* The definition 

of residence including group size enables us to understand 

clearly the dependency of otho:? social variables on the spatial 

arrangements of individuals, a::id it permits us to pinpoint ths 

correlations attaching them to the corresponding levels to 

v/liich they belong,, For ex&mpla,, it is possible, as in the case 

o:C  the community treated in this paper, that incest rules refer 

to one level of residential groupings (the household) while en- 

dogamy pule3 refer to ancthos? level (the sub-community or 

barrio—town division) o 

Fischer proposes thsn In classifying a person's residence 

that we should utilize the concept of "sponsorship0" Sponsor is 

a relative "who lives in a given residence group and who possesses 

a special responsibility for the person's resictence there" 

(Fischer 1953:512),, 

Raulet (1SÍ59) has made one valid criticise, of Fischerfs 

typology, by pointing out that one of the problems attached to 

tba concept of "sponsorship" is that sometimes a whole residence 

gi'oup can be e. sponsor for a particular individúalo 

Another principal criticism of Fischer's typology attaches 

tc his third proposal, which, as Fortes has made clear, disre- 



garda the developmental cycle of the households In which indi- 

viduals resideo 

I believe that the ttvo approaches„  the "developmental" 

approach and tho "sponsorship" approach,, are not contradictory 

bub complementary to each other. Each offers a useful frame- 

work for a satisfactory analysis» The differences are merely 

differences in emphasis. 

The aim of this paper is a modeat one*  I have attempted 

to test the possibility of combining both typos of analysis in 

the frame ivork of a Tzeltal Indian community, to describe the 

re suits of the analysis in term of the patterns of residence 

ar.d to elicit the rules that govern residence choices» The 

paper deals» therefore, more with techniques and method of analy- 

sis, than with particular hypotheses,, 1 shall be satisfied, how- 

ever, if the results of my descriptive analysis of residence 

helps in a small way to clarify the moaning of the terminology 

current In the field« 
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CHART 1 

FISCHER'S TYPOLOGY 

Typology of individual residence in terms of immediate sponsor 

Type 

Io Neolocal 

IIo Consanguineolocal 

a„ Patrilocal 

b„ ¡.¡atrilo cal 

Co Avúnculocal 

d» Amitalocal 

e0 Pratrllocal 

f0 Sororilocal 

g. Piliolocal 

h. Filialooal 

io Nepotllocal 

j» Heterolocal 

IIIo Affinolocal 

a» Virilocal (for women only) 
bo Uxorilocal (for men only) 

Kin Sponsor 

Self 

Any consanguineal relative 

Father or male patrilineal 
relative of ascending generation 

Mother or female matrilineal 
relative of ascending generation 

Mother's brother or male matri- 
lineal relative of ascending 
generation 

Father's sister or female patri- 
lineal relative of ascending 
generation 

Brother or male parallel 
cousin of own generation 

Sister or female parallel 
cousin of own generation 

Son or son* s son 

Daughter or daughter's daughter 

Sister's son or other male 
matrilinoal relative of des- 
cending generation 

Any other consanguineal relative 
(the number of cases will norm- 
ally be small, and the exact 
relative could be specified) 

Any affinal relative (almost 
invariably spouse) 

Husband 
Wife 

(When children live with their parents, a sponsor cannot be 
ranked in importance. Such a situation is classified as 
parentilocal.) 



PRESENTATION OP TEfc COMMUNITY 

The community on which this study Is based is the Tzeltal 

Indian village of Aguaoatenango, located in the highlands of 

Chiapas, in southern Mexico» 

Aguacatenango was studied by the writer during the summer 

field season of 1958 and by Duane and Barbara ¡vietzger during the 

summer seasons of 1956 and 1958» The data used in this analysis 

come basically from a census of the village made by the writer 

during the months of July and September 1958, but genealogies 

and field notes from the previous year hs.ve been utilized as 

well, due to the generosity of the co-workers, to whom the writer 

is deeply indebted* 

Aguacatenango is a community situated just off the Pan 

American highway some fifty kilometers south of San Cristobal 

las Casas, one of the largest cities of the state of Chiapas0 

The village is situated at an elevation of about six thousand 

feat in a small valley surrounded by broken hill country which 

descends in a series of terraces towards the hot lands of the 

valley of the Grijaiva River, 

The inhabitants of the village are, historically, related 

to the wayas and share with them a Mayan language and Kayan cul- 

tural traditionso The people believe that their ancestors came 

from a place called Bahuitz, close to the region of Oxchuo, in 

the same state» We do not know when the settlement was founded, 

9 



10 

but the first mention in Spanish sources corresponds to the 
1 

year A.D. 16110 

Aguacatenango is a town of nuclear type (S. Tax, 1937) 

with regular streets. It dontains 170 household units, having 

an average of five inhabitants per unlto Unlike many other 

towns in the area, Aguacatenango does not possess a large rural 

periphery in whioh the inhabitants depend on the village» Only 

one settlement, the colonia of El Puerto» has close ties with 

members of the villageo This colonia dependes administratively 

on Aguacatenango, and many of its inhabitants are literally kin 

of members of the community (many having moved down in the last 

thirty years)o Carriages are still contracted between El Puerto 

and Aguacatenango, but rules of town endogamy seem to be develop- 

ing at a rapid rate in both communities with respect to each 

other. Tv/enty-one households, of a sample of sixty-eight in 

¿iguacatenango, reported having relatives in El Puerto and ten in 

the same sample have ritual-kinship ties there. 

In addition to its relations with El Puorto, the community 

ñas trade relations with other Indian communities in the region 

and commercial as well as political connections with the Ladino 

Uiexican) world that surrounds it. Ladinos are not part of the 

coinunity life of Aguacatenango. They interact with the Indians 

mainly in the impersonal spheres of life—such as commerce—or 

through the officials of national institutions—the national 

Indian Institute, the Ejido Commission, the Government officers 

of the head town of the i..unicipio and of the state, and the 

Catholic priest. 

-'•For more historical materials, see Verbitsky 1958. 
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Aguacatenango is basically a corporate community. I.Iember- 

ship is acquired by birth and residence or through marriage and 

residenceo To be a villager one must be born and live in the 

torn, have access to land for housing and cultivation, conform 

to the norms and share the culture of which the community is the 

ultimate authority»  "Contractual" membership occurs seldom,, A 

few individuals have become community members by special per- 

mission of the village authoritieso  In the revolution of the 

50s, many Indians attached to the hacienda "states" found them- 

selves suddenly cut off from any residential group*  They usually 

moved to the closest village in the area, Aguacatenango had its 

share of such an "unattached" Indian population and there is one 

family in town, founded by an ex-peon of the Rancho San Rafaelo 

This man married in the town, and his children are villagers,, 

The few individuals whose community membership is only 

by residence and not by birth, have broken their solidarity with 

their places of origin, and for all purposes of behavior their 

"foreignness" to the community is minimal» The only strangers 

living in town are the Ladino teachers of the Federal Grammar 

School, and they are looked upon with suspicion» 

Pressures for homogeneity are innumerable and fully work- 

in^o Deviants are few, well known, and can be counted» There 

ara only six individuals now in a community of more than eight 

hundred inhabitants, that can be considered deviantso Deviation 

is opposed by strong negative sanctions, and may result in expul- 

sion from the corporate community. It seams that deviation from 

community norms, once a first commitment is made in one area of 
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behavior, forces the individual to accumulate negative sanctions 

in other areas of behavior. Therefore, such individuals are al- 

ready living outside the community (are not members any more) or 

are on the v/ay outo Among the characteristics by which deviants 

may be recognized, some common ones are: solidarity with the 

Ladino world, expressed by conformity to outside village stan- 

dards, e.g. dressing differently, communicating in the Ladino 

language (Spanish), behaving toward achievement in terms of 

wealth, literacy, and participation in the formal Catholic ad- 

ministration» 

The fact that Aguacatenango is a self-contained organized 

body with strongly centripetal tendencies, does not mean it is a 

conservative community. Social and cultural change is a constant 

living process, originating both from internal pressures within 

the social structure and from the Influence of the surrounding 

world, and new ideas and technology are welcomed when community 

consensus sanctions them positively. 

The Kinship Terminology; 
A Model: Operational Principles 

An interesting case of such change is presented by the 

kinship terminology» Historically, Aguacatenango shared with 

other Chiapas iiaya communities the characteristics of unilineally 

oriented societies. Today, it oan be said that social behavior 

is "male" oriented, and this is manifested in the system of 

authority and in some forms of kinship behavior. But termino- 

logically the system is not a patrilineal one. The main emphasis 

in classifying clusters of relatives is relative age rather than 

precise kinship affiliation. 
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Certain discriminations of a bilateral nature are made, 

following a set of operational principles which tinder lie termino- 

logical distinctions. These principles do not work symmetrically» 

¡Aove  contrasts are nade among persons of the older than 

of the younger generations. Seniority, for example, overrides 

generation among collateral relatives, and the sex of the rela- 

tive is overlooked among grandchildren» The use of affinal terms 

is at present restricted to parents and children-in-law» Sib- 

ling-in-law terus are declining in use, responding to the sarao 

pressures that are modifying the rest of the system» A careful 

study of historical changes in the kinship system has been writ- 

ten by Barbara i.ietzger (1956)» 

The principles that operate within the kinship termi- 

nology of Aguacatenango, are as follows in order of emphasiso 

ljnphasis is determined by the number of terms that the principle 
1 

affects» 

1» Seniority (relative age to ego's)» Three main dis- 

tinctions are made»  (15 terms) 

a. Younger than ego» (6 terms) 

b. Older than ego but younger than ego's father (S terms) 

c. Older than ego's father (4 terms) 

d» Ego's parents (2 terms) 

^Seniority is indicated in all the terms  (15);  sex of the 
relative is indicated £n bankil, wi&,  tata', nana,  ñllel, muk'ui 
tat, muk'ui lae',  Xinaná,   íintata,  tata, nana  (11) j   lineal vs» 
gollateral is indicated in the terms: muk'ui tat, muk'ui me?, 
oinana*,   Sintatá, niSan, mamnic'an,  k'al,  k'll?al, tata",  nana* (10); 
generation is indicated in the  terras:  muk'ui tat, muk'ui me?, 
tata,  nana',  niían, mamnic'an,  k'al,  k'il?al  (8);   sex of the  speaker 
ia indicated in the terms: bankil,  silel,  ni^an,  mam nidTan,  k'al 
k'il?al  (6). 
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2. Sex of the relative (11 terms) 

3. Lineal (8 terms) vs. collateral (2 terms) 

4* Generation (8 terms) 

5. Sex of the speaker (6 terms) 

(See Charts 2 and £5). 

The greater number of distinctions made among older rela- 

tives indicates that this is a dominant organizing principle, 

and gives the impression that the society "faces upwards*" This 

aspect of the terminology is highly consistent with the patterns 

of behavior within and outside the kin group. 

The extension of the kinship terms is wide, and kinship 

terminology is used for non-relatives on a society-wide basiso 

It is common, for example, that an elderly lady whom one meets 

on the street will be called "c'innana" as a sign of respect. The 

use of the sibling name, again, seems to indicate that sibling- 

like behavior is expected of the person addressed in such a way, 

independently of the "reality" of the relationship. 

The Bilateral Kinship Group and Ritual Kinship 

Kinsmen who participate in, for example, a funeral or a 

house-warming are recruited from a large loose group—beyond the 

limits of the household—of the bilateral relatives. The same 

group of bilateral relatives, plus affinal and ritual kinsmen, 

are invited to participate in the following events: weddings, 

birth announcements, household Saint's parties, house-roofing 

fiestas, and others. 

Ritual kinship contributes, as does the kinship system 

and its extensions, to the ordering of people in social space. 
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CHART 2 

KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY—KALE EGO 

i,iaj.e 1-WJ.H.UJ uve     -^ 

V Generations         r ^Female relative -^ 

2  - muk'ul tat muk'ul me? Klnnana iíintatá 

1 - tata nana 

M>1 
EGO 1 

bankil wls bankil 

tata nana 

(kih/'in)  '• 

tata 

1 - nican    \ 

2 - mam nican \ 

Í older than 
ego's father 

talder than ego 
[but younger 
Ithan ego* a 
.father 

[younger than 
ego 

Lineal Collateral 

Generation 

2 - 

1 - 

Í 
x- ( 

2  - 

CHART  3 

KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY—PJSfcl&LE EGO 

Male relative 
•F 

muk* ultat 

tata 

silel 

tata 

kaTT" 

^ 
Female relative V 

muk» ulrae ? cinnana 

wis 

nana 
(kih/'in) 

kll?al 

cintata 

silel 

tata 

Lineal v—^Collateral 

Solder than 
ego's father 

¡older than ego 
but youngor 
than ego's 
father 

younger than 
,ego 
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It also seems to provide a mechanism for the enlargement of one's 

system of communication within and outside the town» 

Compadre (ritual kinship) relationships are contracted at 

three formally recognized rites of passage: baptism, confirma- 

tion, and marriage. In the first two, a single couple establishes 

ritual kin relations with a second marriage pairc In the case of 

the third, some substantial portion of the groom's married kin- 

dred become ritual kinsmen of the bride's married kindredo 

The marriage ceremony seems to be a focus of cultural 

elaboration, leading to the development of new social relations, 

and largely connected with the individual's position in society» 

The godfather-god child relationship doos not involve 

the extensive responsibilities common to other relations of the 

same type in comparatively "Catholic" Mexican communities» 

People chosen as "padrinos" for a child are usually kins- 

men, and frequently the parents» own siblingSo The ritual kin- 

ship term of compadre overrides the kinship term in reference or 

address* Behavior between compadres has a different flavor than 

that between siblings, and we suspect that the compadrazgo re- 

lationship functions to reinforce the sibling bond, which is 

threatened by reasons of a structural as well as a psychological 

nature, as will be explained later. 

Incest taboos among ritual kinsmen extend only between 

compadres and not between ahijados, even if one or the other of 

the parents was padrino de bautizo„ It follows from this that 

there is no exogaraous rule associated with ritual kinship, that 

could affect first marriages. It is Interesting to notice that 

this simplification of the ritual bond differentiates clearly 
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the functions of compadrazgo in Aguacatenango from those charac- 

teristic of It in other communities. Compadrazgo terminology 

also is weakening (or replacing) the use of kinship terminology 

which itself has been changing for other, multiple reasons.» 

The Limited Patrllocal Lineage 

A large group of individuals is recognized as "relatives," 

or, in Tzeltal. as those "who are my family,," Those individuals 

have one last name in common with Ego» The possession of a com- 

mon surname, however, does not indicate a kinship relations A 

meu-ber of the Perez group, will speak of his own "Perezetik" and 

those "Perezetik" who are "aparte*" Connections are lost, fre- 

quently after the second ascending generation, and spatial (resi- 

dential) proximity plays a more important role in determining 

kinship behavior than does genealogical connection» Several 

patrilocal families localized in a neighborhood form an extended 

family which provisionallyf because of lack of a better name» we 

call a "limited patrilocal lineage»" Such "lineages" do not 

cover more than three generations in depth, sometimes perhaps 

four, when the linking relative is recently deceased and still 

remembered. 

There is a word to indicate "my family on my father's 

side" (mayan 1 konsok), but lineage names are not remembered 

easily and the younger generation seems to have forgotten them. 

Lineage names were different from the Spanish last names, and 

those which we have collected are Tzeltal words for animals. 

One of the reasons for the constant breaking of linearity seems 

to be the strong sibling rivalry among male siblings. Lien, in 

general, are less interested in genealogies than women, and much 
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more distant, socially, from younger children other than their 

own o 

These "limited patrilineages" are the larger units where 

kinship solidarity functions as a controlling social force, but 

they are not landholding units* Individuals in time of trouble 

seek advice from the elders of such a group. This group also 

exercises social control in the form of moral pressure: gossip» 

accusations of witchcraft, and responsibility for vengeance when 

a group member has been murderedo Informants declare that "all 

the i-iendezetik" will get together against the "Perezetik" if a 

Perez kills a i.lendez. We have not seen a case of the lineage 

functioning in this way«> 

This group has also certain control over the distribu- 

tion of inheritance o We have one case reported fox- a widow who 

went back to her natal household and gave back the house lot to 

her deceased husband's father. In another case a widow asked 

permission for selling a house (which originally had been given 

to her dead husband) from a living male sibling of the deceased» 

Sanctions for deviant behavior, outside this group, are 

exercised by the household group or the Ayuntamient o, with the 

application of the traditional law. 

An analysis of the combinations of last Spanish names of 

married people does not show any preferential choices, and it is 

difficult to determine the function of the patrilineage as an 

exogamous unit, i'eople with the same last Spanish name marry 

frequently, so the only tangible incest rule refers to the first 

level of residence groups, i.e. the household. 
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This type of "lineage" seems to fit Homan'a  definition 

of a "weak" lineage, because he considers the following charac- 

teristics as defining a weak lineage:  (1) few (less than four) 

generations in depth; (2) narrow spread of linearity counted at 

any given time for each generation; (3) locality limited to a few 

people; and (4) incest rules pulled towards the smaller local 

units and mainly restricted to the nuclear family0 The charac- 

teristics of a strong lineage,, in contrast, are:  (1) many (more 

than four) generations in depth; (2) widespread of linearity 

counted at any given time for each generation; (3) maximal locali- 

zation of residence and maximal sharing of activities within the 

lineage; and (4) incest rules pushed away from the local units, 

to embrace all relatives within a lineage (Lecture in the Orien- 

tal Institute, April 22, 1959. Unpublished»student notes)o 

Individual rights and duties are affected by a series 

of factors. The position of any member of the community in the 

social structure can be understood in terms of such factors, and 

the way they are interlocked. The amount of authority displayed 

by an individual in the household or for the town as a v/hole, the 

prestige attributed to him, his chances for owning property or 

displaying leadership abilities—all these are directly related 

to certain factors independent of the individual's personality,, 

Among these factors, sex and relative age play important roles 

for kinship behavior as well as for more generalized social be- 

havior» A third important factor is residential affiliation, 

which is the main concern of this paperD 



II.  RESIDENCE Ií  THE GENERALIZED PATTERN 

Residence in Aguacatenango is generally patrilocal fop 

married men, virilocal for married women and parentilocal for 

children.  (See Fischer* s typology, Chart 1) o 

For a recently married man, patrilocality consists of 

living in his parents» house, together with his wife and chil- 

ar en o 

For a well established couple with grown-up, unmarried 

children, male patrilocality consists of living in a nuclear 

household, the male being the owner of the lot and house—which 

usually he has obtained from his own father—the wife living in 

a virilocal setting v/lth their children» 

V/e shall call the first "primary patrilocality," the 

latter "secondary patrilocality,," The reasons for this dichotomy 

are several,. First, this dichotomy correlates with the order in 

which these forms of male patrilocality are distributed in time, 

and follows the life cycle of the individual; second, it corre- 

lates with the degree of spatial proximity to the parental house- 

he Idj third, it indicates the order of establishment of the first 

two units of residence (the compound and the nuclear domestic 

group) which are the smaller size of the residential reference 

groups in the village. The larger ones are the neighborhood, the 

barrio and the town. 

Compound households are those composed by two or more 

20 
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married couples, or the remnants of sucho Nuclear households 

are composed of a single couple and their unmarried childreno 

The preferences for residence that we have called the 

generalized pattern are shown by the analysis of census materials, 

which allows us to display some of the complexities of an elabor- 

ate set of residence rules offering certain forms of primary 

choice of residence, but offering as well numerous alternatives 

for specific cases and particular individual goals and problemso 



Ill,  RESIDENCE II: A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

A» Residence for Newly Harried Individuals: 
Oiompound Households 

The preferred choice for a newly married couple is resi- 

dence in the man's household» and a complete analysis of all 

compound houses shows this» The procedures of classification 

were as follows:  a wife living with her husband and her parents- 

in-law or one of them, was classified as a vlrilocal case. A hus- 

band living with his wife in the bouse of one or both of his 

parents-in-law, was considered to be an uxorilocal resident»  In 

a compound household, married brothers and a married sister living 

together with parents and spouses were listed as residents in a 

joint family. The last classification was thought to be closer to 

reality than would be a division of this slrg le case into the above 

categories a and b of Fischer's typology,, Seven households com- 

posed of diverse or unspecified extended families, but each con- 

taining only one married couple at the time of the census, were 

classified separately; their members were listed in the charts of 

old marriages, ex-married and unmarried people's residence. 

CHART 4 

RESIDENTIAL AFFILIATION IN COIiPOÜUD HOUSÜhOLDS 
FOR MARKIED INDIVIDUALS (1956) 

Cases Ko« of households Percentages 
Virilocality 47 36 74o5 

Uxorilocality 13 12 20.5 
Joint families 3 1 5.0 

Total 63 49 100.0 

22 
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In 1956 there were a total of fifty-six compound households for 

the whole community. If we exclude from the chart the joint 

family, which does not represent new marriages but an old estab- 

lished compound, the emphasis on primary patrilocality for males 

and virilooality for women becomes clearer» 

1956: 

These compound households represent a stable 30 per cent 

of the total number of households in the community o Between the 

1956 and the 1958 census, a large number of the old compound 

households became nuclear, changed composition or disappeared» 

Despite this movement, the 30 per cent was kept stable, because 

during the earae period other nuclear households became compounds» 

In spite of the changes in individual households, the percentages 

of residence types did not cnange after a two year periodo 

Cases Percentages 
Virilooality 47 78 

Uxorilocality 13 22 

Total 60 100 

CHART 5 

RESIDENTIAL AFFILIATION IN COMPOUND HOUSEHOLDS 
FOR ¿¡AHRIliD INDIVIDUALS (1958)a 

Cases percentages 

Virilooality 13 72 

Uxorilocallty 4 23 

Neolocality15 1 5 

Total Sample 18 100 

^he figures utilized in this analysis hereinafter come 
from the 1958 census, which covers half of the village in a 
chessboard pattern of blocks, across barrios.  (See Appendix I) 

"This is a new couple—a case of elopement—and the boy» s 
parents are dead. They are borrowing a house in non-related 
compound. 
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Excluding the neolocal case., to be able to compare with 

the previous chart of 1956, we haves 

Cases Percentages 

1956 1958 1956 1958 

Virllocality 47 13 78 76 

üxorilo oallty 15 4 22 24 

Total 60 17 100 100 

B. Residence for Old Marriages; Nuclear Households 

To understand residence affiliation for the rest of the 

nuclear households in town, other procedures were appliedo  Once 

a young couple have had one or two children, they usually nove, 

as previously noted, to another nuclear house contiguous if 

possible, to the man* s parents' household» The fact that the 

town is closely settled, especially in the center, makes it in- 

creasingly difficult with each generation to maintain strict con- 

tiguous-household-patrilocality as a secondary form of residence», 

Other factors, in addition, of a more individual nature, enter 

in, with the result that at first glance, many nuclear household 

heads are apparently living, under Fischer's classification, in 

a neolocal setting» The problem of applying a typology such as 

Fischer's in this analysis is that in each case, sponsorship has 

to be redefined because "forms" of sponsorship vary according to 

different circumstances for individual's histories. Usually, the 

father or a close relative in the father's line (somebody who for 

this purpose replaces the father) will provide a young man with a 

houseo Let us say that patrilocal sponsorship is expressed in 

Aguacatenango by giving the sons a house, even if it is not con- 

tiguous to the parental oneo 
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Therefore, to determine secondary residence patterns» 

every man and woman v/as located geographically in relation to his 

or her parents,. It was also determined,, when data was available» 

who owned the house lot (the sitio) and from whom it had been 

obtained. 

The resulta of this analysis indicates a strong emphasis 

on secondary patrilocality for married males, and a strong bias 

toward inheriting a house in the male llne„ Patrilocality is, in 

this case, defined as residential proximity to the household of 

the parents of the male head of a nuclear household» 

CHART 6 

RESIDENCE AFFILIATION FOR CARRIED INDIVIDUALS IN 
NUCLEAR HOUSEHOLDS IN REFERENCE TO SPONSORSHIP BY 

THE PARENTS OF EACH 

MAN WOMAN 

cases percent combined 
percent 

cases percent combined 
percent 

same 
block 10 56 

84 

16 

100 

3 14 
38 

38 

76 
adjacent 
block 5 28 5 24 

same 
barrio 3 16 8 38 

different 
barrio X 0 

0 
3 14 

24 other 
town X 0 2 10 

TOTAL 
SAMPLE 18 100 21 100 

The analysis of these figures brings up certain interest- 

ing results, especially when combined with the figures for com- 
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pound households. Here are the total percentages of residence 

found In the samóle of the tovm, counting married individuals 

onlyo 

CHART 7 

RESIDENCE AFFILIATION IN AGUACAT3M2JGO FÜK ALL 
LiAKRIED INDIVIDUALS (IN THE SAMPLE 1958 CENSUS) 

Living in Man Woman 

same cr adja- 
cent compound 

cases percent cccumula- 
tive per 
cent 

cases percent accumula- 
tive per 
cent 

40 69 

95 

5 

100 

15 42 

64 
86 

(patrilocally] 
asxae block 10 17 3 8 

adjacent 
block S 9 5 14 

(barrio 
endogamy) 

same town 
_division 3 5 8 22 22 

different 
division 0 0 

0 
3 

(barrio 
exogamy) 

8 (barrio 
14 tovm 

exogamy) other town 0 0 2 
(town ex> 

6 

TOTAL SAMPLE 58 100 36 100          | 

We can see now that while 95 per cent of the married males are 

living in a secondary patrilocal setting, only 64 per cent of the 

females do so» Even this 64 per cent is an inflated figure since 

a woman tends to marry a man who lives close to her parental house- 

hold. Independently of the analysis of geographical distribution 

of individuals, in moat cases a couple depends on the family of 

the husband for obtaining a house site of their own» Looking at 

the available data in household transactions, regular sponsor- 

ship in the male line appears as the most frequently followed 

pattern» 
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CHART 8 

HOUSE TRANSACTIONS 

oases percentage 

Total no. of households for which 
information was available 68 100 

House-land bought 22 32 

House-land obtained through the 
male relatives 33 49 

House-land obtained through the 
female relatives 11 16 

Family borrowing the house 2 3 

If we exclude the first and last categories, which will be ana- 

lyzed separately, because of special characteristics, we are 

able to observe that 75 per cent of a sample of families living 

in nuclear households have obtained it through the relatives of 

the husband, while 25 per cent was obtained through the relatives 

of the wife. 

Land within the town, houseplots, is one of the forms of 

land which has a monetary value in Aguacatenango. Lots are 

bought and sold for money, and are used constantly as a resource 

of income when required. Ideally, most parents think that their 

houses will bo inherited by the last male son who stays in the 

house until his parents» death. Usually most people will say: 

"The house will be for our younger son, because he will take care 

of us in our old age, when all our other children marry, get their 

own land and leave this house." In practice, many times the house 

has to be sold before this time arrives. The main reasons for 

selling a house is to pay for the burial of a family member. 

Most widows, if the house is not reclaimed by the husband's family, 
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will sell the aitlo to pay for the husband»a burial, and will 

move to their natal households with their children.» Some sons 

sell the house to pay for the burial of a father» The selling 

of the house is also a solution for eases of conflicting inheri- 

tance rightBo When this is the case, the money obtained is di- 

vided among the relatives who claim rights over the property» 

Co Residence of Unmarried People 

Children usually reside with their parents wherever the 

parents livec Sponsorship has been defined here in terms of 

both parents and the household in which the parents resideo 

farentilocal residence is represented by 89 per cent of a sample 

of 201 unmarried individuals, but other cases are due to a 

variety of reasons, most ofton to situations in which one of 

the parents is dead or separated from the other definitively» 

CHART 9 

RESIDJiNCE OP UNMARRIED INDIVIDUALS IN AGUACATEKANGO 1958 

Living in type No. of cases Percentage 

Patrilocal 8 4 

j.iatrilocal 11 5.5 

Fratrilocal 3 1.5 

Parentilocal 179 89.0 

TOTAL 201 100.0 

Matrilocal sponsorship is met in the cases when the unmarried 

person is living with the mother on her natal compound or with 

the mother and a stepfather. Patrilocal sponsorship corresponds 

to the following cases: one in which the father is the sponsor, 

living in a nuclear house with his second wife who is the child's 
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stepmother; cases of children living in the father's parents' 

compounds without the father who lives separately; one case of 

a boy living in his father's brother's compound, without his 

father who is remarried and lives in another household» Fratri- 

local sponsorship (three cases) is due to the death of both 

parents at a late age in the unmarried individual's life» Or- 

phans frequently reside with an elder married brother, who in 

terms of his jural authority, replaces the fathero 

Using Fischer's terminology here becomes a real problem. 

Classifying children as parentilocal or fratrilocal biases the 

interpretation of the general patterns of residence, because in 

practically all cases, ohildren are sponsored by both parents, 

but the household in which they reside is a vlri-patrilocal 

homestead. One could as well argue that the children are spon- 

sored not by individual kin, but by a patrilocal household» In 

this case, patrilocal households will include nearly all of the 

unmarried population» 

D» Residence for Ex-married People 

CHART 10 

RESIDENCE OF EX-MARRIED IHDIVIDUALS IN AGUACATENAHGO 
(e.go Widows, widowers and divorced cases) 1958 

Living in Type Cases Percentages 

Filiólocal 6 60 

Filíalocal 2 20 

Fratrilocal 1 10 

Nepotilocal 1 10 

TOTAL 10 100 
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The case of nepotilooal residence is an interesting one. In terms 

of Fischer's typology, we have a man living in his mother's sis- 

ter's son's house» But from the point of view of this wan in 

¿iguacatenango, he is living with his brother, because the mother's 

sister's son is relatively of the same age, and terminologically 

he is classified as suche From the point of view of Aguacate- 

nangueros, therefore, this man is living in a fratrilocal setting,. 

The above charts cover the percentages for all the cases 

for which we liad data» I have, however, information on other 

cuses which could not be counted in the statistics because they 

are part of the past, or concern individuals who do not live in 

the village any more* Among those cases we have several which 

seem to illustrate common alternatives, and we must mention them 

briefly» 

I know of two cases of individuals eloping to the colonia 

¿1 Puerto immediately before marriage, primary residence outside 

the community seems to be associated with elopement of the new 

couple» 1 know of three cases where the preferred form of pri- 

mary residence for married individuals was the husband's brother's 

house» In those cases, the husband's parents were dead, and the 

brother was an elder who jurally replaced the father, and it 

seeras that he took responsibility for the payment of the bride 

price for his younger brother's wife. Four cases, finally, of 

primary matrilocal residence for married males, comprising indi- 

viduals who at the time of the marriage were living in the mother's 

mother's household, because their parents were dead, and no other 

relative was left in the original compound. 

Now, with numerical evidence at hand, we can make an 
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objective statement about patterns of residence. We suggest 

that this technique has some superiority to the most common tra- 

ditional descriptions produced by anthropologists in the recent 

pasto Thie technique of analysis also permits us to control the 

normative statements about the "customs" and the "ways" of the 

people, which are provided by the informantsa Such statements 

reflect the ideal patterns, which any member of the community can 

verbalize»  I think that one of the tasks of the anthropologist 

is to discover those patterns of behavior which are practiced by 

a society, but not consciously expressed»  In our understanding, 

they reveal to us the real dynanica of social groups, in a way 

that formal statements of an ideal nature cannot, when described 

in isolation» 



IV. RESIDENCE III: CONFORMITY TO THE IDEAL PATTERNS 

A DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT 

Aguacatonangueros believe that a young married couple 

should live with the husband's parents until they have proved to 

be successful in procreating and raising one or more children 

through the weaning periodo Once the marriage has proved stable, 

the couple will move to a house given to them by the husband* s 

parents, and a younger brother, perhaps, will marry and bring his 

wife into the house. The last of the sons will stay with the 

parents until their death, and he and his wife will inherit the 

housee 

When the couple moves out, which seldom takes place with- 

out a certain amount of conflict, they establish a nuclear house- 

hold,. Through time, when their own sons grow up and get married, 

bringing their own wives into the house, a new extended patri- 

local compound will develop, and another cycle in the history of 

a domestic group will be started» 

The transition betv/een compound residence and a separate 

nuclear house is not an easy one* Parents try to keep their 

children us long as possible, because children are an economical 

as well as an emotional asset to them. Most changes of residence 

arc expressed in terms of conflict. A quarrel between the two 

generations involved, or between siblings, as well as malicious 

gossip, seems to be present in each case. 

32 
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If we obsorve the composition of nuclear households we 

aee that these people live up to their own ideas about who should 

live apart from their parents» Nuclear households with no chil- 

dren in them, represent 7 per cent of the total* Nuclear house- 

holds with only one child represent 7 per cent also. Nuclear 

households with two or more children represent 86 per cento 

i.larried men, however, only conform to the patrilooal ideal 

in 95 per cent of the cases,  (See Chart 7)» The rest, in spite 

of the variation, are not exceptions to a rule, but Illustrate 

alternative rules available under a flexible pattern. The in- 

stances of uxorilocal residence do not depend on arbitrary indi- 

vidual ohoice, but are socially sanctioned and few in number,, 

A roan will go to live with his wife's relatives, or live 

in a house given to him by her parents, for the following reasonsv 

which everybody in town knows: 

la When he is an orphan, in which case he does not have 

a parental household to bring his wife to live in, nor parents 

to give him a house loto 

2o When his wife is the only or last child in her parents1 

household, and at the tine the marriage was arranged, a special 

agreement was made, by which he promised not to alienate his wife 

from her natal placec 

Parents who are unsuccessful in keeping a married child 

living with them when they are old, have very little prestige in 

the community• They are spoken of as "bad people," people who 

do "wrong" to their children-in-law or mistreat their own chil- 

dren, A couple with a single daughter will be eager to keep her 
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after marriage, especially if all the sons have married and left 

the household after the virilocal "bride-service" of the wives» 

These transactions are very unstable, because the goal of 

the male is to bring his wife with him to his ovni household, if 

he has one» and to occupy his place as son and possible heir of 

his father. Women look forward to this kind of arrangement, be- 

cause it is a way to avoid the heavy burden of being a "nuera," 

obedient-without-discussion to her mother-in-law; living in a 

place where she has little authority, and where for a long time 

sha will be considered as an outsider» Authority is traditionally 

located in the male, and most husbands are successful in choosing 

residence place for themselves and their wives» Consequently, 

very few couples remain long in an uxorilocal setting» 

3. The third reason for living in the wife's parents* 

house is also a temporary one» At the time a marriage is arranged; 

a bride-price, called the "booado" (mouthful) is paid to the 

family of the future wife by the family of the future husband» 

This bocado has a fixed value, 300 pesos, given in the form of 

consumable goods: chocolate, sugar, bread, coffee, cigarettes 

and alcoholic drink» This payment symbolizes the transfer of the 

wife's reproductive and labor powers from tier natal household to 

her husband's» The symbolic meaning of the bride-price is clearly 

verbalized at the marriage ceremony» The new wife is told then, 

that she starts a new life, she now has a new family and she has 

a new home, where she should learn new ways of doing things and 

forget the old ones» Among her duties as a good daughter-in-law 

and a wife she should not visit her family too often, she should 

gather firewood with her mother-in-law in the place of her mother. 
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she should obey and respect the people In her new house and work 

hard for them. 

If a xvoraan Is living In her husband's parents' house, and 

she gets mildly ill, the household will take responsibility for 

her curing, paying the necessary expenses, because her husband as 

well as her husband'3 parents sponsor hor residence there» But 

if her sickness becomes a prolonged serious case, she becomes a 

burden for the household without being an economical asset, be- 

cause her reproductive capacities as well as her labor power be- 

come annulled,, -tier transfer to h&r husband's group, is symboli- 

cally reversed by a shift of residence to her original natal 

household, which becomes responsible for her curing,,* Usually her 

husband will move with her, but keep on working the land with his 

own father<> 

Other reasons, of a psychological nature, bring forth 

this residential change0 The whole system of emotional ties is 

broken down with marriage and patrilocal residence. During the 

first years of marriage, particularly, when the woman has not 

borne children, she is an outsider in the husband's household» 

She must work hard for a woman she did not know previously, her 

mother-in-lav/, and obey her without delay. An interesting triadic 

relation is developed between her, her husband and her mother-in- 

law, in which she is the one with the smallest amount of social 

power*1 In spite of the large amount of interaction between the 

two women, the relationship is one of cooperation but not of 

3-See Gaplow (1956).  Other writers in the subject of tri- 
adic relations are: Kills (1954), Vinacke (1957), Bales (1957). 
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"collaboration," Command and sanction are in the hands of the 

mother-in-law.  Obedience is expected from the younger woman. 

There is a clear social differentiation in the allocation of 

authority, and the relationship is somewhat antagonistic, ¿-¿any 

a man finds himself between a mother complaining bitterly of the 

laziness of his wife, and a wife of the hardness of his mother. 

This antagonistic relation is attenuated by the presende of other 

women in the household (which makes for an easy schedule in the 

division of labor in every day work) and by the personalities of 

the individuals involved. In the normal course of events, this 

triad dissolves into a coalition of husband and wife, who move 

out of the household after a child is born. The dynamics of 

social conflict are controlled by the traditional patterns of be- 

havior, and only in exceptional situations a couple leaves the 

compound before the birth of a child. Residential ohanges, how- 

ever, are usually expressed in terms of ongoing conflict. 

The relation of a woman and her father-in-law, is charac- 

terized by a very mild form of avoidance. Verbal interaction is 

initiated usually by the father-in-law, and is formal. At meal 

times the social distance between the two is expressed In the 

seating arrangements, the young wife sitting at the edge of the 

eating space, the farthest apart from her husband^ father. 

Together with the pressures brought by the structure of 

these relationships, a woman must go through a process of adjust- 
ment with the husband, whom she knew only slightly before marriage. 

Given this situation, when she is sick, her natal house- 

hold offers to her certain emotional attractions that her husband's 

household does not. The change of residence at the time of sick- 

ness, provides a simple example of what Kalinowski called the 
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functional solutions offered by a society for the satisfaction 

of physical as well as psychological needs of the individual. 

Three cases of residential change for this reason (sickness 

of the wife) occurred during the summer of 1Ü58. After the sick- 

ness is successfully cured, the couple usually moves to a separate 

house and sets up a nuclear household of its own* 

Special rules of residence are provided for more specific 

cases. Widows g° baok to their natal households except when 

their male children are old enough to support the economic de- 

mands of the family, that Is when the sons can cultivate enough 

corn for the yea^s supply. In such eases the woman "holds" the 

property of the house, until her children marry, at which time 

she becomes a widow living in her child's household (filiólocal 

residence)• This form of property could be called trust property. 

Piliolocality is therefore no exception to the previously 

stated rule but the complementary form In widowhood, of primary 

male patrilocality at a young age, just as filialocality is the 

coiaplenentary form of female matrilocality. If we compare the 

percentages of both forms, we can observe that the complementarity 

is expressed in similar distributions. 

Prom Chart 5 Prom Chart 10 

Patrilocal 
Matrilocal 
Other 

72£ 
23 
5ft 

Filiólooal 60J¿ 
Pilialocal 20 
Other 20# 

This distribution of flliolocality occurs because the 

norm is to reside with the son to whom one has given the house, 

but also because in making a choice between children, perhaps it 

is preferred to follow a male and not a female line. In some 
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cases, consequently, it ia preferred to live with a brother 

rather than with a daughter» 

Children of divorced mothers become members of the house- 

hold where the mothe*» resides after the divorce. If the mother 

dies while she is still married to the children's father, the 

children become members of the father»s parents* household© When 

a man remarries, he usually does not bring his children from pre- 

vious marriages to his wife» Vie have only one case of a child 

living v/ith the father after the father» s second marriage. The 

reasons for this anomalous case are individual ones. The child's 

father's mother is the only other relative alive, besides the 

father, and she resides in the same households» The fact that the 

paternal mother and not the father, is the sponsor of the child 

is clear from the information attached to the case. The child, 

a girl, sleeps with the grandmother and calls her mother,. The 

stepmother refers to her as "my husband's child," and she did 

not count her when giving census information, among the children 

of her household, but as a child living with "my husband's mother." 

Another charactesistic that makes this case anomalous is that 

this stepchild was born of an extra-marital relation between the 

father and another woman, while the father was already married 

to the stepmother.» 

The rationale given by the people when asked the reasons 

why a father does not keep his children with him, is that "step- 

mothers are no goodo" It seems to us that one of the main forces 

operating behind this structural arrangement is the possibility 

of conflict over inheritance rights between stepchildren. 
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These alternative rules of residence explain the 13 per 

cent of compound households made up of the remnants of two or 

more original nuclear families»  (The 13 per cent represents a 

total for the community» counting all compound households in the 

village). 

Three and two-tenth per cent still remains to be explained,, 

and it corresponds to people living in borrowed houses. In one 

of the two cases in our sample, a house was borrowed from a bro- 

ther of the husband's father. The family living in this compound 

is a very large one, twelve members, with only two males who are 

of working age, and very poor for Aguacatenango standards. The 

male head is an orphan who lived before marriage with his mother'a 

mother and had not inherited land. The other such family is a 

young couple, married without their parents' approval. They ran 

away and established themselves on the edge of town, in an empty 

old hut, whose owner does not demand payment. "Borrowings" are 

temporary arrangements, and as a form of residence very unstable. 

From those two cases we can assume that borrowing is due to eco- 

nomic reasons (poverty of a family who cannot afford to buy a 

house), or for social reasons (in the case we have, parental 

sponsorship was denied because of disapproval of the marriage») 

The edges of town are a refuge area for people who in 

one way or another "do not belong" to the community. Social devi- 

ants, like the young couple mentioned above, tend to move to the 

town boundaries. Recent migrants from other villages, also live 

on the edges. Two complete blocks in the southern boundary of 

town are inhabited by a large extended patrilocal family, which 
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originally arrived from Chamula—a Tzotzil town—two genera- 

tions agoo Other families living in the village outskirts come 

from La balizada and El Puerto« 

Residential Affiliation at the Sub-Community 
Community and Supra-Community Levels 

Residence determines marriage choice to the extent that 

marriage is endogamous to the "barrio," The barrio represents 

the second level of residential reference groupso 

She town of Aguaoatenango is divided in two sections 

(barrios) at each side of the Church building» The origins of 

this division are unknown to us» Perhaps the community was ori- 

ginally made up of two different migrant groups, or perhaps the 

barrios are remnants of a moiety system, but there is no evidence 

to support either theory» 

Each barrio plays a role In the communal divisions of 

labor, by sending an approximately equal number of officers to 

the town governing bodies. Each barrio is today a landholding 

unit,  (Irrigated land Is divided between the two barrios and 

watered by separate canals, but land ownership seems to be a 

recent feature of the barrio organization») 

Social interaction is largely limited to the residents of 

each barrio» Barrio groups include farming groups; fire-wood 

gathering groups (a woman's activity); groups of men formed for 

buying and butchering cattle before a town's holiday» House 

parties organized to buy candles for the Church before a special 

Saint's day are barrio affairs, and no people, with the exception 

of the anthropologist, are invited to participate if they are 

residents of "the other side." In the past, there were two 
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Catholic organizations £or women, one for each barrio: The 

Daughters of Holy Mary and the Daughters of Guadalupe,, These 

two organizations interrupted meetings at the same time that the 

Sacristan officership ceased to exist in the Church organization, 

about twenty-five years ago. Last summer, an attempt at revival 

was made by the Women's Catholic Association of San Cristobal, 

but its success is doubtful. An "escuadrilla" membership (boys' 

age-group) is limited to barrio residents. Visits to relatives 

and other people are limited to the neighbors» Visits to far 

away houses, especially to houses in the other barrio are rare, 

due to very unusual circumstances, and accompanied by formal eti- 

quette. A long discussion was observed in a household, about the 

"correctness" of going to a house in the other barrios to buy 

milk for a very sick man. Tv/o days later» the anthropologist 

was present in the house of the owners of the cow when the milk 

was asked for by the wife of the sick man. The senior woman of 

the household denied that her cow liad any milk. When the visitor 

left, it was explained to the anthropologist that "milk is money, 

the "Ladino-school-teaoher" pays better for it, and besides ... 

the visitor came from the other barrio. 

But the main reason for the survival of the barrio divi- 

sion, as understood by Aguacatenangueros themselves, is the prac- 

tice of barrio endogamy. Chart 7 f5hows that IQo  per cent of the 

men live in their own barrio, and 86 per cent of the women. It 

is difficult to observe endogamy from the residence affiliation 

of men, because in eaae they marry outside their barrio they 

bring their wives into it. But the percentage of women living 

ih a barrio other than their own indicates that 8 per cent of 
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marriages occur across barrio boundaries, and 6 per cent of men 

In town have married women from other communities» 

Of the 8 per cent of barrio exogenous marriages, most are 

oases of second marriage o We have knowledge of other cases, but 

they are part of past family histories and could not be counted 

in the statistics» It is our hypothesis, that the competition 

for girls among unmarried males in a man's own barrio, malees for 

conflicting interests within a barrio» When a man marries for 

a second time, it is a preferable choice for him to marry outside 

to avoid conflict with the men v/ith whom he interacts most fre- 

quently» 

Barrio exogamous weddings do not follow the regular pro- 

cess of marriage arrangements. After a period of going steady 

and sexual experimentation which has determined the couple's 

mutual choice, usually a marriage is arranged between the parents 

of a boy and girlo A series of visits, called the "pedida de la 

novia" (asking for the bride) is paid from the boy»s relatives to 

the girl»s parents» These visits include the payment of the 

bride-price or» "bocadoo" Barrio exogamous marriages are viola- 

tions of the barrio endogamy rule, and therefore, "legal" "pedi- 

das de la novia" across barrio boundaries are socially forbidden» 

When a man and woman decide to live together as marriage partners 

in spite of their different barrio residence, they elope to the 

man's house at night, or they leave town together» Therefore, 

primary virilocality Is- an absolute rule in cases of barrio exo- 

gamous marriages. Elopement cuts out any social relation between 

a woman and her relatives, until a secondary form of bride-price 

is paid» This secondary form of bride-price is called the 
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"agradecimiento". It consists of a payment reduced to half of 

the usual bride-price, 150 pesos In the form of consumable goods. 

A small marriage ceremony exchange is performed. The agradeci- 

miento ceremony is less important and involves less ritual, be- 

cause "the children were already living together." This ceremony 

reestablishes social interaction between the couple and the 

wife's household. 

Town exogenous marriages occur between Aguacatenango and 

]¡¡1 Puerto» This colony has become an Independent social unit, 

and exogamy between the tv/o places is not socially approved. We 

know, however, about several marriages of this type. La Palizada, 

a highlands town, seems to be a reservoir for marrying out daugh- 

ters when the family is large and poor, V»e know of two cases, 

one of the past, and one contemporaneous, in which both Aguacate- 

nango women married La palizada men,  and the reason given was 

the "poverty" of the girls» families. Those marriages are not 

sought as prestigeful, because the "Kurikes" (La Palizada people) 

are looked upon with pity for their poverty, and considered, at 

the same time, "sinful" for practicing polygamy and as "mistreat- 

ing" women by making them work in the cornfields» 



V.  THE RULES OP RESIDENCE IN AGUACATENANGO 

A FINAL STATEMENT 

Up to this point» we have described the general patterns 

of residence and have pointed out certain ways in which people 

make choices» In this section a new procedure is employed to 

summarize the data in such a fashion as to deduce a simple set 

of ruleso 

Fischer's paper on residence offers an elegant set of 

procedures for census analysis» but we think that his final 

typology does not do justice to the procedures, because it does 

not take account of all the possible principles which would make 

a universal typologye Fischer divides residence types under the 

headings of consanguineolocal, affinolocal and neolocal, Con- 

8anguineolocal is again subdivided in two main groups, those 

which follow a matrilineal and those which follow a patrillneal 

line0 In this dichotomy lineal relatives of Ego's own genera- 

tion are lumped together with collaterals of the same lineage., 

All ascending generations are grouped with the paternal genera- 

tion, and all descending generations are grouped with Ego's 

children generation© 

Fischer's typology results in ten types» and the Agua- 

catenango data will cover seven of them (heterolocal, ataitalocal 

and sororilocal being the exceptions)» The error of Fischer's 

typology is the underlying assumption that people make residence 

44 
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choices based mainly in terras of lineage and lineage sponsors, 

CHART 11 

FISCHER'S TYPOLOGY POR CONSANGUISEOLOCAL RESIDENCE 

¿'atrilineal 

14.25# 
patrilooal araitalocal 

fratril'ocal 1.5# 

1.5# 
filiólocal heterolocal 

Matrilineal 

6.5# 
matrllocal 

0,25# 
avunculocal 

(.ascending 
¿generations 

sororilocal 

0.5$ 
filialocal 

/^ collaterals -^r 

0.25^ 
nepotilocal 

lineáis _-* 

ego 

^descending 
(generations 

Such a typology is very useful when applied to groups 

where linearity plays a very important role in the organization 

of kinsmen in space. But it will obscure the analysis of resi- 

dence among more bilateral groups» One way of developing a 

typology of a more universalistic nature, could be to make finer 

distinctions in the analysis of sponsors» 

In Chart 12 below, all frequencies and forms of residence 

are presented (tho specific sponsor is not stated because he is 

mentioned elsewhere). In this chart, as many distinctions in the 

types as necessary were made to elicit the rules which govern 

residential choice» This type of chart has been utilized pre- 

viously by Goodenough (1956) and others in componential analysis 

of kinship. Chart 12 outs the data in a more minute fashion 

than Fischer's. 

For the Aguacatenango data two more distinctions have 

been made: the sponsor's sex (Independent of his lineage affili- 
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ation) and generation of sponsors» When other communities are 

described In such a fashion, other distinctions will possibly 

appear as important ones. 

CHART 12 

COMFOUENTIAL ANALYSIS OP RESIDENCE IN AGUACATE1;A:/G0 
1958 SAÍ.1PLE 

male sponsor 

patrilocal 2 
0.5¡¿ 

parentljf! 

patrilocal    1 

primary 5$ 
secondary 8.5 

patrilocal    3 
0.25¡¿ 

fratrilocal 1 , 

filiolocal 

patrilineal 

local 47% 

avúnculocal 
0.25# 

nepotllocal 
0.25^ 

female sponsor 

matrilocal 2 
(none at present 

matrilocal 1 

primary 305J¡» 
secondary 5J» 

consanguine als 

1 
f 2- 

filíalocal 
0.5# 

Household 
level 

II Affinals 

matrilineal 

collaterals 

1 - 

/6go* s generation 

I 
1 - 

lineáis 

male sponsor female sponsor 

— uxorilocal 1 
,25ft 

vlrllocal 
2V/Í 

uxorilocal 2 
0.75ft 

Y' 
ego generation 

III 

V 

Self sponsor 
neolocal 6ft 

IV 

Sub-community level 

Hon-related male sponsor 
borrowing 0.25ft 

same barrio different barrio or town 
male female male female 
100^ 86ft — 1A% 
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The Rules for Residence Choice 

1„ Any individual Ego in Aguacatenango, Independent of 

his age, sex or married status will prefer to reside with a male 

sponsor. 

2. Consanguineal relatives are preferred sponsors against 

affinals or self (neolocality). 

3. Affinolocality is preferred over neolocalityo 

4. Sponsors of Jigo's parental generation are preferred 

over any other generation» 

5o Among consanguineal sponsors, lineal relatives are 

preferred over co Hat erais . 

6. jjineage affiliation of the sponsor does not count as 

much as the sponsor» s sex, but patrilineal relatives are highly 

preferred as sponsors over matrilineal onesD 

7 a Spouses reside together?*. The male is preferred as 

sponsor among affinals as well as among oonsanguineals. 

8 o Unmarried children reside with both parents. If the 

parents are separated young children reside with the mother,, If 

the mother is dead, a patrilineal sponsor other than the father 

is preferred. 

9 o    Widows, widowers and divorced people prefer male 

sponsors over females, regardless of lineality. 

10  , i¿en always reside in their own barrio (unless they 

leave town). Women reside in their own barrio (86 per cent) un- 

less married across barrio or town boundaries. 
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Any other arrangements which do not follow this simple 

set of rules are unstable and show low frequencies.  (Borrowing, 

for exaraplep represents 0»5 per cent of a 100 per cent corres- 

ponding to a total population of 384 Individuals in 66 households,,) 

With this set of rules, the residence of any Aguacatonango 

individual can be predicted with a high degree of oertainty and it 

would be rewarding if a similar procedure of analysis could be 

positively tested in other communities. 



AtfWiUDIX I 

The complete sample of the 1958 census arranged In 

agreement with Fischer's procedure (without combination with 

Fortes' developmental cycle)0 

Single individuals 
patrilocal    8 
raatrilocal   11 
fratrilocal   3 
parentilocal 179 

Ex-married individuals 
filiólocal    § 
filialocal    2 
fratrilocal   1 
nepotilocal   1 

Married individuals 
patrilocal 13 
matrllocal 3 
virilocal 82 
uxorilocal 4 
neolocal 69 
fratrilocal 2 

Total 384 

Note: I have divided neolocal into secondary patrilocality 53 
secondary matrilocality 11 
neolocal 24 
non-related sponsor     1 

I have divided patrilocal into types 1 (living with parents) 
type 2 (living with grandparents) 
type 3 (living with a patrilineal 

related male of the parental 
generation) 

Type 1, I have sub-divided in primary patrilocality, for children 
and married males living in the same compound with parents; secon- 
dary patrilocality for married nales in a different compound 
than parents, but a house given by his parents» Katrilocality I 
nave sub-divided into primary mutrilocality for children and married 
females living in the sane compound with parents; secondary matri- 
locality for married females whose house was given by her family» 
(Figures are indicated in the corresponding sections of the test.) 
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EL MÉTODO HISTÓRICO EN LA. ANTROPOLOGÍA SOCIAL;; 

LOS APELLIDOS DE CHANAL 

Informe Preliminar para el Proyecto "Chiapas" de la 
Universidad de Chicago 

Chanal es uno de los municipios del centro de Chiapas que puede 

considerarse 100 o/o indígena.  No hay ladinos que residan perma- 

nentemente en el municipio, excepción hecha de un secretario 

asalariado del gobierno local y varios maestros de escuela,  SI 

gobierno local está controlado¡.  por lo menos oficialmente, ex- 

clusivamente por funcionarios indígenas. 

Más del 90 0/0 de la población habla únicamente la lengua 

Tzeltal/ una rama de la familia Mayance.  Según informes obtenidos 

en Chanal, solamente hay dos o tres mujeres que hablan español- 

Como muchas otras comunidades indígenas de Chiapas, Chanal 

se compone de dos secciones o barrios endoganiicos , los cuales eon- 

ribuyen equitativamente a suminiytrar funcionarios para el gobierno 

local»  Tambiénj como en la mayoría de las comunidades Tzeltales 

y Taotziles, existe aquí una especie de sistema de parentesco que 

se caracteriza por un apellido doble el cual es transmitido por la 

línea paterna»  Generalmente uno de los apellidos es español y el 

otro indígena»  Por lo tanto, toda la comunidad se puede dividir 

en varios ."grupos de apellido español", a los cuales Villa Rojas 

denomina "clanes".  A los grupos de apellido indígena los llama 

"linajes"* 

Los clanes son, desde luego;.patrilinea3.es y también exágamos. 

Un apellido indígena* por regla general> no se combina más que con 

ún apellido español..  Así, vemos que una persona cuyo supuesto 

nombre fuera Antonio Remandes Yernoe, sería miembro del clan 

Hernández y del linaje Yemoc o de la subdivisión de aquel clan. 

De acuerdo con la costumbre ¡,  se le prohibiría casarse con una 

mujer de apellido Hernández, 

Desde luego que hay excepciones dentro de este patrón^ pero 

este sistema se encuentra con notable frecuencia, en todas las 

comunidades Tsotziles y Tseltales.  Aun no se sabe en q\\e  forma 



se originaron estos grupos de apellidos esp&Soles ni como perduran 

o se transforman.  Lo que sí sabemos es que de una comunidad a 

otra hay be.sta»te variación en les funciones de estos, grupos y 

que en la actualidad hay casos en que ya no tienen ninguna función. 

El objeto de este informe es simplemente el de ilustrar una 

manera de estudiar estos grupos de parentesco y hacer notar los 

problemas que se pueden suscitar.  Bn primer lugar describiré el 

archivo del cual se obtuvo el material»  En seguida analizaré y 

haré un resumen del material ilustrativo que se encuentra en los 

apéndices» y finalmente indicaré en qué forma puede contribuir un 

estudio de este tipo a los fines del Proyecto,  así como a la 

antropología de la región. 

La Oficina del Registro Civil de San Cristóbal las Casas 

tiene a su cargo el registro de todas las actaB civiles del 

municipio de Las Casas.  En años anteriores esta oficina también 

era responsable de llevar el registro de todo el distrito del cual 

es cabecera San Cristóbal, y del cual forma parte Chanal. 

La oficina tiene a su cargo, entre otras cosas, el registro 

de los matrimonios civiles,, así como de los nacimientos y de las 

defunciones.  Los registros que se encuentran en la oficina 

actualmente, según nos dimos cuenta al hacer un examen superficial» 

datan de los últimos años de la decena de i860. 

Durante el periodo de 1880 hasta la fecha, se han efectuado 

dos cambios muy Importantes en el método de llevar el registro. 

Antiguamente los funcionarios que estaban a cargo del registro 

de los municipios anotaban los nombres de los habitantes de los 

municipios indígenas de acuerdo con. el sistema local de parentesco. 

Es decir, que en aquellos municipios en donde los indígenas 

heredaban doB apellidos del padre, ambos nombres se anotaban. 

Posteriormente se cambió este sistema a favor del actual, que con- 

siste en anotar el apellido español del padre seguido del apellido 

español de la madre. Los apellidos indígenas no se registran en 

lo absoluto hoy en día. 



El otro cambio importante, arriba mencionado, es que en la 

actualidad se llevan registros separadamente en las cabeceras de 

los municipios en vez de hacerlo en la cabecera del distrito. 

Es muy probable que de cuando en cuando se lleven a cabo 

algunas variaciones individuales en el método de llevar el 

registro dentro del municipio y en cada municipio.  Por ejemplo, 

en 1904 parece ser que los registros de nacimiento fueron hechos 

por IB misma persona todos los meses menos en septiembre*  Los 

registros de septiembre mencionan solamente al padre de la criatura 

y únicamente el apellido español,  mientras que en los demás meses 

se da el nombre completo del padre y  de Xa madre. 

TABLA 7. 

APELLIDOS ANOTADOS EN LOS 
REGISTROS DE CHANAL DE 1904 

GOMES: LOPEZ: & ANTIS i 
Tzinia (15) Paz (5) Moxan (3) 
Guaxas (10) Tib 00 Antun (3) 

(1) C-uacax ( k) Chico (6) Jo Iva 
Chavin ( 5) Xauspil (5) 

(a) 
Boc (1) 

(1) Chimbac { k) Cucay (?)uiraichos 
Coríes < 10 Poyte (2) Coqriel(?) (!) 
Libaz ( 1) Libax (1) QuiaiehiC?) (1) 
Libax ( 2) Porquet(v) (1) 
Oalobal ( 1) 
Nichl ( 1) 
González ( 3) 
Bot ( i) 

HERNÁNDEZ: MÉNDEZ: PÉREZi 
Yerno c (12) Hon (3) Calobal (11) 
Soten ( 5) Chisna (1) Chico { 1) 
Sopa ( 1) Guaquitaqu Ln (2) 

VELASCOs RODRÍGUEZ: NlíflBZ1 
Chitam (12) Pom (M Ton (1) 
Aquino ( k) 

AGUÍLAR: JIMÉNEZ: BAUTISTAS 
Tzemen (5) Guachi (5) Chali (1) 



'PABLA.   T.Í 

COMBILIAC IOKES   DE   APELLIDOS 

Dlf  CHAMAL ANOTADAS   POR 

HAEK GUKUIIíE.R 

(1957)* 

GOMEZ; LOPEZs SANXISs 

TEí.Taa 
Huacax 
Ohavin 
Chimban 
Gorfes 
Kalbal   (Peres) 
Cont sal   ( IJOü. salaz } 

Mules     (Moraleo) 
HUíí*eh   (Jlménea } 
.Le&u 
Chlchlla*  -   'Siwuiss' 

Pat! 
Ti-y 
Ch:lcó 
Xaapll 
Cue ay 
Puytts 

Muí] Ul3 
Bel 
Cha •»:«.!! 

Muxan 
Boc 

Yemuc  (Hernández) 
Soten  (Hernández) 
Te''es  (Díaz) 
Tzitam (Velasco) 
Verquls--same as Tzitam? 
Aquino ÍVelasco) 
Quitue (Sánchez) 
Murinu (Moreno) 
Sopa 

MÉNDEZs 

Tzemen 
Cornostal 
Chiana* 
*0n 

RODRIGlEKs 

POH 

NUNEZi 

Ton 

3SNTZ1N5 

Che'* 
Quiuieh 

-Pagina 72 de sus notas de campo.  Eace notar que esta lista 
incluya sol8.mente linajes actuales i;¿ue continúan 3 que Gome» 
Sspia incluye aólo mujeres;, y que Culsnto ha desaparecido. 



Eatos ro&istros están abi.-jr'í-os -al publico»  Be encuentran en 

hojas separadas por catefsorías (nacimientos, defunciones , etc.) y 

por localidades»  Están, arreglados por «ños en paquetes, y cada 

ano contiene las hojas de tsaeta las distintas categorías»  De estos 

paquetee se pus&s sacarj a veces> un juego completo de hojas de 

determinada localidad y copiar la in:?ormacio:a. que presentamos en 

los apéndice» I y II* 

II 

En le. Table.  1  se hace un resumen de loa apellidos anotados en 

loe apéndices I y IX..  No se incluyen lo3 apellido» españoles que 

ac se eneentraben combinados con apellidos indígenas»  Sin embargo, 

deseamos hacer nofcar ¡sue si apellido Diez se encuentra ocho veces, 

y nunca ce combino-  MOí'KISS también aparece varias veces, pero 

nunca en combinación..  J3n algunos caitos hemos anotado los nombres 

separadamente ¡ Gavies Liba55 y Gómez L;lbaa:> Gómez  Guacas y Gómez 

Guaneas»  Ss posible que estas diferencia.? hayan sido errores del 

empleado que hizo el registro o  del uopista., o que en efecto se 

trate de nombres distintos. 

Varios apellidos iní.í.g«nas apar-ucea con apellidos españoles 

diferentes (lo cu,:! es  uv.e.  violación a la regla general antes 

mencionada)? Lape:; Chicó y Pe re a Chi<:cS; Goute:i Liba>: y López Libax> 

Gómez Calaba!, y Pares Calob&l. 

En la Sabia II ¿se de. ana lista <í.e las combinaciones de 

apellidos de Caenal que fueron anotados por Mark Gumbiner en 1957. 

Haciendo ahora una comparación «¡utrs las Tabl*.s I y II, podemos 

hacer notar 2os siguientes puntos 5 

i. Pérez Calobal y Jiménez Guachi 3e convirtieron en subdivi- 

siones de Gome as úómez   Ce.lobal y Goméis Guachj!» 

2.  Los 1 usajes de Hernández sa convirtieron ea subdivisiones 

de Mantis. 

3« Aguilar '.íízemon e« convirtió en una subdivision do Méndez. 

k.     Loe linajes de velaseo se ccnvlx'tieroa en subdivisiones 

de Santi.ii. 



Todos ios clanes que fuero» rsgí.strp.dos en 1901»-,, con excepción 

de Bautista, aparecen en la lista de 1957-  5>n 1957 aparece un clan 

que no ae encuentra en el registro de 190^»  El apellido Díaz, 

que aparece por eí solo en la lista de 190'i-# se encuentra en 1957 

bajo Santis,, si es que aceptaiusa Te*8s como Díaz» 

De esta comparación podemos sacar cuando menos dos observa- 

ciones muy importantes i 

1. Cuando ocurre un caablo-^ existe la tendencia de que 

todo el clan cambie en raaos (tal como en el caso de Hernández)¡, y 

no solamente los linajes individuales del clan»  Esto indica cierta 

solidaridad o autoridad entre los clanes = 

2. Parece ser que existe bastante inestabilidad en el sistema 

en lo que se refiere a la nomenclatura.  Si realmente es un hecho 

que en el clan escloteu la solidaridad y la autoridad de que 

hablábamos antes, entonces ¿¡porqué y cómo ae une tan fácilmente un 

clan a otro clan? 

Desde luego que no e» posible llegar a una conclusión con 

respecto a la organización social o al desarrollo social basándose 

en tan pocos datos P pero t;5, podemos establecer una hipótesis que se 

podrá cotejar por medio del eat&aen de documentos así como por el 

método convencional de la entrevista que; ae emplea en la antropo- 

logía social o  Beta breve excursión a los recursos de los archivos 

podré dar al lector una idee: del va3or que puede tener dicha 

investigaeida. en el estudie fie la naturaleea y de las funciones 

de estas unidades sociales en deterainada comunidad.. 

Volviendo ahora al empleo de estos mismos datos en comparación 

con datos semejantes de otra comunidad, podremos apreciar aun mejor 

el valor que tendrá esta investigación ele los apellidos< 

Como sabemos por los datos proporcionados por los Informantes, 

Chanal es una comunidad que s« forme" como una "rama" de la comunidad 

de Oxchuc hace menos de £00 affios., nca podremos dar mejor cuenta 

de la situación estudiando las condiciones actuales de Oxchuc y 

buscando el control histórico del cambio de nombres eu la 

comunidad de Ojccímc * 
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En el VOCABULARIO TZEIVíA.'í.-ESI'AííCí, {1953.) se publica una lista 

de loa clanes y .Linajes de Oarcimc..  Gomga aparece con 32 linajes> 

Mondes coa 7 linajes $, S&ntis con 32 linajes %  López con Ik  linajes i 

y Rodríguez y Euelao con ua linaje <:&da uno- (Gumbiner 1957* 6^-66), 

Aunque eacis'fcea üprcusimadejaente el mismo numero de clanes 

tanto en Chanal i:omo en Oxchuc (oeist o siete), hay más del doble 

de linajes en Oxchuc {ochenta y cuarenta en números redondos)» 

De acuerdo con el censo ds 1950 la población de Oxchuc es también 

aproximadamente dos vecss mayor que la de Chanel» 

Si comparamos la lista de 1953 ae Oxchuc (Apéndice II) con 

las listas de 190U- y 1957 &e Chanal (Tablas I y II), vemos ques 

lo  Calobal no aparece en la lista de Oxchuc, pero Pérea 

apíirece como lirusje de Gomen* 

2.  Hu&fch aparece como linaje de Oóteez, pero Jiménez no se 

menciona para nada-, 

3-  Los tre» linajes de Hernández de la lista de 1901* de 

Chanal aparecen na  la lista de 1953 de Oxchuc--todos formando parte 

del clan Santis, y Herasndes ao se sreaciona» 

ko     El linaje Tzemen» qua en la. lista de 1901+ aparecía como 

el único linaje unido a Aguilar, aps.rece en la lista de 1953 como 

linaje de Méndez.  También Aquilan (¡que bien pudiera ser una 

corrupción ds Águila:-:-) aparece como linaje de Méndez, pero Aguilar 

no aparece. 

5-  Los dos linajes de Velasco que aparecen en la lista de 

190U se exicuentr£:n en la liste de 1S53* pero como linajes de 

SantiSo  Velasco no aparece en lo absoluto* 

Seg'áa esta comparación, es evidente que el agrupataiento actual 

de los aombres de Oxchuc es igual al de Cháñalo Si suponemos una 

lista de 190)1. de Oxchuc muy semejante a la de Chanal (esta suposi- 

ción nos parece razonable pero ao la pudimos cotejar ya que este 

informe se preparo en la ciudad de México en donde no fué posible 

obtener datos hie-bóricas),, entonces vemos que hay una relación 

notable en el desarrollo social de dos comunidades aparentemente 

independientes«  Cuando un clan o un linaje cambia de nombre o de 
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afiliación, parece ser que ¡.os  :.u!i.oi; osurj-en en  la misma forma 

tanto en Chanal como en Oxchuc.  Así, Hernández Yeraoc no se con- 

vierte en Gómez Yernos en Chanal y Santis '.Temoe en Oxchuc, sino que 

se convierta en Santis Yemoe su aai^as coai ¿aldeáeso  También hemos 

de hacer notar que si un lina ja cambia ¿La iioEcre da afiliación en 

una de las comunidades, aparentemente lo <;aumia también en la otra. 

Nos enfrentamos entonces con le3 siguientes problemass 

¿Qué clase de relaciones sociales existea entre Cheaal y Oxchuc 

capaces de producir tal relación? ¿.Es que urna,  comunidad se do Ja 

guiar por la otra, o se efectúa el caiabí.c* simultáneamente en ambas 

comunidades? »De hecho, la decinión de eaubisr el apellido de 

Hernández por el de 3aniis ns  hm.e  conjuE;amer.te por loe linajes de 

Chanal y de Oxchuc, o existe un jefe de clan o linaje que preside 

sobre las dos comunidades? ¿i£:xi«tei:. dos comunidades separadas o 

solamente una? 

Hasta aquí he indicado la uoBitie contribución que podría 

significar este tipo de estudio documental pera la major comprensión 

de la organización social en  determinadas comunidades.  Como nota 

final quisiera añadir que un estudio de e¡rfce tipo que cubra toda el 

área Tzotzil-l'zeltal puede ser una f ran contribución a la lingüística 

y a la demografía histórica de la región. 

Por ejemplo, tanto el etno-historiador como el lingüista tendrán 

problemas acerca de las re3.aciones entra Tenejapa y Chanal-Oxchuc, 

una vez que hayan coraparado loe. dates rec.igS.dos de los apellidos 

de Tenejapa por Fernando Cámara y les que tenemos aquí de Chanal y 

de Oxchuc.  Cámara (19^! 537-3^)  da una lista de los siguientes 

clanes: Gómez, Guzraán., Hernández , ¿'imane%,  Xnsín, Jirón, López, Luna, 

Méndez, Mesa, Pérez, Ramírez, S antis, y Ve Lasco.  Unidos a estos 

nombres de clanest  da los nombres de  linaje, muchos de los cuales 

se encuentran en Chanal y en Oxchuc tambisau 



En Tenejapa combinado En Chanal y en Oxchuc 
Apellido de Linajes cons combinado con: 

Pale BantIB Santla 
Chelap Santis Santis 
Cohtom Ramírez Santis 
Conde Peres Santis 
Ton Méndez Hiiflez 
Huaequia Lapes Gómez 
Huacax Jiménez Gómez 
Chine Guzman López 
Sopa Guzman Santia 

Estos datos de TeñeJapa son asombrosos.  Acaso los apellidos 

indígenas que se presentan aquí tienen un origen distinto del de 

los apellidos de Chanal o de OxchucT Si tienen el mismo origen, 

entonces tenemos que explicarnos su presencia por migración o 

matrimonio ¿pero por medio de qué proceso van unidos a los distintos 

nombres de clanf 

HI 

Es posible que el antropólogo social nos pueda dar la razón 

por la que las gentes de esa ¿rea hacen migraciones en la actua- 

lidad, y también nos diga en qué forma afectan estas migraciones 

la organización social y otros elementos culturales que han heredado. 

Nos puede decir cómo la familia o "clan-linaje-hogar" funciona en 

diversos sitios y bajo diversas condiciones, pero probablemente 

podría obtener muy poca información histórica de sus informantes 

que le indicará en qué forma cambian estas unidades siglo con siglo, 

o de las relaciones que puedan existir entre dicho cambio y la 

migración. 

El etno-historiador se interesa en los mismos elementos que 

estudia el antropólogo social, pero le interesa más estudiar 

dichos elementos desde el punto de vista histórico. No es posible 

lograr una perspectiva semejante estudiando una sola comunidad. El 

etnO'historiador puede empezar en cualquier comunidad, pero usando 

esa comunidad como punto central, debe seguir huellas o hipótesis 

que lo lleven al pasado, así como a una vastísima área geográfica 

de dimensiones desconocidas. 
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En vista de que Chanal está comprendido dentro de la región 

de eBtudlo de este proyecto, se podría tomar como el punto central 

para Iniciar la etno-hietorla, pero a la larga la investigación 

posiblemente tendrá que incluir toda el área Tseltal-Tzotzil-Tojolabal 

para lograr un estudio completo.  En otras palabras, una simple 

relación histórica no se puede establecer directamente desde Chanal 

hasta Amatenango, que es otra comunidad Tzeltal incluida dentro 

del área de nuestro proyecto.  Se deberán seguir varias claves 

históricas desde Chanal hasta las comunidades a donde lleguen 

dichas claves, hasta que con el tiempo el cuadro está lo suficien- 

temente claro para incluir a Amatenango. 

Lo que pretendemos en este informe, entonces, es hacer notar 

que existe una fuente de recursos documentales del cual podemos 

sacar datos útiles para un entendimiento de la organización social 

dentro de las distintas comunidadesr  y útiles asimismo, para estu- 

dios regionales lingüísticos e histéricos.  Estos recursos docu- 

mentales son los registros civiles y eclesiásticos de los apellidos 

de las comunidades indígenas del área»  Estos apellidos son espe- 

cialmente interesantes porque reflejan un sistema social que podría 

incluir clanes, linajes y calpules.  Es probable que en ninguna 

parte de Mesoamérica, con excepción de Chiapas y Guatemala, 

tengamos la oportunidad de observar estas unidades sociales en 

pleno funcionamiento en la actualidad y al mismo tiempo tengamos 

algún control documental de los cambios que han sufrido a lo 

largo del tiempo. 

SOTAS 

SI problema de los grupos eadogámicos localizados dentro de 

una comunidad es demasiado complejo para tratar de estudiarlo 

detalladamente en este informe.  Sis embargo, en unas cuantas 

palabras diremos qué parte de dicho problema puede atribuirse a 

una terminología superpuesta. Las palabras paraje, barrio, sección 

y calpul se usan con mucha frecuencia en toda esta área. A algunos 

residentes, e incluso a algunos investigadores sociales lea parecerá 

que estas palabras son casi sinónimas.  En cambio otros opinan que 

cada una de estas palabras tiene un significado muy especial. 
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Villa (s.f.s Notas sobre el calpul ...o) ha tratado de demos- 

trar la existencia del calpul en la región. Según él, el calpul 

ha existido en esta área desde tiempos prehispánicos y en la 

actualidad subsiste en muchas comunidades indígenas de Chiapas y 

Guatemala* 

La definición del calpul se basa primor dialmente en la 

descripción de Zurita del siglo XVI.  No hay duda de que el patrón 

que rige en la organización social del área Tzeltal-Tzotzil corres- 

ponde al calpul prehispánico en lo general.  Sin embargo, existen 

aún algunos problemas que no han encontrado solución con respecto 

al funcionamiento del calpul,  de los clanes y de los linajes-  La 

crónicas del siglo XVI no están lo suficientemente completas para 

ayudar al antropólogo moderno a solucionar estos problemas, y 

ademas se suscitan diversas interpretaciones relacionadas con 

varios puntos. 

SI efectivamente existió el calpul en Chanal, formando la 

base de la organización social actual, aparentemente ha sufrido 

modificaciones muy considerables.  Lo mismo sucede en casi todas 

las demás comunidades y esto presenta una gran dificultad para poder 

tomar un caso como base. Nos encontramos frente a infinidad de 

variantes, todas las cuales tendrán que compararse con sumo cuidado 

para poder hacer una reconstrucción del sistema antiguo. 

Para efectuar dicha reconstrucción, sería necesario en primer 

lugar, establecer la dirección del cambio en varias comunidades 

con mucha precisión, casi en la misma forma en que el lingüista 

planea las líneas de cambio de las lenguas contemporáneas a una 

proto-lengua. 

El tipo de investigación que se esboza en este informe y que 

está ideada para aislar las distintas clases de cambios que se 

reflejan en los apellidos, podría contribuir a resolver el problema 

del calpul. 
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2 No describimos aquí los archivos eclesiásticos, de los cuales 

se pueden obtener datos semejantes o  Sin embargo es digno de 

tomarse en cuenta que los archivos eclesiásticos con. frecuencia 

datan del siglo XVI, pero los registros del presente, asi como en 

los registros civiles, mencionan únicamente los apellidos españoles. 

Gumblner me esbozó, verbalaente, el sistema de cambio de 

nombres según lo entendió el en Chañáis 

1. Un linaje en masa puede adoptar un apellido español 

en lugar de los dos apellidos que llevaban antes.  Ejemplos  En 

el linaje Gomes Huach, restringido a un solo barrio, todos los 

miembros del mismo han cambiado su apellido a Jiménez.  El linaje 

Gómez Hules lo ha cambiado a Morales. 

En las listas de comparación de 190U y 1957 hemos tomado nota 

de estos cambios.  Sin embargo, es interesante añadir que el linaje 

Gómez Huach estaba circunscrito a un solo barrio.  Morales aparece 

por sí solo en la lista de 190*4-, de manera que el cambio de Gómez 

Mulex a Morales no es una Innovación reciente.  Lo que nos parece 

curioso es que el linaje Huach estaba relacionado con el apellido 

Jiménez en 190U, más tarde con Gómez y finalmente dejó el nombre de 

Huach a favor del nombre único de Jiménez. 

2. Algunas familias de un linaje pueden cambiar su 

nombre y otras no. Por ejemplo, Gómez Gonzal, el cual se encuentra 

en los dos barrios * . . todos o parte de los individuos de un 

barrio han tomado el apellido español de González por sí solo, 

y los otros no. 

Una vez más nos encontramos con una referencia a los cambios 

que ocurren en los barrios. ¿Indica esto la reafirmación de la 

organización del barrio sobre la del clan o linaje? Este punto 

podría relacionarse con nuestra discusión sobre el calpul*  La 

parte indígena del apellido no debería, por regla general, encon- 

trarse más que en un calpul (Villa s.f.sj)* aunque el clan o parte 

española del apellido se halle presente en ambos.  En el caso de 

Gómez Gonzal la segunda parte del sombre no es indígena sino 

española, y por lo tanto represents, probablemente, un clan reducido 

y no un linaje, y por eso puede encontrarse en ambos barrios. 
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3.  En el clan Santis, el linaje Yemuc de un barrio cambié 

al apellido de Hernández> y el linaje Soten del otro barrio cambié 

también a Hernández.  Chitom ba cambiado a Velasco (una parte de 

Chitom cambió a Velasquea) y Aquino cambió a Velasco.  Santis 

Quituc cambió a Sánchez. 

Nuevamente tenemos aquí el proceso que ya hemos descrito de 

un grupo que aparentemente ha sentido necesidad de cambiar su 

apellido combinado español-indígena a una combinación de apellidos 

españoles» y luego regresar al apellido español original y dejar 

la parte indígena. 

El elemento más importante de este cambio es que dos linajes 

distintos de Hernández están renunciando a su identidad como 

linajes en favor de un solo nombre de clan de Hernández- En los 

otros casos de abandono del nombre de linaje, no encontramos este 

factor ya que había solamente un linaje unido al apellido español. 

Esto también parece contrario si concepto del calpul, puesto que 

aparentemente hay un acuerdo entre los grupos de diferentes barrios 

Si de las tres agrupaciones sociales prlncipales--el clan, el 

linaje y el barrio--el linaje es el grupo más funcional (según 

Índica Gumblner en sus notas) ¿en qué forma se lleva a cabo este 

acuerdo? 

John Vu Baroco 
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APÉNDICE I 

CHANAL     DEFUNCIONES      1904 

Edad Nombre Apellido Materno 
Causa de 1 

Muerte 

ENERO: 

30 Mariano Díaz Méndez Fisiris 

80 María Pérez Calobal Hernández Ynchasones 

30 Monica Pérez Calobal Náflez Ton Parto 

30 Rosendo Ldpez Pas Jiménez Gómez Frios 

FEBREROS 

80 Cesilia Méndez Chisna Hernández Yernoc Fiebre 

MARZO: 

2 meses Austin López Tib Hernández Yernoc Calentura 

ko Lorenza López Cucay Gómez Tzimá Dolor de 
cabeza 

28 Eearista Rodríguez Pom Hernández Soten Ynchasones 

ABRIL: 

80 Rosendo Gómez Chimbae López Chicó Calentura 

60 Antonio Gómez Cbavin Velasco Chitam Diarrea 

2 Santiago Hernández Yernoc López Poyte Diarrea 

MAYO: 

6 meses Martín López Pas Gómez Chimbae Pechuguera 

80 Juan Aguilar Tzemen Díaz Fiebre 

30 Santiago Jiménez Guachi Hernández Yernoc Fiebre 

50 Mariano López Xampll Hernández Yernoc Pechuguera 

JUNIO: 

16 Antonia Rodríguez Pom Gómez Guascas Diarrea 

50 Miguel Jiménez Guachi Velasco Aquino Fiebre 

6 días Domingo Morales Velasco Chitara Mozonlelo 

*5 Tomás Gómez Tzimá López Fiebre 

60 Rosa Méndez Hon Gómez Tzimá Vómito 

15 Jacinto López Paz Gómez Vómito 

hO Pedro Gómez Muflo s Calentura 

3 Mariano Santis Gómez Piricho(?> Calentura 
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Edad Hombre 

JULIO: 

6 meses Rosendo Gómez  Ouaxas 

AGOSTO: 

28 Martín Hernández Zopa 

60 Petrona Mendes 

8 Josefa Gómez Chimbac 

11 meses Juana López Muñoz 

60 Manuel Hernández Jolva 

SEPTIEMBRE: 

SO María Méndez Hon 

6 meses Santiago Gómez Guascas 

k  meses Ramón López Xampil 

OCTUBRE: 

39 Francisco Pérez Calobal 

64 Martín Pérez Calobal 

kh Antonio Gómez Cuacax 
12 Tomás Gómez Guacax 

13 Marcos Gómez Guaxas 

80 Manuel López Paz 

NOVIEMBRE: 

18 meses Antonio López Cucay 

16 meses Ana Gómez Calobal 

3 meses Manuela Diez 

DICIEMBRE: 

10 meses 

8 meses 

30 

Hilaria López Paz 

Pedro Pérez Calobal 

Ménica Gómez Hlchi(t) 

Apellido Materno 

Méndez 

Causa de la 
Muerte 

Pechuguera 

Jiménez Fiebre 

Santis Calentura 

Santis (?)uimichos Calentura 

Hernández        Calentura 

Gómez Tzimá 

López 

López Chicó 

Gómez Libaz 

Santis Boc 

Moreno 
Rodríguez Pom 

López Chicó 

López Chicó 

Hernández Yernoc 

Gomez Coríes 

Díaz 

Jiménez Guachi 

Pérez Calobal 
Hernández Soten 

Hernández 

Calentura 

Partos 

Vómito 

Pechuguera 

Fiebre 

Pulmonía 

Fiebre 
Lombrices 

Lombrices 
Fiebre 

Pechuguera 

Pechuguera 

Pechuguera 

Calentura 

Calentura 

Parto 
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APÉNDICE II 

NACIMIENTOS - CHAHAL 

190 k 
Madre 

ENERO£ 

Sebastián Gomes Corles 

Agustín Lapes Tib 

José Antonio Velasco Chitam 

Francisco Pérez Calobal 

FEBREROS 

Miguel Gómez Chavln 

MARZO: 

Juana Gómez Tzimá 

Ramón López Xampil 

Paulina Velasco Chitam 

Paulina Pérez Calobal 

Domingo Pérez Calobal 

ABRIL: 

Lorenzo Velasco Chitam 

Martín Santis Moxan 

Tomás Méndez Guaqultaquín 

Delfina Gómez Tzimá 

Pedro Díaz 

MAYO: 

Cresencia Gómez Tzimá 

Selestino Gómez Tzimá 

Rasarlo Moreno 

Soleda Gómez Tzimá 

Catarina Gómez González 

Petrona Aguilar Tzemen 

Agustín Velasco Chitam 

JÜKIOt 

Gregorla Gómez Morales 

Domingo Morales 

Regina Velasco Aquino 

Manuela Hernández Yemoc 

Manuela Gómez Morales 

Ignacia Hernández. Soten 

Regina López Tib 

Margarita Multo z 

Andrea Gómez Guaxas 

Ménica Gómez Guaxas 

Ménica Velasco Chitam 

María Velasco Chitam 

Ana Gómez Guaxas 

Manuela Gómez Guaxas 

Ménica Gómez Chavi» 

Dominga López Poyte 

Antonia Gómez Chavln 

Petrona Hernández Yemoc 

Manuela Santis Antun 

María Gómez Tziná 

Regina Santis Antun 

Juliana Santis Moxan 

Agustina Gómez Guaxas 

Agustina Gómez Llbax 

Lucía Velasco Chitam 

Petrona Velasco Chitam 
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Santiago Aguilar Tzemen 

Raman Lopes Xampil 

Manuela Díaz 

Antonio Rodríguez Pom 

Cesilia Gómez Coríes 

Bacilio Gómez Bot 

JULIOs 

Petroña Jiménez Guachi 

Monica Hernández Zoten 

Secundina Velasco Aquino 

Pedro Pérez Calobal 

Lucía Méndez Hon 

Aurelia Natalia Gómez 

Juliana Díaz 

Ménica López Libax 

Dominga Jiménez Guachi 

Agustina Gómez 

Regina Santis Moxan 

María Santis Coqriel (?)*• 

Petrona Hernández Yernoc 

Lucía Pérez 

Petrona Gómez Tzimá 

Paulina Hernández Zoten 

Bacilia Gómez Guacax 

Simona Gómez 

AGOSTO: 

Engracia Velasco Aquino Regina Gómez Chavin 

Pasquala Mendes Chlsná Ménica Gómez Chavin 

Amado Gómez Coríes Simona Hernández Yemoc 

Martín Díaz Antonia Méndez Guaquitaquin 

SEPTIEMBRES 

El mes de septiembre se encuentra anotado con letra distinta a 

la de los otros meses, y se da sólo el apellido español del niño 

con la anotación--padre soltero, y ol nombre del padre. No se 

encuentran anotadas las madres. 

Hay solamente un caso de nombre indígenas El nifio esta anotado 

como Macedonio Bautista, y el padre como Mariano Bautista Chail. 

OCTUBRES 

Isabel Hernández Yemoc Andrea Pérez Chicó 

María Velasco Chitam Ignacla Gómez González 

Candelaria Velasco Chitam María Gómez Morales 

** No pude leer bien este nombre--ptirece que la primera letra es 

C o P...y la tercera letra Q o G...Las demás letras probablemente 

están correctamente transcritas- 
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NOVIEMBRE; 

Saturnino Velaseo Chitam 

Agustín Lopez Tib 

Santiago Peres Calobal 
Tomás Gómez Chimbac 

Cresencia Díaz 

Petrona Santis Guinichi 
(o Quinichi ?) 

DICIEMBRE". 
•Victor Santis Porquet (?) 

Marcelo Santis Antun 
Regina Hernández Yemoc 

Hilario Pérez Gómez 

Cirilo Gómez Tzimá 

Manuela Gómez Libase 

Lucía Gómez 

Lucía López Xampil 

Eucarista López Chicó 

Rosa Gómez González 

Haría Gómez Guaxas 

Manuela López Chicó 

Margarita Gómez Tzimá 

Rosa López 

Paulina Muflos 

María López 

*Este nombre es un acertijo. Solamente estoy seguro de las dos 

últimas letras y de la segunda letra. 



Section  30 

NOTES  ON  THE  USE  OF  C A L E N D R I C A L  NAMES 

IN  S I X T E E N T H - C E N T U R Y  CHIAPAS 



NOThS O» THE  ¡ iiH OF 
C/lUiNDKICVL  U\,\K.>   IN   16T :I  CKNTUHY   CHI1PA.3 

Uo to the present time our knowledge of the use of the divinatory calendar 

among the  indigenous communities of C!hiao*f: has been derived orimarily frotr the 

brief passages of Núñez  de  la Vega  in his Constituciones Diocesanas (1702). 

In fact, the  list of day names originally published by  Nunez   is the only  list 

known today  for the Chiapas area.    This  lis.t his been reDeated with tyDograohical 

errors  and orthographic variations by Boturini, Humboldt,  Brinton,  and all 

other writers who  have dealt with the Chi»"as  calendar.     (Becerra,   1933:   5;12-16). 

Although  Nunez, writing  at the end of the  17th Century, mentions the use 

of the divinatory calendar,  he gives no   indication that the calendar tray formerly 

have been used to  assign personal names  carresponding to the day of the child's 

birth,     torlier    writers  likewise fail to   indicate that this  custom existed  in 

Chiapas during the prehispsuic or oonquest  Dariods. 

The document which shall be described  in the following pages  is, therefore, 

of soecial  importance  in that   it  doouments  the use of calendrical names  in the 

area shortly after the conquest,  and gives  us an inoomolete set of day names 

for the  16th century to  comosre with that published by  Nunez  some  150 years 

Inter. 

I.    The document     is   in the form of  a book of baptismal and marriage 

records for the years  1557 to   1584.     It   is composed of 61 leaves   listing 

baptisms  from 1557 to   1584   and  22 leaves   3Í' marriage  records  for the same 

period.    The final  seven  leaves contain a  constitution for the Cofradía del 

Rosario, and a   list of the members of the cofradía. 
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Indigenous names are common in ^oth the bautismal record and the mnrriige 

record through the year  1561, but decrease sharply in frequency after thflt 

year, and  finally disappear comoletely.     In order to test the frequency of 

the names,  it was therefore necessary to  check only those entries from 1557 

through 1561.    The following tables  i'.ive the results of this testing which 

includes all  readable indigenous  nam^s  for this   period.    The table of Spanish 

surnames   summarizes only those that occurred  in the years   1557-59. 

The combinations of the day namo3 ani the numerical coefficients as given 

in Table  I  illustrate a preference for ths nunbers  six,  nine, ten,   eleven «nd 

five,  each of which occurs  from '¿'ó te 4 7 "imes  in the summarised  names. 

The numbers one»  four and  seven occur from 9 to  17 times  each.    The unpopular 

numbers were two, twelve, thirteen, three and  eight*    Three and   eipiht 

occurred three times   each, while two,,  twelve and thirteen did not turn up at 

all. 

A slight  possibility of error exists  in the summary for ten, twelve and 

thirteen.    These three numbers  are  formed  from the same root-~LAÍíH:     lAGIIUN-10; 

LAGHCH*12;  and  ISH1AGHUN or OSIILAGHUN-13; therefore,   it   is quite Possible that 

the prefix designating thirteen may have been confused with the feminine 

prefix X or jaH, or that the  suffix oi twelve was drooped»     In any case, twelve 

and thirteen could not  have occurred  more than three or four times   each, which 

still   leaves them among the more unpoaulnr numbers. 

The list of day names  shows  some deviation from that of Nunez.    The 

orthographic variations which  «ere acsepted ns  corresponding to the Nunez   list 

are indicated in Table  III.     Sixteen >if the days  in the Nunez   list are repre- 

sented  in the present   list.    Of the o'.her four,  at   least one may correspond 

with one or two  of the unclassified  nitres  given  in Table IV, 



The only serious variations  in the orthography 0f the days that   vere 

matched with the Nunez   list were Chin for Chinax,  and Lam for Lambat. 

Both of those,  however,  at  one time  or another occurred with a  oeriod after 

the final  letter, thus  indiC8tinr. tint they 'vere orobably accented as abbre- 

viations when they were  recordad. 

Of the unclassified names,  the-e ara only two that we have to take  seriously, 

sinoe the others occurred only once and  miy hava been the result of errors 

in my  rending or  in the original tr nscriutioru    These two  names  ara CHMJC 

and OC or UC.    The OC  series would present  no  oroblem were we able to  ncceot 

the alternate reading given in Tabl     IV, v<hich is a   normal  contraction of the 

final C of Vac  (6)  or Hue  (7)  with vhe b«f:inning C of COC, the day name. 

COC would be readily acceptable as i i.i orthographic  variation of Núñez' 

CMJOGH.     However,   since ve  have the two   e»:a moles  of Ho-oc and Balun-oo we 

cannot accept tho contraction Dossil:lity,   and are thus   left with another 

name that  does  not  corresoond to   fcht   Kú'ñeü   list. 

Still another possibility for connecting the UC and OC grouo of names 

with CA1CG1J is the supposition that the final syllable was taken as a con- 

ventional abbreviation. The CJuicnó equivalent of (HHOGH is something like 

KANYOK„ 

In the Yucatec calendar OC  is u  day ij*nna, the equivalent of the Tzeltal 

liLABo    The possibility of the OC   in   .his  document  being related to the 

Yucatec would seem very remote, wore   it  nat that among the other unclassified 

day names  given in Table  IV are iíhn   ,r Men,  Manich and Cauac, which also 

resemble Yucatec days.1* 

The CH^UC form seen.s clearly to   nr a  variation of C MÍO Gil»    The Chuj 

calendar, which more than any other    o rre. a \x nds  to that of Nunez,  has the 



form CHA.10K. The Yucatec calendu: vis CA.U/.C (See Table V), and the calendar 

given by Ximénez (oresumably 16t.i í nrrtury Choi) gives Caoc (Ximenez 1929-31: 

I,   101-2). 

Another name from our uncla¡si i'ied  lirt which might very well corresoond 

to a form in the Chuj calendar  i ¡  !-, ¡ TCHA., which occurred twice among the names 

that were  summnrized for this docun »nt, bjt  both times referring to the  s«ime 

person.    The Chuj calendar gives Kli'AP is an equivalent of Núñez'  CHIC 

(of which we found no   example).    Th ) (Juieii*-,  .Mam, and Jacaltec  name for this 

day  is  NDH,  and the Yucntec  is CUA J, 

One oossible conclusion fron t  is  resemblance of the day n*imes  in this 

document to the Yucntec  is that  t r • ¡e   the calendar oriests of this community 

at the time, there wis one who  IU ei the Yucatec  system, a graduate of the 

University of Chichén-Itz»,  nerhíDj 

II.     So  far the community wlir    bore these calendrical  nnmes  has  remained 

unidentified.     Looking first at ihs  evidenoo  for geograohical  location, the 

Drimary consideration  íB that of ol:ce names. 

Two place names occur that »r; readily identified o    The first of these, 

Comltán, occurs  frequently from th<;  l«te  ]J>70's to the end of the record, 

but doeB not occur in connection  w. ••• h the  indigenous  names that  are recorded 

in the first years and which have, lx en summarized here.    The possibility of 

the book having been started  in one   olace e. id then taken to Comitán and  con- 

tinued  is worthy of consideration.     Following this theory, there   is  some 

circumstantial  evidence in favour c:   'iooaniujuastla as the olace where the 

book was begun. 

The book begins in the same   TUB ••• that -.he Dominican convent at Cooana- 

guastla was   established—the Year-   if ?7  (Heir,-sal   1932:      II,   363-4).     The first 



entries which bear the name Corri^ni   occur about the time that the Dominican 

convent at  Comitan was   establish:*    -about  1577  (Ibid.   II,  491-2).    The names 

of the friars that  sign the firs;  p irtidas  include  those of several  such as 

Domingo  de  Ara and Sebastian de 'fci <les,   «no can almost  surely be connected 

with the convent of Cooanaguastlt s ; that time. 

On the other hand, Comitan -was orobaoly assigned to the convent of 

Copanaguastla asa  visita at the ti íe the convent of Cooanaguastla was 

founded.    This would account  for t: > book beginning;  in the year  1557 and also 

for the oresence of the friars  frorr Cooanup;uastla.    This   seems the more 

likely possibility. 

The other place name which :.s    tsily  'dc-ntified  is that of Coapa.    The 

reference to Coapa occurs  near the    ottom of f.4r,  under the date June 6,  1560. 

There are two partidas which recori calundrical names  in all resoects exactly 

like the other calendrical names,   <*  d ai'ttsr  each of these  entries there is 

the notation "este  es  de Coapa." 

Coapa was a thriving town sit* ted between Comitrfn and the Guatemalan 

border when Fray  Alonso Ponce pa¡;s;.   through it  in  1585 (Ponce  1911:     199). 

Becerra  identifies this town with   ;; e modorn Tenancoaoan, or rather with a 

nearby hscienda  (1932:     57-56).     I.¡  any CASO the town of Coaoa was on the 

other side of Comitá"n and this   inc;-. »ses the possibility that the baptisms 

recorded in the book all took piece;  in Corrdtá'n. 

Apart  from the calendrical nai.it s thetrsalves and the word snichan, 

meaning  "child of", there are thrso   3hort  passages   in the native  language 

which may throw some  light CH the  r>> jcedanca of the book and the identity of 

the community with which it  deals,      'hesa  oftss«rgns are: 



a) GiiiviL vmc >.ocm - CVSATO z M)c CHACAL UNIN y. ICOGHVWL OíOS 

b) TZIBAAY TA  I!A1.: TA  .Fl'-M !KLT .CC  Z YO LAL HA TA ZGmL  UAL OSLAOIIUN 
ALAL Y\L TU  !D   ZGH1    DO iS.'ZIBAAY   DlhGO   lAI'LZ GO N FlSCAItfO 

c) Y  TO   ALAL "AL  HA T i G OL r,\L TA TZUMT  VITZ T\ZQUIT'   I, TC'WA 
AS ENS E)W PUT LA 

a)    The first of these nasstps:.  is the title of the book and  is  engraved 

on the front  cover»     It  might  possibly be translated as   "Book of the  married 

Zotzil  inen and of the newly born children of lord God".    The key word here 

is that of Xóchil, which resembles \ he Astee word  for "flower".    The most 

logical  interpretation of the worl  is Tzotzil.    This does not  fit with our 

assumption that the  language of Cjiniti'n ar.d CoaDa would orob«>>ly be Tojoltbal 

or Tzeltal   and that of Co"»naguas ;;.a  orobably Tzeltal.     Even if the three- 

way distinction between Tzeltal, "j.oizil nnd To Jo labal was  not rmde at that 

oeriod,  it  is curious that the wo "cl   t'zotsil would be aoolied to the community 

of Comitá'n, since it  is usually «¡sosiatsd with Zin«cantan. 

The Relación of Alonso Ponce el tssi.fiüs  all of the towns  from the 

Guatemalan border to Comita'n is si caking "¡i  strange language--Coxoh"; 

all of the towns between Comitan < nd   Ixtt.on as íiuelemes; Chiaoa as Cendal; 

and Tuztla as Zoque  (Ponce  1911:     13   -20Í') ,    This does  not corresoond to 

the irodern distribution of languages at ill,    This  "strange  language" of 

Coxoh could hardly be Tojolabal, vdich  it  closely related to Tzeltal and 

Tzotzil.    The towns between Comit¿n and Sun Cristobal now are in the Tzeltal 

area and the towns betveen San Cri3tc;bal  arid Chiapa are Tzotzil» 

Kemesal classifies i;opanagu»6;!-e with the Zeldales  (1932:     II, 382) 

while Ximénez says that Copanaguas ;In  snoie a   language  so  slightly different 

from that of Zinacantan  (Tzotzil)   :ha ; tha  snme srriron might be ore^ched  in 



both olaces   (1929-33.:     I,  361).     I.rá apiin referring to the Ziriacantecos he 

says "they iro called Sinacantec u   only in the Mexican language «rid in their 

own  langu»ge they are called üoí siJ  Vinic."    (1929-31:     I,  360). 

Since there was  evident cot Put ion strong the Soanish at the time as to 

the classification of the  nativ<   praups,  .'.•« might  suooose that the use of the 

word Xóchil or Tzotzil need not  oe taken too  seriously as an equivalent of the 

modern Tzotzil.    The language,  \ nvever, cannot be nassed aside.    The language 

of the title  itself and at   leas!   era of the other two passages  is almost cer- 

tainly Tzotzil.    The imolicntioi   is, thin, that the community was  also Tzotzil 

soeaking, which Comitán probably  was  nol.,  although Copanaguastla  may have been. 

But even this evidence in i vo ir o:' Oonanaguastla may be minimized if 

lie suppose that the oriests as w ill as < h; scribes were from Conanaguastla 

and therefore,  might  make their    otntioiis  in Tzotzil. 

b) The second passage occu  s   >t ti e bottom of the first oage of the 

book,  immediately after the firs    g oup of 39 baptisms.    The word Jucbeltic 

may refer to  modern San Cristoba   .    A. confident translation cannot now be 

given, but the oaseage seems to     ay that the baDtisms took place in San Cristobal, 

or at  least that the recording t> 3ic pl-ice  in San Cristobal,    v/e can almost 

surely discount San Cristobal as  i i lace of origin for the baotismal record, 

so this passage still  remains a i ¡¡;¡le, 

c) The third oassage aooeai 3 i o co.itain two  olace names--Pant la and 

Tzumuvitz.     Neither of these namt s occur in the dictionary of olace names of 

"ecerra but a  possible identifies .ion of Pmtla  may be made with the "oaroia- 

lidad de Pantala Grande" which is   listed for the town of Socoltenango  in the 

special reoort of the royal accou t« rt for the year 1761  (T rens  1957:  217-19). 



Socolteiwrs;o   lies  between t':ii»  site of ancient CooanaRuastla and Comitan, 

a   little closer to the  former,    '¡'hi ^  do^s  not   help us  much  in malcinp: a  choice 

between the two towns as  the cenv.er of the calendrical names.    The question 

will have to be  left  undecided for   ohe  orssent, but with the evidence still 

strongly  in  favour of CotnitáiK 

titill another fact which tends to   link Comitá'n with these nnmes  is the 

oresent .-distribution of caléndrii.ai  ols^e ritmes..     Very fev hive survived,  but 

of the half dozen or so   easily  i-len-ifisd  ol^ce nitnes with combined  numerical 

and  day elements, three or  four ¡.re  in th-*  vicinity of Comitan.    The two 

hills of Iiun Chubin arid Go Oc  arc  noted for their archaeological  remains which 

date to the l.'aya   lato classic.,     'iunimna   lies  between Comitan nnd the  site of 

ancient Coapa.     A.nd the narre of i;om;t»'n it:>elf was  Baluncanan,  according to 

Vicente Pineda   (lB88s     150-1). 

The  strongest   evidence does   no,,  however,   indicate Tojolabal as  the eomrron 

language of the «re».     The passages  which  hive been  quoted  seem to  be Tzotzil 

or Tzoltal» 

From still another source tier;  is  m  indication that the calendar 

described by  Nunez  may  have.   exteudeJ  as  fur  <?s the  tacándonos o     Pemesal 

(19325   II, 425)  gives the name o;  u   Lacnndone chieftain who  sooke with Fray 

Pedro   Lorencio   in 1563.    The nami  wr.s  Chttiiaghoal, a  name which corresoonds 

oerfectly with the nsmes   registered   in this  document,  and which resembles 

neither the Yucatec  nor the Quic; ó versions of this   day.     liven the Chuj 

cilendar which corresoonds to th .   U:T\nz  "Taisltal"  calendar in all but 4 days, 

doao not  contain the  4GK0A.L form,-     Phis  connection with the Ucandones may 

also  give us a  clue as to  how th • i acntsc   clay names  may h«<ve entered  into the 

Comitá'n calendar;. 
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Other than this  on» clue   ve hive  no   i lea   how  fur the uñe of this  nirti- 

cular Chianss  calendar  fay  have  '••-'tended<     A  search  of other  early bantisral 

records  rr.ay turn un other corrn'ji'ntIra whish  shared this  calendar or which 

ur.ed other calendars* 

No  atternot will   be mad» to  treat   hern of several  other asoects  of this 

calendrical  material»    The connection botvtien the calendar and napuaHsm which 

ia   described by  Nunex will be treated   in  *   separate  oaner.     For the  present 

it  will   suffice to   note the  Principal   con: .usions  which   may  be  drawn  from the 

material  presented  here. 

1. Calendrical  names were U3ed  durin;1; the nre-Hisoanic   oeriod and  for 

the  first  few years after the conquest by  ohe peoole  living  in the area  of 

Comita'n or Copanap,uestla., 

2. The  lanpuape spoken by theae p-sooLe  tray have been related to  modern 

Ttotzil. 

3. Ttottil was  very  likely sDoken at Copanapuastla, thus confirninp; 

the statement of Minsnez.    This  conclusion  is based on the short  Dassar.es 

•vritten by the priests or their scribes.     -hatever the  olace of origin for 

the book, the priests v/ere almost certainly from the convent of Cooanafruastla o 

4. The  "Tseltal"  day  names  published by  Núñez de  la Vepa were  in comrron 

use  in the area  described  during the  16th centuryl  however» other day narres, 

some resembling those recorded by  Landa  for Yucatán, v/ere also  in use. 

5. The use of this   set   of oalendrioO   names  may have  extended to  the 

Lacandones« 

6. Some  inferences   may  be  made  as to   the  "good  or bad"  quality attached 

to the numerals and  day names  of trm divin*tory  calendar.    These inferences 

are based on the distribution of thj comM ied  «lements as  illustrated  in Table  I. 

John V.. Baroco 
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rJOTiSS 

Alfredo  Barrara Vasquez  (1943:  5)   renorts*     ".osábamos  que  los árticas, 
los  zaDotecas y  los mirtecas acostumbraban dar a   Ins orrsoms  nombres  cnlen- 
dárlcoB.    lorquemada  a  Ixtlixoohitl hacen referencia a algunos  nersor.a.jes 
totonacas   llevando  notrbres  calendíricos,  aunque traducidos al  nrfhuatl. 
Deidades  del  panteón azteca y algunas   del quiche,   llevaban también esta 
clase de nombres.     De que hubieran oract.icado   los  mayas de Yucatan  la  costumbre 
de dar nombres  calendárteos  a  los  niños,  no  hay noticia,  núes  no hemos  visto 
h^sta  hoy consignado  en ningún documento  nombres  calendárteos    pertenecientes 
a  oersonas.    Otros  prunos  mayas s£ usaban nombres  calenaarioos  coro   loa 
cakchiqueles." 

L«nda,  (1941:129)  however,  mentions the custom of taking the children 
to  a calendar priest  for a general horoscope, and to  receive a calendrical 
name vhich w«s used only during childhood.     Núñez de  la Vega  describes  a  simi- 
lar custom for the Tzeltal,  but without  specifically saying that  the child 
received a  cylindrical name.     Nunez places  more emphasis on the relationship 
with nagualism,  saying that   it was  from the calendar oriest that the nagual 
of the child was known—the nagual corresoonding to the day of birth. 

This  oroblem of the significance of the calendrical name,  and other tyoes 
of personal  names, within the culture will be  discussed  in another oaoer now 
in preparation.    The oroblem  is  especially  interesting  in the Tzeltal-tzotzil 
area   "here nagualism is  very strong, but the calendrical oriest  and the knowledge 
of the old day names have disaoneared, a  result that  right  not  have been 
oredicted  in view of the statement of Kúíiez de  la Vega.    For a theoretical 
discussion of the differential retention of calendrical  elements  in 
Guatemala see  Nash  (1957). 

'This book forms Dart of the Archivo de la Diócesis of San Cristo'bal 
las Casas, Chiaoas. It was made available to me by Msgr. Flores, to whom 
I am also  indebted  for assistance in the oaleograohy of several difficult 
oassages. 

"^f these unclassified day names, one can be verified because of  its 
survival as  a  place name,    This  is 0C, which survives  as a  place name for a 
hill very near Comita'n.     Since 0C  has not anoeared as a day name  in any of the 
calendars of the highlands, Go-oc  has not  oreviously been identified as a 
calendrical  name. 



T A.B 1-K  I   - KKhQU&NC'i CF CiVLfcNDRICAL OOt.'BIMTIDNS 

1     ' 2     '3     '4 «5 '( 
lo   Imo8,  Mox 3 2 

1 
2.   Igh 
3 o Votan 1 

1 
1 i 

4. Chañan 1 
2 

5 o   Abagh 1 1 3 
í 

6o Tox 
7,.  Moxio 1 2       1 

1 
Z 
3 

8 o  Lambat 
1 

9.  Molo,  Uulu 1 3 
9 

4 
? 

10.  tílab 

11. Batr 3 
1 

í 

12o   buob 
13'o Been 

1 
1 
1 

6 
3 

14 o  Hix 
15o Tzlquln 

3 
1 3 

3 
16o  Chabin 

2 
3 

17.  Chio 
1».  Chinax 1 1 

2 
3 

19.  Cahogh 
20o  Aghual 

2 
3 

& 
4 

10 '11    '12 13 

1      3 
1       1 

2 
1      2 
4 
1       1 
2 6 
3 4 
1       1 
1 

The upper figure in each column refers to   nnle n*mes «nd the  lo'ver figure to 
female ñames» 
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TABLE  II     Frequency  of o  -\nísh Aoellidos 

JjrfPtZ 79 í,0 LÍS 
HERNANDEZ 73 hSPiro- A 

PÉREZ 32 C ALVO 
JIMÉNEZ 22 'X)ht,VO 

«JUILAR 17 r„wz 
VELASCO 16 RU i:¡; 
TORALES 14 SANCHE: 
V/CSQUEZ 10 WRtíAS 
MÉNDEZ 9 DE Ltd";; 
GARCÍA 6 KíDHÍG' iZ 
ALVAREZ 7 PE  LA 1 )RRE 
DE  LUNA 6 CE  ¿0 tif. ¿JO 

TABLE  III    Frequenoy of the day   n»¡ma¡   ..ad orthographic variations 

1.   IJCS 3 13.   B-iEN 
MDX 2 E .in 
Imox 4 B ..n 

2.   IGH 0 14.  lii.X 

3 c  VOTAN 27 15 .  T MtiUIN 

4.  GHANAN 0 
C r-uin 

Canan 15 16.  C ¡A3IN 
C'«:bon 

5.   ABAGH 0 C ,i,b 
Aba o 10 0    ;«bi 
Abut 1 

17 ,   C   JO 
6.  TOX 1 

IB.   C TiJAX 
7.  MDXIC 6 •"''.   iilftZ 

Muxio 6 O iim 
'•ÍUSÍO 4 C\ -tu 
Moaic 1 a tu 

8.  LAUBAT 0 l'.K   CAJI .GH 
Lam 7 (¿e i Table   IV) 

9.  1IDID 0 20.   AGH ;AL 
MULU 0 Aga (-1 
ifel 
Mul 

1' 
34 

Agh s. 1 
Au» 

10. ELAB 3 

11.   BATZ 

12 „  EUOB 0 

12 
2 
1 

14 
4 

10 
3 
1 
1 

4 
12 
2 
1 



TABUS   IV   - UNCLASSIFIED  DAY   NAMES 

Name «a  It appears 
in the document 

Numerical 
Element 

Day 
element 

alternate 
Reading 

Alonzo Vacuc 

Juan Uacoo 

Francisco Ghuacuc 

Ana Ighuaooo 

Inrfs Vacoc 

IIucoc 

Bartolomé Balumoc 

Catarina Xooo 

Ana Xbalunchauo 

Diego Buluohau 

Ana Sbalunohauc 

Gonzalo Buluchauc 

Juan Lafthunchauo 

Isabel Xlaghunohauc 

Gabriel Chanohauc 

Catarina Xbaluncua 

Juana Xoquicha 

Catarina Xuluoh Volom 

Magdalena Xuluchmanich 

Catarina Xuexaoman 

Domingo Ghlaghunmen 

Vac  (6) Uo 

Vao  (6) Oc 

Vac  (6) Uo 

Vao  (6) Oc 

Vac  (6) Oc 

Hue  (7) Oc 

Balum (9) Oc 

Ho  (b) Oo 

Balun (9) Chauc 

Buluch (11) Chau 

Balun (9) Chauc 

Buluoh (11) Chauc 

Laghun (lo) Chauo 

Laghun (lo) Chauc 

Chan (4) Chauo 

Balun (9) Cua 

Ho   (5) Quioha 

Huluch (11) Volom 

liuluoh (1.1) Manich 

Yiashao  («) lian 

Laghun (lo) Men 

Vao-cuo 

Vac-ooc 

Vac-cue 

Vac-coo 

Vac-coc 

Hue-coo 
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TABLE V     DAY   NAMES <)!•' S ., ofcAL !¿AYA GHDUPS 

Yueateo^ Quiche1**" Chuj 
-aiu. 

"Tzeltal" 

Imix 

Ik 

Akbal 

Kan 

Chicchan 

Cimi 

Llanik 

La mat 

Muluo 

Oo 

Chuen 

Kb 

Ben 

Ix 

Men 

Cib 

Caban 

Ettnab 

Cauao 

Ahau 

Imox 

Ik° 

Ak'bal 

Kat 

Kan 

Kame 

Kik' 

K'anel 

Toh 

Tis 

Bats 

Balan 

Ah 

Its 

Tsiqln 

All Mak 

Noh 

Tihax 

Kanyok 

HunaDuk 

Imox 

Iq 

VJ oto n 

Abaq 

Abaq 

Tox 

Che 

lamba t 

Mulu 

Elap 

Baats 

Ai yup 

Been 

Ix 

Toikin 

Chabin 

Kik'ap 

Chinax 

chawok 

Ahau 

Mox,   In» o 

Igh 

Votan 

AbaRh 

AbaRh 

Tox 

Moxic 

Lambat 

*'olo, Mulu 

Elab 

Bats 

Euob 

Been 

Hix 

Ttiquin 

Chabin 

Chic 

Chinax 

Cahogh 

Achual 

Adapted from La Farge and By„r6  (l93l>.    The Quiche* list  is that 
collected by Sapper» 
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TZOTZIL-TZELTAL NOMBNCLATUH1S AND SOCIAL STHLiCTUHE 

FOREWORD 

This paper is a departmental project report. It is the third of a series 

of such reports dealing with the subject of nomenclature among the Tzeltal- 

Tzotzil. Since it is a field report many references to comparative material 

could not be included because they were not available at the time of writing. 

The intention in this paper is to describe the system of compound surnames 

which is characteristic of the areaj to outline the social structure of four 

indigenous communities which together illustrate the range of variation with which 

vre are dealing; ana finally to discuss briefly and in an exploratory fashion 

the question of clans and calpuls as elements of the pre-Hispanie social structure 

of the area. 

There are apparently several points of view concerning the present or past 

existence of clans in the area. The problem is one which undoubtedly requires 

further historical documentation, and there is no attempt here to offer final 

solutions or conclusions» 

The ultimate objective of this report and the others of this aeries is to 

establish a point of departure for historical research now being planned. 

I am grateful to Alfonso Villa Rojas for making available to me the 

unpublished materials which were used in the preparation of this report. 

John V. Baroco 
San Cristobal las Casas, 
Chiapas. 



Tzotzil-Tzeltal Nomenclature and Social Structure 

John V. Baroco 

The term "Tzotzil-Tzeltal" refers to two indigenous linguistic groups 

located in the central part of the state of Chiapas, the southernmost state of 

Mexico. The two languages belong to the Maya family and are very closely related. 

It is for this reason, and because they occupy contiguous areas, that they are 

frequently grouped together as in this discussion. The communities which comprise 

this linguistic area are located on the accompanying map. 

These communities range from ones in which Spanish is spoken by more than 

90/^ of the inhabitants to others in which the indigenous language is spoken by 

more than °0p of the inhabitants. The largest settlement is the city of San 

Cristóbal with some 17,500 inhabitants. This is the trade center for much of 

the area. San Cristobal is a "ladino'' or non-Indian city in that most of its 

inhabitants are not native speakers of the indigenous languages. 

The other settlements of the area might be classified as either Ladino, 

Indian or mixed towns. Several of the towns are more than 9%  Indian and the 

Indians have at least nominal control of the town government. In others, with a 

greater percentage of ladino inhabitants, the Indians usually havo only partial repre- 

sentation in the town government, or no representation at all. 

The ladino towns have in some cases a considerable indigenous population, 

but these individuals and families are transitional. The Indians are usually 

attempting to follow a ladino cultural pattern in dress, language and general 

behavior. 

In the indigenous and mixed towns» the Indian element is usually characterized 

by: 

1. A distinct costume which sets one apart from b oth ladinos and Indians 

of other towns. 

2. Some kind of political organization which enables them to deal withihe 
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neighboring ladinos and governmental agencies as a unit.    In an Indigenous town, 

this political organization will likely be formal and recognized by the State and 

i'ederal constitutions.    In a mixed town the organization may be an informal 

arrangement, whereby certain individuals of the Indian community come to be 

recognized by both ladinos and Indians as spokesmen for the community.    These 

individuals apparently gain anc* lose prestige according to the effectiveness 

with which they deal with the ladino authorities.    Their prestige and influence 

is measured by the number and kinds of things they are called upon to do,  and 

the willingness with which t hey are obeyed. 

3.    A religious life: which is distinct from that of the ladinos.    This 

religious life may be manifested in a great variety of forms.    It may simply be 

a question of celebrating certain religious fiestas apart from the ladinos, or more 

usually it extends to a well defined religious organisation and a cycle of 

religious observances which take place in the church,  in the milpas, in near-by 

caves or on hill tops, and in the homes of certain religious officials.    In a 

typical indigenous or mixed community the Indians will have a formal religious 

organization which includes offices and functions that are clearly distinct 

from ladino religious activitieso 

1+.    Certain traditions and customs which may include community or barrio 

endogamyj beliefs concerning naguales (animals or elements of nature which are 

spiritually related to an individual and which may assist him in curing., witch- 

craft, or other supernatural activities); marriage and birth ceremonies which 

center around t he kin group and which may be more important than the rites 

recognized by the Catholic Church; etc. 
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5. Localization of houses and farm lands according to custom or decision 

which derives from the indigenous community itself. In a mixed community the 

Indian houses usually surround a ladino center. In both Indian and uixed commun- 

ities, the farm lands which are not individually owned, are apportioned out among 

the Indian community according to the section of town in which they live or 

according to real or conventionalized kin groups. 

6. Occupation might be considered a characteristic which sets the Indian 

community apart from the ladino, but it is not ^artic ularly diagnostic. 

iiany entire communities have ¡;iven up the Indian way of life, including almost 

all of the characteristics listed above, and yet they continue to farm the land 

in the same way as their typically Indian neighbors. In general, the only full- 

time occupation of the Indian male is that of farming (although many part-time 

specialists are found in the Indian communities). Extractive and craft industries, 

as well as trading, are .all important in one or another of the Indian communities, 

but full time is almost never devoted to these activities» Women take time from 

their many other chores around the house to work at these specialties, and men 

find time between the field chores to perform those gainful activities which are 

considered men's work. 

In general these are the salient cultural and social characteristics of 

the area. Our attention will now be turned to the system of nomenclature. A 

generalized pattern will first -e presented, and then discussed in terms of social 

structure and historical implications. 

I. Social anthropologists who have worked in the area have noted exoyamous 

name groups in some of the communities which seem to function as patrilineal clans 

and lineages. In other communities these same name groups exist, but without 

any of the clan or linefige characteristics. This difference has not been 

satisfactorily explained, although the obvious factor of differential acculturation 
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has been suggested as the principal mechanism by which the present situation may 

be explained. 

The name groups are based on the inheritance of a compound surname through 

the paternal line. A child inherits from his father, not one, but two surnames. 

The first of these surnames is Spanish (Hernandez, Vazquez, Perez, etc.) and the 

second is indigenous (Ton^, Tulan, Sip, etc.). The two surnames or "apellidos", 

are not usually separable, although by rule the indigenous apellido is ordinarily 

sufficient to identify a person, and is frequently the only one employed by 

friends and neighbors within the community. 

Usually the indigenous apellido is restricted to a particular community. 

However, occasionally a given apellido may be found in several communities. 

This can often be explained by migration, but a few of the apellidos have a 

distribution which might indicate multiple origins. The Spanish apellidos, on 

the other hand, are relatively few, and the same ones are repeated from community 

to community. 

Each individual bears, in addition to his double surname, a baptismal, or 

given name, which as a local indigenous equivalent. This equivalent is usually 

a conventionalized mispronunciation or abbreviation of the common Spanish Riven 

name. Thus, Domingo Vazquez Tulan might be called by his friends in the village, 

Turn Tulan. To an inquiring ladino, he would likely be either Domingo Vazquez, 

Domingo Vazquea Tulan, or Domingo Vazquez itoble. (In the dialect of San Barto- 

lomé, the word Tulan is used to refer to the oak tree (roble), although the 

meaning of the word in other communities, and perhaps the original lüeaning, is 

fuerte, or strong). If this individual were vexy acculturated, he wight give his 

name as Domingo Vazquez Gomez, assuming that Gome» was his mother's Spanish 

apellido. 
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The rule, then, is that an individual inherits from his father these two 

surnames, which are combined in a certain way. For instance, in a given community 

Tulan should never be combined with any other surname than Vazquez. But Vazquez 

will probably combine with quite a few other indigenous surnames. Therefore, we 

have the analogy of clans and lineages: Vazquez designating the patri-clan, and 

Tulan, a lineage within that clan. 

The variations from the above model can usually be explained by accuituration-- 

an attempt to bring the indigenous system of naming to conform withthe national 

system, which is that of inheriting a single apellido or surname from both the 

father and the mother.. 

In attempting to follow the national pattern of naming, the Indian may 

select either the Spanish or the indigenous surname of h: s father and combine it 

with either the Spanish or indigenous surname of the mother. Thus any one of four 

possible surnames may result. For example, the children of Jose Vazquez Din 

and xlosa and Espinosa Sip may have any of the following surnames: Vazquez 

Espinosa, Vázquez Sip, Uin Espinosa, or Uin Sip. The first of these possibilities 

is the most common choice, or rather the most common imposition of the ladino 

authorities» 

The authorities to whom the Indian must come to register births, 

deaths, baptisms, or other civil or religious acts, now uniformly require the 

Indian to follow the national system of nomenclature, and they usually make the 

choice for him, registering only the Spanish surnames of the father and mother. 

The distribution of this system of nomenclature is irregular. It is found 

in both mixed and indigenous communities and among both the Tzeltal and the Tzotzil. 

Only in a few of the communities is this system used by a majority of the inhabitants, 

altho some individuals may be found in all of the communities who trace descent in 

the manner described» 
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Here we shall be able to deal specifically with only four «omrsunities of the 

southern end of the Tz ltal-Tzgtzil area, and this only in an exploratory fashion» 

II. The communities which are described below are ones from which we have 

data on the social organization and the system of nomenclature. They illustrate 

the range of variation which may be found within the linguistic area as a whole» 

1 ° 
1. San Bartolomé de los Llanos»  The community is nu^eated,, the Indian 

community living in the town center with approximately an equal number of ladinos. 

The town is divided into five barrios (the largest of these is in the process 

of splitting to i'on.i a sixth) each of which has an informal political and religious 

organization. The communal lands which surround the town, are x-oughly divided into 

areas which are thought to correspond to each of the barrios. Ordinarily, there- 

fore, members of a given barrio work land in the same area» The; barrios are not 

now endogamic altho they may have been in the pasto 

The basic, unit of the political and religious organization is the barrio. 

This is the social unit which provides personnel for religious and political 

activities, and is the basis for the pattern of land use. The barrios tend to 

perform many religious activities separately. This sepáratenos:; la displayed 

especially when in the month of ¡lay the annual pilgrimage is made to the top of 

the hill behind the town. Each of the barrios makes tha pilgriiaage separately on 

succeeding weeks» The other major fiestas are sponsored by one or the other of 

the barrios, but usually t he other barrios cooperate in celebrating the fiesta, in 

attendance if not financially. 

Status and respect are a chieved thru service within t he traditional religious 

organization, or thru effective political leadership within the barrio. The 

religious offices which remain are few. The pos Ltion of alférez is still important, 

although it is not filled every year, because of the great outlay of money which 

is required (and perhaps also because the office does not confer as much prestige 

as formerly). The political leadership is displayed in being able to maintain 
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good relations with the ladino authorities and intervene with them to secure 

special services for the barrio, to protect a member of the barrio who has been 

jailed, etc. 

Nagualism as a means of social control is a thing of the past. Informants 

relate that the leaders of the past possessed naguales, but those of the present 

do not. There :s no longer any individual who has sufficient : influence or 

stature to command the entire town, however they can relate an unbroken succession 

of such leaders of the past ¿oing back some one hundred years and ending with the 

oeath of the last such leader within the last fifteen years. 

¡ferriage is not contracted between members of the same lineage and is not 

usual between persons having the same Spanish apellido. 

Compound names are used by almost the entire Indian community. The Spanish 

apellido apparently has no function other than that of being used for identification 

when dealing with ladinos. The indigenous apellido is used with a Spanish bap- 

tismal name, or its indigenous equivalent, to identify the individual within the 

indigenous community and to indicate the lineage. The lineage has no social 

function within the community political or religious organization. 

,    2 
2. San Pablo Chalchihuitan.  The community is divided into five "calpules" 

or barrios which are geographically localised. The cabecera is, unlike San 

Bartolomé, of the vacant type. The land comprising the cabecera, or town center, 

is not thought to belong to any one of the barrios, but to the community as a 

whole. 

The political and religious organization is based on the barrio (arid perhaps 

within the barrio, on the lineage). Status and respect are achieved thru age and 

service to the community in religious and political offices. The barrios hold 

certain fiestas separately, and for general fiestas the money is collected within 

each barrio by the principales or "pasados" (those who have attained a certain 

status through age and service) of the barrio. 
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The possession of naguales was probably a means of social control in the past» 

Huch skepticism is expressed today about the existence of these spirits, although 

their importance in the past is readily admitted. 

The use of the compound name is universal, and the indigenous apellidos are 

localized by barrio (calpul)» The Spanish apellidos, on the other hand, are found 

dispersed throughout the municipio. Barrio endogamy is both an ideal and a 

practice. The Spanish apellido group is an exogaraous unit, however the unity of 

the group is recognized only within the barrio. A person with the same Spanish 

surname, but from a different barrio is not considered to be a relative. 

In these two communities we already see a major difference in the social 

organization and the system of nomenclature, although they seem to be cut from the 

same basic pattern. The characteristics of San Bartolomé might be explained by 

a greater rate of acculturation. In San Bartolomé the indigenous name serves only 

to identify the individual and the lineage, while in San Pablo the name has the 

additional function of geographical 1y locating the"individual within the community. 

The Spanish surname group, however, shows little more function than in San 

Bartolomé. 

In neither of these communities do we see much evidence at present of a 

connection between nagualism and the surname groups. 

3. Qxchuc.  All of the population and lands of the community (including the 

town center) are divided into two barrios (calpules). Geographical limits for 

the two barrios are pointed out by informants, but individuals living or working 

in either of the areas do not always belong to the calpul to which the area should 

correspond. 

Membership in a calpul is described by Villa as similar to membership in a 

fraternity which carries on certain religious and political activities, iiach 

calpul has a hierarchy of both political and religious offices which confer status 

and authority on those who hold them. Positions in the political structure of 
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the community as a itfhole are filled alternately from the two calpuls.. At the 

present time membership in the oalpuls seems to be a matter of choice. 

The town center is a place of permanent residence for a few ladinos and 

Indians. llore than ?(£• of the Indians live in small settlements near the fields 

which they work» 

As in most of the other communities, age and service in religious and political 

offices brings status and respect. The individuals who hold these offices are 

thought to possess powerful naguales which aid them in the maintenance of order 

and the punishing of transgressors. 

The use of the compound name is universal, and the indigenous as well as 

the Spanish apellidos are found dispersed throughout the community, according to 

Villa, both the indigenous and the Spanish surname groups hnvn  social functions 

within the political, ano. religious structure. The head of both the "clan" and 

the lineage is usually the oldest male of the respective group in terms of age and 

service.. The clan leaders must give their consent to marriages of the ¡.embers 

of the group and they perform various activities in the arrangements and ritual 

connected with marriage. 

Although Villa states specifically that land is individually owned, he further 

states that land used or owned by a man may be claimed by "clan brother" if this 

person dies leaving no close male relatives. Land is inherited "within the lineage, 

unless the wife actually helped buy it with money earned from her own activities." 

The possession of strong naguales is attributed to lineage and clan leaders 

as well as calpul leaders, and this is an important factor in social control. 

Disputes uithin a lineage are usually handled by the lineage leader on the basis 

of his traditional authority and the implied power of his nagual. 
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I4. Cancuc.^ The community of Cancuc is also divided into two barrios 

(culibales or calpules) which are not strictly localised and which are not 

endogamic. Membership in a barrio (culibal) is determined not by choice, as in 

Oxchuc, but by lineage. The political and religious offices of the community 

alternate between the two barrios as in Oxchuc. 

The community was until only recently divided into lour non-localized exoiamic 

clans ¡jith indigenous names. At present there are only three clans jecauae of 

a merger effected within the last two generations. iiach clan has a guardian 

spirit (lab- the sama naiae given to the personal nagual in Tzeltal communities) 

which resides in a. certain cave from which the clan is thought to have emerged. 

There are now no heads of clans, although each clan formerly was headed by an 

individual with t he title of chulel. 

The compound name is present, but the Spanish surname is even less important 

than in the first two communities which have been described. Kany individuals 

have reportedly "forgotten" their Spanish surname. On the other hand, the indigenous 

name is important because it identifies the lineage and the barrio. ¿Since the 

exoganic unit is the clan, and the Spanish surnames do not coincide withthe clan, 

this name yroup has no function in regard to marriage reflation, nor, in fact to 

an;; other institution as far as can be seen. The over-riding function of the 

Spanish surname as a í.ieans of identification used with ladinos is, however, 

probably important in all of the communites. 

III. We may now consider the relationship of the system of nomenclature 

to the social structure of these communities. In the communities described the 

compound name is used by most of the inhabitants. The second part of the name, 

the indigenous apellidos, is no problem. It is the patronym, and indicates the 

lineage. 
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Since a lineage is always attached to a clan, if there are clnns.it must 

also serve to identify the clan of an individual. In at least two of the communities 

it alto identifies the individual's membership in a calpul. It does not differ in 

type or function from the indigenous surnames which Hoys (1°U0) collected in 

Yucat&n. 

The first part of the name, the Spanish apellido, is a pro ilei», however. 

Its orly function as far as can be seen :is as a convenient means of identification 

tobe vsed with lacíinos. Nevertheless, the individuals who bear any one of these 

Spanish apellidos seem, in some communities, to form a cohesive social unit with 

the following characteristics: 

3 . It is exoyamous. 

c.    It has an internal organization which regulates ¡narria -e hxvú  settles 

internal disputes. 

'¿»    The members of the group are found dispersed throughout the community 

(or other endof/amous unit). 

ii. It is composed of a group of specific lineages. 

On the basis of these characteristics, t he Spanish name groups have been 

considered clans. 

In reaching this conclusion, however, two important points have been left 

unexplained: 

3. The essential conflict between the calpul aid the clan as structural 

concepts has not been satisfactorily explained. The two institutions have been 

described with overlapping functions and jurisdiction. 

2. Clans are reported from Cancuc which have the same characteristics as 

the c3ans of the other communities but do not correspond to Spanish name groups, 

although the name groups exist in the community. The Spanish surnames appear not 

to have any function within the community. 
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These are basically historical problems, but their resolution will be of 

siftnificance to the social anthropologist. In effect, we are saying that we know 

notliing of the origin of these institutions in the area. Since the historical 

work which might answer these questions has not yet been undertaken, we may at 

this point only indicate several hypotheses. 

The following chart indicates the presence or absence of four characteristics 

*< .j -.o^wiated with the calpul or barrio. 

íuncSTon  Calpul or 
of the    Barrio is 
Calp\il or  localized;; 
Barrio    controls 

land use- 

Chalchihuitán  yes 

its own pol- divided into specnic oiv..^ 
itical and   lineages unit 
religious 
organization  i i 11 

yes yes yes 

Cancuc vestiges 
only 

yes yes vestiges 
only 

San 
Bartolomé yes yes no no 

Qxchuc vestiges 
only 

yes no no 

As indicated in the above chart, all four of these characteristics are 

present in Chalchihuitán, and this remarkable similarity to the Astee calpul 

prompted Villa Rojas (I°a6aí23-2U) to conclude his comparison of the two institutions 

in the following words. 

Por los párrafos aqui transcritos se puede ver que el Calpulli mejicano 
estaba basado en lasos de párente co(de naturaleza ciánica posiblemente); 
con delir.itacióa geográfica definda y parcelas de terreno que se trans- 
mitían de padres a hijos: las tierras no podían venderse ni traspasarse 
a otro üalpuUi, pero sí darse en renta. Los calpullis eran endogámicos 
y se procuraba evitar la mezcla con ;.:ente de otro calpul. £n los 
asuntos -de gobierno eran los parientes de mas edad y experiencia los 
que llevaban la res; onsabilidad. A más de esto, se sabe también, por otras 
fuentes que cada calpul tenía sus propios dioses, sus propios sacerdotes 
y su propia estructura religiosa. La similitud entre las dos situaciones 
que venimos comparando resulta así bastante aproximada y sugestiva.3 
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At the same time, Villa refers to the thesis of ¡ianuel i-i. iioreno (1931) saying that 

...aunque habla de clanes en todo el curso de su trabajo, no sienta 
las bases que prueban su existencia ni tampoco explica el papel que, 
en caso de existir, pudieron tener tales clanes en la composición del 
calpulli. 

This criticism of Moreno might well be applied to Villa himself. By bis own 

definition of the Aztec calpul, Villa has suggested a social unit which appears 

very much like a localized clan. He has indicated that- this organization is 

remarkably similar to that found today in San Pablo Chalchihuitan. And he also 

has talked about clans in these communities without explaining how these clans 

function in a society with a calpul type of organization. 

The clans, apart from the calpul, nevertheless exist. While both the calpul 

and the clan (in Chalchihuitan and Cancuc) are composed of specific lineages, 

the one is endogamic, in tendency at least, and the other is exogamic. The 

two institutions seem at cross purposes - as though one were imposed upon the 

other. How does a clan leader wield judicial authority over a group of lineages, 

when this same authority is also vested in the leaders of the calpul? 

The suggestion that the social structures of the entire Tzeltal-Tzotzil 

area are based on a common pattern (Villa 19U6atl8) seems valid. The calpul 

was almost certainly included in this pattern and there is a strong indication, 

as we have seen, that the calpul was superimposed over another kind of clan 

organization, differing from the calpul in being exogamic and consequently non- 

localized. 

Since we are now in no position to attempt to reconstruct the prehispanic 

social structure for the area, we ;;:ay suggest several possibilities which can 

be checked historically. 

1. The Aztec calpul type of organization may have been introduced 
by the Spanish and imposed upon a local organization which may have 
had some other kind of clan organization. 
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2. The calpul type of organization may have been introduced much 
earlier and have been well established when the Spanish arrived.. 

3» The institution which we are calling a calpul may have been the 
result of Spanish reducciones, each calpul or barrio having at one 
time corresponded to a separate community. 

This last possibility is perhaps the most likely of the three, and indicates 

the importance of undertaking historical research which can give us an idea of 

how the reducciones were carried out in this area. 

The only evidence we have as to the origin of the Spanish surname group t.a 

inferential. We know that it was customary in the 16th century to ^ive the 

newly baptized infidel (Jew, Moor, or pagan) the name of his sponsor at baptism. 

Thus, the baptized adult became both a member of the Catholic Church and a r.enber 

of the Spanish society which accepted him. This custom is reported in a number 

of places but a simple reference here will suffice, üotolinia., reporting the 

baptism of a son of Moctezuma, describes the rite of exorcism and baptism and 

finally mentions those presentí "a lo cual fueron presentes Rodrigo de Paz, que 

a la sazón era alcacil mayor (y por ser su padrino se llamo al bautizado 

Rodrigo de Paz), y otros oficiales de su majestad." (l°Ul:ll°). 

The general procedure used in baptizing adults is also described by iiotolinia. 

All of the persons who were to be baptized were gathered together and over all 

of these the rite of baptism was performed. Then over only a few were the 

associated rituals of the time performed. The children were baptized separately 

and individually. (I9iilsl25). 

From these two fragments and similar evidence, we may imply two things: 

the Indians were ,7;iven the Spanish names of their sponsors in baptism and the 

adults were baptized in groups. Thus a large ,iroup may have received the same 

Spanish apellido at baptism. If the group that was brought together happened 

to be a clan or calpul, then the Spanish apellido might have coincided with this 

group. On the other hand, if the group brought together for baptism did not happen 

to correspond to an existing kin group, then an artificial, spiritually related 
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group may have been created, all of these individuals being children in baptism 

of the same sponsor. This spiritual kinship group may have been institutionalized 

and perpetuated with the proldbition against intermarriage (of siblings) and 

with limited responsibilities and functions in regard to marriages of members 

of the group. 

This theory might explain not only the origin and function of the Spanish 

name groups, but also the way in which they became a part of the calpul-like 

structure. However* there is one principal reason why this theory is unacceptable 

as an explanation for the origin of clans in the area. This one objection is 

the fact that exogamia clans with origin norths and with indigenous names are 

reportad for Cancuc. 

There is a possibility that the date from Cancuc can be reinterpreted, to fit 

the above theory, but ultimately the entire question of the origin of the name 

groups and the presence of exogamic non-localized clans in the same community 

with e:adogamics localized clans (the calpul) will have to be documented. 

Historical speculation is no substitute for historical research, as the above 

exercise illustrates. 



NOTES 

•^This outline is based on the field work of the author arid of Arthur Hubel 
in San Bartolomé during the summer of 19!>7. 

2Based on the field work of Calixta Oruiteras (19U6). The data used here is 
taken from the summary by Villa Hojas (l?U6a). 

33ased on the field work of Calixta Quiteraa (19U2) as reported in the 
article, Kinship and Magualism in a Tzeltal Community, Southeastern i léxico, (I9l»7). 

^Based on the field v;ork of Calixta uuiteras (19U6) as reported by her in 
Clanes y sistema de Parentesco de Cancuc (Mexico), (19U7) • 

'This quotation is from an unpublished paper. Villa has personally informed 
me that he no longer holds this opinion. 

Villa and Guiterras are undoubtedly the two persons who could most clearly 
present the nature and function of the clan and calpul for this area. It is 
therefore unfortunate that we do not have a more precise statement from either of 
them which would picture the functioning of clans and calpuls in the li¿ht of 
present knowledge, and with an indication of the questions which remain unanswered. 
For instance. Chalchihuite» is divided into two endogaraic, localized calpuls. 
Clan names (the Spanish apellidos) extend across these calpul boundaries. Does 
a single clan leader command in both calpuls? How clearly are the political 
functions of the clan authorities separated from those of the calpul authorities? 
What evidence is there of friction between the two groups? If there is open 
hostility between the two barrios or calpuls (as has been reported for several 
of the towns) how are amicable clan relations extended across calpul lines? 
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WITCHCRAFT AS SOCIAL PROCESS IN A TZELTAL COMMUNITY 

Witchcraft belief and practice is a pervasive aspect of Taeltal and Tzotzil 

Indian communities in the southeastern highlands of Chiapas» ".n the community 

of Amatenango, a Tzeltal speaking municipio, men are frequently killed for being 

practicing witches„ In the nine months that I spent in Amatenango, and for three 

additional months for which I have data, every two months a man was murdered for 
2 

bring a witch» 

The theory of witchcraft in Amatenango is a fairly coherent body of conven~ 

tional understandings, Amatenangueros believe that some men have animal counter- 

parts, called nahuales„ The nahual may be a common domesticated animal like a 

horse, dog, or bull,, or it may be one of the wild animals that roves the hills, 

fuch as the mountain lion or deer„  It is never a fantasy animal» The nahual 

is a source of power for its owner, or possessor. The possessor of a nahual may» 

on whim, but only at night, transform himself into the animal and roam the street? 

of the pueblo or travel the hills near the community. As thp nahual he may converse 

with other nahualesu The nahual is the source of power in medical practice,, and 

ill curare must have at least one nahual in their possession» A man ia born 

f.&sociated with, or possessor of a nahual. The nahual is revealed to him in a 

cream» He does not necessarily announce this to the community ¡, or act in any 

fpecial way because he has an animal counterpart. 

Sometimes men with nahuales may get vicious and use their power, which is 

essentially a medical and curing power, to bring illness rather than to cure 

:.t«, These men are the witches- Possessors of animal counterparts who use the 

special medical power that such animals confer to inject illness into others 

or to eat souls are witches* The nahual who walks by night may pai«s a sick person's 

J.U Paper read at the Central State» Anthropological Society, May 13-1 f>» 1959. 

'•I.,    Field work was financed by the National Institute of Mental Health.. T am also 
indebted to the Instituto Nacional Indigenista for aid and support. 
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house and night by night weatn a bit of his soul, until the body has no strength 

and the bewitched victim dies. 

Two things must be stressed about the nahual witch belief system» First all 

curers have nahuales,, but some men with nahualea are not known to the community, 

Secondly, possession of a nahual does not necessarily mean that a person is a witch 

or practicing witchcraft. 

As a body of cultural theory then, the witchcraft Systran leaves opon the em- 

pirical definition of who is a witch» Cultural theory does not, tell anyone who 

a witch is, and gives no particular, immediate rules for the logical or empirical 

establishment of a witch» 

This I take to be a characteristic of any functioning system of witchcraft 

belief. Since witches are practitioners of aggressive and deadly magic and are 

continual threats to the social order, and operate in violation of the noral rules 

of a society, it is not possible to have a set of cultural beliefs which provides 

general and immediately verifiable rules for the identification of a witch. If 

auch operational witch theory did exist it would mean that no witches would op- 

erate, for nobody would suffer their presence. 

It is this general characteristic of a system of witch beliefs that make» the 

study of witchcraft a study of social process» For one of the issues perennially 

at stake in a society with a cultural theory that includes witchcraft i» the identi- 

fication of witches and their elimination. 

The identification of a witch is a social process of validation of somebody's 

aggressive activity against a witch. A society with witchcraft beliefs must have 

sume social machinery to decide, when a man, or group, or the whole society eliminates 

a witch, that they have served as executioners, not as murderers.The problem of 

social order rests on the consensual meshing of public opinion about an act of vio- 



Lence which is either a favor to the society as a whole, or the most flagrant 

violation of its moral equilibrium, 

Viewing witchcraft from the side of the victim, that is someone who feels 

that witchcraft has been exercised against him, is a convenient perspective for 

seeing how the social process of identification and validation is conducted. A 

man or a member of his family gets sick in Amatenango, Like us, he assumes it will 

pass. He may take a bottle of the home brewed trago, a medicinal herb¡, some aspirin, 

and forget about it,» The illness, however, does not pass» He needs the services 

of a specialist» He calls one of the curers, of which there are about a dozen» A 

curing ritual is carried on» Time passes and he worsens* He calls the curer 

again, this time asking if he is under the spell of a witch. A ceremony of pulsing 

ixid  blood letting ie carried on, and foreign objects are sought in the man»s bloods 

His blood is asked to "talk" to the diviner and say what kind of illness he is 

afflicted with» 

He get3 sicker and sicker, no curing ceremony helps, no herbs relieve, no 

liquor eases, no penicillin brings abatement It is witchcraft, certainly,, As 

he sickens, he cannot work» his assets melt away, he cannot look after his animals, 

and they are lost.. All this is a further sign of witchcraft. His pressing problem 

is to get the spell lifted, to identify the witch who is causing this trouble» He 

calls all the curers together in a major curing ceremony» Each one pulses, each 

one says he is trying to cure the man» Nobody will name a witch. The man is dying 

end no one knows who is behind it» 

He may invite one of the curers with whom he is especially friendly or in whom 

he has confidence, ply the man with liquor and attempt to get a name from him. 

Failing this, he will review the reasons why anyone would hold a grudge against 

him. Was it envy for his good crop? Was it an argument in a brawl? Was it refusal 

to offer liquor to a curer? Was it stickiness in a marriage negotiation? Was it 
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his hauteur in treating a poor villager? these are the kinds of questions he asks. 

He then makes a decision that someone is doing him in. He asks onra of the 

curers to send hia nahual around to talk to this man'e nahual and tell it that 

no harm., envy, or hatred is held by the sick man.'. If he recovers soon thereafter, 

the affair is closed. But say it ia one of his children and the child dies» He 

then holds a grudge against a witch. He may not be sure enough to act, but he 

keeps looking for evidence0 He watches his suspect, keeps asking, keep3 worrying 

the idea, and he begins to sound out public opinion about the roan, and, perhaps,to 

spread news of his growing suspicion* If a further misfortune hita him in short 

crdsr, he acts* 

In Amatenango killing a witch is always an affair of ambuah, is always a group 

of men against the witch» Amatenangueros may or may not be brave as we measure 

bravery, but only a fool will pit his ordinary self against a nian he suspects of 

being a powerful witch„ and only a fool will even seek vengeance when his intended 

victim is in command of his powers» The killing of a witch then is an ambush, with 

t.he man to be killed set upon when he is drunk, and set upon by a group of men» 

The most usual method of killing is to poke a shot gun through the wattle~and-daub 

ifall of the suspect's house when the man to be killed is in an alcoholic stupor, 

pull the trigger,, and disappear into the night. Other killings of which I have 

lcnowledge include cutting a witch to pieces with a machete, kicking hiir, to death 

with the heavy cheated caites. and shooting in the back with a pistol» 

The crucial factor here is that a man, together with a small number of his 

friends or kinsmen, have decided to kill another man as a witch» The problem 

:'acing the community is whether the killing was justified» That is, did a witch 

¡jet destroyed, and therefore a source of potential evil get removed, or did a man 

Indulge a personal grievance, or a drunken impulse? This is what the trials after 
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a killing are concerned with. It is rarely a question of who did the killing; that 

is almost immediate public knowledge» The question is one of the validity of the 

slaying» and that validity turns on the problem of identification, Identification 

is a social decision as to the character of a dead man., and as to the character of 

his slayer. For after all, it is nearly as uncomfortable a situation to have a 

murderer about in a small community as it is to have a witch, Both share the trait 

of irresponsible evil-making., 

Here I want, in part, to describe, a trial after the killing of a man* The 

suspected slayer was brought before the assembled officials of Amatenango in the 

building which houses the civil officers» The accused man wa3 seen drinking with 

the dead man the night before,, They had quarreled, the accused had called the man 

an ak enamel — a caster of sickness — and had cursed him for bringing misfortune» 

The now dead man had laughed and staggered away to his house» So much was common 

knowledge» 

Witnesses were assembled» They included the immediate family of the accused» 

the widow and brother of the dead man, and the father of the dead man» Several of 

the neighbors of the dead man and several neighbors of the accused were also on 

hand inside the juzgado» Outside many people of the dead man's barrio hovered near 

the entrance to the juzgado? Everybody in the community was talking about the 

recent death» The people in the dead man*s barrio came to view the body» which was 

under the charge of the officers of the civil hierarchy» 

The questioning went something like this. The judges addressed remarks to the 

accused» Did he drink with the deceased last night and did he insult him? Yes, he 

did both» Why the insult? The accused recounted the death of one of his children, 

from witchcraft» Then he said the dead man had told him at the time of the funeral 

that death was not finished yet in that household» Two weeks later another member 
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of the household died, The man*» wife supported the story» Neighbors said they 

had heard the threat at the funeral. Neighbors then went on to aay the dead man 

was becoming muy bravo asi he learned to be a curer, He was not as humble as 

a beginning curer should be, but demanded much. 

The  judge then turned to the dead man's family, who had heard all this 

testimo:íiy, which established two important things: First the dead man was a novice 

curer and this meant, that he had a nahual, and second that he was regarded as 

bravo or aggressive by the neighbors and did not properly abide by the age respect 

rules of Amatenango social interaction* 

The kin of the dead man then began a line of testimony which carefully and 

systematically severed their social relations with the deceased. The dead man's 

wife testified that her husband was often gone nights, drinking„ or doing she 

knew not whats She did not know of his special powers—had she not recently lost 

a child from what appeared to be witchcraft too? She established the fact that her 

husband was a mystery to her and that she did not know of his violation of re.?pect 

relations or his beginning;? in curing* Effectively she denied her social relation 

as wife.» The dead man's brothisr then testified that he was a friend of the accused 

and that they had been drinking the night before and in fact were together when 

the killing took placi. but were far from the Bite of the slaying» Now every one 

knew that the dead man's brother had been so drunk that he could not with reliability 

testify to anything» What he was affirming was his. confidence in the accused and 

his unwillingness to assert the claim of sibling for revenge„ He too severed 

social relationships with the dead man. 

It was now clear to the judges, and to me, who was amazed and confused by 

the trial, that nothing was going to happen to the accused» He was fre<¿„ His 

just grievance had been established, his neighbors had called him a cumplido, 



honorable man;,  And the dead man was singled out as a violator of norms, his; 

wife and brother had publicly cut their connections to him and had established 

the basis for a verdict„    The judges decided the slain man had been in fact a 

witch» The 3layer was in fact an executioner,, not a murderer- Community 0"n- 

uenaus was quickly reached on thi* killing. 

When the Mexican police came the next day to investigate a killing, they 

were preaented with a minute description of the position of the dead man9 the 

Lime of the killing,, the size of the hole in his head, etc» But they were not 

preaented with any suspects. To the outside world,, nobody in the community had 

the slightest suspicion of why the man was killed, or the remotest idea of who did 

it, The police took notes, went home, muttering about indito» and their ways. 

Not all killing? reach thia level of agreement. Some men are killed and 

many people have reservations about the justice of the slaying,» In a case of a 

curer who was killed by the rest of the curers for what essentially was a vio- 

lation of guild rules„ many people in the community thought an injustice was 

committed,, Nor do the families of the victims always cut off social relations 

with the deceased in a public display. Some women mourn their dead husbands 

long after they have been «lain as witches, and continue to «ay that a murder 

was committed» The consensus-making mechanism is not always perfect» and witch- 

craft leaves many unresolved strains in the community and generates cause for 

further violence. This, too, is one of the built-in hazards of a system of 

witch belief having post hoc identification as a necessary corollary. 

The process of identification of a witch is one of consensus, and a man 

runs a risk of death if he misjudge* the character of the victim^ or if he is 

not well integrated into his neighborhood and kin group• Having witches about 

who can only be identified after the fact is a. necessary condition of a viable 



theory of witchcraft., But the ad hoc identification is not an invitation to 

indulgence or to wanton killing,. The constraints of communal judgments about the 

character of the peraons involved, both slayer and slain, set the limits of witch- 

craft action,, And in a small face-to-face community, no one, aa a moral man, can 

for long lay false claim to virtue» and to social status. 

Manning Nash 
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Xn many regions of Meso-América are found two distinct socio-cultural groupsp 

Ladinos and Indianso The distinctive features of each have been well described» 

so that.we now have good ideal-type characterisations of them (Gillin, 1949; Red» 

field and Tax,,1952; Tax» 1937, 1952, passim). Study of the interrelationships 

between these groups has been a major focus of anthropological work, and findings 

from various communities and regions of Mexico and Guatemala have shown how these 

relationships are many and varied, depending upon factors of territorial location 

of groups and the kinds of contacts between them, as in the sectors of commercial, 

religious or political activity (de la Fuente, 1952; Gillin, 1948; Goubaud, 1952; 

Hoyt, 1955; King, 1952; Redfield* 1939; Roberts, 1948; Siegel, 1941; Tax, 1943.; 

Tumin, 1952)* Because of the superordinant position of Ladinos with respect to the 

Indians, much of this contact has resulted in changes in the Indian culture which 

have been described in terms of relative degrees of n3.adinoizationn» There is 

little agreement, however,on the nature of this social process»  Some of this 

disagreement is due to the fact that investigators have generalized from their 

own field studies, and these cover a broad range of Ladino-Indian contexts. My 

aim in this paper is to suggest ways in which we may approach greater conceptual 

clarity in the interpretation of this process. 

One type of community where it is fruitful to examine ladinoization is the 

local community setting where both Ladinos and Indians reside» In a community 

1» I wish to acknowledge the helpful suggestions offered by Manning Nash and 
Robert M. Adams of the University of Chicago on preliminary drafts of this papera 

2. See Adams, 1956, for a review of the differing emphases and points of view 
represented, for example, in Redfield, 1939; Siegel, 1941, and Tumin, 1952. 
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in highland Chiapas which I shall call San Agustín, there exista a mixed population» 

The Indians there today, however, do not conform to the ideal characterization of 

Indian, although it is historically known that their ancestors of only three 

generations ago did. Today, instead, they are found in a relatively high degree 

of integration into the Ladino society of this community» A few characteristics 

of these Indians are described below which in this community effectively set them 

apart from Ladinos» These distinguishing characteristics I call "markers'*, and 

they can be conceptually treated as variables in the preliminary stages of analysis 

of ladinoization. While the markers may be viewed as hurdles, obstructions or 

impediments along a transition axis toward ladinoization, I stress that I do not 

imply any dynamic notion that "becoming a Ladino" is a desire or motive on the part 

of the Indians, nor are these markers consciously maintained by Ladinos for the 

purpose of "keeping the Indian in his place**» I do not know if these motivations 

are present; my analysis is not geared toward making these assertions,. 

The Ladinos of San Agustín number some 4*000 persons. They live in the 

central portions along the two main streets of an elongated grid-patterned town 

which is on an all-weather motor road» San Agustin is a major trade center for 

several neighboring Indian communities, and less than half of the Ladinos of San 

Agustín are directly engaged in agricultural occupations. Rather, most of them 

fall into commercial occupations—artisans, traders and brokers. 

Surrounding the grid portion of the town are several small neighborhood 

enclaves, or barrios. where the majority of the Indians reside. A few Indians 

have moved into the town center, and now occupy the side and back streets» The 

core of this total Indian population of some 1,200 are second and third generation 

descendants of immigrants who came to San Agustin from two large Tzotzil<°speaking 

Indian areas, San Andres and San Miguel» The original migrants came during the 

Revolutionary period,, sometime after 1910, when through land reforms agricultural 
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lands and house sites were made available to them in San Agustin. There has been 

a steady trickle of Indian families into this town since that time. Some of these 

come directly from Indian communities. Others come from large Ladino land-holdings 

in the region where they had originally gone to work as wage-laborers, so that by 

the time they reach San Agustin, they are a couple of stages removed from Indian 

communities. 

At th? level of community-wide organization, the San Agustin Indians are 

indeed highly integrated into the Ladino society of this small community. While 

being administered by a committee of Indians and elected by them, the ejido land 

base of the Indians is dependent upon Ladino support, and there is close cooperation 

between the ejido committee and the Ladino municipio administration. Economic ties 

on the individual household level through periodic wage work for Ladinos, various 

forms of work groups in cargo transport, partnerships In land exploitation and 

agricultural enterprise, links many Indians to rich and poor Ladinos alike. In 

the economic sphere we find a great number of enduring relationships and a high 

degree of mutual dependence for goods and services between Ladinos and Indians. 

Indians have separate barrio religious organizations for the celebration 

of saints that were brought from their original home communities, but these are 

only active two or three times a year. The Ladino fiesta organizations seek out 

Indians to help in the planning and carrying out of community-wide, Ladino-directed 

religious fiestas. It is difficult to estimate the relative importune» of either 

kind of religious participation for the Indians, but there is a greater degree 

of Indian integration into Ladino religious life than is found in most Indian 

communities. 

Politically, while the Indians are in a subordinant position, through their 

ejido and educational committees they are able to effect political action favor- 

able to themselves. Through the ejido organisation, the Indians participate in 
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political ritual which validates the power vested in the local chapter of the 

national political party, PRI, and which underlie» San Agustin municipio government,, 

Thus* in San Agustin, there is no traditional Indian type of political-religious 

organisation, and the Indians are active in community economic, religious and 

political affairso 

While there is a relatively high degree of integration, or ladinoization, 

at this level, the picture must be balanced by the ways in which Ladino and Indian 

segments of the community are identified by each other as distinct entities. 

Local San AguBtin Ladinos refer to the Indians that live in the community as 

ninditosna Likewisep the San Agustin Indians refer to, and distinguish themselves 

from, the Ladinos by calling themselves "naturales**,. Yet, they do not identify 

with Indians of the surrounding Tzeltal or Tzotzil communities„ The verbalized 

Ladino-natural distinction is accompanied by etereotypic statements from individuals 

of both groups characterizing the opposite group, usually in deprecatory terms.» 

The main occupational pursuit of the Indians is verbalized by the agricultor- 

agrarista distinction» Agraristas are the Indians engaged in small scale agriculture 

whose land base is provided by the ejido program. Ladinos do not participate 

in this program, and the small scale Ladino farmers refer to themselves as agricultores,, 

Other markers are found which are not immediately or directly verbalized, 

but easily visible or ascertainable, which serve to identify the Indian. These 

may not be, when taken together, applicable to each and every Indian, but if a 

person is characterized by any one, he can be so tagged»- and I know of no Indian 

who does not come under some one of these markers» These fall, in addition to 

the occupational distinction made above, under the categories of residence, surname, 

costume and language0 

If a person is known to live in a barrio, he is considered an Indian. If 

he is seen in an unguarded moment using the Indian language„ he is irrevocably 

tagged; and similarly,, if he wears Indian costume0 While the use of th» Indian 

language is rare and specially guarded against in the presence of Ladinos, many 
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older persons use it for certain occasions, and in many families, it is used 

among adults o Most children and younger adults know only Spanish» Likewise, the 

use of Indian costume is relatively rare, but so worn, there is no mistaking an 

Indian.-. Among women,, while the wearing of the distinctive regional woman's 

costume Í3 rare, the so-called "generalized Indian" woman's costume is commonly 

worn in San Agustín, and this differs markedly from Ladino women's dress,.   Also, the 

occupations of servants, charcoal-makers and fire-wood-gatherers are distinctive 

for Indian women., 

A roster of the Spanish surnames held by Indians, with only three exceptions I 

know of,reveala that their distribution is mutually exclusive with that of the 

names found among the local Ladinos<, There are a few Indian surnames used, but 

in the present-day Ladino manner, and not bound in the "double" Spanish-Indian 

surname usage found in other Indian communities throughout the region* So, when 

an Indian is introduced or known by name, he is marked„ 

The markers me tioned here are undoubtedly not exhaustive for the community 

of San Agustin, but they seem to be the crucial ones, if one is to judge by cased 

where Indians appear to aake efforts to structure situations in their relations 

with Ladinos whereby such markers are hidden» There are numerous occasions when 

Indian language use is iiscarded, and fewer cases where Indians change their 

occupations, costume, or residence from the barrio to the town center., In no case 

that I know of has any individual or family accomplished all of these succ.essfu3.ly 

in San Agustin and is now considered a Ladino there» There are cases reported 

of Indian individuals and families moving to, or spending a greater proportion of 

the year in other Ladino communities, but rather than assume that such persons 

are able to pass as Ladinos in these communities where their background may be 

unknown, I would reserve comment on this until, the situation is directly observen! 

and reportedo 

/ 
In Sa Agustin,, I liave tried to show that the community is structured in 

such a way as to lead even the more recent "anonymous" Indian migrants to take 
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up barrio residence and in other ways to fit into the community in situations 

where the markers become applicable to them» While it cannot be fully documented, 

it is not unreasonable to postulate that similar characteristics are found in the 

predominantly Ladino and mixed Ladino-Indian communities in other regions of 

highland Chiapas and neighboring Guatemalap where Ladinos today are greatly out- 

numbered by Indians, and where co-existence of both groups has a long tradition» 

By analytically isolating the identifying markers found operating in a 

particular community setting,, we first see the limitations which may be present in 

the. ladinoization process for that community,,' Then, by coupling the distinguishing 

markers found with fuller contextual statements of the types of Ladino-Indian 

relations present, we may arrive at a more refined description of the ways and 

the sectors of activity in which ladinoization occurs« Through comparative studies 

of other settings, where Ladinos and Indians are found in close proximity and in 

relative higher degreeB of community integration, general formulations of such 

ladinoization processes may be tested» 
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